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“J warn my countrymen that the great recent progress made in city life 

is not a full measure of our civilization, for our civilization rests at bottom 

on the wholesomeness, the attractiveness and the completeness, as well 

as the prosperity of life in the country. The men and women on the farms 

stand for what is fundamentally best and most needed in ovr American 

life. Upon the development of country life rests ultimately our ability, by 

methods requiring the highest intelligence, to continue to feed and clothe 

the hungry nation; to supply the city with fresh blood, clean bodies and 

clear brains that can endure the terrific strain of modern life; we need 

the development of men in the open country who will be in the future as 

in the past the stay and strength of the nation.” 

—Theodore Roosevelt.
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STEPHEN MOULTON BABCOCK. 

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, Wisconsin College of Agriculture, 
1888-1913. Inventor of Babcock Test, given to the world 

without a patent. :
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

Hon. James F. TrorrMan, 

President of the Board of Regents, University of Wisconsin: 

Sim:—I have the honor of herewith presenting to you Bulletin No. 27 

of Wisconsin Farmers’ Institutes. 

Most respectfu]ly yours, 

GEORGE McKERROW, 

Superintendent. 

Madison, Wis., November, 1913.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

Board of Regents. 

Charles R. Van Hise, President of the University, ex-otlicio. 
Charles P. Cary, State Supt. of Public Instruction, ex-oflicio. 

State at Large, Gilbert E. Seaman. 6th District, Miss Elizabeth F. Waters. 
State at Large, D. O. Mahoney. 7th District, Edward Evans. 
1st District, A. J. Horlick. 8th District, Mrs. Florence G. Buckstaff. 
2nd District, 9th District, Orlando E. Clark. 
3rd District, J. W Martin. 10th District, Granville D. Jones. 
4th District, Theodore M. Hammond. 11th District, A. P. Nelson. 
5th District, James F. Trottman, Pres. 

M. E. McCaffrey, Secretary. 

Organization. . 

The University embraces— The College of Engineering embraces— 
The College of Letters and Science. The Civil Engineering Course. 
The College of Engineering. The Mechanical Engineering Course. 
The Law School. The Electrical Engineering Course. 
The College of Agriculture. The Chemical Engineering Course. 
The Medical School. The Mining Engineering Course. 
The Graduate School. 

ae Sane The College of Agriculture embraces— 
a : The Experiment Station. 

beat eopeomiey arene Sconce The Long Agricultural Course. 

General Courses in Liberal Arts. = ae Set cen 
Special Courses which include: ie Score ae ° Chemistry. The Dairy Course. 

‘i The Farmers’ Institutes. Commerce. ; Journalism. Home Economics. ; 
Library Training Courses. The Forest Rangers’ Course. 

Pharmacy. 
Music. The Law School embraces— 
Training of Teachers. A Three Years’ Course. 

The Medical School embraces— 
The First Two Years of a Medical Course. 

The Extension Division embraces— 
The Department of Instruction by Lectures. 

The Department of Correspondence-Study. 
The Department of General Information and Welfare. 
The Department of Debating and Public Discussion. 

The Summer Session embraces— 
Courses in the various Colleges and Schools of the University. 

Branches of Study. 

The University presents a wide range of study embracing more than three 
hundred subjects. Something of the extent and variety of these may be 
indicated by the following synopsis: Twelve languages are taught, viz.: 
Greek, Latin, Sanscrit, Hebrew, German, Russian, Norse, French, Italian,
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10 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

Spanish, Anglo-Saxon and English. In Mathematics there are forty-five 

special courses. Under the Sciences there are a large number of courses 
in each of the following: Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Miner-’ 

alogy, Zoology, Botany, Anatomy, Bacteriology, Pharmacy. In History, there 

are forty-nine courses; in Political Economy, sixty-five; in Political Science, 

fifty; in Mental Sciences there are sixty embracing Philosophy, Psychology 

Ethics, Aesthetics, Logic and Education.» There are twenty-one courses in 

Music, and forty-four courses in Physical Education. 
Physical Culture:—The Armory and Gymnasium is one of the largest puild- 

ings for its purposes connected with any institution of learning in the 

country. It is provided with rooms for lectures on Physiology and Hy- 

giene, and for class and individual exercise in all the forms of gymnastic 

practice. There are also the most abundant and approved facilities for 

shower, sponge and swimming baths. 

Adequate accommodations are provided for the women’s gymnastics by 

the completion of Lathrop Hall, which has been fully equipped and is 
now ready for occupancy. This furnishes ample facilities for syste- 
matic courses for young women, and is under the immediate direction 
of a trained instructor. This provides a new gymnasium for the ex- 

clusive use of women. 
In Mechanics and Engineering:—Elementary Mechanics, Mechanics of Mate- 

rial, Dynamics, Mechanics of Machinery, Theory of Construction, Ther- 
modynamics, Elementary Surveying, Railroad and Topographic Survey- 

ing, Geodesy, Sanitary, Hydraulic, Railroad, Electrical, Steam Engineer- 

ing, Hydraulic Motors, Hoisting Machinery, Theory and Construction of 

Locomotives, Railway Locomotives, Railway Location, Railway Equip- 

ment, Construction and Maintenance of Way, Railroad Fieid Work. 
In Electricity:—Electrical Testing, Electrical Plants, Electrical Construc- 

tion, Electrochemistry, and various forms of drawing are given; also 

shop work in wood, iron, brass, both hand work and machine work, 
machine designing, construction and testing machines. 

In Agriculture:—Various courses are given in agriculture, Animal Hus 

bandry, Farm Management, Dairying, Agricultural Chemistry, Soils 

Veterinary Science, Agricultural Physics, Agronomy, Horticulture and 

Economic Entomology, Bacteriology, etc. 
In Law:—Courses in Equity, Jurisprudence, Real Property, Constitutional 

Law, Wills, Contracts, Torts, Practice and Pleading, Law of Evidence, 

Corporations, Domestic Relations, Admiralty, Insurance, Estoppel, Part- 

nership, Taxation, Criminal Laws, Common Carriers, Medical Juris- 
prudence, Probate Law, Code Practice, Agency, etc. 

In Pharmacy:—Courses in Practical Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chemistry, 

Materia Medica, Pharmaceutical Botany and Practical Laboratory Work 

General Facilities: —The faculty embraces six hundred and twenty-four in 

structors. The laboratories are new, extensive and well equipped; em- 

bracing the Chemical, Physical, Metallurgical, Mineralogical, Geological. 

Zoological, Botanical, Bacteriological, Civil, Electrical and Mechanical 

Engineering, Agricultural and Pharmaceutical Laboratories, Seminaries 

are held for advanced study in History, Language, Literature, Mathe 

matics, and other branches. 
The libraries accessible to students embrace that of the University, 185,99 

volumes; of the State Historical Society, 450,000 volumes, including pampi- 
lets; of the State Law Department, 51,000 volumes; of the city, 25,000 vol- 
umes, besides special professional and technical libraries, making in all 

more than 711,000 volumes, including pamphlets, thus affording very excep- 
tional opportunities for reading and special research. 

Any person who desires information in regard to any of the colleges or 

schools, should apply to W D. HIESTAND, 
Registrar.
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COURSES IN THE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN 

MADISON 

Long Course. Covering four full college years, offers scientific training in 

agriculture, as well as training in the underlying sciences. Students 

may specialize in any line after the second.year. In 1913, 579 regis: 

tered. 
Middle Course. Consists of two full college years, modified to include as 

much practical work as possible in connection with the regular scien- 

tific training. In 1913, 107 registered. 

Home Economics. A four-year course, leading to the degree of Bachelor 

of Science, for those who wish to prepare themselves as teachers in 

Home Economies, as home makers or for other related vocations. In 

1913, 165 registered. 
Summer Session. [ast week in June to second week in August. This ses- 

sion includes 22 courses in agriculture. In 1913, 365 students attended. 

Short Course. A term of 14 weeks in each of two years. Registration Sat- 

urday, November 29. The course includes lectures, demonstrations, and 

practice work. In 1912-13, 431 attended. 

Young Peoples’ Course. This is a one week course of lectures and demon- 

strations in agriculture for boys and girls who have taken part in the 

Young People’s Grain Growing Contests. It generally begins early in 

February. 
Farmers’ Course. This is a ten-days’ course of popular lectures, demonstra- 

tions and exercises in practical agricultural science, beginning early 

in February. It is open to farmers over 25 years old. In 1913, 1146 

attended. 
Winter Dairy Course: A twelve weeks’ session, beginning early in Novem- 

ber, including lectures, laboratory and practice work in the manufac- 

ture of dairy products. It is designed especially for buttermakers and 

cheesemakers. In 1912-13, 154 attended. 

Summer Dairy Course. This is a ten-weeks’ training in dairy factory oper- 

ation for beginners. Students are admitted any time during the spring 

or summer after March 1. 
Special Dairy Course. This is for creamery and cheese factory operators 

and managers and covers ten days, including addresses and laboratory 

demonstrations. It is given at the time of the Farmers’ Course 

Women’s Course. This is a one-week course of lectures and cemonstra- 

tions on various phases of home economics, cooking, nursing, etc., and 

is given during the first week of the ten days’ Farmers’ Course, in 

1913, 415 attended. 

Women’s One Week School. This is a laboratory course in cooking, given 

during the second week of the Farmers’ Course. In 1918, 225 attended. 

Forest Rangers’ Course. This course covers a period of two full years, 

preparing students for such positions as forest ranger, guard, tree 

planting expert, or nursery foreman. 

For further information concerning any of these courses 

address the College of Agriculture, 
Madison, Wis. 

Farmers’ Institutes. 

George McKerrow, Superintendent Nellie E. Griffiihs, Clerk 

‘HE FARMERS’ INSTITUTES D ‘MEN’ . eti i i 

asta at the state where prac lect lentatex uné contecencee on subiccts ver 

taining to farm life and operations are presented. Cooking Schools are also con- 

ducted for the women, The Farmers’ Institute Bulletin is issued annually in an 

edition of 50,000 copies, and distributed at Institutes and by mail; also 10,000 

copies of the: Serer dition te the Seperiatendent, For Curther information 
address Supt. George McKerrow, Madison, Wik ene: Bor ikactier aterm
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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

rp SAT ah NTTTS 
TWENTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL 

‘i x9 

CLOSING FARMERS’ INSTITUTE 
HELD AT 

CLINTONVILLE, WIS., MARCH 18, 19, 20, 

FIRST DAY, MARCH 18, 1913. 

Morning Session, 9:30 o'clock. 

The convention was called to order by Supt. George McKerrow. Invoca- 

tion by Rev. T. W. Cole. 

: i ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

ne i Mayor Edw. Felshow, Clintonville, 

€ Wis. 

. ; — It gives me a great deal of pleasure to 
a Y 3 welcome you, for many reasons. One 

. Ee Y ‘ reason is because I have always 

— me! Feo thought that the farmer is the main- 

Es ee _ | | stay and backbone of the country, ana 
a ae | |perhaps more so with Clintonvilie 

= 4 Se ae te than with many other places, because 
SR fy 2). 9s] | Clintonville is a farmer town. We 

As - Mes es : ae Pay eesicie,| | are surrounded by farmers and, I am 
eee Sa fe st proud tosay,as good farmers as you 
ee i Btteas ¢! | can find on the green earth anywhere. 

SP a Ne Whenever a man comes into Clinton- 
: - ville and says, “You have a nice lit- 

= tle town here,” we say, “Yes, but have 

: you been out and seen our farming 
FS country? That is what we are par- 

ticularly proud of, and it is all around 

us.” And I must say. gentlemen, we 
have some of the most progressive 
farmers that you can find anywhere. 

If you will go out in the country, 1t 
Mayor Felshow. does not make any difference ‘vhicn 

+
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way you go, you will find well kept For the interest that you exhibited a 

farms, with nice large barns and| year ago I want to thank you. 

houses and out buildings,all kept up To you other gentlemen, all I can 

in nice shape. I believe we have the | say is that I welcome you very heart- 

best buildings among our farmers of]ily to the city. Have a good time 

any place in the world. I have trav-| while you are here these three days. 

eled to the Pacific coast and I have Enjoy yourselves. Eat, drink and be 

not seen any place where on the aver-| merry. I sincerely hope that every 

= “= a sige baie ra cases 1 
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Manual Training Display at Round-up Institute at Clintonville. 

age the farmers look more prosperous | one of you, after you go back home, 

than they do right here. will feel that you are so much better 

I want to thank you farmers, in | qualified to take up the labor you have 

the first place for aiding us in getting taken upon yourselves to perform. 

this Round-up Institute here. It was] Consider yourselves welcome at any 

not the work that we city fellows did|time to anything our city affords. 

that got it here, it was you farmers |Our city is wide open, the keys are 

who came in and took such an inter-]all thrown in the well. You are 

est in the Institute held here last year, | heartily welcome, good friends. 

that was what convinced Superintend Mr. L. P. Martiny was called to pre- 

ent McKerrow that Clintonville was] side over the meeting and to give re- 

the place to hold the next Round-up.! sponse to the address of welcome.
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| REPONSE TO ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

: L. P. Martiny, Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

It gives me a great deal of pleasure ; State talking along lines of what was 

to be here at this time and to reply ]at that time advanced agriculture; 

to this hearty address of welcome|for instance, they were discussing 
that has been given to us. It was my|silos. Many times it seemed as 

pleasure to attend the Institute held| though they were making no impres- 

here last year, it was perhaps the]|sion whatever upon their audiences, 

largest attended and the best held in|but it set people to thinking, and 

the State, and I am proud to say 1 did | today we know that those talks did a 

what I could to bring the Round-up] great deal of good, because Wiscon- 
here, sin has more silos than any other 

a 7 

= 
m oniteh 

fe r ee, — say oe 

1 sgl a ave Se aie, Here ne ae 
r nN ip , bY Fs Bae ate : 

gh See , | 3 PL Bae Bee ies aoa 

Oot eta ah gtet ies tin) coe he een gts Be 
Pies os uare ee Sea ta See 2 

x os oy ete SS 2G rer caae eae nt ae 

Keeping up the Farmers’ Institute work by a Summer Show, River 
Falls, June 13, 1913. 

As we look back over the Institute )state in the Union. Not only that, 
work and realize that this is the}|but Wisconsin has more silos than 

Twenty-seventh Annual Round-up In-/all the other states in the Union 
stitute, we find that great develop-| put together, and more silos even 

ments have taken place along agricul-|than all the other states and Can- 
tral lines in this State. ada put together, so we have reason 

I can remember years ago, when | to believe those talks really did set 

some of the old Institute workers, | people to thinking. 
who have since dropped out, such men| The earlier Institute men went 
as C. P. Goodrich, Ex-Gov. Hoard,| about this State preaching soil fertil- 
John M. True, H. A. Briggs, and a| ity, the importance of conservation ot 
uumber of others whe were pioneers | our soils—twenty-seven years ago. 
in the Institute work, went about tke| Some of our leading political thinkers
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are just beginning to discuss this in; among farmers, because they know 

connection with some of our natural] that if they are to sell farmers ma- 

resources, but our Institute workers chinery it will have to be to the pros- 

had this in mind and have been work-|perous farm communities. ‘he rall- 

ing upon it all these years, and as a re- roads realize it is a good business. 

sult the soils in Wisconsin are better |Commercial clubs are organizing in 

preserved than in many ofthe other the different cities, but remember 

states. We are growing more clover|io see that the agricultural interests 

than any other state in in the Union: | have their chance. 

we are growing more dairy cows Your Mayor realizes that if this 

than any other state, and these are all| city of Clintonville is going to con- 

the results of efforts made in the|tinue as a prosperous city, it will be 

early days of the Instixute. | because the surrounding country is 

<4 Sosy 

ays Eve. meat. Seve Soe é 

cc e — . Ed ne ge $s. : 
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At the Stock Exhibit, River Falls, Wis., June 13, 1913. | 

Today there is a great demand for) prosperous. I was glad to see the | 

education along this line. There | spirit he manifested here. He thinks 

never was so great a demand for edu-|it is the most prosperous, the best 

cation among the farmers as there is community anywhere, and I heartily 

at the present time, and we find con-| agree with him. But we go into other | 

stantly that the attendance at our In-| towns and I am glad to see they all | 

stitutes is larger, the interest great-|feel the same way. We like to see | 

er, there is growing enthusiasm. Not | this optimistic spirit; we like to hear 

cnly do our farmers recognize this,|a man say his town is the best, his 

tut other lines of business recognize | county is the best, his family and his 

that they will be prosperous only as | home are the best in the State. When | 

the farmers are prosperous. people feel that way there is going to | 

The International Harvester Com-| be progress made. 

pany has set aside $1,000,000 to carry The attitude of the Farmers’ Insti- 

on a line of agricultural education | tutes has been to go out to the people
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and discuss practical farm topics that confront the farmers, and so we 

from experience rather than from want tiis audience to take an active 

experiment, to talk over-the problems part in this meeting. 

WISCONSIN SOILS. 

Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis. 

For twenty-eight years discussion | of the future, and we crop out of It 

of the soils of Wisconsin has been|the elements that are needed for 

going on in our Farmers’ Institutes,— plant growth, sell those crops, put 

the conservation of the soils. I do| the money into our pockets and spend 

not expect to tell you anything new/]it, and we keep on at that until that 

about it, allIcandoistorepeat what | soil is impoverished, and then, in for- 

has been said by some of our good|mer days, many a farmer moved off, 

soldier boys all this time, at least in | or sold to somebody else to improve or 

part, but, as the soil in every country bring up again, or left it as a legacy 

is the foundation of its agriculture,| to his children after he had taken the 

and, more than that, the foundation of | best out of it and went on into new 

the prosperity of every country, we| lands, but we have reached a point 

can well afford to discuss it. where that plan of action must be 
- stopped, because the good lands are 

What is Soil? fast being taken up; they are becor:- 

. ing very scarce. 

ita i te, wilt A ale boy sa) Ta Teal have the fellows who 
dirt, but there are different kinds of Secs ere ee i ere the 

ditt, What dajeoll? | Itts the surtees| Ce oo Toes tO be Breschod to on 
layer of this earth of ours that has Ss subject of soil conservation. We 

been ground up, pulverized and mixed had that pretty well illustrated at one 

with organic aiactne by the laws of a of our northern Institutes. A Swed- 

wise Creator, so it has the ability to aoe er ee eee ie ot eer 
produca things that we need to live mission and, extending his hand, said: 

upon. “] know you. I been in Farmers’ In- 

Pirsl wo may eay tae eo ane stitutes a good many times and 1 see 

rock, the forces of nature have been at Boe peo eee anues to Sermers 
work grinding it thal teece Of ewe. institute, but all the fellows don’t 

ter, the frosts, the sunlight, the roots come like that. I got Yankee neigh- 

of Plants, eat th ware aaa Ga ceecial bor, he come from south Wisconsin 

life are all working to refine this soil ces ae es ana a 
and put it into shape for the produc- ee ae ie re verte ae 
tion of thea things pedal iecnnn to i he nid, ao I wouldn’t go to that 

feed him, clothe him and keep him pectiags 1 aaa Q nes nee 

warm, therefore the soil is the foun-| ( teal to seer 
dation sHiudipia’ apes = wie ae (I presume he had not seen Griswold 

roshe and Bradley; he had just seen Mar- 

Now! wane Gb Ge Seas tal tiny.) “And then he said, ‘1 Know 

connie eee 8 ee 0 > ae more about farming than those fel- 

soit as aa ae ion 0! ©] lows, I farmed forty-five years and 

. out any thought} wore out three farms before | got up
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here’.” It is those fellows we would | them best. But you should go home 

hike to talk to and talk at, but tney|and think these matters over and 

are not here. keep thinking them over and decide 

on the things that are suited to your 

Wisconsin Soils Varied. conditions gradually. Do not do it in 

a hurry, or you will probably make a 

But to get back to the soil. Here| mistake. Grow into it and do it by 

in Wisconsin we have more varied | thinking. 

agricultural soils than can be found 

in almost any state in the Umon. We How to Handle the Soil. 

have the sand and the sand loams, 

the clay loams and the clays and the It is the same with the handling of 

very heavy clay. We have the peat | our soils. We must think and we 

soils that we find in our swamps and] must study them. We hear a great 

ovr marghes, and these soils all neea|ceal about shortage of phosphorous 

the same general principles applied to] in some of these soils and the short- 

them in care and cultivation. While] age of potash and the shortage of nl- 

they all contain the vegetable ele-| trogen, and when one of these ele- 

ments that make plants grow, especial-} ments is short in its available form, 

ly those three most necessary—the|We cannot grow the kind of crops 

nitrogen, the phosphoric acid and the|that need that element. So it 

potash—and the other minor ele-|is for the farmer to study his soil and 

ments, yet they contain them in very experiment, even to the extent of buy- 

differing quantities. Most of our|ing commercial fertilizers, althougn 

Wisconsin soils either have practical-|I believe that the Wisconsin farmer, 

ly nitrogen enough, or it can be sup- if he is a good farmer, a live stock 

plied with legumes, but we find many farmer, Will not in the future use very 

of them very short in phosphoric acid | much commercial fertilizer for the 

and the potash and some short in| growing of his crops, because 1 think 

nitrogen. when he experiments he will find that 

Now, the farmer must study and|in many cases it would be useless up- 

think how to handle each piece ot|on his land. Of course, whenever 

soil that he controls. It is by think-|ihere is a lack, then it is his business 

ing, and only by studying and thimk-|io supply it, whether he supplies it 

ing, that we can work out the correci|in tke food stuffs that he buys and 

principles for our use. You cannot| feeds his cattle, or in the potash and 

go home from this one Institute and | phosphorous that he may buy in the 

follow the plan in toto of any man|marxet, that is up to him to decide 

that addresses you here. We will|after studying out the problem. 

: very likely have some Jersey crank We hear a good deal about the acid- 

get up and tell you that the Jersey | ity of our soils; they tell us that bac- 

cattle are the very best on earth, and | terial life grows in our souls and that 

that is all right, they are the best for| much of this bacteria generates an 

him, but unless you are sure they are|acid in our soils. The scientist tells 

the best for you, do not go home and | Us to correct that acid to put on lime, 

sell your Holsteins and buy Jerseys.|two or two and a half tons to the 

On the other hand, we will probably | acre, and the way to find out whether 

have some Holstein crank here who| you need lime on your soil is not to 
thinks there is no kind of cattle like| buy ten carloads and put all the 
the Holsteins. He can stand up to| money you have in the bank and all 
milk his Holstein cows and so he likes | you can borrow into it, but you just 

sas
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buy a litule litmus paper and by put-| less we have very sandy soil; but, as 

ting that into your soil you can make|a rule, we can get that in the alfalta 

that little experiment and decide |and the clover plant. 

whether you need that lime or not,| . Mr. Jacobs—In correcting acidity, 

because, as I said, Wisconsin soils|is the lime refuse from sugar beets 
vary. actually as good as ground limestone 

We are draining a good many of|or the marl that is put up? 
our marshes. A few weeks ago we] Supt. McKerrow—I could not tell 
held an Institute in a locality where | you. Some people say that it is, it 
marshes are being drained, and a Ger-| has been slaked by water. I received 
man farmer gave us some of his good|a bulletin lately from the Khode 1s- 
experience. He found that potash |land Station, where they were using 
was the thing needed in the case or | that class of lime on alfalfa, and they 
his marsh, and indeed thatis the case | figured that 3,700 pounds of that class 
with most of them; the land is de-|of lime when dry was equal to 5,vuU 
ficient in potash in its available form,| Pounds of ground limestone. 1 ao 
and so he got potash. Our German| not know whether it was as good as 
friend said, “The first time 1 pougnt| Wisconsin limestone or not. 
potash, it was all right, fifty-eignt per| Mr. John Imrie—Wouldn’t it be pos- 
cent potash, and the next time 1/|sibie to add to the phosphoric acia 
bought from the same firm and they| and the potash by feeding some cer- 
sent me only thirty-two per cent pot-| tain feeds that we grow on our own 
ash and I do not get as good results.” | farms, especially on a dairy farm? 
So you see we have to watch every} Supt. McKerrow—Well, that is a 

detail. question. When you grow such crops 
I can only touch a few of the nign}4s Clovers and alfalfa, they are deep 

spots on this subject, and I think now | rooters, they bring up a good deal of 
that questions, experiences and sug-|the supply of these elements from a 
gestions would bring out what we] depth greater than the average farm 
want. crop, that is deposited in the growth 

of hay that we take off of the ground 
DISCUSSION. and the root that is afterwards turnea 

over, and of course it helps the sur- 
Mr. Convey—What is your opinion! face of the soil no doubt, but it 1s 

as to the best way of adding fertility only .the available part in these ele- 
to the soil? Is it better to buy com- ments that we can get at. ‘The gooa 

— ee gen a ooh to stock |} ord knew that we were spendthrifts 
BOS Rae Peete Su Shei ARUP | whan Hie made un, andes gavel ii or is it better to buy potash and phos- trust for us. These el 

phoric acid in the market? . ah Scan eS Supt. Melerrow—3t 4s better to soil only become available as we fol- 
ees low the right methods to develop and keep live stock and buy commercial z , 

feed stuffs that are rich in those ele-|*fme them and make them fit for the 
ments. .A good class of live stock use of our plants, so by having these 

will always pay for those feeds and | 2¢eP-Tooted plants going down deep 
then you can get from seventy-five to into the subsoil and bringing up these 

ninety per cent of those elements | /ements, I think we will get a supply 
back into your soil and it is so|for our surface plants. But you can 
much clear gain. Now, nitrogen is | €aSily see that under a poor system of 
something that on most Wisconsin | Working that would not do. 
soils we do not need to buy at all, un-| Mr. John Imrie—I mean in feeding
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alfalfa and clover and by adding a Mr. Convey—The plowed land isn’t 

little more potash. porous like grass land. The grass 

Supt. McKerrow—Yes, certainly, al- land will take up much more than 

falfa and clovers are richer in all| plowed land. 

those elements. A Member—Is there any place bet- 

Mr. Convey—Which of the commer- | ter on the farm to put manure than on 

cial food stuffs is richest in phosphor- | grass land? 

ic acid and nitrogen? Supt. McKerrow—No, sir, I think 

Supt. McKerrow—I think bran. it is the best for this reason, you not 

Bran has fifty-eight pounds of phos-| only gel the benefit of the liquid part 

phorous to the ton. on the soil, but if there happens to be 

Mr. Stubley—Which is the most | clover or alfalfa roots in the soil, they 

practical way of keeping humus in the | make holes all through and they draw 

soil? from below. Itaddstothe grass crop 

Supt. McKerrow—Barnyard ma- both root and branch, and the grass 

nures and the growing of the le-| uses the fertility as it is available. 

gumes, the clovers and alfalfa. Mr. Imrie—What is the best way to 

Mr. Convey—You better cut out| apply fime? 

that barnyard manure and say stable Supt. McKerrow—A great many ap- 

manure. ply it with the manure, from the ma- 

Supt. McKerrow—I accept your] nure spreader. Of course that would 

amendment. Barnyard manure has|be ground limestome; or the ailr- 

had too much washing. slaked lime. 

A Member—Consequently it would} A Member—I secured about ftty 

be best to have the manure taken di-| bushels of air-slaked lime last fall, | 

rect from the stable to the field andj took that to the field and spread it on 

spread at once. top of the alfalfa and I could not see 

Supt. McKerrow—You have been much benefit from it, though I hope 

thinking about it, I see; it would. to see it this spring. 

The Member—Yes, and I am doing Supt. McKerrow—I hope so, and 

it. the next time we come around with 

Supt. McKerrow—And that is better] an Institute I want you to tell us how 

yet. it comes out. 

A Member—How about when the| Mr. David Imrie—It is hard on the 

ground is frozen on hilly land, or even | manure spreader, on the machinery. J 

with a little slope? would rather have one of these regu- 

Supt. McKerrow—Well, I think this|larlime spreaders, a thirty-five dollar 

man over here will probably put it on| machine. We sowed about eight tons of 

the slope; we do. Of course, I would| marl last year in the manure spread- 

not put it on steep, sloping hillsides. | er, we put on about a.ton to the acre; 

The only time-I would object to a|we put it on the manure, then manure 

gentle slope would be when it was|again and then lime, and manure 

icy. again, lots of it. You have to wait 

Mr. John Imrie—I was waiting to| until the wind is in the right direc- 

hear Supt. McKerrow say that it was|iion, or it will blow onto your neigh- 

all right when it was put on the other | bor’s land. 
side of his neighbor’s line fence. The Chairman—If you are going to 

Supt. McKerrow—I do think that] experiment with lime, what is the 
grass land, even when the soil is| best way to apply it and the best time 

frozen, will hold much more than|and would you leave it on top or mix 

plowed land. it with the soil?
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Supt. McKerrow—This gentleman A Meinber—Where is marl found in 

over here says it had better be har-| Wisconsin? 
rowed, cultivated into the soil. If it Supt. McKerrow—They have small 

is ground lime, it begins to disinte-| beds in Waukesha county. 

grate better when it gets mixed with Mr. Convey—-And they have in this 
the soil; if it is air-slaked lime it wil! | county. 

burn some of the vegetable matterin] A Member—We have lots of mari in 
the soil, but in all cases it is better | Door county. 
to mix it. Supt. McKerrow—Marl beds are 

The Chairman—Would you always| being worked in Waukesha county. 
expect to see results the first year af- | These are the only ones I know of be- 
ter liming? ing worked in this State. 

Supt. McKerrow—Not with ground A Member—They have them in 

limestone, but I would with the air-| Waupaca county, but they are not 

slaked or water-slaked lime, and mari| working them. 
too. 

MOISTURE FOR CROP GROWTH. 

W. C. Bradley, Hudson, Wis. 

This is the spring of the year, the; Coast or the Atlantic, we could count 

time when we are beginning to think | on a good deal of rain and the grow- 

about doing things during the com-/ing of more crops than we can out in 
ing season, and one of the things we| the higher lands of Montana, for in- | 
must think about is the condition of} stance. Evaporation in the colder air 
cur soil, and another thing we must| goes on slower than in warmer lati- 

think about is keeping moisture in|tudes. We are pretty far north and 
our soil. we can get along with a reasonable 

Now, this ought not to be a dry|2#mount of rain, but once in a while in 

subject, but soils are not all alike,| Wisconsin it forgets to rain and we 

like the Irishman’s red flannel shirt.|are short cf moisture. One of the 
He said no matter how cold and wet|professorsfrom the Agricultural Col- 
it was, it was always warm and dry. |lege came up into St. Croix county 

lf we could keep our soils warm/two years ago and he told us we had 
and wet, the problem of crop growing} moisture enough in the soils of St. 

wouid be easy, but as it is, the keep-| Croix county for another year or two. 

ing of moisture in the soil is an im-|I was pretty sure he did not know 
portant question for the Wisconsin | what he was talking about, I was sure 

farmer, and one of the things that we|there was net that much moisture 
have got to study more and more. left. I had more confidence in a man 

It makes a good deal of difference|from another part of the State who 
where we are in the United Statesin|said there was plenty of moisture if 
regard to soils and soil moisture and| we took care of what we had. | be- 
the amount of moisture that is re-|lieve it is easy to take care of the 
quired to grow crops. If we were in| moisture if it is in the ground, but 1f 
the southern sections of the United] it is not there you cannot conserve il, 
States, especially along the Gulf| no matter how you twist or turn.
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How to Conserve Moisture. while the cheniist might analyze those 

soils and get plenty of fertility, lots 
_ The problem for us to try to solve | of nitrogen and phosphoric acid to 
is how to conserve the moisture that grow good ercps, yet for some reasou 

falls. We know that land gets out of | they could not grow good crops, and 
condition mechanically very easily. the reason was that there was no hu- 

If we have clay soil, it may rain on| ius there to hold water, so in those 
that clay soil and unless it is full ot sections they have had to resort again 

humus, the soil particles run together, to the use of stable manure, and to 

and no matter how much rain falls, | the use of clover, in order to keep the 
the moisture in the soil is not avail-|jang in thé mechanical condition 
able, the particles run together and| where it would hold water. 
the plants cannot breathe, though This does not apply everywhere. 

there is plenty of moisture there. | yoy take in sandy sections, and in 
Then there are other soils, perhaps some places where they have almost 
sandy soils, where there would be lots Gaily rains, they can crop out almost 

of chance for plants to breathe, and} the entire amount of humus, because 
yet, unless we keep humus in the soil, they get plenty of rain, and there they 
the rain falls and if there is nothing|¢an add the commercial fertilizers, 
to take up that water, the water runs | the dried blood and the ground bone 
eut of the soil, so the plant is left] ang the guano, because they are eas- 
dry and cannot grow. It should be} ity taken up by the soil and they do our ambition to try to kéep our soil in not require but very little humus. 
the mechanical condition necessary, But in Wisconsin we have got to pay 
so that whatever moisture comes on | «itenticn to keeping our soil in condi- 

the soil the excess might drain out] tion so it will hold moisture in order and yet there is enough humus to take | ,) get food for our plants. 
up a lot of water and preserve it ror 
plant food. 

We know that all plants get their DISCUSSION. 
living through moisture, they must 
have their food in a liquid form, and| A Member—Under what conditions 
that must be available. At thesame|¢an you restore the moisture in our 
time, there must be air enough mixed | £0ils? 
with the soil so the plant breatnes| Mr. Bradley—You cannot restore it 
readily, as well as drinking the wa-|if it does not come. 
ter. The Member—But if it is there, 

In a good many plades in the Unit-| how can we make it available for the 

ed States the people have come to the | plants? 
conclusion that certain lines of farm-| Mr. Bradley—As a rule, by mulch- 
ing are better than some others, and|1g; by keeping the soil full of vege- 
some of them are getting tired of the| table matter, like manure, the roots 
eld lines. I know of several places in| of clover in the soil, decayed clover 
the United States where the farmers | roots help a great deal, by cultivation. 
have got tired of stable manuring,| A few weeks ago we were up north of 

have got tired of keeping cattle, sheep | kere a little way and they complained 
and hogs and hauling out the ma-| about their soil drying out and their 

nire, have got tired of handling clov-| clover being killed, the clover plants 
ers; they have said. “There is an| would ccme up, but they would dry 

easier way to do all this, we will buy| cut pretty soon. Mr. McKerrow sug- 
commercial fertilizers,” and in many| gested that the ground be covered 
places where they have found that| with a slight covering of straw. We
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know that would help keepin some of | the clover ae Lape a 1 
the moisture; we know also that the |had a soe ore 2 ae TO: = - ran 
growing vlant takes out of the soll a| A 7 a or . oe a ae 
great deal of moisture. The roots ab-|man have to plo z 

sorb the moisture and on land where | to sor es oe —_ soil? fae 
plants are growing, it becomes drier Mr. Bradley—The oftener we c 

than other land. But in order to|that the better. A three-year coe 
make money we must keep something ao = an Peete Gate 

ceva Me aielaieg Wier Sr Siultiver wenh. we eile ben bore core serve the moisture, e' 
dressing with manure or any method | and hay and it has done for the soil 

we can think of that will make avail-|all it can do. After you turn it under 
able the plant food, the moisture. : —_ = a. _ 

Mr. Richardson—Do you cultivate , i 
deep = shallow? . has done the land all the good it can. 

Mr. Bradley—I do not believe in| Turn it over and use it. That keeps 
very deep cultivation, and again | do| the Bon fall of humus, full of fertility. 
not believe in cultivating very much| Mr. Convey—Mr. Bradley says if 
in a dry time, after you have once ae me i. _ Sena — — 
fixed a mulch over the ground. Some ime, that is - 
people advocate cultivation in a ~ bce ae secured perigee 
field during a dry time. I believe if|by cw vat ing once a week. oO 
we once gota good mulch overit, an| Speak of tie aeration to stimulate the 
inch or two ef dirt, that is as much as growth of the crop, and you will no- 
we can do until the rain comes again. bose — you ae ~ a very ocd 
Once we have a perfect dry muich|time the leaves w: eshen up, but 
on top, that is about all we can do to|they will not freshen up to the same 
conserve that moisture. extent on land that is not cultivated, 

A Member—Will summer fallowing | £0 8 a is that = moist- 
keep moisture in the ground? ure € atmosphere may be taken 

Mr. Bradley—It will help, but it is| up by the soil or by plants or by both, 
not practical in this State. It is|and tiere is better conservation of 
practical in the west and they recom-| the soil. The cultivation of the lana 
mend it. a whole season has been tried out 

A Member—I found out two years | west. They ran an experiment where 
ago that top dressing is a good idea.|they grew corn on land and cultivated, 
I had a field of oats; I sowed it with | the corn crop, and they had a better 
clover, the oats came up and | took crop than where they did not cuiti- the manure spreader and went over vate. 
the whole field, about ten acres, and Mr. Ivey—Out in western Nebraska 
spread it very thinly. There had not they made tests. They had part ot much clover come up before, but I se- the ground with the dust ae 

cured a very good stand of clover! ynoo, they cultivated as high as nt where I had the top aes put = teen times they did better. 
The Chairman—That is my experi Supt. McKerrow—There were ex- 

ence also. How did your oats stand periments made on the St. Croix 
up? 2 

river. I remember Mr. Bradley wrote le. 
leap oe —. ote. me a letter in which he said it was so 
cats were not very good, but later on dry up there that the backs of the
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fishes were sunburned in the St.|raised twelve children wants all the 

Croix river. interest he can get. 

Mr. Convey—I heard him state m}| A Member—I have had experience 

the same year that the only moisture in hauling manure for three seasons, 

they had up there was the farmers’ but I found no advantage. It might 

tears. be of advantage in the southern part 

A Men:ber—Would it be a good plan | of the State, where you do not have 

for any cne who does not haul out his | so mutch snow or heavy frost, but in 

manure during the winter, for any jour ccuntry, in the spring now like 

reason, but shelters it under a shed, } this, the snow goes off fast and the 

would it be a better plan for him to| whole business goes down into the 

haul it out and spread it on fall|creek. Take it where I keep my ma- 

plowed land? nure under shelter, as soon as | get 

Mr. Bradley—I think it would, any-| through spreading the manure on the 

thing to keep that manure from wash-| soil, it stays there until late in the 

ing. If you can put it in a shed and fall, when I break it up, and I always 

cover it up, it might do. We some find the best results that way. Last 

times make a mistake in plowing un-| year I hauled in the spring and 1 

der manure that is too coarse. Some-| hauled in the fall and 1 hauled 

times that will bea damage tothe soil] through the winter onto a good, level 

and our crops will suffer. Two years | Piece of soil, and I had one patch 

ago, if we had taken our manure that} where I never manured at all, and | 

winter and put it in the shea and/| did not see one bit of difference. 

sept it there until fall, we wouldnave| Mr. Jacobs—In talking of the con- 

kad more good out of it than we did | servation of moisture, I think perhaps 

by spreading it in the winter, because these doctors have missed a point. 

that summer it was so dry the ma-| We find that manure loses in two 

nure dried out and we did not get any | ways, by leaching and evaporation. 

good from it. I know Convey will od-| This man who puts it in the manure 

ject to that, but he does not know, he shed does not lose by leaching, but 

was not up there. we can be pretty sure he is going to 

Mr. Coavey—I tried the manure |lose a whole 10t by evaporation. ‘The 

shed and I thought it was the finest only way manure can be kept with 

thing in the world until I found a the least loss is by having moisture 

petter way. Tne manure shed saves euough to hold the heat from it and 

a lot of labor, because you do not naui keep fermentation from it. 

cut in the spring rains and the sun The Chairman—Your idea is that 

and everything, but the trouble is that the shed should be under the manure 

if you let it stand long enougn it wil pile rather than over it? 

leach out the fertility and you prac- > Member—it is well packed and 

tically get no value on the hay that ee ee the ae 

season. You will at scme time get a sbape as you can find. caeee — 

good out of it, but if you want to get |. or times 1 have asked a anaes 

the most good out of it and when It} +, jook at it. I used to have it mgh 

ri spread che best appr tomas | sn dried ou, but Ht oes not do tna 
have any loss. bes Peas 

Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Convey | years’ print Pte * ae paced ae | 

wants interest on that manure for lve} of appiying manure on bare ground 

or six months. The man who has|than on snow. If it is on grass land
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on the snow I do not worry about it; ) out at this time of the year on top of 

I know I am going to get the value of | the ground it goes down in the ditch. 

it. We like to apply every day, except Mr. David Imrie—I believe there is 

for a time in the summer, and we get |a great difference in the kind of grass 

vetter results than we used to get. land in this matter of applying ma- 

Mr. Plowman—Isn't it a fact that at|nure. If you put it on a sheep pas- 

the Experiment Farm at Madison} ture, eaten down close, you will lose 

they put their manure into a shed? some of it, but if you put it on a new 

Mr. Jacobs—I will say it is also a| seeding of clover, where you sowed 

fact that the Experiment Farm rec-|last year and there is stubble eight 

ommends that the ieast loss occurs py | inches high there it would be all 

applying it outside. right. 

Mr. Bradley—They tried the shed| Supt. McKerrow—What does this 

proposition one year, but only one} man Imrie know about sheep pasture? 

year. Two years ago they had a shed | It should not be eaten down close. 

full and they found out all about it. Mr. David Imrie—We get it just as 

A Member—I find where I put it|far away from the oat crop as we 
possibly can. 

FERTILIZERS ON OUR FARMS. 

H. D. Griswold, West Salem, Wis. 

Aiea al ~ It seems to me that my subject has 

ge SRS RS ar been pretty thoroughly taken up al- 

AS Sai Nea ea ready. It makes me think of an inct- 
. aS a dent that happened in our school 

= Saeed some years ago. The school teacher 
= cota oe : was taking up the subject of agricul- 

oe a ture and she asked the children to 

ee ieee tell her what made the plants grow. 

Fix i One boy said, “Snow”; another said, 

- _ “Rain”; another said, “Dirt.” My lit- 
tle boy held up his hand and when she 

x & asked him, “Well, Harry, what is it?” 

ee he said, “Manure.” 
Ly . We have been talking about com- 

thes cs merciai fertilizers somewhat; ! 
4 think farmers are very apt to follow 

. ? the plan of sending away for some- 

thing they can get just as cheap at 

a home. I believe we can have our fer- 

v tilizers right on the farm and use 
them a great deal better and a great 
deal cheaper than anywhere else. 1 

do not believe that in Wisconsin we 

: need to buy commercial fertilizers, 
but we do need to keep more stock 

Mr. Griswold. on our farms and have more of this
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barnyard manure—stable manure. I|of men who keep quite a number of H 

stand corrected. hogs and yet they get nothing from ki 

In a geod many cases we have too| them that they can « put out on the 

large farms. Our farmers have paid land. They let the hogs run in such i 

more attention to the buying of lana|a way that they get absolutely nota- ? 

than they have to the buying of stock, | ing from them. Now, we can get a | . 

they have too much land for the num-| large amount of fertilizer from the fi 

ver of Cattle they keep. We want to|iiog pens if we will give those pigs 

feed out cn our farms all the products | plenty of bedding, clean out the pens ’ 

cf the farm right there; we do not] often and take care of them; it is the 

want to be selling off hay and grain, | very best fertilizer we can get, and it 

we waut to feed them right at home, | will not hurt the hogs either to be 

and if we have the right kind of stock: | taken care af. 

we can realize a great deal more for We can even get quite a lot of fer- 

sur hay and grain fed out at home| tility from the hen house by cleaning 

than we can get on the market. it often; it will not hurt the hen | 

hotise any, and the manure is very 

Handiing the Manure. rich in fertilizing elements. 
We know in old countries, where 

I haven’t a very big farm, but when] they have raised crops for thousands 
you taik about keeping barnyard ma-| of years, they are very careful to save { 
nure under a shed, I would like to see| all the fertility, to save everything ; 
the shed that would keep our manure. | they can use to put on the land to add | 

We have got to get it out, and the} fertility to it. We spend a lot of 
only way to manage our business is| money to carry away the sewage of ' 
to get it out just as fast as it is made. | our cities and towns. In the old coun- 

Then there is another point to be | try they pay money for that for the { 

considered, and that is the liquid | fertilizing value there is in it. 
part of our barnyard manure; that is| If we will look out for this fertility | 
where a large part of the waste|that wehaverighthere on the farm, 
comes in, in allowing the liquid part|we can keep up the farm. The more 
to leak out, or even to have drain | stock you keep, the more fertility you | 

Pipes to the gutter to drain off the|bave to put back on the land, the bet- 
liquid. We do not realize the value|ter crops you can raise, the more 
in that liquid part of our stable ma-| stock you can keep. You will be sur- 
nure. We should have tight gutters| prised at the number of cattle you can 

and tight floors and use enough ab-| keep if you follow that up for a term . 
sorbents to take up the liquid and| of years. 
hold it, so it will be taken out in the 

field with the solid parts. It is al- The Use of Legumes. | 
ways that liquid part that is first ' 
washed out, and that is tirstavailapie| The clover plant helps us, the alfal- 
in the soil for our plants to get hold| fa plant, all those leguminous plants. 

of and grow on. The roots of the plants keep the soll 

Another place where we waste our| loose ond in gcod condition and the 
barnyard manure is inletting the| Plant itself draws nitrogen from the 

cattle run out, going off to some creek | 2ir, so do not forget clover. 
to get water, standing in some creek I know you say clover kills out and 

bottom, so all the droppings are prac-| farmers get discouraged because 

tically wasted; we do not get it where| they put some clover seed in the 
We can get the benefit of it. 1 know| ground and then very often they do 

3
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not gei any clover. One sowing 1s DISCUSSION. 
nothing. It is like a man I used to 
know; they said he wasn’t very good} Supt. McKerrow—I take it then 
pay. One man worked for him for|that you have a two-year rotation, 
several years and he said, “Oh, he is| Wnere you sow clover in your corn. 
all right, only you have to keep asking That is getting it down finer than 

him.” This clover is all right, only | Bradley. 
you have got to keep sowing it. We Mr. Griswold—Yes, but we have 
have got good stands of clover py | and that is equally good for cultiva- 

sowing in the last cultivation of the| tion and for pasture and the clover 
corn. We have got some good stands | S°Wed in the corn is used many times 
of clover by sowing it after grain. | for pasture, so bringing in the pasture, 

Right after we got the shocks off, we| it makes a longer rotation. 
would ge in and sow clover. Wedo| Mr. David Imrie—Hog pastures 
cot depend on getting it because we|8et So very, very rich, and 1 would 
gow it once, we keep on until we tin-| like to ask what would be the best 
ally get it. So get this clover plant; | Vay to get clover in these hog pas- 
get the alfalfa; you can get it if you| ‘Tes. I will tell you what I am go- 

keep trying. : ing to try. It is almost impossible to 

Then we are feeding these plants to|8¢t rain to stand up, it falls down 
our animals. Of course the anima!|42d smothers out the clover. 1 pro 
takes out of it first its own support | Pose sowing some barley or oats in the 
and you can lose fertility by selling | Clover and using that for pasture for 

off the cream or butter from your| COWS. What do you think about that’ 

farm, and you cannot put back wnat| Will we get a stand of clover that 
you take off in that way, but if you) V@¥? 
are buying some bran or cotton seea| Mr. Griswold—We never tried it in 

meal, or some of those things, to pal-| that way, but I think you can get your 
ance your ration, you will Keep up| Clover in the corn. Plant the corn in 
the fertility, and every year keep put- | the hog pasture and sow the clover in 

ting back on the farm all of that fer-| the corn. 
tility, so the farm will get better year| Mr. Imrie—As a rule, we hog of 
by year, instead of getting poorer. | the corn, and I thought we would pas- 

Even back in old New Engiand,|ture the clover. 
where the land is naturally so stony] Mr. Baird—Where air-slaked lime 
and peor, where they have kept a|is used extensively for a double pur- 

large number of dairy stock on their | POSe, as an absorbent in the stable 

farms for years back, the farms are in| and for the purpose of getting the 
good condition. lime back to the land, would you con- 

So we do not need to buy these|sider it in any way injurious to the 

commercial fertilizers to any extent| stable manure? 
in my opinion. I know that in some| Mr. Griswold—Ihave never used it. 
of our states they spend a great deal|I have used land plaster, but never 

of money in that way, and it is all | time. 

right to try out those things under} Mr. Convey—It is considered to be 

certain conditions, but altogether we| highly injurious, the air-slaked lime, 

have tried a good many of the com-| 0ut whether that is true of ground 

mercial fertilizers on our land, so tar} limestone I could not say. It causes 

we have not seen any results what-| the escape of the ammonia. 

ever. Mr. Griswold—It will hasten the
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 germentation, whereas land plaster| Mr. Griswold—We have never tried 

will retard fermentation. it. We have put ground limestone in 

Mr. Convey—Land plaster has the | the soil, but so far we have not seen 
capacity of taking up the fertility, but |any results from it whatever. 
active lime will dispel it. Supt. McKerrow—Have you tried 

Supt. McKerrow—It is the general | the phosphate rock? 
consensus of opinion from the xper: Mr. Griswold—Yes. Last year we 
ment stations that caustic lime will|had on our farm an acre carefully 

do harm and air-slaked lime has a|measured off and we had fertilizers 
good deal of this caustic property|irom the Experiment Station at Mad- 

left, and I should say it wag very bad|ison. One-half had ground limestone 

io use in your manure. put on at the rate of three tons to the 
A Member—How about coal ashes;|acre and then it was divided up in 

have they any value as fertilizers? strips of six rows of corn across the : 

Supt. McKerrow—Very little value|icre, making in all ten strips. On 

in coal ashes; wood ashes are very/ the first strip, manure from the hog 
good. pen was put in. On another strip we 

A Member—In feeding a ton of}|had some nearly pure nitrogen which 

bran to cows, how much of the price| they sent us, then some phosphate 
of that ton do you put back on your| rock and some potash and some phos- 

farm in manure? phorous, so we had different fertiliz- 

The Chairman—You had better|ers and different combinations on 
word that question this way: in| those ten strips, and one strip was left 

feeding out a ton of bran, what woula| without any fertilizer. The corn was 

the fertilizing ingredients be worth’| cut by itself in the fall from each of 

But, first we must know what/these strips, cut by hand, and we 
we have to pay for commercial |husked it out by hand, and the man 
fertilizers. At present prices we wili|from Madison came up and weighed 

Ray about fifteen dollars for commer-|it. From the first strip, where the 

cial fertilizers, about fifteen to twenty | hog manure was put on, we got a 

cents a pound, and about seven cents | yield of fifty pounds more corn than 
a pound for potash and phosphates. from any other strip, and the strip 

Mr. Jacobs—I think your estimate | where there was no fertilizer at all ap- 
is too high on that basis. Tlied yieldéd just as many pounds ot 

Mr. Convey—Where you can grow] corn as any of those strips where the 
clover, you do not need to set! so mucn|rock pbhesphate or the nitrogen or 

value on nitrogen. Where your land|cany of those things were applied. 
is in good condition, you can increase | There was practically no difference in 
the nitrogen content by growing some | any strip, except that one. 4 
Kind of clover or alfalfa crop. We} Mr. David Imrie—I «believe ‘that 
could not afford to pay the commer-}those people who want to try these 
cial price for fertilizers, hence we| things should try in small quantities, 
could not afford to allow that price in| experiment on a small piece of land. 
figuring on the bran. Two years ago last spring, I bought a 

The Chairman—I was figuring on|ton of acid phosphate, which is sup- 
the basis of what you would have to| Posed to be more valuable than rock 
pay fer nitrogen in some other form | phosphate. I sowed it as-‘an experiment, 
cf fertilizers. on cats, clover, barley and alfalfa, 

A Member—Will ground limestone|just taking a strip through the field 
Serve the same purpose as ground|and marking it so I would know it. 
phosphate rock in the gutters? Some I put in about one hundred and
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fifty pounds to the acre, mixing iti in; | serving the liquid manure. How 

some I sowed on top and some 1! can you do that if you haven’t a lot 

drilled in. It was so dry that year |of straw? 

that i saw no results as I thought. Mr. Griswold—Our crop is largely 
‘the next year I had to plow one of| corn; we fill our silos and that takes 
taose fields, because the clover did/ about half the corn crop. The other 
not grow. In the alfalfa field 1 could| half is shredded and weeuse a large 

not see any difference, but 1 nad to! part of that for bedding. It will take 
plow the clover field the next year,|up the manure in the gutter better 
and I turned it down four inches un-| than straw or most anything else. 
der the ground. I saw no results the A Mémber—In case you do not have 
next year, it was seeded with clover] corn stalks or straw, would you con- 
again. Then the next year it was in| sider it profitable to buy planer shav- 
clover and [ could see no results.| ings? 

This year we will put corn on it, and Mr. Griswold—Yes, I would. 
it it is to show at all, it will show in A Member—How about a septic 
the corn. tank? 

Mr. Convey—I do not think we| Mr. Griswold—Those systems do 
ought to be unfair about commercial! | not work very well with us. 
fertilizers. These men here have] «4 Member—How many silos have 
kept up their farms, and in their] you on your farm, and how large are 
cases it was not necessary, but it] they? 
might be possible that another man,| fr, Griswold—We have three; one 
having different conditions, would is eighteen feet in diameter and 

find fertilizers a great advantage. thirty-two feet deep; and each of the 
Mr. Griswold—I can always tell on | others is twelve feet in diameter and 
oe where I put barnyard ma-| one is twenty-four and the other 

Mr. Jacobs—1 have heard it stated “loa you silos 
that fertility may be purchased with enough? 

money, but it takes brains to put hu- Mr. Griswold—No, I am going to 

midity in the soil, build another one next year. 
Mr. Convey—Give us some idea! 4 member—Do you consider those 

about how many cattle we should planer shavings a detriment to the 

carry on a farm per acre. 

Mr. Griswold—That depends on the rocked na von waste eee 
soil, but as I said before, all you can Mr. Griswold—tI ao nek donaulor 

carry with the feeds you can raise, | that the pine shavings are, but I do 
and the more stock you carry, the| not like hardwood. I notice where more feed you can raise, and after] they have had the hardwood saw-mills 
you have practiced that a while, You! it does not seem to do the soil any 
can keep more and more as the years good. 

go by. I keep about sixty head on Supt. McKerrow—Mrs. Kelly says 

eighty acres, and then we have four| that according to the ginseng people, 
or five horses and forty or fifty hogs,| who want acid in their soil, they get 
but I could not have done that twenty | it by putting on hardwood mulch, be- 
years ago. I have brought my land] cause there is acid in the hardwood 
to that point by keeping stock and! leaves and sawdust. 
putting on all the manure. The Chairman—yYou said that a 

Mr. Imrie—You spoke about con-| great deal of the fertilizing elements
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were in the liquid manure. About Mr. Convey—There is considerable 
what proportion would you say? | more from a money standpoint. 

Mr. Griswold—About one-half, 

SMALL FRUITS. 

Cc. L. Richardson, Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

ee bo 3 while seeking variety and originality, 

e is limited to the flour bin and the 

Bir pork barrel. “What shall we have 

3 for dinner?” becomes in very truth to 
4 by her the ‘eternal question,’ and small 

3 4 wonder if the answering of it through 
a the years deepens the lines of care in 

4 her face and adds a note of sharp- 
i ness to her voice. 

a There is a saving of a lot of worry 

to the woman, there is better food for 

3 all concerned, there is increased va- 
q riety, there is better health and few- 

y er doctor bills, there is a more whole- 
: some ‘balanced ration,’ there is a 

decreased expense on the farm which 
. has, in their respective seasons, an 

co 7 abundance of strawberries, raspber- 

ries, currants, perhaps gooseberries 

and blackberries, to be followed in 
their turn by cherries, plums and 
apples, fresh and delicious, or canned, 
preserved, jellied or jammed, any day 

in the year. 
Mr. Richardson. It is with no misgivings that the 

planting and care of fruit enough to 

Under the constantly increasing | furnish the family with all they can 

price of food stuffs, particularly | eat and can is recommended on every 
those for making pies, cakes, des-|farm, for they are wholesome, easy 

serts, etc., any crop that enables us | ‘to prepare, require but small first ex- 

to live better and saves work or time | pense and not a great deal of time or 

or expense without costing more| care thereafter. It is not good judg- 
than it comes to, is a wise and eco-| ment to rely on buying fruit, for that 
nomical crop to raise. And’ such a| is much more expensive, and there is : 
one is the fruit crop upon the farm. not a sufficient chance to get it: so 

A great deal of sympathy is due| that in most instances “buying it” 
to the woman on the farm, who is|/ really spells going without. But 

obliged to prepare one thousand and | these facts are too well known to re- 
ninety-five meals each year, and who, | quire further statement or defense.
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The Strawberry. killed, should be used for top-dress- 

ing. 
The first fruit to ripen in Wiscon- pe either in spring or fall, the 

sin, and the one most widely dissemin- | former leaving the ground in a little 

 . te ee eG softer condition. Cultivate and pul- 

+ vides: e verize the ground thoroughly before 

soil and location and is the most gen- | planting, that is the cheapest time to 

erally grown of all our fruits. The | prepare it. When ready for planting 

average family will require from two | jt should be fine, firm and free from 

hundred to four hundred plants. lumps, holes and grass or straw. 

Avoid, if possible, very heavy, stiff | Mark off the land in rows the long 

clay, or light, drifting sand. Any | way of the field: 

good land, well enriched, will " do. Plants can be obtained either from 

Land which is in condition to produce | any nearby nursery which has been in- 

a russes crop of corn or potatoes | spected according to law, or by send- 

is in fair shape. ing direct to any reliable nurseryman 

If a choice of locations is available, | or small fruit grower. Such plants 

a site should be selected which is not | are cheaper and will arrive in better 

upon light sand, as this will dry out condition than those sent to local 

tco badly when maturing the crop, | canvassers and by them peddled out. 

while heavy clay is too cold and wet As soon as fruit stock arrives, it 

and freezes and heaves in winter, | should be unpacked and “heeled in” 

breaking the small rootlets. Select a in moist earth. until ready for plant- 

site that is sloping enough to drain ing. Standard varieties ought not to 

well and high enough so cold air cost more than fifty to seventy-five 

does not drain down. onto it cola | cents per hundred or $3.50 to $5.00 per 

nights. A deep covering of snow is a thousand. Dozen lots can be sent by 

distinct advantage, while fields where United States mail, larger quantities 

the snow blows off are subject to win- by express or the new parcel post. 

ter killing. Sandy southern slopes Set the plants in rows four feet 

produce small but early fruit; north apart, with the plants twenty-two to 

clay exposures produce large late twenty-six inches apart in the row, 

fruit and endure drought. depending on the kind and fertility of 

The ground should be as free as soil and the running capabilities of 

possible from cut worms and white os late Large quantities can he 

grubs—the larvae of the May Beetle, ae eoemeea transplanter, 

or “June Bug”, as it is commonly smaller quantities with a sharp spade, 

called—as either is destructive to Zevon trowel or mason’s trowel, The 

newly set plants. A young clover sod, ted a —o eae 
. e ra’ 5 

where oats have grown the year pre- | pjants should never be exposed to hot 

hat = re ge a an gid ry sunshine and drying winds; even a 

ee “wane ae, a 2 few minutes may dry them so badly 

- | that twenty-five to forty per cent will 

Pi on - — = — it — die. We trim the roots to about four 
ve or six inches, as the roots of any | and one-half inches in length, place a 

of the fruits go deep enough to reach | hundred in a pail containing half an 

: ee no _ — are avoided. | inch of water, cover them with a wet 

mly old, well rotted manure, in | sack and take out only one at a time 

which all seed has been sprouted or | as planted, being caren to get the
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roots down deep into the ground, Pack- | of fruit can be produced by spacing 

ing the earth firmly about the roots | the plants five inches apart and re- 
and leaving a little loose earth on top | stricting the row to eighteen or 

to act as a mulch and prevent evapor- | twenty inches in width. This is a 
ation. lot more work and will not produce 

Tame strawberries, unlike wild | amy more quarts per acre. The hoe- 
ones, are either staminate, that is, | ing is far easier, if you do not let the 
perfect flowering, or pistillate, that is, | 8Tass and weeds get the start. 
imperfect flowering, and requiring Mulch the plants in the fall as 

a staminate to be planted beside | 800m as the ground freezes with 
them. The latter are perhaps a little | Stfaw, marsh hay or shredded corn- 
more productive, so it is as well to | Stalks, thinly and evenly spread on 
plant some of each. at about three tons to the acre. 

Perhaps the Senator Dunlap is the | Coarse manure is a good mulch and 
best variety to plant in Wisconsin, | forces a fine crop, but induces such a 
as it succeeds on all soils. The old | 8TOwth of grass and weeds it is not 
Warfield is very good, but is too short | 8e@erally to be recommended. This 
of root for dry soils. Clay and sand | Mulch prevents heaving in the winter, 

require different varieties. A dark | Protects from winter-killing in case the 
berry, such as the Warfield, Dunlap, | 8Tund be bare of snow, retards spring 
or Lyon, is best for canning. The growth until most of the frosts have 

Beiderwood and Haverland are light occurred, prevents grass and weeds 
and soft, but are productive and | 2ext summer, keeps the berries clean 
stand drought well. The old Cres-| We" picked, and, most useful of all, 

cent is small and soft, but endures | CMSeTves i eee eee 
neglect as well as any. The New | S¢2S02 when the plants require an 
York, Glen Mary, Sample, Challenge, | C20Tmous amount of water to mature 

Parsons Beauty and Uncle Jim are their crop. On sandy soil it is well 

large and rather late, the Michels ee a ee ete pie racket eo: 
Early, Camerons Early, Fairfield, Aug- | “OS Me Tow Slightly. 
ust Luther, Excelsior and St. Louls ben: jhe Lee ae nieese ete? 
are among the earliest and smaller, eae pins frome eee ret 
while the Good Luck, Gandy, Nettie set out for the next year, for once you 

and Latest are very late. have had them you will not want to be 

As socn as set, cultivate witha tine- pean ener 
toothed cultivator, and hoe shallow, 
to “surface” the plants and prevent The Raspberry. 
evaporation. Cultivate every ten The next fruit, in point of season, is 

ous eat Reon ae in a the raspberry, the most perishable 
oe Sigeecadre uae ne and perhaps the most intensive as well 

summer. It is necessa: rt k Z so BE Cen oue ay ee iho, ee Ty to keep all) hundred canes will suffice for the or- 
ssoms off the first year, to throw | ginary family. The general type ot 

all the plants’ strength into the run- soil, its preparation, care and cultiva- 

ners. Swing the runners around tion, time of setting, etc., are decided- 

lengthwise of the row, and hold in| jy similar to that already laid down, 
Place with a small stone or a hoe-full except that a more sheltered location 

of earth. Space the plants some as | is desirable. The red varieties do 
the row widens, so the plants do not | well at seven feet by five, the black- 

crowd. A larger and fancier quality | caps at six feet by four. Plant the
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stock about an inch deeper than it | gate from tips and are planted closer 
originally stood, make the hole large | together than the reds. Among the 
enough to receive the roots without | best varieties are the Cumberland, 
crowding, and pack the earth firmly | Gregg and Older. The Kansas, too, 
about the roots. Cultivation shou!d be | is well liked by many. There is a 
frequent enough to keep down the | good purple variety—the Columbian. 
grass and weeds, form a dust mulch After our raspberries had been un- 
and conserve moisture. Each plant | der cultivation perhaps five years 
will send up additional canes, as | @nd were well established, we ceased 

well as “suckers,” similar to a lilac | to Jay down the canes in winter, and 
bush. A cultivator with horizontal | after two partial crop failures they 
knives plus a little work with the noe | Produced as well as before, and we 
will keep them down. In August of | dodged a lot of work. If this is to be 
each year the old canes should be cut | done, however, the plants need to be 
out and destreyed and at the same oes first — cnoue fev al- 
time the number of canes in each hill | lowed to form a thickly mat Tow 
should be reduced to six or eight. | for mutual protection, and need a 
Canes which are too tall and ungainly | Sheltered location, especially on the 
can be headed back a part of their | north and west, where the snow lies 
length, before full grown, so as to| deeply, but the blackcaps are not as 
produce lateral shoots. This adds to | Lardy as the reds and seem to require 

the size of the fruit, without diminish- | “inter protection almost everywhere. 

ing the quantity. Stop cultivation in 
time to let the ground dry out in the Blackberries. 
fall, so the canes will mature and 
harden their wood for winter. We have never had much success 

Shortly before the ground freezes | with blackberries on our farm and 
in the fall, it is necessary in most | this is by no means an unusual ex- 
parts of Wisconsin (except in favor-| perience, as they seem to succeed 

able locations along the Lake Shore | «nly in isolated instances in Wiscon- 
and in extreme southern Wisconsin) | sin. They appear to prefer a loamy 
to lay down the canes and cover them | soil, rich, dark and moist, and some 

with a little earth for winter protec- | of the most successful fields are on 
tion. A shovel or six-tined fork and | north slopes, just at the base where 
a Pair of heavy mittens are all the | the hill opensouton marsh or mead- 
implements required. Shake loose! ow Jand at the foot. The Ancient 

and stand the canes up again next! priton, Eldorado and Snyder are good 
spring, and if not sufficiently upright standard varieties. 

a ee ee with a line of | ‘They need good winter protection, 
= Posts or stakes carrying wires, covering with h, as in the case 

e a wire fence, on each side of the of raspberries. 
row. 

There are newer varieties, more The general method of care and cul- 

highiy advertised, and costing more| “vation are similar to the cane 
money, but the old, reliable, Marl- fruits previously mentioned, but the 

boro, Cuthbert, Miller and Loudon are oe _ _ - —— 
as good as any. The Eaton is aj| Picking, cutting out of old canes ani 
newer one, it is well liked also, Plants| 4ll otaer work around them less 
will cost from thirty-five to seventy-| @8reeable in character than the care 

five cents per dozen, or $1.25 to $2.00 | Of the other cane fruits, but on the 
per hundred. The blackcaps propa-| cther hand, their comparative late-
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ness makes them valuable about the | the State today. Where we do spray, 

home. we can use the Bordeaux mixture at 

the rate of 3-4-40. 
The Currant. Mr. Griswold—Do you spray at blos- 

soming time? j 
The fast and least troublesome to Mr. Richardson—No, spray just be- 

produce of the home fruits is the cur- | fore and after the blossoming stage. 
rant. In its preference for deep, A Member—Will strawberries plant- 
rich soils, it more nearly approaches | oq early in the spring produce a crop 
the garden vegetables than any Of | that year? 
the others. Mr. Richardson—You could get a few 

Set the rows six or seven feet apart, | perries that year, but not enough to 
with the bushes four feet apart in the | pe worth while, you want to throw all 

row, put on plenty of manure and CUl-| ihe strength into the runners. The 
tivate. We have always preferred to only way you could do anything this 

mulch about the plants with some | year would be to set out your plants 
sawdust and the coarse chip dirt from very close together indeed, twelve or 

the bottom of the woodpile. Once | gfteen inches. 
in three or four years cut out The Chairman—The object is to 

the old wood, but it is not| srow piants one year and berries the 
necessary to set out new plants | next, 
oftener than once in ten or twelve Mr. Richardson—Yes, jt, is a two 
years. Indeed currants and raspber-| years’ crop. 

ries are the least trouble of all the The Chairman—Would you leave all 
fruits to raise, once they are well start- | the runners on? 

ed. We have grown the Red Dutch,! Mr. Richardson—That depends on 
Fay’s Prolific, Cherry and Perfection. | the soii and cultivation. On a very 
From all points of view, the latter | heavy soil you might get too many 

seems to be as good as any. plants, and there is likely to be a 
In conclusion, remember that we all | lack of pollenization in that case. It 

dislike to cultivate and that no man | js better to space the plants and get 

likes to work cramped in by fences | hetter results by restricting the num- 
on four sides, so put the fruit in long, | ber of plants. 

straight rows, far enough apart to| A Lady—When is the best time to 
practice horse cultivation. The cur- | set out strawberries—spring or fall? ’ 
rants can well go between the fruit Mr. Richardson—There is only one 

trees, the raspberries in two or three | good time and that is in the spring. 

rows to the east of them, then culti- | We plant after we have finished our 
vate them, pick them, eat them and | oat seeding and before corn planting 
enjoy them. They are delicious. | begins. By trying to plant in the fall, 

Please pass the fruit. the plant is liable not to be fully ma- 
tured and it cannot take care of it- 

DISCUSSION. self. We have to care for it all fall, 
there is a considerable percentage of 

Mr. Griswold—Is it necessary to | winter loss, and next spring it is but 

Spray strawberries? little ahead of the spring-set plants 

Mr. Richardson—It is not necessary, | and a lot more trouble. 
and yet it is advocated in many A Member—I have tried raspberries 

places where the rust is bad or some | two or three years and have had no 

other peculiar conditions exist. It 1s | success. They grow fine, twenty feet 

not being generally done throughout | Jong on the ground, we clip them off
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to keep them three feet high, then, big. I think you could prune it down 

they grow a heavy, solid, stiff stalk | during the summer and head it back 

and they winter-kill. Mine is heavy | to probably four feet, or pinch off 

clay ground and if we have much | some of the ends. 

storm during tre summer the root Mr. Bingham—I would suggest that 

will grow so solid it will not give and | you let them grow more canes, which 

they break very easily. would naturally be smaller, and then 

Mr. Richardson—You could make | in the fall, after they have grown a 

that plant smaller by impoverishing | lot of canes, trim them out to the 

the soil so your cane would not get so | right) number. 

TREE FRUITS. 

D. E. Bingham, Sturgeon Bay, Wis. 

“ under the conditions usually existing. 

Wa ° m™ | Asa rule, there is too much crowa- 

Cy | ing of trees and shrubs into small 
eae | spaces and fruit trees suffer for 

, oh room, especially where they are too 

os 3 Be close to shade trees. Often too many 

Sa ee ¥ | fruit trees occupy the ground, includ- 

Bee sti ' ing crab apples that are more or less 
Ree a | worthiess, especially if they fire 
ess a blight. Under such circumstances it 
Saeeor: & is best to remove the worthless, the | 

nits . dead or dying and give the best more _ 
3 room and sunshine. 

: One of the best things that can be 

a 3 done to renovate old trees is to prune 
properly. The aim should be to in- 

crease the vigor of the whole tree to 

bring the weak growing limbs into 

Ps \ more growth, and -to, make the 

branches grow with equal strength. 

€ This can be done by removing the 

| weak, under-vigorous limbs and either 

removing the over-vigorous or short- 

= ening them by cutting back. 

If the tree lost its foliage last year 

Mr. Bingham. from fungus diseases or from slugs or 
other insect foes, there is a condition 

I wish to limit what I have to say| cf weakness requiring special atten- 

on fruit culture wholly to the home| tion in pruning, especially if the trees 

orchard, or the fruit trees generally | are young and in reasonable vigor. 

found in the garden or near the dwell- Last season there was a good 

ing of a majority of our people; also | growth of new branches early in the 

to point out! the best way to manage | season throughout the State where
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orchards were reasonably well culti-| garden is lack of cultivation. Where 
vated. Where the leaves fell off in| it is not practical to break up the sod 

anidsummer, the wood and buds of|and stir the soil, a mulching of strawy 

this new growth could not ripen or| barnyard manure would help give the 
mature properly. Such growth may| desired growth. Often, however, the 

be cut cut quite considerably to se-| Soil is exceedingly fertile, especially 
cure the growth of the strongest buds| Where refuse and slops from the 
near the base of the branch, rather| house are thrown upon the ground 
than allow the weaker buds of the| bout the trees. The fertility may, 
ends of the twigs to grow as they | however, stimulate to a growth that 

would if left on. is soft and succulent and does not 
ripen well. This may form an excess 

Spraying for Insect Pests. of nitrogen and it is desirable to cor- 

Very often the trees are badly im-|7°Ct this by giving a better balanced 
fested with scale of the oyster shell ration. While theoretically unleached 
bark louse. For this trouble, lime wood ashes would supply the needed 
and sulphur is a remedy if applied elements, they have also a dissolving 

right. The right strength to use of effect upon the humus and nitrogen 

- the commercial solution is one gal- = ee and by making them more 
lon to about ten gallons of water, to = able to the tree would stimulate 
be sprayed all over the tree when it 18] 16 See erent eoeUn oe) eeeramate 
dormant, that is before there is any je trouble. “Lime “mignt often be 
growillof bmin or lenves. more safely used, especially where 

For protection from worms and fun-| “© 5! is sour, and if the lime is 
gus troubles such as scab of the sound carbonate or marl, rather than 

apple and shot hole fungus of the actively caustic. 

eee be aoe a Treatment for Over-Bearing Trees. 

ave of lead. Lime sulphur solution 1s| In the orchard, or the garden or the 

for part -of the spraying, thought| pack yard it is often the case that 
to be preferable by some fruit grow-| the trees will some seasons bear ex- 
— but it is not always as successful cessively. It is better to thin the 

im some seasons as we would wisn, |. 

notably as rainy a seascn as that of — a La a a oe, 

1912. The advent of powdered arsen- ve t 

ate of lead, instead of the paste here-|°'Y Prone to over-bear some sea- 
tofore- used, promises to make it sons. Such trees seldom prove 

easier and more accurate to use. long-lived or satisfactory. A removal 
Nicotine for plant lice, vine hoppers, of one-lialf or more of the plums or 

and other sucking insects that we|PPles when small will remedy this 
cannot destroy with paris green or| ‘rouble and relieve the tree from the 
arsenate of lead, will supersede kero- burden of growing the seeds, which 
sene emulsion as being much more| is the severest tax upon its vitality. 
easily prepared and probably can be Whoever will practice the things 
used with lime-sulphur advantage-| set forth in this paper, will have the 
ously. satisfaction of knowing that he has 

made progress toward having the best 
Cultivation and Fertilization. conditions prevail in his home or- 

Perhaps one general condition pre- chard and is reasonably sure of his 

vailing in our little home orchard or | reward.



| 
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DISCUSSION. $-4-50 or 4-5-50 formula, and then use 

. plenty of lime, say five pounds, put it 

A Member—What is the best time |into blue vitrol so it is neutralized, 

to trim apple trees? and spray right onto the full bloom. 

Mr. Bingham—I would say the l!at- A Lady—Some one told me we 

ter part of March or April. would never get any plums because 

A Member—I have been trimming | they are planted near the apples. 1s 

and trimming and trimming. I read there anything in that? 

quite a lot about it and I find where Mr. Bingham—No. There may be 

I trim trees in the orchard there will another reason why you do not get 

be a branch come right out three or| Plums. There are some native plums 

four feet long, and so I have got to| that are not self-pollenizing and they 

keep right after them. What is the| will bear only a few scattered fruit. 

matter? I have a list of apples for the home 

Mr. Bingham—Too rich land again.| orchard. I would say that the farm- 

Those water sprouts ought to be re- er’s orchard should comprise about 

moved; you should take them off two dozen trees and I would suggest 

when they first come. something like this: Red Astrakan, 

The Member—But a man is busy,|0ne; Duchess, one; Whitney, two; 

be cannot go around every week. Hyslop, two; Liveland, one; Snow, 

Mr. Bingham—It does not take a|two; McIntosh, two; McMahon, two; 

man long to go around once a week.| Wealthy, two; Tolman, two; Gem 

That is about the only remedy, any-| City, two; Windsor Chief, two, and 
way. two Northwestern Greenings. That 

The Member—Another thing, I sent| ives you a variety that will carry you 

to a firm once for a certain number of | from the first of the season right on 

cherry trees, ten of them, and four through, and there are two of each 

proved to be plum trees. They blos-| Variety, with the exception of the Red 

som clean and nice every spring, but Astrachan and the Duchess. 

they do not have a plum on them. A Member—I have ten plum trees, 

Mr. Bingham—The plum is subject last year I sprayed five of them and 

to a fungus disease and if you spray the others I did not. Those I sprayed 

when they are in full bloom you some- | Were well loaded with plums and the 

times check the disease, but of course | Others had no plums on. 

they must be pollenized to bear truit.| Recess until 1:30 p. m. 

Use regular Bordeaux mixture, either sat 

.
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’ AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The convention met at 1:30 p. m., Mr. W. C Bradley in the chair. 

THE NEW FARM. 

A. J. Plowman, Elderon, Wis. 

We are already boasting of our great 

dairy State of Wisconsin, because we 

already have as many silos as all the 

th rest of the United States put together 

« because we already own one-fourth of 
. ul the dairy cattle in the United 

7 States, or a grand total of over tive 
: = taillion; we are already producing 

be. . ened forty-four per cent of all the cheese 
»* <4 manufactured in the United States, 

and about one-twelfth of all the but- 
Co ter. 

Wisconsin’s Unimproved and Unoccu- 

Pied Acreage. 

According to the last United States 
census, Wisconsin contains about 

thirty-six million acres of land, out 

of which at the present time only 

twelve million, or one-third, are im- 
proved and occupied. According to re- 
ports of our State Department, there 

S are in the State thirteen million acres 
of unimproved and unoccupied land. 

Mr. Plowman. Out of those thirteen million acres, it 
has been estimated that we have ten 

My remarks this afternoon will not | million acres of number one farm 
be confined to the new farms of the | lands 
far-off and bleak plains of western We have today in Wisconsin about 
Canada, nor will they be of the new | 177,000 farms, and these farms have 
farms in the Great American Desert, | ade this wonderful record in cheese 
which thousands have been rushing to | and butter which we now have and 
in the past few years, but they will be | 3, which we feel so proud. What will 
= the new farms pooned in our own | Wisconsin be when this great empire 
Deloved State of Wisconsin | in the northern half of the State has 

| been developed into farms? It means 
A Great Dairy State. | {hat the number of farms can and 

Few people realize the great agricul ili be doubled; it means that we 
tural possibilities of Wisconsin today | lave room for another million of peo-
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ple in the twenty-two northern | the money they take with them. Our 

counties of Wisconsin. Legislature is now waking up to the 

We sometimes wonder. why this | fact that something should be done to 

vast empire of northern Wisconsin, substantially encourage and help the 

with all its natural resources, healthy | new settlers in our own State. 

climate, rich soils and sparkling wa- The Governor, in his last message 

ters, should remain for so many years to the Legislature, recommended many 

unoccupied and unimproved, but has | things that will be of help to the de- 

this country, up to the present time, | velopment of northern Wisconsin. He 

had its just share of advertising, in | said he should not only invite the 

vhe way, of encouraging settlers to lo- | settlers to Wisconsin, but should en- 

cate on its rich lands? courage and protect them in every 

possible way after they come here, 

Pernicious Advertising. in order that they may become suc- 

Today we can scarcely go into any eae = and independent, selt- 

depot or public place without seeing Gar lat Lesislat ated 

large posters, telling of the wonderful | 345 999 to nh ure appropriate 

possibilities of some far-off country. 000 to help the farmers in} the 
Take up almost any of the timetables southern part of the State get cheaper 

of the great railroads and you will binder twine; thousands of dollars 

find on the backs of them advertise- have been appropriated to aid the dif- 

ments of cheap rates:— “Only $36.00 ferent lines of agriculture ‘and now 
to far-off Texas”; “Only $33.00 to the people begin to think it is no more 

Oregon”; or, “Cheap rates into west- than fair that steps should be taken 

ern Canada.” Allofthese same great to help get the land of the northern 

railroads pass through many of the part of the State in shape to use bind- 

counties of northern Wisconsin, but it eee 
has not been for their advantage to The primeval forest of northern 

qivecilas Gite tain Roe ee cee Smee only 

consin, because the haul is altogether cleared away and a great deal of the 

too short and the rates instead of pe- | Tone’, gotten from it has been taken 
ing thirty-six dollars would only be down to build up the cities and busi- 

three dollars, They much prefer to ness industries of the southern part of 

haul the people into western Canada, the State. In other words, our cream 

because they know, as a rule, they has been taken away from us and we 

have a chance to haul them back are left to work out our future with 

again. the skim milk. We need a little of 

Ticeuibinl (uses wondeatel pts ee ere 
ot advertising, they took, during the and the Legislature of 1911 passed a 

year 1912, 143,251 American citizens law which intended to give us a 

up into the district of western Can- chance to reach down into those south- 

ada, and, according to the Canadian | C™™ Money centers and bring back 

reports, those citizens took with them some of the cream, so we could use 

an average of one thousand dollars it, at a cheap rate of interest. 
each. The law, which is Chapter 656, 

Laws of 1911, provided that when 

Need For Legislative Enactment. twenty-five or more settlers of any 
county shall petition the county 

d We have begun to realize today | board, setting forth that they are the 
that we cannot afford to lose those | owners of cut-over lands and that 
citizens, nor can we afford-to spare } they wish to reclaim said lands by
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clearing the same, the county board | foliage follows the departure of win- 

may, upon receipt of these petitions, | ter’s snow. 

issue county bonds and the money The summers are warm and pleas- 

from these bonds can be loaned to the | ant, with plenty of rain fall, which 

the settlers, the settlers to pay tne | generally comes in showers followed 

money back to the county, so much by clear weather. The fog and dis- 

each year, with interest. mal weather so common in lower al- 

It is intended to be worked out/| titudes are no part of northern Wis- 

similar to the way school districts | consin weather. The climate of 

borrow money from the trust funds of | northern Wisconsin should be an at- 

the State. This law wnen worked out | traction to all who desire good health. 

will be one way of getting money 
from the richer communities at a rea- Marketing Facilities. 

sonable rate of interest to help the 

settler get started on his unimproved eo a oe 
farm. . 

The present Legislature is consider-| Fe. menutacturing district, On 
ing several bills of vast importance | 12° 1orth we have Duluth, Superior 
to the northern part of the State, and} 4 Ashland, Hurley and Baytield; 
it is a very good indication that they on the west, the cities of St. Paul and 

have the right spirit and we are about | win neanolis: on the south, the cities 
to enter upon a new era when the! (+ the state of Wisconsin and the. 
northern part of the State, with itsten | city of Chicago, and the many enter- 
million acres of good lands, will be} prising and active manufacturing 
covered with fine homes and Prosper-| cities scattered all around over our 
cus farms. own northern counties. 

The settler who locates on the far- 
The Ciimate of Northern Wisconsin. | off bleak plains of the northwest must 

‘ pay heavy freight to the central mar- 
- _ Our climate in northern Wisconsin kets on all he produces. He must al- 

is clear and dry. It is modified by the | ., 1) the freight on all he consumes. 
high altitude of that part of the | nis item alone will in a few years 
State. Hay fever and similar troubles | amount to more than the first cost of 
are nearly unknown. The winter} jan in either section. 

snow begins about the first of Decem- 

ber and lasts until the middle of | Possibilities for the Young in This 
March. The winters are cold, but Section. 

dry, and the season is so continuous 
and snow falls so ample that there is | _ Much as I love to discuss conditions 

seldom a day after the first snow that ee ee pong lagoare ad 
the roads are not in excellent condi- eae ideration oe skate ane en 
tion. The ample snow fall protects to ae. 

the ground from freezing, except to a As a rule, the greater part of the 

very slight depth, which speedily dis-| people who come to northern Wiscon- 
appears when the snow melts in the | <in are men of limited means. Some 

spring. land companies are trying to encour- 

The springs are enjoyable seasons | age the settlement of northern Wis 
and the change from winter seems] consin by people from the foreign 
very sudden, because of the quickness | lands, but we think the cities can 
with which the growth of grass and | take the foreigners and let us have
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the farmer boys from the southern | such as were experienced in southern 

part of the State. Wisconsin, are not to be found in 
Today in almost all localities we] northern Wisconsin, because the lum- 

find men who are dissatisfied with | bermen have gone before us. The 

their occupation and location and | railroads are to be found in almost 
many of them are continually moving | every locality. Little towns have 

to the cities, only to be shuffled and | been built up by the mill men, and 
lost and never heard of again. We| the new settier will have no trouble 
think it much better for many of | finding a locality close to schools and 

those people, if they are bound to markets. 

wee e, 4 . % 

J 

‘ 

ft bef ES 

Timber harvested, brush burnt and ready to seed down to pasture 

on Plowman’s farm. 

lave a change, to come up and try a For a man of limited means, it 

new farm in northern Wisconsin. | would be best, to make as small pay- 
They will find life much happier than | ment as possible on his land. All of 

that of the city, where they will be | the lumber companies are willing to 
whistled in and whistled out all the | sell their lands to good, energetic 
rest of their natural lives. young men, with a very small payment 

In the first place, the young man | down, and right here I want to say 
who wants a farm in northern Wis-| ihat most all of the large companies 
consin has ten million acres of land | are on the square and will Use any 
trom which to select his farm. It is | man who cares to deal with them fair 
hot necessary to locate far from town | and right. 
or any great distance from railroad After selecting a farm, the young 

Points, | man should make up his mind right 
The hardships of the early settlers ' from the start to make his living on
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it. He should not depend on working | chines that will give him his future 

for others, as it is more profitable to | prosperity—the dairy cow. 

give his entire time and attention to No expert in dairying has ever been 

the new farm first. He should be | known to come to any other conclu- 
very careful in selecting his building | sion but that northern Wisconsin is 

site. naturally adapted to the dairy busi- 
ness, and the new settler will have 

Locate Buildings Carefully. no trouble in finding good pasture land 
for his herd right from the start. 

As we travel about the older locali- The first summer can be_ spent in 
ties today, we find so many farms | growing various kinds of crops among 
with the buildings in the worst places | the stumps where he took off the tim- 
they could possibly find. In some of | ber during the winter. Root crops of 
the rich farming districts of Wiscon- all kinds do well in almost any local- 
sin today, you will find a farmer trav- ity, and with a few acres dragged in- 
elling through a dirty barnyard in go- | to rutabagas and a small piece into 
ing from the house to the barn. You millet, oats and clover, he will have 
will find some houses facing the barn no trouble in taking his small herd 
or hog pen, and the whole business | through the first winter. If he can 
with its back to the road. We some- spare the money, he can begin to re- 
times find the orchard shutting off the move the stumps and get his land in 
most pleasant views, and the whole condition for machinery right from 
thing in general out of shape and the start. If he has not the money, it 
harmony. is well to let nature take its course 

This new settler will have the sat- with the stumps. 
isfaction of being his own architect, He can very easily keep one cow, or 
and he should be careful to start the equivalent thereof, for every acre 
right. After selecting the site, he | of land cleared, because it will not 
shouid have money enough to make a be necessary to use the cleared land 
small clearing before putting up any | for pasture purposes. 
of his buildings. He should build his The silo should follow as soon as house and barns in such a way that | the clearing is large enough to begin 
they can be added to in later years. raising corn. 

While his main attention should be 
Northern Wisconsin a Natural Dairy | given to the dairy cow, he should not 

Section. forget the planting of a good orchard 

His first harvest will be the “skim co aaser ate cae eid 
milk” left by the lumberman, and we He will find all this work very fas- 
are very thankful today that this skim cinating and encouraging, because 
milk or by-product has become a very | there is no nobler work of man than 
valuable crop. The price has almost building up a new country. There is 
doubled in the last ten years on all something in it that makes one feel 
lines of forest product, such as rail- he has made the world better for the ; 
Way ties, pulp-wood, bolts, and the fact of his being in it. He will grad- 
different lines of cordwood. ually grow to love his work and farm; 

His first winter, harvesting this | and ag he goes on improving year by 
crop on the land he intends to clear, year and sees his farm change from a 
will be a very profitable one, and wild wilderness to a good, profitable, 
when spring opens a good deal of this paying proposition, he will become a 
money should be put into’the ma-| patriotic northern Wisconsin farmer
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and will feel like the old man who | down in central Illinois or the south- 

went and visited in the old country, | ern part of Wisconsin; I think it is 

and cn returning home was asked how | about seventy hours or five days more 

he liked the countries of Europe. He of sunshine during the growing sea- 

replied that the old country was good,| son. The fact that - tomatoes,’ corn, 

put there Was nO country like the Hubbaftd squash and crops of that 

United States, and there was no State | kind are successfully grown in almost 

in the United States’ as good as Wis- | all of ovr northern counties is better 

consin and there was no county in| proof than anthing else that the 

Wisconsin as good as Marathon growing season is long enough to make 
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In five years 40 acres of timber have changed to potatoes and corn 

on Plowman’s farm. 

county, and there was no town in the farming profitable.. The old fallacy 

county as good as our town, and he | ‘that we cannot grow corn in northern 

was sure his farm was the best farm Wisconsin is dying away. We are 

in the town. growing reasonably good corn for the 

reason that’at least three-quarters of 

DISCUSSION. the land is quick soil and with this 

2 extra sunshine, it grows its crops that 

Re David Imrie—How long a grow- | much quicker. In many places our 

1g season do you have in the north- | soil is light, sandy loam, and corn will 

crn part of the State? do quite as well as in southern Wis- 

Mr, Plowman—The season is per- | consin. 

haps two weeks shorter than in the The Chairman—I think there is 

ee part of the State, but we more sunshine in the souls of the 

‘ ae actual hours of sunshine in | men in northern Wisconsin, and that 

northern Wisconsin than you have! heips a lot.
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Mr. Plowman—I have heard it said Mr. Richardson—What will that 
tiey can raise better corn in the west- | good land cost, in a general way? 
ern part of the State than in the Mr. Plowman—The average price otf 
southern or eastern part because they | that land in northern Wisconsin I 
have so much hot air circulating | would say is about fifteen dollars an 
around in the western part, on ac- | acre. Of course, you can buy very 
count of all those Institute workers | good stuff for that and well located, 
over there. close to town, and on some good 

Mr. David Imrie—About what does | turnpike road, on very easy terms. You 
it cost to clear an acre of land in | can buy from most timber companies 
northern Wisconsin? by paying one-quarter down and get 

Mr. Plowman—The cost varies in | most any time you want. 
different localities and under different A Member—What about the hay- 

conditions. In the hardwood regions, | making situation up there? 

the clearing is considerably cheaper| Mr. Plowman—In many of the re- 
than in the pine regions. About | gions, the settler can get out on lake 

three-quarters of that northern terri- | Shores and in open marshes where he 
tory is composed of hardwood lands. | can get some hay to start with, but it 

Of course it depends on how'long the | is a natural grass country; the woods 
stumps have stood, but I think an av-| are full of grass. We even some- 

erage price would be from twenty to | times find tame grass; that was seed- 
thirty dollars an acre. That: would | ed by the loggers. 
mean removing the stumps. But ° if Mr. Imrie—How about quack grass? 

you have a reasonable amount of by-| Mr. Plowman—Sometimes it is 
product left, the cost of clearing will | shipped in to our part of the State in 

not be noticed, because you can get |:baled hay, but it is not found, except- 
enough out of your timber to almost | ing in places where it has been seed- 

clear the land. ed. 
A Member—What is the best way | Mr. Richardson—May I say just a 

to get rid of stumps? word in regard to the experience of a 

Mr. Plowman—The ordinary settler friend of mine who bought eighty 

will find that dynamite is his only tool | 8res uP there? He paid eighteen 
but now we are beginning to have dollars an acre. The first year he 

land clearing companies formed for | “@% there he cleared nineteen acres, 
the purpose of clearing with ma- oe clang Mattei ceoeyalce 
chines, and there are machines being SIGRt OnE Ihe Se EP! | 

sold on the ground at $2.35, making ~ 
put on the market, powerful pulling ° < 

machines, so that land clearing can 415,00; «per sore; in bier “won, | Re aaa ren mas the | Ci8hty cents more than the land cost 
BETS D 00s Seer. fae © | him, and he had cleared nineteen _ 

ordinary -way of dynamiting that the acres. I do not-claim that is a typi- : 

settler takes. cal instance, for he was a good, big, _ 
A Member—Have you ever seen strong man, but it{ is a thing that can 

any pulling of stumps with a traction | be done by any one who wantedtoget 

engine, such as they are using in| in and work as hard as he did. ‘That 
Polk county? was 1911 and 1912. He was out six or _ 

Mr. Plowman—They could pull easy | seven miles from the track. 
stumps that way, but with the ordi- Mr. Plowman—That perhaps was a 

nary stumps of northern Wisconsin, | good price, unless he had to haul it. | 
you would have to have a better rig | The price of pulp wood today is $4.25, | 

than that. ioaded on the cars.
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Mr. Clark—Isn’t it better to sow]|a lady whom most of you know as 
grass on this land that 1s cut over and | one who has traveled over this State 
let the stumps rot out? from one end of it to the other, year 

Mr. Plowman—lIf you are not in a | after year, preaching the gospel of 
hurry to get your farm started, it is | good reading. I do not know 
well to let nature take her course | whether she wants to make a little 
with the stumps, and you can do it | talk or not, but I think she does, and 
very cheaply that way, but it would be | if she does, she will give us a goot 
well for the settler to take the stumps | talk. ; 
off on some land, then let the stumps Miss Lutie E. Stearns (representing 
rot on part of his clearing. Even | the Wisconsin Traveling Library)—1 
among the stumps, he can raise vari- | am very grateful to Mr. Bradley for 

ous kinds of crops to a profit; very | giving me this opportunity. I did not 

good hay, anyway. like to hear from the preceding speak- 

Mr. Convey—Tell us the best way | er the expression of feeling between 

to start hay. the northern and the southern part 

“Mr. Plowman—I would drag it in | Of the State. I have never recognized 

with oats or millet and seed down | @2y line, never found any line. We 
with clover or timothy, or any kind | 2te all Wisconsin, all interested in 
you want to get started. You can get | Wisconsin, whether we live on Lake 
out in the spring and seed right down | Superior or in Madison or in Milwau- 
on the snow and get a good catch. | Kee, or any other place in the State. 
We clear off a piece of land during One of the speakers this afternoon 
the winter and the first dry weather | held up a big card before you and 1 

we go out and burn it, then wait until | Could just see the words, “Wisconsin 
just before a good rain comes and | Stands first,” but I couldn’t see the 
throw out grass seed, and we get a rest of it, so 1 do not know to what it 
good catch that way. referred. It may have referred to our 

Mr. Convey—How. does alfalfa | airy products, but there isone way in 
thrive there? which we do not stand first. We 

“Mr. Plowman—It does well in most gibbon enosm re 
northern localities. I know one neigh- | W© WBO love Wisconsin, in being told 
bor who sowed two acres of alfalfa, Hist) Wilagonstn as far ae: “ecueaaen 
right on raw, new land, the first crop Roce does: Tot ae a pute 
that was ever put on to it, and the al- stands away down the line, away 

falfa grew ‘and did fairly well. down twenty-eighth. 
_ The Chairman—Yes, but we do not 
Mr. David Imrie—I think I would | pelieve that. 

pig gue epg a moe Wis-| Miss Stearns—I hope it isn’t true; 
anges = ee ieee ame but that is what we are told by inves- 
ae oe Sine iat ee Peniee ote tigators sent out by the Russell Sage 

winter, our county took the riz Ff See net tects ua een mea ake che es : eas twenty-seven States are better in 
tlie Edina" asiwe can eco Se 4 their educational resources than is 
norton Wissaruin a SERE . a Wisconsin. I confess that came to 
evident that Mil Plawitaa laves “wi me as a great shock. I have lived in 

2 : S- | Wisconsin all but three years of my 
— and if every one else did,| life, and hate to hear that kind of 
Conair neat eae thing said of Wisconsin, whether it is 

. | true or not. 
The Chairman—I see in the audience One thing, however, it did not dis- 

r
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courage me in the work that I have | the Yiddish language, Croatian, Pol- 
been trying to do in Wisconsin in the | ish, Russian, no matter what nation- 

past eighteen years among the farm- | ality they may be, we will send books 
ers of Wisconsin. It simply made me | printed in whatever tongue you wish, 
feel that I had got to go out and |,any tongue that.you have represented 
hustle all the more and bring to the } in;-your community. 
people of Wisconsin a certain, educa- You can keep these books that we 
tional instrument, we may call it. |} send for four or five or six months; 
We are talking public libraries ali | then send them back te Madison and 

* over this State, but there are thous- | we will send an entirely different 
ands upon thousands of communities | set of books, and you can keep them 
that are not large enough to have pub- | six months,.and so on.-There are 
lic libraries, and when a boy belong- | many of the Institute conductors who 

ing im one of those communities | have these traveling libraries in their 
‘eaves school, where does he go to get | Own communities. You farmers are 

good books so that he may go on with | Paying for them, you are putting 
his education. Then again, there are |-money into this system every year, 
any number of people who cannot | and your particular community ought 
read or write English in the State of | to. get something out of it. 
Wisconsin. From Madison and I have some application blanks here 
through fourteen county systems we | 20d if-you will sign them and get your 
send out about fourteen -hundred | neighbors to sign them and send 
boxes of fine books a year to help all | them to Madison, the only thing you 
these people in self-education; to in-| have to pay is the freight on the 
spire people and to refresh peopie, | boxes, which no where is more than 
Now, it is to get’ the ‘boxes of pooxs ; One dollar. You-can pay the freight 
into the hands and the homes of the | When you. get the box and when you 
class of people-I have mentioned thiat | Send it back, and if your community is 
I go all over the State, and that 1 wel- | too poor to pay the freight, the State 
come such an opportunity as this to | is very glad to pay it, rather than 

talk to you farmers, so large a num- | have the community go without books. 
ber of you at One time. We will send | I thank you. 
to any community that applies, fifty- The Chairman—It may be that 
five or sixty-five or seventy-five or | Many of you have been ashamed, as 
one hundred books, good English | Miss Stearns was, as to the finding 
books, books of history, books of tra-| Of this committee. I hope you got 
vel, books on agriculture, on the | mad, too, as I did, and will resent 
soil, on any subject you are inter- | Such a slur, as I believe it is, on our 

ested in, and then we put in some| State. If we are deficient in our 

-  §0od stories for the children and for | common school system, we ought to 
the tired man or woman to read at| Set a better system, but I do not 
night. Then again, if your commu-| thank the Sage Foundation for put- 
nity is a foreign community, composed | timg us twenty-eighth in that list, and 
jargely of Germans or French: or Ital- | I hope you do not like it either. | 
ians or Hollanders, people who speak | ' 

. j | 

|
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IMPROVING A RUN-DOWN FARM. 

L. P. Martiny, Chippewa Falls, Wis. 

Ae Sa. : | cess of getting rich very often des- 

ay sic) | | troyed as much timber as they used. 

© ; —~ . ij | Perhaps there are some of the older 

4 as men in this audience who can remem- 

4 | | ber years ago, when the forests of 

d a ‘ northern Wisconsin were first enter- 

4 iu ed for the purpose of cutting down, 

‘Ss q that the statement was made that the 

tw forests of Wisconsin would last for- 

ye | ever, that it would be thousands of 

| years before the timber of northern 

a | Wisconsin would be harvested, but 
| here, within a single generation, we 

i | have seen the forests cut over, and 

} many of us who have seen it have 
noted the way that timber has 

@ been wasted, the loggers’ contracts 

.. having been drawn up in such 

4 a way that very often they 

b B felled the trees and let them lie 

1 there, making no use whatever of 

eS : aR them. 

Robbing the Soil. 

Mr. Martiny. Now, I might say that in northern 

Wisconsin, that new country, farm- 

In discussing the subject of im- | ing has started out in something the 

proving a run-down farm, I think it | same way. The first settler who 

might be well to pause for a moment | goes on the land goes on it with the 

and define what I mean by a “run-| same idea that logger had, that 

down” farm, because I think there | the land which yields a good crop to 

are a good many of us who do not | start with will grow good crops for- 

know exactly what a run-down | ever. There are a great many people 

farm is. who have gone into our new sections 

You all listened to Mr. Plowman’s | and have raised crops which they 

Paper, telling of the advantages of | sold from their farms, and after a 
northern Wisconsin, and I want to | time, having depended simply on the 

say that the aim of the first men who | natura] conditions of those soils the 
went into northern Wisconsin, the | crops have commenced to go down in 

lumberman, was not to utilize all the | their yields and then the farmers 

timber or lumber that was produced | begin to cast about for some reason. 

there. They went in there with the | Sometimes we hear it said that we 

idea of getting rich just as quick as | do not have the deep snows we had 

they possibly could and in that pro-| years ago; others say we do not have
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the rainfalls like we used to have,| been overcropped for years, the soil 

the seasons are changing. Perhaps | had become acid. 

some will say the sun does not 

shine quite the same as it used to, Regaining Fertility. 

when, as a matter of fact, they have Now, in order to improve a worn-out 

been reducing the elements of fer-| farm, I will tell you a little bit of 

tility in these soils, taking them out | experience on this farm of which I 

year after year, until they are run-| speak. 1 went up to Chippewa county 

down. There are a good many farm-| to look at this farm. I looked it 

ers in Wisconsin, an@ ail over the over, noted the crops that were grow- 

United States, who complain that | ing there. I knew that down in the 

their farms do not yiela as well as | southern part of the State we used to 

they did formerly. Then again, we | grow corn that went one hundred and 

hear some farmer swell up with | one hundred and twenty five baskets 

pride in talking about his splendid | to the acre. They had a piece of corn 

yields. He has been a good farmer, | on this farm that I estimated would 

he has grown clover, he has been in | grow about one hundred or one hun- 

the live stock business, and some-| dred and twenty-five baskets to the 

times he will even say, “My farm is | acre; that is, if fed, stalks and all. 

so rich I cannot grow crops any| This farm had been used by a mau 

more,” and of course we feel very | who was formerly a logger, then fin- 

. sorry for him. ally it had been rented and the 

The kind of farm I am going to dis- | crops which were grown were oats 

cuss is one of those farms whose | and timothy hay, which were market- 

fertility was cut down by continuous | ed and carried up into the woods to 

cropping, a farm which has been de- logging camps. 1 bought this farm, 

pleted through farming for many | nice, level prairie soil, for fifty dol- 

years and the fields are declining | lars an acre. Coming from the 

every year. southern part of the State, that 

Now, the reason farms are run- | sounded very cheap to me, but when 

down is because one or more of the | I went up there some of my neigh- 

elements contained in the soil are | bors said I had paid altogether too 

cropped out of that soil. It may be much for that land, and in one way 1 

the element of humus, we find very | had. If I was to go on farming in 

often the vegetable matter is cropped | the same way that man farmed, today 

out of the soil, so that soil will not the farm would not be worth fifty 

hold moisture, it dries out and the | dollars an acre, for it was nearly 

farmers complain that the seasons | cropped to death to hay and oats. 

are drier, when as a matter of fact But we have put in a different sys- 

they haven't the water-holding power | tem, we have been growing a differ- 

in their soils. Science tells us that | ent class of crops, crops that we in- 

after farms have been cropped for a | tended to feed to live stock, growing a 

number of years the soils become rotation of crops, making clover one 

acid. Where no fertility is added, no | of the important crops in that rota 

green crop plowed under, I believe | tion; growing corn to put in the silo 

those soils do become acid, and they | to feed to dairy cows; growing crops 

will not yield up even what is in| that would produce the most feed for 

them. I believe that was what was | live stock, feeding everything on the 

the matter with my farm that nad | farm and then buying some commer-
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cial feeds that any dairyman finds it | it is plowed, and we practice fall 
profitable to feed cows, which contain | plowing, because we think we can 
a large quantity of fertilizing ingred- | get better crops in that way, and we 
ients, can do our plowing better than in the 

The man who does not recognize | cold days of the spring. It is reason- 
today that the keeping of live stock is | ably free from weeds and we can 
essential in the improvement of his | grow a good crop of corn under those 
farm is going to wake up-some day | conditions. Then the next year we 
and find himself on a run-down farm, | Sew to peas, plowing ita little deeper 
because I do not know of any other | in the fall again, and sowing to peas. 
way in this day and age that you can | Then the next year, sow to oats, seed 
maintain in a practical way the rais- | down, so we really have a four-year 
ing of the ordinary farm crops with- | rotation. By careful saving of the 
out keeping live stock on that farm | Manure and applying it to the new and feeding the crops to the live | Seeding and feeding all crops that 
ae we produce to our live stock, we find 

¥ it works well. We are careful to 
The Fertilizer Question. Save al] the manure. Mr. Griswold 

said this morning that one-half the 
Then the next question comes up, | value of the manure is in the liquid how to save fertility produced from part. Experiments have shown that 

that live stock? We try to draw our nearly two-thirds of the fertilizing manure out every day m the winter. | elements of the manure are in the We are in the winter dairy business liquid part. I want to say that on 
we have to have our farm help, and | our place it is practical to haul out 1 1p easier to/met Wout sc tat tins | “tho smasues, starting in, the fll Waitll on this run-down farm, and we think about this time of year, when the lana we have improved our farm by ap- gets so soft we cannot get onto it plying this manure to new seeding | unti) after oat sowing time, so we where We expect to mow next year, have to keep that manure in the yard. 
and we find that in putting the man- I believe with our high-priced land 
ure on the seeding we get from one-| anq the high cost of living, everything third to one-half larger crops than going up higher in price, and at the where we did not put it on, we get a price we can buy cement today, that 
bigger crop of hay to feed to our| on every farm it will be Practical to colts, calves and cows. The scien- have a cement tank in which we can 
tist tells us that the : bigger the] store our-manure and pump it out, so 
growth of clover that is grown on that every drop would be saved to put 
the land the more the clover enriches onto the land, and that would not 
the land, and so we killed two birds cost very much. 
with one stone, we got more hay and 
We got more nitrogen into our soil. DISCUSSION 

In this following of rotation of 
crops in nerthern Wisconsin, in most Question—Do you spread your man- 
sections there is enough creek bot-| ure when you haul it out? 
tom land, or wild land for pasture, Mr. Martiny—Yes, as long as we 
so our Jand is all farmed; we do not | Can use the manure spreader. Then 
Pasture any of it, except in the fall. | we take it on a sled and haul it by We just grow clover one year, then| hand. In that case we go over it
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with a fine-tooth harrow in the spring, | any benefits from liming on this run- 

dragging it crossways. down land? 

Mr. John Imrie—If you had no per- Mr. Martiny—We have been exper- 

manent pasture, would you make your | imenting with lime, and sometimes 1 

rotation the same as you do? think I have seen benefits from it 

Mr. Martiny—I think I would leave | and sometimes I think we have not. 

the hay down two years. We have tried lime from the sugar 

Mr. Imrie—Do you feed your peas | beet factory, and I do not think we 

to the hogs? put it on heavy enough. I would not 

Mr. Martiny—Yes, we feed them in | say one way or the other. We put 

several different ways. In the sum- | it on at the rate of about a ton to the 

mer we turn the hogs into part of | acre. 

them and let the hogs eat them. Then Mr. Jacobs—Your neighbor in 

we thresh quite a lot for the hogs | charge of the insane asylum reports 

and we sell quite a lot for seed. Peas | very favorable returns, but that was 

are one of the best paying cash | put on by crazy people and they put 

crops we can grow. If you were al- | it on very thickly. 

ways sure of growing winter wheat A Member—How do you harvest 

- successfully and getting a dollar a | your peas? 

bushel for it, every farmer would go Mr. Martiny—We take an ordinary 

into it. With peas we have got | mower and there are special guards 

thirty bushels to the acre and you manufactured—long guards, that sort 

can figure at a price of a dollar and a of oscillate, they come over so the 

half to two dollars a bushel in the | peas are lifted up and come up over 

northern half of the State. together, and the team will drive 

Mr. Imrie—What kind of soil is | right through between the swath and 

this? the peas that are not cut. 

Mr. Martiny—Black, sandy loam; A Member—Have you used ground 

ordinarily quite productive soil. The | phospate rock? 

loam is frem one to two feet deep, Mr. Martiny—Yes, I tried some 

and it runs down to clay and gravel. | acid phospate I got from the Experi- 

Supt. McKerrow—Have you ever ment Station and put some of it on 

tried seeding to clover with peas? some oats. I set up stakes in the 

Mr. Martiny—Yes, but it does not middle of the field to show where it 

seem to work; the peas make sucn a Was put. I put some on some corn 

growth, but where you are in a and some on potatoes and set up 

canning district, or you grow a dwarf | stakes, and if it had not been for the 

variety, I do not know of anything | stakes 1 never could have told where 

better for seeding with clover, better | I put it, But I have tried muriate of 

even than oats: We do not mix oats | potash and I think our soil will re- 

with our peas. We prepare the spond to that. We got nearly twice 

ground very deep and set them as | 48 much as where we did not put it 

deep as we can set the drill. on. But where we put on manure we 

‘A Member—And how much seed | got better results every time. Man- 

do you sow to the acre? ure is the best fertilizer, manure and 

Mr. Martiny—Two and a half bush- | clover. I believe that the basis for 

els in our locality. In some places it | maintaining fertility in our soils is 

only takes one bushel. and will be stable manure and clover, 

A Member—Have you ever found | but I believe the time is coming,
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when our lands get a little higher Supt. McKerrow—Is there any one 

priced, that the good farmer will do | in this audience who has used the 

just about as the good dairyman does | Spaulding deep plow and knows how 

today; he puts his corn in the silo, | it works? q 

makes silage, and he says that is A Member—I did last fall, where 1 

good feed for his dairy cow. He raises | planned to. plant some sugar beets. 
some oats. But anyway, he sits down | 1 plowed about four acres of it with 

and figures, he finds he is getting per- | the subsoil plow, but last summer it 
haps a little too much carbohydrates | was so awful wet the difference was 

and not enough fat, so he goes out } hardly to be noticed. It was pretty 

to get some bran’ or a little oil meal | much all alike, on account of there 

and his cow gets a perfectly balanced | being so much water. That deep 
ration. I believe the farmer of the | plowing where we subsoiled was too 

future will have to study and learn | wet, it seemed to be kind of spongy. 

about his soiis just about in the same | I have not seen any benefit from it. 
way that the dairyman has learned | I first plowed about eight inches 

his cow, and while we depend upon | deep and then I plowed six inches of 

stable manure and clover, it may be | the subsoil, just broke it. 
profitable to buy some lime or rock Supt. McKerrow—The Spaulding, I 
phosphate or nitrogen or sulphur. understand, shoves the upper part 

A Member—Wouldn’t that method | over and keeps it over, breaks it 
be to rob Peter to pay Paul? Some-| down, twelve or fourteen inches. 

body else has raised those crops that A Member—Do you practice sub- 

you buy. soiling? 

Mr. Martiny—I feel, sir, for them, Mr. Martiny—Only by growing 

but as long as they do not know auy | clover and letting the roots grow 
better I will take advantage of thew | down. 
ignorance. A Member—Don’t you lose the 

Mr. Plowman—I have heard men on | liquid in the manure by putting it 
Riprtigs: od een aoe it | on the ground when it is frozen? 
thing ie uae? PD S- e any: Mr. Martiny—No, because our farm 

Mr. Martiny—It would depend. If oe apcagtin — Tam not 
that soil was an alluvial soil, had 1 a ae an Ga ‘arms*where the 

been washed in there with all its | j444 quite hilly there 1s quite a 
available fertility in it, the deeper e loss, and the man there would 
plowing would turn that up, but if it | P@ Wi8e to build a basin, but the way 
is prairie soil, turning it up woud | is ordinarily taken care of, just 
bring up a lot of material that naa | Umped out in the yard, with the loss 
no available fertility in it, and so it | Of leaching and fermentation, it 
would take some years to make it | Would be greater in the yard than it 
available. The better way is to grad- | Would be on the side hill—quite a 
ually fill your soil with humus, dig- | steep side hill at that. 
ging it up a little at a time. This A Member—If land is plowed in the 
year we have more than enough | fall, I do not think there is much dan- 
manure to cover our clover and we | ger in putting it on. 
are spreading it on top of our fall Mr. Martiny—I think the best 
Plowing, where it is going to raise | place to put manure is on new seed- 
corn this year. ing; there is not nearly as much
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washing as if it was bare land. We | tised by the Galloway Company of 

haul manure all winter. Milwaukee? 
Now, some of you are going to have Mr. Martiny—I saw some of it on 

trouble in getting a catch of clover. | our county farm last summer where 

We had a little difficulty with that | they had inoculated some seed with 

on our farm and we have found that | that nitrogen culture and some they 
a light top-dressing on new seeding | had not and where they had not inoc- 

in the spring is very beneficial. We | wlated it was a good deal better than 
usually seed with oats, though I | where they had. 
realize it is the poorest crop to seea The Chairman—At the University 

with. As soon as we get through | of Wisconsin last year they tried four- | 

seeding with the oats, we take our teen or fifteen different cultures for 

manure spreader and the manure that | the inoculation of alfalfa seed and | 
hag accumulated in the spring and | °Dly one out of the whole bunch was 

put it all out on the oats, and that | 22y good, and they were not sure 

gives almost an assurance of good | #bout that even. I do not know what 
seeding. Put it on after you get the | Particular kind it was, but they got 

seeding all done, even after the oats | 20 results. 
come up, go on and put it on. Mr. Martiny—If you want to ino- 

A Member—Don’t you find by haul- | CUlate anything, go to the field and 
ing manure on plowed ground that it get some dirt, that does not cost any: 

Produces more weeds than you want? | ‘hing. 
Mr. Martiny— That sometimes Mr. Imrie—How deep do you plow 

bothers a little, but in the spring we | YOUF clover land for corn? | 
drag it crossways of the furrows with Mr. Martiny—Where we turn under | 
a fine-tooth harrow and that destroys this clover sod that has been pre 

the crop of.weeds because they are viously dressed, we do not plow very 
usually started. In a week or two deep, about four or five inches only, 

we go on and disk and that stops new Dees PERL rene when re come) 

—. aa, de tne a . e up e 
Ba a en plant your | soi, but very little clay. We do 

Mr, Martiny—Up th . most all our plowing in the fall. 

: y—Up there we like to A Member—Did you ever plow 
put it in early. twice? 

A Member~-Have any of you had Mr. Martiny—No, but we use the 

any experience with this new nitro-| disk harrow and that has about the 
gen inoculating seed that is adver- | same effect.
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CO-OPERATIVE CREAMERIES. 

Fred Stubley, Black Earth, Wis. 

and cream for the producer at an 

Wy \] enormous profit, 

Forming a Company. 

One of the first essentials is pa- 
. trons. In organizing, be sure to make 

your capital stock large enough to 

build and equip a creamery complete 

ya and have a small surplus for working 
ie Sis capital, and be sure to make the 

YA shares five dollars, not over ten dol- 
ae lars apiece, because the first essen- 

‘ a tial, as stated above, is patrons, and 

‘. if the shares are small more will be 
Fa apt to buy than if they were placed 

Pe r at twenty-five or one hundred dollars 

Mee ES rs: A apiece. I know from experience that 
RSE A sey o this is true. 

5 ye Next, select three of your best pro- 

= % ducers for a board of directors, elect- 
‘ ing one for one year, one for two and 

Ps one for three years, then after tne 
3 first year elect for three years, elect- 

ing one every year after. This will 

Mr. Stubley. enable you to have some trained mem- 

bers on the board at all times. 

. ‘ ; = Change often, so the producers may 

conemergin 15° aurteaten, gut necome acquainted with the running 
" producer and consumer. One way we SF ie rem e, ea Ay Doce can texte alee tte ies tatey cow miliar with the method of testing 

eration in the manufacturing of our ee aR reno OF teers: 
milk into butter by organizing what is something that creates a good deal of 

called the co-operative creamery, for tepubin 22 Oat) sereete. Cree 
the purpose of cheapentus te eae caused by ignorance of these things, 

: and a lack of business methods on the 
facture, as a number working together farm. 

can manufacture more cheaply than 

single individuals and can cut out the | jgnorance Cause of Dissatisfaction. 
middleman, give the producer all 

there is in the product, minus the In my twenty-three years’ experi- 
cost of manufacture, and at the same | ence with a co-operative creamery, | 

time enable the consumer to buy the | have never found a producer who 
butter, instead of building up large | weighs his milk, tests his milk or 

fortunes for the private manufactur- | cream and keeps a record of the pro- 

ers and centralizers, who have accu-| duction of the individuals in his 

mulated millions by handling the milk | herd, who gave any trouble in being
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dissatisfied with the tests, ete. ‘rhe | dends should be paid to the stock. 
dissatisfaction comes from the ignor- | holders each year? Or should it be 
ant man, who, for the want of busi- | run in such a way that the dividenis 
ness methods, does not know any- | should be very small? 
thing about these things and _be- Mr. Stubley—It should not be run io 
comes jealous of his neighbor because | pay a dividend of any kind. We aim 
of his success, thinks partiality or | to pay a reasonable per cent of inter. 
dishonesty is the cause of his suc- | est on the money invested, leaving 
cess. Nine cases out of ten, these | the dividends to revert back to the 
fellows who are everlastingly kick-| producer. That has been the one 
ing or picking their fellow farmers to | weak point in many creameries. 
Pieces are the ones who are in a| Mr. Jacobs—Perhaps we might get 
measure failures and out with them- | Stubley to spread his mantle of char- 
selves and the world in general. ity a little farther and cover some of 

the individual creameries as well. | 
Co-operation Brings Success. accept the proposition that the co- 

operative creamery is really the best We find in no place in the State method for the farmer handling his the success and advancement along Product, but there sometimes is an in- 
dairy lines that we do in the locality dividual creamery that is doing good where a successful co-operative cream- work, and I do not like to hear a slur 
ery is in operation, giving the farm-| against such a creamery, because ers all there is in their product minus those men are not co-operating. | 
Cost of mannftacturing. think they have been of great advan- Where we find shippers, as a rule tage to many a community and I think they are paying transportation of Sometimes it is possible for a man to cream and trusting to the individuals be honest who is running a creamery who are in the business for the money | on an individual proposition, 
there is in it. A close investigation Mr. Stubley—We do not mean to 
of some of the centralizers and pri- | past any slur, but where the farmers vate creamery men shows large for- | can select their own officers and pay tunes, up in the millions, which they only so much a pound for manufactur- have made out of the producer, either ing, we think that is the better way. 
in weights or tests, or from the con-| 4 Member—If an individual is hon. sumer in unreasonable prices for the est, has the creamery all in his own 
manufactured product. hands and does a straightforward Whati we must do is to stand to- business, cannot he do better by the gether and if each of us will plant in farmers than three or four directors? his heart Abraham Lincoln’s words, | He can get around quicker than if he 
‘With malice towards none, with | has to go to three or four directors to charity for all,” we will lay the foun- agree to a certain thing dation upon which to build a structure Mr. Stubley—I think ols tig favmecs which will be a lighthouse of hope, a | can elect a board in any community, tower of strength, and a shelter from by being careful, who can do as much the storms of adversity to many as any individual man. 
thousands of good People in our great : State of Wisconsin. Mr. John Imrie—You would suggest 

: that the business manager of that 
creamery should have charge of the 

DISCUSSION. business? I find in a good many Mr. Plowman—Should a creamery | years’ experience that there must be de run in such a way that large divi- | some head, and he must have charge
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of the buying and selling and all these creamery has succeeded in getting a 
other things, or else so many opin- | real good board of managers, would 
ions will creep in that you are bound you advise a change? 
to have trouble sometimes. Mr. Stubley—I advise changing from 

Mr. Stubley—We have never had | time to time. You leave officers in 
any trouble in regard to handling the | too long, five or six, or, as has Deen 
board in doing the business. done in some cases in the past, seven- 

Mr. Jacobs—I do not want to raise | teen years, that was one of the great 
any question as to the advisability of | causes of pretty near closing our 
co-operation and the co-operative Way | creamery, the farmers lose  conti- 
of doing business, but under our con- | dence in them, and not only that, the 
ditions of marketing, our cities are | officers themselves lose their in- 
demanding a great variety of dairy | terest in the concern. What we want 
Products, and in very few instances | to do is to change every year or two that I know anything about has the | and give each one a chance. Then co-operative creamery been able to| they become acquainted with the 
meet those demands. On the other | working conditions, the markets, the hand, the private owner may be able | selling, the advertising, all those 
to make changes and meet those con- things that most farmers do not know | ditions as they arise. Now, in the | anything about. 
manufacture of butter and putting it| The Chairman—It is a sort of on the market, in the great majority | school where you educate the produ- 
of cases there is no question about | cer. 
the co-operative creamery, but I be- Mr. John Imrie—I believe we must 
lieve that if the farmers are going to | have the system of a board of direct- 
set the very best market and the very | Ors, but I do not see how the board of best price, in many cases it has got | directors could handle the business to be put up in other ways than butter | without a good deal of work for all the and cheese, and I think it is some-| directors. In organizing a creamery times necessary for an individual to | at one time, and as manager of that run those operations. I believe Mr, creamery, I thought it would work bet- Stubley will agree with me that in | ter to elect a board of directors, one the great majority of cases those men | from each section of the territory that 
are just as honest and just as worthy | furnished milk to the creamery; then of the confidence of the farmers as if | this board of managers elected a man- they chosé them from among their | ager. He was really the man that did own number. the business. You wouldn’t have to 

Mr. Stubley—I must disagree with | call the board together for small mat- you. For many years we have been | ters of business, and this manager 
shipping cream for ice cream. Why | was supposed to do that. He made shouldn’t the co-operative creamery | out statements, he was secretary as send their cream out for that pur- | well as manager. Then the treasurer 
Pose, just as well as a private enter- | made out the checks for the company, prise? and so in that way it relieved the 

Mr. Jacobs—Are you doing that | board of managers from the necessity 
yourself privately, or is your cream-| of meeting so often. They got no 
ery doing it for you? pay and the manager was paid a cer- 

Mr. Stubley—We are neither of us tain salary. The board met once doing it at present. I am going to do| every three months, or at the call of it privately before a great while. the president. If anything especial 
A Member—Where a co-operative | came up out of common, the board of
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7 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

directors was called together and the | the consumer, he gives you the same 

manager would get their advice. But price as the commission man would 

still he is the manager, he has done give. For four years we sold our but- 

the business and it has worked satis- | ter to one man in New York who had 

factorily. seventy-three stores in New York and 

Mr. Stubley—In our method one was | Brooklyn, the butter was put right on 

selected as salesman to manage the | the market and sold to consumers in { 
sales, either in the form of butter or | small lots, but the price was the same i} 

cheese, and another had charge of the | as the market price, and they look é 

buying. We hired a secretary and | after that. | 
paid him a salary, and we have yet to The Chairman—Our co-operative { 

have any trouble. creamery is selling to a man who has t 

Supt. McKerrow—Do you aim to | seven stores and he is going about a if 

sell your products to the consumer, or | cent a pound better than if it was 
to have them go through a lot of | put on the market. fi 

middle hands, taking out their com- Mr. Piowman—Have you any idea 

missions? how many traveling men are paid 
Mr. Stubley—We are trying to sell | for traveling around this State? It 

as near home as possible. We are | all comes out of the man who buys. 
selling seven or eight hundred dol- Mr. Stubley—It amounts to one hun- % 

lars’ worth a month right in our vil- | dred dollars apiece for every family 
lage. The other is f. 0. b. cars mgnt | in the United States to support the 

at the depot, taking our factory | traveling men. : 

weights, sold to the commission men. Miss Stearns—I am interested in 
Supt. McKerrow—I noticed some | this subject as a consumer, not as a 

figures the other day in regard to farmer. I have been cutting out the j 
some Wisconsin cheese sold in Den- | middleman. In the city of Milwau- ’ 
ver for twenty-five cents. The farmer | kee, where I live, eggs at the present f 

in Wisconsin got thirteen cents. The | moment are forty-four cents a dozen 
maker got one and one-half cents a | at the grocer’s. I bought some the i 

pound, the buyer here in Wisconsin | other day at a little town for sixteen 
on the Board of Trade got his cent | cents. Now, the people of Milwaukee 
and a half a pound; the railroads got | are perfectly willing to give the farm- 
two cents a pound to carry it to Den- | ers a good margin if you will send ; 

ver; the commission man in Denver | your products directly to them. We 
that sold to the retailer got his two | consumers that are paying our grocers 

cents a pound, and the retailer got | forty-four cents are perfectly willing ‘ 
five. That made up the twenty-tive | to pay the twenty-six cents. What 
cents. There were a good many pieces | we do want is to get in touch direct- 
taken off before it got there. ly with you farmers. I am free to 

Mr. Stubley—After the farmers get | say that an advertisement of fresh 

co-operative creameries and co-opera- | eggs and butter put in a copy of the 

tive stores, the next step will be the | The “Evening Wisconsin” in Milwau- 

co-operative warehouse or commission | kee would meet with a great many 
house to deliver this product to the | responses, just as that “Household” 3 

consumer. That will have to come | column in the “Tribune” pays hun- 

later. dreds of women in Chicago. The con- ' 

Mr. David Imrie—Usually, if you | sumers, all of us, are desparately anx- 

find a man who is dealing direct with | ious to cut out that middleman,
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B. G. Packer, Commissioner of Immigration, Madison. 

v hundred thousands of dollars are 

& 4 contributed every year by the State 

A“ in sustaining its agricultural activi- 

<< ties, and all of this splendid work is 

furthered by much private contribu- 

4 tion of time, effort and money. 

a To illustrate: Wisconsin was the 

rst State to use a portion of its pub- 

a lic funds to foster Farmers’ Insti- 

- —_ tutes. Here was established the first 

al Dairy School. This is the first to 

cive financial support for the hire 

” we of county agricultural experts. ‘here 

aod are a number of these in the new dis- 

= tricts, trained specialists who give 

their entire time to the study of 1o- 

eal conditions and the improvement 

of products from field, yard and or- 

V4 chard. Provision is made by law tor 

ten in 1914 and sixteen in 1915. 

These farming evangelists supple- 

ment the efforts of seventy instruc- 

tors in the College of Agriculture. 

All are endowed with preceptive agri 

Mr. Packer. cultural optic nerves. 

In fact, through a multitude- of 

agencies the State has assumed a 

Never in the agricultural, industria! | post important rank in creating and 

and commercial history of Wisconsin | geyeloping result-producing agricul- 

have conditions been so good and SO | tyral expansion work, and an eastern 

full of promise as at present. Farm, | magazine recently well said: “In 

factory and bank alike bear witness. | \Visconsin the Agricultural College is 

Aside from continued good crops, tiis | as close to him who tills the ground 

can largely be attributed to the ef-|as his common school * 

fective co-operative organizations But listen; back of all these enter- 

promoting agriculture. No state with | prises is a productive soil and posi- 

so large an acreage of desirable low- | tive rainfall. 

priced lands for settlement possesses In yield per acre of flax, oats, and 

a more energetic host of state-wide | spring wheat, Wisconsin leads all the 

and lceal agricultural partnerships | large producing non-irrigated states 

than are to be found in Badgerdom. | for the period 1900-1910. 

These movements are specific in aim, | In combined yield and value per 

and today are more numerous, more | acre of oats, wheat, barley, corn and 

effective and more generously sup- | potatoes, a number of the counties mm 

ported from private purse and pub-| the less developed part of the State 

lic fund than ever before. several! | equalled the united yield and worth
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of the same crops brought forth in |ly in belts bordering Lake Superior. 

the high priced counties of Illinois | The soil is of exceeding fine texture, 

and Iowa for the year 1900, as shown | and under proper management is one 
by the 1910 Census. of the most productive. 

Today we are considering the in-| Very frequently, the sandy loam 
terests of the new settler and tarmer|soil gradually shades into sandy 
with greater attention than ever, es-| Soils, but all these sandy soils are 
pecially those matters which vitally | not equally light. The lightest, how- 
concern the unfolding of the State’s|ever, should be shunned by the home- 
agricultural possibilities. seeker. 

Space forbids mention in detail ot| Under the classification known as 
these measures now on the anvil, but| peat or muck soils is included the 
it is sufficient to say that the soil 1s| soils of all marsh lands. Some ais- 
having its inning in the Badger State. | tricts, formerly marsh land, have 

partially dried out as the surround- 
Types of Soil. ing timber has been removed. When 

drained and rightly handled, this 
In this partly developed region, the| soi] is suited to the production of 

Price of land ranges from $8.00 to| cultivated crops and truck farming. 
$25.00 per acre. Usually it can be It would be difficult to find soils 

purchased upon easy terms and long-| better adapted to diversified farming, 
time payments. Considering the in-| special crops and live stock raising 
vestment and worth of crops when|than these. They are largely of gla- 
developed, values are low. As in any| cial origin, practically the whole otf 
similar large area, there is in addition | the detrital matter which composea 

to this great amount of good 1ana,!them ages ago being rent from the 
some which is not suited for farming | bed rock by action of ice sheets, and 
under present methods. These are|since part of the matter was often 
largely narrow strips of light sand|transported to sections distant trom 
reaching into a number of productive |its point of origin, there is found a 
districts. variety in composition and depth of 

The types of soil include clayey|<soil. Throughout northern Wiscon- 
loam, loamy clay, sandy loam, sandy,|sin, vegetable decay has been going 
red clay and peat or muck soils. on long enough to greatly enrich the 

The clayey loam soils cover a much |land. A distinct advantage arising 

larger portion of upper Wisconsin | from the structure of these soils is 
than those of any other type. This|that they rarely wash away in the 
loam soil is fine in texture, contaims|manner observed in those of other 
a considerable amount of clay, and|types. This characteristic largely is 
has large moisture holding capacity. | due to the fact that the ground wa- 

The loamy clay soil is closely simi-|ter sinks freely into their depths and 
lar to the clayey loam, but is even|gradualiy escapes by springs to the 

Still finer, being composed of smaller | drainage system of the country; thus, 

soil particles, on land in a given area, there is 

The sandy loam soil is warm, re-|sometiines found a greater variety in 
sponsive, easily worked and well|the character of fields than occurs 
adapted to live stock production ana| where the soil originates by decay of 
general farming and the growth or|tnderlying rock. For this reason the 

special cash crops, corn, rye and po-|farms of Wisconsin are commonly 

tatoes. more self-supporting than in those 
The red clay soil is found principai-| sectious characterized by soils of less
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76 WISCONSIN. FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

desirable formation. These soils | eighty acres and often only a portion 

have in them a constant source of re-| of this is under cultivation. 

newal and refreshment which has To own a profitable farm rather 

cnly to be made avail of to maintain|than a large one is the ambition 

their original fruitfulness. of these men, many of whom are 

making the production of live stock a 

How Much to Buy. _| strong feature of their farming opera- 

Wisconsin is a State of small eee 
farms. And it is of added impor- Amount of Capital. 

tance that present improvement is 
being accomplished by a large num- The farmers who have made this 
ber of men who are developing com- State were men who entered its bor- 

paratively small holdings. Even a|4ers with limited means. Many, if 
casual visit through the region wil! | 20t most of our prosperous farmers, 
convince the reader of the signiti-| Started poor. They were obliged to. 
cance of such growth. Here, as in|The early pioneers from eastern 
the best European countries, the states, and later those who came to 

small farm is a positive revenue mak-| Wisconsin from northern European 
er. Years ago we learned the advan- | Countries, had meager sums of money 
tage of a diversified agriculture. ‘Ihis but iron in their blood and an unlim- 

has resulted in the addition of mui-| ited amount of the more efficient cap- 
lions of dollars to farm profits. From | !tal,—good sense, persistence and 
the time farmer Governor Hoara pe- | {s#lity. 
gan advocating dairying, many years In the early days there were few 
ago, we have been following a sys- markets for crops, save only by haul- 

tem of mixed farming with live stock ing tong distances Dy wane am oven 
over bad roads. Many times hay re- 

production predominating. Hence, | mained unsold on the streets of Mil- 
ta ue ae. ——- ‘arm |waukee until nightfall and after dis- 

amount of improved land per farm is es eee ee . a ars oa a ers were compelle ve 

cate ts en eT Re 
voted to grain farming. And this! But in these days of advancement, 

ee ee ae eae ae aS . railroads enetrat near! 
land to buy largely hinges upon the every section of Pe State, there aif 

settler’s capital, his previous agri-| constant, enduring and hungry mar- 

cultural experience, the type of farm-|;ets, more accessible, and country 
a to Po poston the | life is no longer isolated as in the 

nature of the soil chosen and the man-| day of early homesteading. 

ner in which it is to be developed. If the settler locates in a section oi- 
One should locate adjacent to good | fering employment during the win- 

highways or new roads. If it is Dis|ter months, and nearly all of the 
purpose to engage in raising farm an-| country comprising this new territory 
——— large areas for graz-| of ten million acres offers this advan- 
ing, he will need a greater amount| tage, in fact, there is a shortage of 
of land than if farming more inten-|Jabor, he can succeed with only 

sively. Numerous settlers are mak-| small capital. 

ing good on new soil with farms of| How much?
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This depends upon the man, and| whether it has recently been logged 

upon his wife, and how they use it.| off, there being more timber on land 

For the worker there are splendid op- | Which was logged a number of years 
portunities for making good. ago. A portion of the “down” timber 

sometimes found on such land can be 
The First Year. utilized for . building material and 

frequently certain logs which have 
In the long run, a man who takes | been on the ground for years show 

up land in a wooded country has an | only surface injury by this exposure 
advantage over him who locates on| and can profitably be sawed up into 

the broad, unbroken plains. Rainfall is | boards, shingles and lath; even the 

certain. Right at the start, though | edgings or waste pieces are valuable 
he may be unable at once to break up | for fuel and it is customary to use 
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Stump Piler at work. Starting the stump. 

and plow as large a tract of land, | sawdust as bedding for stock. ‘rne 

there is less expense in securing tne | big red barns which strike the visit- 
necessary lumber and building mater- | ors’ attention afford a good illustra- 

ial for his house, barns and other im- | tion of the advantage in locating 

Provements and fences. In many new | where such material is readily avall- 
districts, all the lumber he needs has | able and comparatively inexpensive. 

been donated with his land—or if he | Such indicate permanency of develop- 

has not quite enough of the right | ment. There are no sod houses or 

Kind on his own land, he is able to se-| sod barns in Wisconsin. Nor is 
cure it at a nominal figure from his | there any loss of effort or waste of 

neighbor without paying high prices, | time in obtaining material for such 

excessive freight rates and the ex-| buildings. Access to it is had over 
Pense of hauling great distances. The | the old logging and “tote” roads con- 

quality and amount of such material | structed by lumber companies in for- 

to be found on cut-over land de-| mer years. It can be gotten out and 
pends, of course, upon its former | hauled to the sawmill in the winter 
srowth, how severely it was cut and | and only a small charge per thousand
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feet is made for sawing. This work | bolt or cordwood timber on the land 
need not interfere with the clearing | which can be worked up and market- 
of land or cultivation of farm crops. | ed profitably. Dynamite is the 20th 
Farm development work may be en- | century persuader and the cheap low 
gaged in every week in the year. | grades, supplemented with block and 
Very frequently the new settler can | line, are economical clearing agencies 
secure the use of a portable sawmill. | in this region. 
A fair grade of shingles is manufac- Brushing should proceed rapidly 
tured from young hemlock. Siding | and ordinarily when a number of 
for his house made from basswood | acres have been cut and the loose 
works up easily and readily takes | material consumed, he is ready for a 
paint. It is durable - if immediately | sowed crop or seeding down to grass. 
coated and affords good wainscoating | In this soil is much rich ’ vegetable 
for interior work. He can construct'| mold. It should be stirred up with a 
his barn basement of concrete, or his | spring tooth, or disk harrow, so as to 
entire house for that matter, as the | assist in releasing the fertility which 
small rivers and creeks traversing | has long been accumulating. Grass 
this section are valuable to the home- | seed, especially clover, or clover and 
maker, both for water supply and the | timothy, should then be sowed and 
fine gravel and sand found in their | but little further effort at clearing 
beds. Labor for construction pur-| need be made the first year, save Poses will cost less than in cities, in | only to wholly clear a small acreage 
fact, by exchange of work he can | upon which to grow winter feed and 
have the assistance of neighnors.| garden vegetables, The new soil is 
Thousands of successful settlers | fertile. It produces. There is much 
throughout this region are eager to | error in the belief that it is “raw” 
assist the newcomer. Their sugges-| and incapable of producing good tions are as valuable to him as money | Crops until “subdued,” and the evi- 
in the bank. He will find them a | dence of this is found in the splendid 
sympathetic .and responsive people | gardens and yields of farm crops se- and profiting by their experience can | cured by new settlers on practically make rapid headway. He Probably | all the well drained clay and light will find equally as successful meth- | loam lands. Much of the display 
ods of crop production in his new lo- | made by the Board of Immigration at cation as those prevailing in the dis- | State Fairs and expositions has been trict from whence he came. Perhaps | had from this. soil. 

better. If the settler has limited capital, Usually there is rubbish and small | his house, though built on a founda- brush, “slashing” and stumps on cut- | tion of blocks, can be banked and over land. The time when the brush | kept comfortably warm. Air-tignt should be cut is largely a matter of | heaters are inexpensive and good fire- convenience. Some claim it clips off | holders. He has his fuel for the cut- better and that more can be accomp- | ting and but few in that region have lished when the ground is frozen; | learned to economize on wood. The others perform this work in July or | average cost of clearing the burned- 
August. In clearing, it is well to | over, cut-over hardwood lands of north- 
cut the brush closely and pile it in| ern Wisconsin is probably between 
heaps, laying it straight with tops in | $20 and $30 per acre. To clear the 
the same direction. Upon this | land of green timber costs more, bur 
should be placed such rubbish as can | from this expense should be subtract- 
Teadily be handled. There may be | ed the amount received from the sale
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of wood products. Regions in the | certain of success. And corn silage 

west, notably in Washington and Ore- | and. clover may be had in abundance 

gon, also cost more to develop agri- | in all the northern counties. For the 

culturally than northern Wisconsin. | man with limited resources, here is 

There a different kind of timber flour-| a key to certain farm development— 

ished. The fir and cedar stumps of- at the start clear and cultivate only a 

fer greater resistance to removal than | a small acreage, brush off and seed 

the hardwood and white pine of Wis- | down to clover a big acreage. 

consin. The root system of the fir 
and cedar go straight into the earth, Why the Settler Should Consider Live 

while in the cut-over districts of Stock. 
Wisconsin, the roots are found close The provision of meat for the house 

to the surface, save in sandy sections | is a problem, and the present high 
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and on knolls. Further, the devélop- | price and apparent constant advance 
ment of northern Wisconsin is not so | of the same are becoming matters of 

much a matter of clearing the land | grave concern. Repeated drouth in 

from stumps. Splendid forage crops | the districts formerly devoted to beef 

are being secured from land brushed | production not only lessen the pres- 

off and not stumped. Substantial | ent supply to famine proportions, but 

profits in the form of milk and meat, | indicate a small domestic crop for 

are most economically to be had by | the future. So acute has the condi- 
clearing only sufficient land to grow | tion become at this writing, that re- 
corn silage (ten acres. will furnish a | sort is being had to imports from 
hundred tons or more) and leaving | Australia. It is estimated that two- 
considerable in clover meadow and | fifths of the expenditure of families 

Pasture uncleared. The man who fol- | having ordinary incomes is devoted to 

lows this practice and increases his | the purchase of food necessary for 

| clearing with the size of his herd is | their existence, and it is further com-
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puted that one-third of the national | fact, the use of such decreased 56 
diet is composed of meat. It is plain | per cent from 1900 to 1910. 
lo see what an over-powering influ- For the production of beef there 

ence meat prices have on the nine-| are thousands of acres of well 
teen million families of the nation. watered, cut-over land upon which 

A recent federal investigation made | clover is growing wild, self-sown and 

in fifty cities shows a marked decline | unused. For the production of pork 

in the average individual consump- | this clover, in connection with dairy 

tion of beef, mutton and pork, and | by-products, is equally valuable, and a 

this doubtless because of the present | greater variety of feed for swine pro- 
bigh prices. In 1840 it was possible | duction can be grown in northern 

to furnish an average of .88 of a beef | Wisconsin than in southern and west- 
animal to each inhabitant. This has | ern states. Field peas yield twenty 

dropped to .69. With sheep it was | to thirty bushels per acre, and are su- 
Possible to furnish one and one-third | perior to corn in the production of 

to each inhabitant and now only .52. | good pork. On the high, well-drained 
The deciine in pork is about the] lands in this new section, are acres, 
same. There is a dearth of live stock | almost unlimited in extent, well 

for food purposes, and the present sit- | adapted to the production of mutton. 
uation rather than becoming better | Thus, the settler is given an opportu- 

has been made more serious by the | nity to increase his acreage and his 

increased foreign immigration of re-| nerd of live stock at the same time, 
cent years, because only a small pro- | with the further advantage of grow- 

portion of these become food produc- | ing his own meat and other food pro- 
ers and their wants add to the con-| ducts independent of the butcher and 
sumption and help elevate prices. baker. 

During the last ten years bacon nag There are community live stock 
increased in price 41%; fresh beef, | breeders’ associations in the State 
14%; mess beef, 22%; mutton, 16%; | with large memberships; societies 
pork, 51%; lard, 40% and tallow, | promviing Holstein, Guernsey, Jersey 
42%. Cheese has advanced in price | and other breeds of dairy cattle and 

43%; eggs, 41%; dairy butter, 32%, | farm animals, and many of these are 

and milk, 31%. located in the upper counties. Herds 

Because of the extraordinary de-| of well bred and well fed cattle are 
velopment of the manufacturing inter-| being developed throughout this ter- 
ests of the country, the number of | ritory. 

food producers is constantly grow- 

ing less. Such being the case, home- Special Crops. 
seekers are more and more turning Similar co-operative effort is be- 

towards districts renowned for their ing had in the community production 

live stock producing advantages. | of potatoes and fruits. In order to 

There is no substitute for breakfast | secure car shipments of uniform type 

bacon, mutton and roast beef, and no | many potato growing localities are 
better place can be found for the | now concentrating upon a few stan- 

economical production of these meats | dard varieties, paying careful atten- 

than in Wisconsin. An average of | tion to selection of seed, sorting in 
twenty-nine head of live stock, cattle, | the field and grading at the car. Bear- 
horses and swine, is kept per farm. | ing these requirements in mind, the 

For this reason, without rotation of | potato is desirable as a cash crop for 
crops, the need of commercial fertiliz- | the new settler. ‘ 
er has not been felt in Wisconsin; in The upper counties are peculiarly 

'
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adapted to the production of all legu- Cherries planted by the early mis- 

minous crops, including peas of field | sion fathers in certain portions of the 

and canning varieties. Peas for can-| Lake Superior region, furnish proof 

ning ordinarily will bring from forty | of climate and soil conditions adapt- 

to sixty dollars per acre. Wisconsin | ed to the production of this high 
leads all states in the pea canning in-| priced fruit. 5 
dustry, the production in 1912 totalling 

2,658,000 cases, or more than the com- What of the Future? 
bined product of Minnesota, Ohio, In- There has been much recent devei- 
diana and Michigan. opment throughout upper Wisconsin. 

Clover seed is another important| The ample snowfall which remains 
special crop to be considered by the| ready apparent in every county, and 

northern Wisconsin settler. These| it has but just begun. Better yields, 
include the medium- red and alsike| higher market values and improved 

varieties on the heavier soils and | quality of product are the rule in every 

mammoth on the lighter types. Al-| section where modern methods of 
sike clover will yield from two to| farm management have been given a 

six bushels of seed per acre, and the] trial and this applies as well to or- 

price is such as to make its market-| charding and stock raising as to the 

ing profitable. Ordinarily it is easy| production of corn, wheat, alfalfa, 

to secure a good “catch” of clover.| and other field crops and garden veg- 
The ample snowfall which remains | etables. 
undisturbed throughout the winter| Such development finds expression 
affords protection not enjoyed in aj in many social and economic advan- 
country subject to wind sweep. So| tages. It is significant that more Wis- 

indigenous to this section is clover)}consin farmers (88.3%) own the 

that the biennial varieties largely | farms they are operating than do 

have become perennial in many sec-| hose in any other state in the 
tions. Mississippi or Ohio river valleys, or 
Tobacco growing has spread north-| in the Gulf states or central west. 

ward and much of this crop is now|And yet there is room for many 
harvested in some of the upper coun-| thousand free-holders in the fertile 
ties. Its culture has not yet become | upper Wisconsin counties. 
general. Sugar beets, with more The fruitfulness of these lands is 
than the average sugar content, are| such that over 50,000 acres are be- 
cultivated. ing cleared and brought under culti- 

Northern Wisconsin grows an abun-| vation annually. This is based upon 

dance of small fruits, strawberries.| the average annual increase during 
raspberries, blackberries, currants,| the period 1900-1910, which totalled 
ete. Apples sufficient for home needs | 580,006 acres. During the same time 
may be grown anywhere in the State | the value of all farm property, stock, 

on good soil, such varieties as the| machinery, buildings and land, in- 
Duchess, Wealthy, Patten’s Green-| creased two hundred per cent. But 
ing, and similar hardy varieties are| the addition of improved farm land 
Well adapted to all the northern coun-| during the three seasons since has 
ties. In more favored sections, lim-| been relatively greater than during 
ited acres bordering Lake Superior| the above term. More farmers are at 
and Michigan, and certain interior| work, better clearing methods are 
districts, many excellent varieties of| followed, and a recent crop report 
orchard fruits, apples, cherries and | issued by our State Board of Agricul- 
plums are being grown commercially | ture shows an increase of twelve per 
and with good profit. . cent in amount of land cleared in 

6
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1912 in this region over that of 1911. this gratifying manner were it not 

A very great many new farms are,| for the fact that thousands of new 

being started, the land brushed off | farmers have learned the fruitfulness 

and improved, new roads and bridges | of this section of Wisconsin and to- 
constructed and school houses erect-| day are making good on the new soil. 

ed in every northern county. Devel- Recess until 7:30 in the evening. 
opment could not have advanced in 

EVENING SESSION. 

The convention met at 7:30 p. m., same day. Superintendent McKerrow in 

the chair. Vocal solo, Mr. R. Gibson. 

The Chairman—The very best stock ; because one of the farm women of 

on the farm are the boys and girls, | Wisconsin is going to discuss this 

and while some people think that | great question, “Our Boys and Girls”, 
farmers think more of their calves and I take pleasure in introducing to 
and colts than they do of the boys | you Mrs. Jennie Brackett Jacobs, of 

and girls, yet we are gomg to show | Elk Mound, Wis. 

you tonight that this is not the fact, 

MORE FOR OUR BOYS AND GIRLS. 

Mrs. Jennie Brackett Jacobs, Elk Mound, Wis. 

Superintendent McKerrow, in a 

— moment of recklessness, asked me to 
oe i appear on this program. I had had 

¢ some acquaintance with some of his 
ff | 4 Institute workers, whom I considered 

no younger, no better looking, no 

4 smarter than myself, and I as_ reck- 
a i lessly promised I would. I did not real- 

be 1 ize how grossly I had misjudged his 

I force until I began to prepare this Da- 

! | per. I know it is not fair that you 

! . sg | | should suffer as Well as I for my in- 
discretion, but if you will accept my 

—- explanation I will make your term of 

} ss punishment as short as possible. 
a? rl | The choice of subject was left to 

~ ae F | } |me. After selecting various topics 

‘ Teale / |and casually, discreetly and incident- 
~~ / |ally trying one after the other on 

j 5 Mae " various members of my family with- 

pty set NER out any effect, or else an effect which 

ae x ao See it is better not to mention, I have 
Se ae Bes fallen back upon a subject familiar 
oats 7 cue swe to every person in this audience—the 
ee BS home and what it can do for our boys 

Soe and girls. 
Mrs. Jennie Brackett Jacobs. I shall probably be able to say no-
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thing but what has been said many|clear-cut, definite Pattern of the 
times before; I shall not be able to| men of tomorrow. 
clothe my few thoughts in the lan-| Do not blame the schools and local 
guage which I desire, but if I can in-| conditions entirely when your boy 
terest one person in this audience in} goes wrong. Put the blame where it 
some child, if I can help some one to| belongs. If we have been more in- 
be a better father or mother, if some-| terested in the shop, visiting our 
thing said may influence some young | neighbors, attending the club, read- 
person to grow into more useful man- | ing trashy literature, than we have in 
hood or womanhood, I shall be glad| our home and family, let us take our 
the opportunity was given me to ap-| medicine and not try to rub it on or pear before you. into some one else. I hope the time 

will never come when I shall have to The Stamp of the Home Indelible. | %dmit that some institution or person 
has more influence in my family than I have during my work in the past] have. 

come in contact with many children. Fathers and mothers, many of you 
I have been in many homes, differing | will never be able to leave your child- 
as much in character and individual-| ren wealth, many will not be able to 
ity as in number. It is no idle fancy,| give them the education they desire, it is no theory that given certain| most will not be able to leave them home conditions and surroundings,|an honorable name as the world certain types of children are de-| counts honor, but all can leave with veloped. them that which is worth more than Your home puts an indelible stamp, | all these—lessons learned in child- a coat of arms, upon your child,! hood which will go with them long af- which time, distance, nor conditions | ter you have passed into a beautiful cannot efface. Manya_ grey-haired memory. 
father and mother are thanking God| Not long ago I heard a man ot today that this is so—that the gentle,| middle age.say, “I have been in close earnest lessons taught their children association with my father all my life in the old home have gone with them| and I cannot remember the time when through life. Many a parent’s head is|I doubted his word or motive.” I bowed in shame today over some need not tell you that this son will Son or daughter whose failure in lite leave with his children this same in- 
they must admit be attributed to the heritance of honesty which came to 
lessons they learned or failed to learn him from his father. 
in the early home. There cannot be! when Iwasa childI knew intimate- a more bitter memory than that ot ly a woman with five daughters. pase. sewed Fi Reg ee When the world did not move accord- hoe ahiaceed a ee aan ing to her pleasure, her manner of 

ji =a addressing her family may be best snorance or indifference in the home. ae eS If your child fails to accomplish nis | °*Pressed by the term “yelled.” To- Work in life, if worse than failure is|%@Y¥ 00 one will dispute me when I recorded after his name, will you be| S@y that four of these daughters are able to say, “I did my best for him”? | loud-voiced, scolding, untidy women. 
Many parents have not considered These are not isolated examples of 

this matter seriously. They have not| the effect of early home training and yet learned that they themselves are| conditions on children. There is not 
drafting in their children today the| a person in this audience but what
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can cite me to hundreds of similar Then give to the world the best 
cases. you have, 2 

Some editor has said that if he And the best will come back to 
wished to find a woman who counted you.” 

in the world, he would not turn to the 
lists of famous writers, actors, musi- Pech — Sait = ee Bo 
cians and reformers, but would go in-| 2@V@ im thought, word and deed. Can 
to some school room. There ne| OU afford to do otherwise? Do you 

would single out some clean, well dare to do less, when you think of the 
groomed, pleasant, respectful, consid- long journey which stretches out be- 

erate child; he would go with that fore them, and the strength and cour- 

child to his home and there he would | 88° Recessary to face the problems 
Wad < woulak who counted. which will confront them? 

Mother, your name may never be Give of your time freely, joyfully, 

inseribed in. the world’s book of fame, intelligently. May I ask the mothers 

but you may if you so will, leave with here tonight what books you have 
your children that strength of char- read on the development of children; 

acter, that loyalty to principle, that se a magazine do you take; 

charity to mankind that will be a per- aes Gane ete Ss 

ree sae nee ee ee ings? How much time do you devote 
during the week to an earnest endeav- 

2 A or to train yourself to be a better The Home the First Consideration. qother? What‘are’ the fathers read: 

I would urge you to make your| ing along the same line? I ask you 

home your first consideration—place | in all sincerity to what extent are the 
it before everything else. Learn to| needs of your children systematically 

know your children as you know your-| Studied? Are you giving them what 
self. Teach them to feel that nothing | they have a right to expect from you? 
can come into their lives but what Is our business, is our stock, are 
they can take to you. It is more than | our silos of more importance than our 

pitiful, it is really alarming, when| children? I do not see farmers leav- 

one realizes how little most parents | ing their work and driving ten miles 
know of the real lives of their child-| into town to learn how to be a bet- 
ren. ter father. I have seldom been in an 

Something is wrong in the home,| audience such as is here tonight, 

somewhere a mistake has been made, | called for the purpose of considering 
if a child does not turn instinctively| the best methods of training the 
to father and mother in his hour of| Young in the home. Have you? 
perplexity and trouble. Shame on the| I hope the time is not far distant 
Parent whose boy has learned through | When the Farmers’ Institute will add 

experience that some one else can be| to its valuable work a course for par- 

of greater service, of more comfort| ents. We need this intelligent train- 

than father or mother. ing surely as much as we need to 
You cannot expect reverence, confi-| know how to feed ourselves and our 

dence, love from your children if you| stock properly. There are fathers 
have not proven yourself worthy of| and mothers before me tonight who 
them. are doing their best for their child- 

“For iife is a mirror of king and| ren, yet who have made mistake after 

slave; mistake which might have been avoid- 
’Tis just what you are and do; ed had they had the opportunity
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which might have trained them to/| their prospects, keep their confidence. 

better parenthood. Teach them that we want more kind- 
A few weeks ago I attended an even-| ness in the world, not less, more sin- 

ing program in a small town. In the|c¢erity and less show, more interest 

back of the room sat a group of young | in humanity and less in the artificial 
people who complacently chewed gum | things of life. Nothing we can do for 

and tittered through the entire even-| them will be half as valuable as a 
ing. Several girls in their early teens | right preparation for life, and we will 

were earless, because of their fash-| never have but one chance to give it. 
ionable coiffure. Two little children | Only a little while and they will wan- 
added to the evening’s program a pop-| der from us. The company they will 

ular song whose sentiment they had | choose and the habits they will form 
no right to know. I am not a crank| wiil depend upon what we are doing 

on the little things of life, but these| for them now in the home. Let us 

examples I have mentioned are only | not try to escape our responsibility or 
an index to the larger things which | shirk it. Above all, let us not fail to 

will follow. I could not but wish as I| see it. 
sat there that the mothers of that 
town would seriously consider the] Strength of Character Comes From 
traits of character which were being Within. 

wor etn oe i yoy Mother Nature will soon teach us 

would feel his responsibility in doing | °° BE Set sioet (testes encne 
his part to start those young people parenthood to be learned. In a few 
in the right direction. weeks the flowers will dot every hill, 

“May every soul that touches mine— ee : ie a — en ac 
Bo). it. the. alightost _ coltact—eet | a therefrom some spod with green; the trees which have 
Some little grace, one kindly thought, stood naked and drear pees the 

One inspiration yet unfelt, one bit of Peis anise oats eve tae their signs of life and add their part 
For ee kc to the beauty of the landscape. This 

- ee ening sky, one gleam of| (14 world will become an art palace, 

To brave the thickening ills of life. a sey eee = 
One glimpse of brighter skies be-| ,; Bee eee tiny bud, the bursting flower, the 

yond the gathering mists, grateful shade of the oak could not 
To make this life worth while and| ... 

Hamvar ta ativan theritaas give us the pleasure and comfort 
Be. which they will were it not for the 

I am not pleading tonight for better] nourishment and strength and life 
Schools, for more of the material| that comes to them from within. 
things of life for our children, but I The result of the training we give 
am asking you to give them more of| our children, like these signs of 
yourself, sit down in your home with | beauty in nature, must come as an in- 
your children about you in the even-| dication of strength and life and nour- 
ing. Take the time to let them know| ishment within. Mother Nature does 
that your love is first, last and most.| not hang a leaf on here, tack a flower 
Take time for the story, the song, the|on there. Oh, no! Then let us not 
talk which will develop them in the] begin from the outside to hang a 
right direction. Keep in touch with| pleasing Personality and polite man- 
them, enjoy their games, talk over] ners upon our children. Let us train
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them so that these will be the natural, As good and as bad as L 
result of a kindly heart, a charitable | I would not sit in the scorner’s seat, 
spirit, a generous disposition. When] Or hurl the eynic’s ban, 
this is done, nothing but happiness | Let me live in a house by the side of 
can be ours and theirs, here and in the road 
the hereafter. And be a friend to man. 

I cannot close without pointing to 

one more lesson from nature, which | I see from my house by the side of 
to me is a beautiful one. the road, 

Some flowers bloom at the dawn ot] By the side of the highway of life, 
day, some at noon one at four o’clock,| The men who press with the ardor of 
some in the evening shadows, some hope, 
at the hour of midnight darkness,|The men who are faint with the 
some flowers bloom every month, strife. 
some once a year, some once in two| But I turn not away from their 
years, and one labors on a century, siniles or their tears, 
but every plant that is faithful unto| Both parts of their infinite plan; 
the end, receives its crown of glory. Let me live in a house by the side of 

Parents, with this thought in mind, the road 
tet us go on with renewed faith, confi-| And be a friend to man. 
dent that the lessons taught our boys 
and girls today cannot be forgotten,| I know there are brook-gladdened 
that some time, somewhere, the world meadows ahead, 
must reap their benefit. True parent-| And mountains of wearisome height, 
hood can never ‘impoverish the world,| That the road passes on through the 
narrow our outlook or dwarf the work long afternoon, 
we were intended to do. The home| And stretches away to the night; 
must be the hot-house in which the| But still I rejoice when the travelers 
seeds of kindness, charity and virtue rejoice, 
are planted and nourished and cared| And weep with the strangers that 
fer, which finally develop and make moan, 
this life worth while and this world a| Nor live in my house by the side of 
Place in which to live. the road 
“There are hermit souls that live | Like a man who dwells alone. 

withdrawn oo 
In the place of their self content; Let me live in my house by the side 
There are souls like stars, that dwell of the road, 

apart Where the race of men go by; 
In a fellowless firmament; They are good, they are bad, they 

There are pioneer, souls that blaze are weak, they are strong, 
the paths Wise, foolish—so am I. 

Where highways never ran; Then why should I sit in the scorn- 

But let me live by the side of the Ss road Or hurl the cynic’s ban? 
‘An hace Send to cae Let me live in my house by the side 

of the road 
Let me live in a house by the side of | And be a friend to man.” 

the road, —Sam Walter Foss. 
Where the race of men go by— Reading, “Love Among the Black- 
The men who are good and the men | birds,” Miss Pearl Berg. 

who are bad, Scotch Songs, Mr. John Imrie.
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W. C. Bradley, Hudson, Wis. 

Superintendent McKerrow uses me, one. If they want a well-equipped 
a good deal like some boys and girls | school, they will have it. If, on the 

use the old slot machine, he pushes | contrary, they want to run that school 
in a nickel and gets out chewing gum, | as economically as possible, they will 

candy and most anything else to fill| have a poor school no doubt. We 

in. kave in the past, in a good many of 
In the session this afternoon | our rural schools, hired as teachers 

Miss Stearns said something about the | the graduates of the city schools, 
condition of the country schools of | mostly young men and women who 

Wisconsin and tonight I am going to| have grown up in the city without 

give you a few of my ideas on that | much knowledge of country life or 

subject. country conditions. About all we 
We have had quite a jolt in the re-| have asked of them has been to teach 

port of the investigation that has | from books, and in many cases they 

been made lately with reference to| knew nothing about the conditions 
our country schools. We all know| that prevail on the farm; they had 

they are not as good as they ought to | little in common with the boy or girl 
be, and yet very many of us admit—| on the farm. We have been obliged to 
we have to—that they are as good as| do this, because it was almost impos- 

we want them to be. If the school in| sible to get well-equipped teachers, 
your district is not a good school, it| but within the last few years there 
is not Superintendent Cary’s fault, it | have been established in this Statea 
is not the fault of the University, it] 00d many training schools, where 
is not the fault of some one in IIli-| our own boys and girls may get the 
nois or California, it is your fault. It| training to fit themselves as teachers 
is your business, and it ought to be| inthe country schools, and it seems to 
as good as you can make it. I know | me this is a long step forward in the 
there are a good many places in Wis- | educational work of Wisconsin. 
consin where it is hard to have a good| I perhaps have some ideas about 
school; there are many places where | School teaching that are not taught 

the settlers are miles apart and where | even in these training schools, and I 
the conditions for having a good| am going to touch upon some of them 
school are not as good as they will | briefly tonight. 

be in a few years. We also know 
that there are places in southern Wis- Nature a Good Teacher. 

consin, in the old settled districts of 
: I believe we look too much to the 

vores ee a ee _ text book for the education of our 

because where there a to be thirt; pce ey) teed teeny ures tae fps Y,| books and most of the teachers do not 
Y or sixty scholars, there are NOW |Yeach. I would have the teacher fit 

only three or four; but in most places, | herself as well as may be to instill in 
whether the school is good or bad de-| the minds of those school children 
pends entirely upon the way the peo-| right living, right thinking and right 
ple in that district feel. If they | development of the body, and I would 
Want a good teacher, they will have| have the teacher talk to the boys and
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girls about things that are in common | tory from a different standpoint than 
with the lives they expect to live, the | we find it in the books. I would tell 
things that will touch them daily in| them of the make-up of the army and 
their farm homes. navy, the millions of dollars the Unit- 

I would take a week perhaps for | ed States are spending year after year 
one subject and, for instance, I would | to build great battle ships that to 
talk to those school children as a| Many of us seem to be worthless, use- 
whole about trees; the planting of|less. We can teach them many 
trees on the schoolhouse yards, along | things about peace and war and the 
the roadside and around the farm| effects of war that are not in the 
home. I would teach them the names | books. We ought to tell them of the 
of the different trees, tell them| soldiers in the Regular Army who 
why certain ones are better than | ™ust serve three years and how three- 
others for certain purposes; about| fourths of them come back to their 
lumber of different kinds; about the | homes poisoned, mentally, physically 
habits of the trees, when they | and morally, ruined as citizens. Teach 
bloom and how they live; their| them that war is wrong and too cost- 
habits and favorite place to live.| !y and that peace is a better proposi- 
When they know these things they will | tion. 
take a practical interest in forestry, 
the replanting of the barren portions Successful Men. 
of the United States, and know more 
of the practical part of it than a good 1 would take a week and talk to the 
many of the men trained in the| YS and girls about the men who are 
schools of forestry. making history in this world of ours 

and who have made history in the 
Flowers and Birds. past. I would have them know some- 

Then I would take another week | thing of the lives of Washington and 
and talk to the boys and girls about | Lincoln and Grant and LaFollette and 
the flowers. I would tell them some-| Cummings and Platte and Bryan and 
thing about the roses of Portland, the | Wilson. Try to have them get some- 
orchids of Pasadena and the bluebells | thing of their personality, their char- 
of Scotland. Let us give them a taste | @¢ter, what kind off men they were 
of the beautiful things, the fiowers| ™orally as well as mentally, and in 
and shrubs and trees, : that way I think we can set up in the 

Then I would take a week perhaps | oy and girl a better standard of man- 
and talk to them about the different | hood and womanhood and perhaps we 
kinds of birds in Wisconsin; interest| Will not be hero worshippers simply 
them in things of this kind and they | because of the love of fighting. 
will soon learn to study for them- Then I believe I would talk to the 
selves. Read to them such hooks as| boys and girls once in a while about 
have been written by Gene Stratton| What success in life means. Too 
Porter, “The Girl of the Limberlost,” | Many feel in these days that only the 
and “The Harvester.” Get them to|™an who is making money is a real 
reading such books in schools and|SslUccess. Let us teach our boys and 

they will soon form a love for the| itl someihing better. We can tind 

birds of the country. in any of our communities men who 

have perhaps made a financial success 
Peace the Ideal Condition. but we can also find men and women 

Then, for another week, I would] who have reared families of children 

teach these children something of his-| who have grown up to be useful in
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the community, and that is really the | we ought to entertain any project 

foundation of success. that may get the people together in a 

I would take an occasional day or | social way, a brotherly way, either in 

two and talk to the boys and girls | our farm homes or our village homes, 

about the poets of this country, tell} or the country church or the country 

them something of their personality, | schoolhouse, in order that we may rub 

Bryant, Longfellow and Whittier,| up against each other, we may ex- 
Shakespeare and the other great| change ideas. In this way we not 

poets of the world. Read to them| only better ourselves, but we better 
some of the best selections and get| the condition of our neighbors and 
them to learn, so they can quote by | every one in the community. Some 

heart, some good selections from | of us get into the habit of taking life 
these poets, so they will form the ha-| too seriously. 
bit ef getting acquainted with some of Let us talk to these children about 

the best minds in the world, and they | the men who have made life worth 

will enjoy in after life many, many | living, about the things they have 
hours that otherwise perhaps would | Said and written. Tell them some- 
be spent foolishly. thing about James Whitcomb Riley 

and the funny things he has said that 
The Social Center Idea. make people smile. Tell them about 

Will Carlton, and hundreds of others 

I would try to have this teacher vis-| that you will think of who have made 
it the farm home; to encourage little} the literature of the United States as 

social gatherings, picnics and evening} permanent as that of any country in 
gatherings, where they may have | the world. 
song service, recitations and music, I would like to see every schoolhouse 

and discuss the things that pertain to| yard surrounded with trees and flow- 
country life. We have heard a good | ers and I would like to have the teach- 
deal of talk lately about the sociai | er take an interest in the planting of 

center, the using of the schoolhouse | fowers in the farm home, visiting 
as a gathering place to discuss prob-|these farm homes, and suggesting 

lems, and I think it is a good thing | some things of beauty. 

to get people together in meetings of} Then let us teach the boys and 
this kind. Have a committee on enter-| girls to be honest; let us teach them 
tainment, a few men and women se-| that whatever they do they should 
lected to furnish different topics for| earn the wages they get. 
the evening, so the whole countryside 
may come together and sing and talk Piano duet, Miss Mildred Goodrich 
and enjoy life more than we have| and Mr. Wade Townsend. 
been doing in most of the rural com- Adjourned to 9 o’clock a. m., next 

munities. day. 

This is the age of co-operation and
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TOWN MANAGEMENT OF DIRT ROADS. 

J. T. Donaghey, North Freedom, Wis. 

= State aid system and will be im- 

v y eR proved in the near future under the 
oe = .} | provision of the State aid law. A 

iy considerable portion of these 13,000 

“ty = miles, and the other 48,00 miles will 

of necessity have to be maintained by 

Es the towns for many years to come. 
* 4 Each year a few miles will be added 

J to the prospective State aid system, 
Oto but enough new roads will be laid out 

: in the northern counties to keep the 
exe 7 percentages of each about the same 

~ as they are now. 

When we stop to consider that 
n fully seventy-five per cent -of the 

(] farm produce that goes to market must 

| be hauled over this 48,000 miles of 
\ dirt road, at least for a short distance 

before reaching the improved roads, 

and that fifty per cent of our children 
attending the rural schools must tra- 

vel these same roads, we can see the 
necessity of some well defined system 

of improvement for this class of road. 
The $2,000,000 spent annually on 

Mr. Donaghey. these dirt roads, if applied in a sys- 
tematic manner by men trained in 

The town management of dirt roads| this kind of work, would show a 
has become one of the most difficult | marked improvement instead of keep- 
problems confronting the taxpayers|ing them just about as good as they 
of Wisconsin. We have 61,000 miles| were last year. “A few years ago we 
of road in the State and spend upon| were holding a good roads meeting in 
them annually, under the supervision] a little inland town in my home 
of the 1,195 towns, $2,000,000, aside| county, trying to create interest 
from the amount expended under the| enough in the movement to induce 
State aid law. the town to make an appropriation for 

Of this 61,000 miles of road, about| the improvement of a certain road. 
13,000 miles are upon the prospective | An old German was talking in favor
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92 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

of the appropriation. He went on to | superintendent for each district for a 

b tell of the good roads he had traveled | term of three years. He should be a 

in Germany when a boy, finally mak- “live wire’—a man who possesses the 

ing this statement: “It will be thirty | faculty of getting work out of men 

years next month since I first drove | and teams, and one who has had some 

; over that eight miles of road, and our | experience in road building if pos- 

town has expended hundreds of dol-| sible. Pay this man a good salary, for 

lars upon it each year, and honestly, | if he is not capable of earning a good 

gentlemen, it is not in much worse| Wage he is not the man who should 

condition now than it was then.” expend your good money. 

This statement is true of nearly all Go over each district with the su- 

cur dirt roads. They are no worse | perintendent and map out a good sys- 

than they were thirty years ago,|tem of improvement covering the 

neither are they any better. We need | three years for which he is appoint- 

legislation that will compel town au-|¢d. Plan for cutting down certain 

thorities to expend the ordinary high-| hills, grading up some of the low | 

way taxes with more economy, and | Swampy stretches, providing culverts, | 

L with some well defined system of im-| drainage, etc., besides the ordinary 

provement in view. maintenance, which consists of light 
grading and dragging. If you have any 

The Cash System. heavy cuts or fills to make, or a seri- 
ous drainage proposition to overcome, 

The Legislature of 1911 passed a| call on the State Highway Commis- 

law that is a move in the right direc-| sion and they will give you all the 

tion. Chapter 599, Laws of 1911, pro-| assistance within their power. 
vides that the county board by a ma- Divide your total highway appropri- 

jority vote may pass a resolution com- | ation among the districts according to 

pelling all towns in the county to col- | the needs of each district, and not on 

lect their highway taxes in cash.|a basis of valuation, as it is quite 

Forty-two counties out of the seventy-| improbable that any two districts in 

one in the State have taken advantage | a town would require the same per- 

of this law, and the road work in those | centage of the total appropriation in 

counties will be done on a cash: basis | the same year. One district might re- 
in 1913. The success or failure of the | quire twice the amount each year to 

“cash system” in these forty-two| keep its roads in the same condition 

counties will depend almost entirely | as the others, and if so is entitled to 

upon the town board in each town.| it. This is one of the very best feat- 

Jf the board is made up of live men, | ures of the cash tax law. It places 
4 who are working for the best interests | the town board in a position to have 

ef the town, and if they use good |the money expended where most 

q judgment in directing the road work, | needed, and if there are certain roads 

P’ the results will be satisfactory. ‘ro | in the town that need no improvement 

properly carry out the intent of the | at present, the tax from the land abut- 

law, the town board should first look | ting on those roads may be expended 

| over all the roads in their town and| in the farthest corner of the town if 

decide how many districts the town | the town board deem it necessary. 
should be divided into, and in no case Set aside a certain amount of the 
should they exceed four, and if pos-| money allotted to each district for 
sible, a less number. permanent improvements, the balance 

After deciding the number of dis-| to be used for-general maintenance. 
tricts and their boundaries, appoint a| Provide a plan whereby the superin- 

- ,
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94 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 
: 

: tendent can have all clay roads prop-| work out his road tax, as money was 

erly dragged immediately after each | scarce in those days. Conditions are 
a rain, and reserve a small amount of the | different now in every agricultural 

maintenance fund for the removal of | district of the State. As soon as he 
; snow during the winter months. Give | has sowed his small grain, it is time 

the superintendents authority to hire|to plant corn. Then come the pota- 
: men and teams wherever they can be | toes or sugar beets or tobacco, and by 

best procured, and to get men who| this time the first planting of corn is 
will stay on the job a reasonable} waiting for the cultivator. Now the 
length of time, as it is very expen-| clover is ready to cut, and before he 
sive to break in new men and teams|is aware of it harvest is on. He 
every few days, as was the practice | does not get that two or three weeks 
in the past when the taxpayer worked | of slack time that he had twenty-five 
out his road tax. Pay them the| years ago in the month of June. The, 
wages that are being paid for similar| up-to-date farmer who knows the 

work in your community, and they | Value of a day with his team and cul- 
will give you service accordingly, for| tivator in his corn or potato field at 

they know full well that if they do/ the proper time will tell you he can- 
not do this you will get someone in| not afford to work on the road at any 
their place the next day. Price, and that he would much rather 

The town should also provide the} pay hisshareof the road tax in cash 
necessary machinery to properly} and let some other men do that work 

handle the work in each district, ana| who make a study of the best meth- 

should insist that the superintendent | ods of road work as he does with his 

coes this work at the proper seasun| farming. 

of the year. A dollar spent on a Go into a farming community where 

clay road in the months of May, June| the farmers are not progressive, but 
or July is worth two or three dollars| are just where they were twenty-tive 

spent upon the same road in the same | years ago, and they. will want to work 
manner in October or November. out their road tax just as they did 

Here is where the greatest trouble | then. 
has been in the past. The taxpayer 
was working out his road tax, and as A Pernicious System. 
the majority of the taxpayers were 
farmers, the work was done when I attended a Farmers’ Institute a 
most convenient for the farmer. few days ago in a town where the ma- 

jority of the farmers were of this 
class and their views on the road ques- Changed Agricultural Conditions. Hewtac dv tar tine tn euncral tear coe 

Twenty-five years ago the average|out. This town is within thirty-five 

‘ farmer had only a few acres to plant| miles of Milwaukee and dairying is 
bi and cultivate, he had ample time to} their ehief occupation. The Institute 

work out his road tax at the proper| Conductor inquired how many present 

season of the year. He did not have|had silos and I think only two raised 
from ten to twenty cows to milk| their hands. That shows you how 

morning and night, as is the case| progessive they were. This town had 

now. He could do his few chores—|an assessed valuation of two million 
or let the women do them—and then| dollars and appropriates annually a 
get to the road job in good season,| two mill road tax entitling them to 

even if it were one or two miles away.| raise four thousand dollars for their 
He was glad to get the chance to| ordinary highway taxes. The town is 

— ... .
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BY divided into forty-two road districts | after others to take their place the 

and has forty-two pathmasters. ‘ne | following day. This is not the inten- 

; machinery with which to expend this | tion of the law and should not be tol- 

four thousand dollars under forty-two erated in counties that have voted a 

F different bosses consists of two grad-| cash tax. Z 

ers, two wheel scrapers and one road 
: 

plow and the pathmaster from whom County Road Conventions. 

I received my information said they The members of the town board 

had been unable to find the road plow should be elected for a term of three 

during the season of 1912 and that he | years, one member elected each year 

knew he was wasting fully fifty per just as our school boards are elected. 

cent of the money in his district. Under this plan, two members would 

Now if this town was on a cash always hold over and could carry in- 

system and divided into four districts | to effect certain improvements that 

with each superintendent having one had been planned ahead. Bill No. 

. thousand dollars to expend, what 373 S., now before the Legislature, 

ij would be the result if we went into | rrovides for an annual road conven- 

that district with a crew of men (not tion in each county, along the line of 

taxpayers) and got no more for the | our school board convention. It pro- 

money than they now get? Each tax- vides for the attendance of the town 

payer in the town would be up in| chairman and local road superintend- 

arms and this superintendent’s work | ents, wko will discuss the local prob- 

so severely criticised that the town | leras and exchange ideas. I believe 

board would be compelled to make a| this would work out well and be the 

change. As matters now stand in| means of promoting better and more 

this town the very men who would uniform work. 

criticize the work if done on acash| The Institute workers in talking on 

basis are the men who are doing the | 800d feeding have told us that if we 

work as well as bossing the job. They | feed an animal only enough to keep 

surely will not criticise their own| it alive, it will decrease in weight 

work, no matter how poar it may be. |Tather than increase. They tell us ar 
so that we must feed the animal @ 

The Labor Pian. properly balanced ration, and in an 

: . _| amount sufficient to make steady 
Some towns in certain counties that | gaily gains, or we are losing money. 

have voted for the payment of the| This advice applies equally well to 

{ —, have adopted a plan|the road problem. Feed the road a 
whic ey think js in compliance properly balanced ration of labor and 

i with the law. The town clerk makes| brains, upon a feeding floor consist- 

i, cea the road warrants just as he did] ing of a “well planned system of im- 

: under the old labor law, and any tax-| provement,” and we will surely see a 

nS oak orhpton ane’ mint ae ae Cake oar aa coe 
P his . 2) 

| from the pathmaster for the amount eo a sy oe 

and turning this in as part payment DISCUSSION. 

of his total taxes. 

Now, this is just getting back to the| A Member—In our country it is 

old labor plan. You are not any bet-| pretty hard to get help to do that 

ter off than before. The same condi-| work. 

tion exists in changing men and Mr. Donaghey—Yes, that is the 

teams every day and having to chase| handicap in all classes of work. In 

-
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98 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

all road or street work, you are up Under the old system of working against the labor Problem, but you| out the tax, it is impossible to get can secure labor probably better un-| the road dragged at the proper time. der the cash tax system than in any | What is everybody’s business is no- other manner. The few towns in body’s business. - 
the State that have worked under the Mr. Baird—Has the State Highway cash system for several years have Commission any jurisdiction over Proven this to be true. You will also highways on the outskirts of city lim- find that you are getting a better/its, but within the Prescribed city class of labor when you pay cash for | limits? 
it. They will do more work in a day Mr. Donaghey—No, they have not. than the man who comes on the job/ There is a proposed amendment to for but one or two days to work out the State aid law, Providing for vil- his taxes, because they understand lages to receive aid under the law in what is expected of them, and know the same manner as the towns, but that if they do not satisfy the super-| it does notinclude cities. If this bill 
intendent he will get another man in becomes a law, any village that ap- their place. Propriates money under the State aid 

They should’ give the taxpayer the| law for the improvement of a street first chance to work, providing he is| or road that is a part of the prospec- willing to work the season through, | tive State aid system, will receive aid but if he only wishes to work a few in just the same manner and in the days, or just long enough to work out Same proportions as the towns. ‘The 
the amount of his road tax, you can- cities as a rule have road building not afford to let him on the work. machines of their own, and are in a A Member—Wouldn’t it be a good Position to handle their street im- 
Plan to work a road drag about this Provement economically where the time of the year on the dirt roads, as | small village is not. 
soon as the frost is out? Mr. John Imrie—Then there is no Mr. Donaghey—It is a very good way of making the city fix a road run- Plan to use the road drag just as soon ning into the city right up to the city as the frost is out of the ground. 1| limits? 
do not think it will do much good be- Mr. Donaghey—No way under the 
fore the frost is out, excepting in cer- law, but there are very few cities in tain soils that dry out on the surface| the State of Wisconsin but are anx- | before the frost is entirely out. Get| ious to meet any improvements the 
busy just as soon as the frost is out adjoining towns may make, with a 
and keep at it after every heavy rain | street as good if not better than the 
until the ground is frozen again. This! town is building, besides in many 
isone ofthe most important features cases giving the town a liberal dona- 
of the cash tax law. The town board| tion to induce them to make theirim- ,_ can provide for dragging the roads at | provement.$ : 
the proper time. Where a town is Mr. Convey—In some of the counties 
divided, as it should be, into not more| of the State they voted to have the 
than four road districts, the superin-| road tax paid in cash, but in some 
tendent of each district can make ar-| cases they failed to make the appro- 
rangenients to have men at different | priation for that purpose. 
Points where the clay roads are, who Mr. Donaghey—In counties where 
must get out immediately after each the’county board at the November 
rain and drag a certain number of session, 1912 or later, has. passed a 
miles of road. resolution compelling the payment of
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highway taxes in cash, the town | ing make provisions to borrow enough 
poards of the several towns should| money for that year, in addition to 

have levied a tax sufficient to carry | making an appropriation for the fol- 

on the road work in their town for | lowing year. This will mean a double 
the coming year. The Attorney Gen-| tax in some one year, but cannot be 

eral decided that this could be done| avoided, and is the only way you can 

legally. If they have not done this, | ever catch up. 
they should at the next annual meet- 

CONCRETE ROADS. 

H. J. Kuelling, Milwaukee, Wis. 

: that would not cost as much as brick 
eae or block pavement. 

“aie % Bi While concrete as a surface is still 
oubies a far free from disadvantages, I believe 

c i i. it to be a step in the proper direction. 

Z bi. |» | | I do not believe it is the proper pave- 
j oe » | | ment for heavy traffic in our cities, 

j = 5 but I do believe it is an economical 
is a ey pavement for heavy country traffic, 

ts 3) for residential streets in any city and 
' & for the main streets in the smaller 

cities. I believe that the larger the 
percentage of motor traffic becomes, 
the more economical the concrete 
street will become, because the horse 

7 and the iron tires are more destruc- 
i tive to it than are automobiles, a situ- 
A ation just opposite to that of macad- 

4 am. 
| The selection of concrete as a paving 

material in Milwaukee county was 
made for several reasons, among 

jj | them being the following: 
1. Durability. 

Mr. Kuelling. 2. Low maintenance cost. 
3. Cheapness and availability of 

materials. 
While individual cases of concrete 4. Simplicity of construction. 

pavements are not new, yet the fairly 5. Low initial cost. 
extensive use of concrete as a wear- These all resolve into a question 
ing surface for streets has been in-| of economy, which when combined 
augurated within quite recent years. | with the ease of traction, smoothness, 

Its more extensive use was brought] non-slipperiness, cleanliness and sani- 
about by a demand for a pavement to| tary qualities, make concrete as near- 
withstand the auto traffic, and one| ly an ideal pavement for rural high-
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ways as could be devised for Milwau-| uniform, although different detaiis 

kee county. were handled in different ways. ‘The 
This type of road has some disad-| grading was done in accordance with 

vantages, as have all other kinds of| plans furnished by the Highway De- 
Pavements, some of which are noisi-| partment, the grades being given by 

ness, non-resiliency, glare in sunlight, | the inspector in charge of the work. 
difficulty of repair and likelihood of | Standard cross-sections were adopted 
development of cracks. However the| and the sub-grade was prepared for 
noise of a concrete pavement is not] the concrete to conform with these. 
particularly objectionable in rura] dis-| The grading in some cases was com- 

tricts, owing to the fact that dwell-| pleted ahead of the concrete crew for 

ings are more or less widely separat-| the whole length of the road being 
ed and furthermore are usually set| improved, and in others only a short 

back some distance from the highway. | distance, depending to a large extent 
The question of non-resiliency can|upon the amount of earth to be 

be taken care of by treating the sur-| moved. In our work a large propor- 

face with a bitumen if desired, but| tion of the grading consists merely in 
we have yet to hear a complaint tnat|cutting off the usually excessive 
the pavement injures horses’ feet. In| crown of the old road and placing it 
the same manner the glare of the]on the sides to widen the sub-grade 
the pavement can be reduced or even | and form shoulders at the sides of the 

eliminated by adding a dark material, | Pavement. 
such as lamp black, to the concrete| After the subgrade is brought to 
while mixing. shape, the forms are set up at the 

The difficulty of repair of concrete | sides, separated at a distance equal 
is not so serious as formerly, since} to the width of the finished pavement. 

improved methods are being intro-| These are made from 2” x 6” or 
duced, creating the possibility of re-|2” x 7” planks and set up on edge, 
Pairs which are practically as good| supported by stakes driven at fre- 
as the original pavement. The mat-| quent intervals. The 1912 work was 
ter of development of cracks is really| done using the 7” depth in some 
only an apparent disadvantage and| Cases and 6” in others, the former 
unless the two parts of the pavement|in the event of a crowned sub-grade, : 
which have become separated tend] and the latter where a flat sub-grade 
to shear past each other, making a|is employed. In this connection it | 
sudden rise in the road, the crack will| might be stated that the practice of 
be harmless, except possibly. to the| using a flat sub-grade is considered 
looks of the pavement. Cracks cdn| better by this department and will be 
be easily remedied by pouring in aj|used in next season’s work, owing 
little bitumen and afterward sprink-| partly to the fact that the crown is 

ling with sand and will wear for| obtained by thickening the centrai 
years. Portion, thus strengthening the part 

Construction. where the greatest strain is encoun- 

In the construction of a concrete ee ea easons. 
road or pavement, practically the same 
principles enter into consideration as Drainage. 
in any other pavement. 

The manner of construction of con- A concrete road or pavement re- 
crete roads as carried on by the| quires good drainage as well as any 
various contractors was essentially} other form of road construction. As a
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rule, more attention is given to this; because the work to be done by a con- 

point in cities than in rural districts,| crete pavement is entirely different 

due, perhaps, to the fact that a larger| from that dene by a concrete founda- 

share of the work is planned and su-| tion. 

pervised. by engineers. In some re- First of all, a good quality of port- 

spect§, for several reasons, it is a| land cement should be used, of which 

more important point on country high-| there are numerous brands now 

ways; than on city streets. Streets| upon the market. Next the aggregate 

generally have some form of gutter| should comply with a good standard 

which permits the water to flow off} of cleanliness, size and hardness; the 

quickly, while country roads must| better the standard the better the 
depend entirely upon the side ditches.| concrete that will result. One 

Streets, as a rule, are wider than| practice especially I would like 
country roads, thus being in less} to guard against, and that is the use 

danger of the foundation becoming} of bank run gravel, even where at- 
saturated, a condition which will| tempts are made to determine the pro- 

surely cause heaving by frost. | portion of sand and stone in it, and 

Besides attention to surface water,| also the percentage of voids. Even 
the engineer must be on the watch] though careful efforts are made to 

for underground water, and tile| bring the gravel to a proper grading 

where necessary. Such conditions} by the addition of stone, one will meet 

exist not only in low, flat districts,| with failures, because practically no 
but very often in a rolling country or} pit is uniform in character, and thus 
where a road runs along the side of a| necessitates a continual change in 

hill. mixture. Such changing is welt 

Foundation. known to be a bad thing for a crew, 

as well as for the resulting concrete. 

ine ee aa oy The only alternative is to screen all 

sub-grade is quite simple. Where the gravel and remix the sand and 

considerable grading is done and a stone in the mixer. In nearly every 

tractor of some kind is used, sufll- ease the gravel will be found to con- 
cient compacting of the foundation tain an excess of sand, of which some 
may be done during the grading to disposal must be made or stone pur- 

make it firm. This condition is more | Ch2S8ed to add to it. 
likely to arise in country road con- Where gravel is purchased without 

struction than in city work, as in the | Screening, it must be remembered 
latter case the grading is more likely that a cubic yard contains consider 

to benearer grade. Where a concrete | #»le more material than is the case 
pavement is to be constructed on a| Where the same has been screened. 

street that was formerly covered with | This is almost as important a point 
macadam or gravel, I believe that | to consider in arriving at the proper 

where possible the old street material | Change in price as the added cost of 
should be used as a foundation for the | Screening. In a general way, I be- 
concrete, as it adds firmness as well | lieve that a clean screened gravel is 

as assisting very materially in the| better than a mixture of sand and 

drainage. crushed limestone. The harder the 
stone contained in the concrete, the 

Materials. better will be the wearing qualities, 
The materials that enter into the] as the stone must carry the wear 

concrete should be well considered,| rather than the mortar, thus making
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; crushed granite or hard gravel a more , with carts, especially on narrow 
valuable aggregate than crushed lime- | roads; and because the spout causes 

: stone, especially the softer varieties. | less trouble in the placing of the ex- 
: pansion joints. Some will argue 
i 1:2:4 Mixture. that more material can be placed 
i with carts, because of the larger aad 

: A proper mixture I believe to be | oie, source of supply in the piles, 
about 1:2:4. However, we should but I believe by a little careful plac. 
not adopt the mixture blindly, but ing of the sand end stone that an 
make a careful study of the voids in equal amount can be placed, especial- 
the sand and ‘stone that are available ly with the large tractor mixers now 
for each “job”, as some materials re- he saariect. 
quire more cement than others, to ob- | °™ tai Il dieses Be. A good practice in mixing concrete, 
2 ae saps ae as well as any other work, is to keep 

cause of this fact, it is sometimes the same man doing the same class 

a bce pees of work around the mixer, so that it 
what seems cheaper at first thought. becomes almost second nature for 

Fi him to do the right thing at the right 
time. 

Mater: The following, I believe, is a fair 
It is needless to say that plenty of | arrangement for a crew, especially 

fresh, clean water should be avail-| on road work. 
able at all times. This is generally a 1 Foreman 

; simple enough problem in cities, but 2 Men to attend to preparing 
an entirely different one in the coun-| joints 

j try road work. During the past sea-) 3 Men to attend to sub-grade, so 
son, we used twelve miles of 2-inch| that material can be dumped and 
pipe. In some cases we had pres- | concrete placed. 
sure enough from city hydrants, 2 Form setters. 
while in others we were compelled to 6 Men who load wheelbarrows 
put a booster pump in the line. 4 Men who handle the wheelbar- 

rows 
Mixing and Laying, 2 Men for handling cement, one 

Even if proper drainage, founda- | who delivers it and one who dumps it 

tion and materials are obtained, | into the hopper 
failure may result unless care is 1 Engineman on the mixer 
taken in construction of the street. 1 Man at the hoist 

4 First of all some good form of 1 Man who handles the spout for 
1 batch mixer should be used, as a/| Placing the concrete on the road 

fi failure to properly proportion in a 2 Men for striking off the concrete 
hi . continuous machine means a hole in| With a strike board cut to the crown 

your pavement. Personally, in my| of the road 
| country road work, I prefer a ma- 1 Man for finishing the concrete 
{ chine with a spout discharge rather | and trimming the edges 

than either the boom bucket or carts, 1 General utility man. 
because I believe the material to be This gives a total of 26 men, whose 
more evenly placed upon the street; | pay would aggregate about $63.00. 

| because there is not the tendency to| Such a crew should average about 
1 disturb your foundation and mix | 600 square yards of 7-inch concrete 

dirt with your concrete that there is per ten-hour day. 

( 
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As to the relative merits of one | ance of the particles during the fin- | 
and two course types of pavements, | al setting and the consequent de- 
I prefer the one course type, mainly | struction of the bond between the } 
for construction reasons, although | component particles. 
there are many arguments for both 

sides. Joints. 
Where it is necessary to place re- 

inforcement, which I believe is not One of the most important prob- 

often, it is more difficult to get it| lems in the construction of a con- 
placed near the surface in the single | crete road or pavement is the matter 
coat work than it is in the two coat | of proper joints to provide for ex- 
work. A cheap and satisfactory | pansion or contraction. Many types 
form of reinforcement is common | are in usé, such as a plain filler joint, 
woven wire fence. wood joints, felt joints and _ steel 

After the concrete is properly | combined with some of the others, 
placed, it should be well cured. In| the steel acting asa protection to the 
our work we cover the road with | joint, and sometimes as a reinforce- 
earth or gravel as soon as it is hard | ment across the end of the slab. In 
enough to carry it. For the first | Milwaukee county we have used a 
five days it is kept well sprinkled, | rather high-priced joint, consisting 
especially in warm weather. The| of two pieces of asphaltic felt be- 
roads were kept free from traffic for | tween two pieces of steel. The felt 
twenty days, in order to give the con-| reaches entirely through the slab, 
crete sufficient time for complete set- | while the steel is only 2144” deep and 
ting, and the contractors were re-| is anchored into the slabs by 6” 
quired to maintain strict observance | ‘wings punched into the steel. After 
of this clause of the specifications. | a little practice, this joint is easily 
In spite of the fact that it is common | erected, costing in place about five 
knowledge that concrete required a to six cents per square yard of pave- 
number of days hardening before be-| ment. These joints are placed at 
ing fit for travel, it was found neces- | twenty-five feet intervals. Engineers 
sary to employ members of the sher- | differ as to the proper distance apart 
iff’s force in several instances to em- | for joints to be placed, varying from 
Dhasize the fact. It is to be hoped | twenty to fifty feet and even one 
that some time in the near future it | hundred feet, while a few are trying . 
will be realized that in order to gain | out roads without any provision for 
any improvement, some temporary | expansion. This latter I believe to 
sacrifices must be made. Notwith-| be a very bad practice. I believe 
standing the carefulness of the| that the farther apart the joints are 
watchmen, barriers were deliberately | placed, the wider should be the joint, 
Temoved by travelers and some dam-| and the wider the joint is, the more 
age was done, the most glaring ex-| danger there is of a defect develop- 
ample being on the Janesville Plank | ing in your road. The common prac- 
Road, where a team and wagon drove | tice is to place these joints at right 
over the green concrete, leaving aj] angles with the line of travel, but I 
shallow rut about 600 feet in length. believe that a slightly better prac- 
While this may not appear serious, tice that is being introduced is to 
other than on the surface, the whole | place them at an angle so that two 
Pavement is injured in the vicinity ot | wheels ‘cannot come to the joint at 
the depression, due to the disturb-| the same time. 
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; Surfacing. mate of a square yard price, but ina 

] 
general way will state that the pave- 

1 As to whether or not a bituminous | ponts have cost us on an average in 

; treatment on a concrete road is €CO- | the neighborhood of one dollar per 

; nomical in all cases I am unable to square yard, exclusive of grading. 

:| say. For certain conditions, how-| pis is divided into about the fol- 
; ever, I believe it is well worthy of | jowing proportions: 

; consideration for several reasons. It 

} acts as a cushion to traffic, thus mak- Cement ....-----eeeereeeee 30 

} ing it easier for horses’ feet, as well Gravel and stone ...------ 13 

as protecting the concrete itself trom Labor and hauling .....-.. .47 

i grinding away. It tends to relieve Selita 6. <5. 2 ces. ys OO 

the glare of the street and deaden the Inspection and water ...... .04 

bi noise of traffic, thus making the 
a 

4 pavement more desirable for residen- Total .....-..0-cee- ee +e $1.00 

; tial streets. A fair treatment is 
tt 

‘ These figures are based upon team 

} about one-half gallon of bituminous hauling ngs dollars per a per 

: compound per square yard. After) team, and common labor at $2.25 per 

rt pouring, the treatment is covered ae 2 

with a sprinkling of coarse sand, as This cost is about one and one- 

aoe in oiling an old macadam | 1 )¢ times what plain waterbound ma- 

‘a a cuss tae trad: cadam costs under similar conditions 

uch a treatment under a fair tra’) |, wrilwaukee county and about ten 

fic would last one or two seasONS; | +, gfteen per cent more than asphalt 

the center of the street for one, and pata cal wrgeia eek. 

the sides for two seasons. Such a The question which immediately 

{ treatment would cost about one cent arises is whether the concrete road ts 

: per square yard for application, a worth the difference. In answer 1 

not over five cents for the material. would say that we believe it is, or we 

There are several treatments of this | .5u1q not have given up all forms of 

kind with patents pending, but I do road construction in favor of concrete 

not believe it necessary to use any | »,. our main highways in the coun- 

of them, because bitumen of the prop- ty. With the heavy maintenance 

er mixture can be purchased that will cost that we would meet with on any 

e oe hh form of macadam roads, in order to 

ao e being treated, the street keep them in a decent condition un- 

should be thoroughly clean and | ger the heavy traffic of our county, 1 

; ‘thoroughly dry, or the material will figure that in a comparatively short 

f peel off from under traffic. period of years we would be justified, 

+ Cost: from an economic standpoint, in tear- 

5} . ing up our concrete road and placing 

P As regards the cost of concrete | an entirely new one. However, I do 

roads or pavements, the conditions | not believe such an extreme method 

} vary so greatly in different parts of | will be necessary for many years on 

our State that what would be proper | a well constructed concrete road. 

for our Milwaukee county work ven under medium country traffic, 

would be entirely wrong in some|I think there are many places in 

other sections. Because of the vary-| Wisconsin with a plentiful supply of 

| ing cost of sand, stone, men and | good gravel that would be more than 

| teams, I can make no definite esti-| justified in placing concrete upon 

} 
j 
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their highways. It should be ze Mr. Kuelling—Everything; it is { 

membered in this connection that the | one of the oldest of the Detroit | 

initial cost in road construction is by | roads, the main street extended in- } 

no means the only cost to be consid- | to the country. i 

ered, and what may at first sight ap- Mr. David Imrie—Would not a 1:3 

pear to be the costliest road, may be | mixture be good enough, with good, 

and often is the cheapest road when | sharp sand? 

the question of maintenance is prop- Mr. Kuelling—No, sir, it would not 

erly considered. be hard enough. 

In conclusion I would add that I Mr. Baird—That would not in- 

believe concrete road construction clude a cement gutter? 

to be only in its infancy and that an- Mr. Kuelling—No, sir. 

other decade will see its use extend- Mr, Baird—Don’t you think those 

ing over a wide territory. I also be- | concrete roads are awfully slippery? 

lieve that many people will make Mr, Kuelling—They are nowhere | 

mistakes by not profiting by the ex-| near as slippery as the soft pave- 

perience of those who have had ex-| ments are, especially asphalt. ] 

perience, for it seems that almost A Member—Don’t they wear the i 

every community feels it their duty corks on the horses’ shoes? 

to carry on some kind of experi- Mr, Kuelling—Corks on _ horses’ 

ments. shoes are a good deal cheaper than { 

horses. j 

A Member—What kind of finish do 

DISCUSSION. you put on? : } 

Mr. Kuelling—We put on a wood t 

Supt. McKerrow—In your observa- . : 

tion, have you seen any concrete road float finish, ae finishing with steel. 

that has been used for a sufficient We ue a ae in one ae ; 

length of time to determine in your a ait mene or aK j 

judgment its wearing qualities? mee ree s ae a sa sft | 

Mr. Kuelling—Yes. The oldest on Mr. ei Tae ae a sree a 

a large scale are around the city of | join, ae non aoe ae 

Detroit, where they have some that ak s- b Don’t hi ; 

are now entering on their sixth year, ee ak ‘ ink oe 

and up to date they have not been re- ai he oo many localit an in bee 

quired to repair them. Indeed, I can- Sait ee A seers aha ea | 

not see but what they are as good have aie Ds _ 

“ laid. They have given uP| yy Kuelling—I do think so. We 
rything there in place of concrete, % 

they have almost one hundred miles are payne che dollars s- cay 7 
of concrete pavement andi they claim teams, and at least $2.25 for men. 

that during 1912 ihe eat onl For a nine-foot road, at one dollar a 

three Eaadeod eee 7 entats yard, which is what it costs, that 

will be $5280.00 for a mile of road. 

nance of sixty some odd miles, and| There are places where it ought to 

that was all spent in taking the dirt | be puilt for eighty-five cents a yard, 

off the shoulders of the road where | or even eighty. 

the dirt had encroached ou the con-| Mr, Baird—Wouldn’t you think that 
crete. a concrete gutter would add to the 

Supt. McKerrow—Is the main traf-| permanency of the road? : 

fic on that road from the metropolis? Mr. Kuelling—You would not want
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to put a gutter on a nine-foot road. 1| able, but we do not. Six inches 
; would not want to go to the expense | thick at the sides and eight in the 
i of putting a gutter on a road that | center is the standard. Of course 
; was eighteen feet wide even, and 1| the most travel comes in the center. 
: do not think any good highway de-| There is a funny thing about these 

mands anything wider than eighteen | cracks that come in concrete, and 
: feet. that is that they always come longi- 

Mr. Baird—The difficulty of many | tudinally, not across the road. That 
of our country roads is that the gut- | is something we do not understand 
ters are not taken care of, they clog} yet. In our estimate, our gravel 
up from the washing from the fields, | costs us about thirteen cents per 
and the permanency of the center is| square yard of pavement. That 

lost, makes about sixty-five cents per cu- 
Mr, Kuelling—Oh, you mean to] bic yard. This year I will have to 

build a concrete gutter out on the pay varying from ten cents in the 
ditch line. Of course that would add | pit to sixty cents on cars, depending 
to your road and take care of the wa-| on where I have to get it. Some 
ter better, but I do not know| places we have to haul three miles. 

} whether that is justifiable in many | It is better to figure the cost of the 
cases. gravel at its origin and then add the 

Mr. Martiny—We have many | cost of hauling. 
towns in the State and probably one- A Member—How did you haul that 
third of them have appropriated an | gravel, say a two mile haul? 
amount giving them $1,200.00 to ex- Mr. Kuelling—We hauled last year 
pend in that town. In that case,| with teams, this year I am putting in 
would you advise them to build a/|two heavy wagon trains with an en- 
concrete road where they could | gine, and in one case I am going to 
build a gravel road at $1,500.00, or a| haul with a little locomotive on 
Macadam road at $2,500.00? tracks. I think hauling is a great ex- 

Mr. Kuelling—There are so many | pense and that I shall save monep on 
things entering into the local condi- | the job by my new plan. 
tions that it is pretty hard to an- A Member—Did I understand you 
swer that question. I would con-/ could buy gravel at ten cents per cu- 
sider first the trouble that I had to| bic yard in Milwaukee county? : 
contend with, the type of road, then Mr. Kuelling—Yes, I am going to 
I would consider a comparison of the | buy 30,000 yards this summer. 
roads, then I would consider my sum Mr. Monroe—With gravel at one 
of money. If I only had $1,200.00, I} dollar delivered on the road, and ce- 

i do not believe I would attempt to or- | ment around a dollar and a half, what 
ganize and start the construction of | would be the cost per cubic yard? 

il a concrete road, because you would Mr. Kuelling—It would be consid- 
F use too much of your money in start-| erable under a dollar, between 

ing and stopping as you would do in| eighty and ninety cents. 
a@ gravel or macadam road. In mak- Mr. Monroe—In other words, about 
ing this road, we grade down to/| $4,492.00 for amile of nine-foot 
grade and throw out our trench the | road? 
same as we do in the macadam road. Mr. Kuelling—Something like that. 
We do not use any cushion at all be-| In some localities, a crushed stone 
tween the concrete and the pave-| road would probably cost you pretty 

| ment. Some people think it advis-| well around $2,500.00. 

7 
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A Member—What is the size of Mr, Kuelling—We have all types of { 

screen used for screening your gra- | soils, from light sandy soil to heavy 

vel? clay soil. - 

Mr. Kuelling—Anything under a Mr. Baird—What would you do if 

quarter of an inch I call sand, and I} you had quick sand bottom? 

do not like stone over two inches in| Mr. Kuelling—I would attempt to 

size to get in as stone. get some kind of a trench to take it 

Mr. Monroe—Will gravel wear any | away, the same as you would any 

better than crushed stone? road. 
Mr. Kuelling—It will wear a little Mr. Imrie—Do you suppose these 

better, and for that reason I advise | cracks in these roads were caused by 

gravel instead of crushed stone. freezing, heaving? 
A Member—Why had those roads Mr. Kuelling—That is one of the 

that you spoke of in Detroit given | many Causes. 

out? Mr. Imrie—It looks as though the 

Mr. Kuelling—They had not given| center had raised. 

out. The mortar was broken up in A Member—Do you make the sur- : 

the cracks. All they need is to take | face level, or simply rolling? 
care of the cracks. You could not put Mr. Kuelling—It is six inches on 

concrete on top of them by any means| the side and eight in the center. 

we know of. We have methods of| That is two inches rise. We crown 

digging out the dirt with oxalic acia| about one-quarter of an inch to the 

and applying the same type of con-| foot. That is important, because it 
crete that the original road is built} makes your travel distributive over 
of. The trouble was the dirt was|the road. On a crowned road, the 
carried onto the concrete by wheels | travel will drive on the crown all the t 

and it had to be taken off. time and wear it out. ; 
Mr. Monroe—In a road where it} Mr. Martiny—At this time of the 

had a good basis and the top simply | year, does not the ice and frost make 
eee what could you do with | it slippery? 

- Mr. Kuelling—We had not noticed 

Mr. Kuelling—I think if you had/ nat any more than any other pave- 
good gravel, you could put on tive| nent. If sleet com a tr 

inches. I would not use anything less oS eonos, 
will make any road slippery. 

than that. Some people have put on| 4, = 

a 12-4 mixture but I would not ad- r. Imrie—Is there any kind of rule 
vise it. The Wayne county people put | #out teams meeting? 
on a 1-114-8 mixture; others have Mr. Kuelling—I believe that while 

used 1-2-3%. The mortar then is these shoulders will harden and make 

about sixty per cent of the total ag- it safe for the team to turn out on, 

gregate, but we believe that a 1-2-4|0f course it will be a little objec- 

is doing the work. tionable the first year. After that 1 

Mr. Baird—What kind of soils have|40 not think you will have any 
these roads that you refer to been | trouble. 
built on? 

i nee
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POTATO CULTURE. . 

Cc. E. Brown, Elk River, Minn. 

I deem it a pleasure to meet with | get out of the business when they are 

the farmers of Wisconsin. This is | low and in when they are high. It 

the first time I have had the oppor- | was easy to see last year that there 
tunity, but the subject that has been | was going to be a large acreage of 

given me is not very popular this | potatoes because we received letters 

year. Last year the man who talked | from places where they have not 

potatoes was in demand, because} been raising potatoes, where the 
Potatoes were bringing from $1.00 to| farmers contemplated putting in 

$1.80, but this year I have got to get | forty or eighty acres, and of course 

see 
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: Home of C. E. Brown, Elk River, Minn. 

out of my State to get an opportunity | that would mean that potatoes would 

: to talk. One fellow said to me, | be low, because that was the first 
“Brown, do not talk potatoes, because | step toward cheap potatoes. We find 

I have got enough to last me for five | we need about so many Potatoes in 

years, I cannot sell them.” the United States ina year. In lyll 

Now, those are the conditions that \=s raised 286,000,000 bushels. We use 

we find, always have found and al-| 30,000,000 bushels a year for seed 

ways will find in the potato business; | and consume about three and a half 

some years they are high and other| bushels per capita, with 90,000,000 

years they are low, and many farmers | people, which makes about 345,000,- 

make a great mistake by trying to | 000 bushels necessary for seed and 

a >
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consumption, so that in 1911 we] potato crop in some locality; then in 

lacked about half a bushel for every-| the other places it woula mean a bet- 

body in the United States. ter potato market. This last year 

This last year we raised about| we had a fair crop everywhere. All 

400,000,000 bushels and we had about | the places we had to ship were the 

a half bushel to spare, and as it is a] southern seed market and the large 

perishable crop, they necessarily were | cities, and of course we soon supplied 

cheap. A great many of them would | the demand and prices went down, 

be ground up for starch and a great| so I am advising the farmers in our 

many of them will not be used at all. | State to plant the regular number of 

I have been advising the farmers] acres. 1 do not believe it is a good 

in my State to plant potatoes this| plan for farmers to put the whole 

year; I believe this is a good year in| farm into potatoes, even though they 

See See ee et a bela ee , 
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Mr. Brown’s potato field June 20, 1913. Note the straight rows. 

which to plant potatoes, simply be-| are in a good potato country, because 

cause they were low last year. There | we never know what the price is go- 

are some farmers who are going to | ing to be, but I do not think there 

quit the business; there are some | is any crop we raise on the farm in 

who are going to double their acre- | Minnesota that fon a series of ten 

age, because it costs nothing for seed, | years will make the farmer any more 

so I expect to see the same acreage | money, for those years, but the only 
planteg in our State and other states. | way to succeed, like in the hog busi- 

But when we stop to consider the | ness or any other business, is to take 

potato question, we find that potato | a certain number of acres that works 

culture is scattered all over the/| into your rotation on your farm and 

United States. Now, it is hardly pos- | keep at it, one year after another. 
sible for so large an area to go I think I have sold potatoes cheaper, 

through two years running without a| perhaps, than any man in this au- 

drought or something to destroy the | dience. I have sold them for fifteen
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cents a hundred pounds after winter- hardly keep it up to the standard. 
; ing all winter, and the reason was I | But many of the farmers, unless they 
C had them in the cellar under the | make potato raising a business, do , house and it just paid for hauling off | not even give the potato that chance, ; after I had them in the wagon. Had | they do not even use the field run. 
HH I quit at that time I would have been They put a hundred bushels in the 

, a loser, because the next year I got | cellar, feed the family out of them atl 
, a dollar a bushel from the field, and | winter, and if they take any to town, 

it made a good average between the | of course they take the good ones, and 
two years. whatever is left will do for seed, and 

in a few years they will say their 
| The Selection of Seed. Potatoes are running out. Any other 

crop would run out the same way if i The short time that I have will| we used it the same way. The | not aliow me to go into a long talk | trouble is we have not made any se- q| covering the whole cultivation arid | lection. 
handling of potatoes, but I am going Now, we have done some experi- : to take up the selection of seed this menting in our State along that line, ‘| morning, because I think it is of| and I am going to give you the result. great importance. We find that out of one hundred so- I am safe to say that there is no called varieties, though Many of 
crop which we raise on the farm them are really old varieties sold where the seed has been neglected | under another name, but we put them like the potato crop. The last few | in groups, as the Long White and the | years we have made great strides! Round White, the Long Red and the with our corn; we have got up to/ Round Red, and we find that each 
famous yields, and when we come to | group of potatoes has a type or for- i figure out just how we did that we mation of its own, just like the types find that much depended upon the | of dairy or beef cattle. Any one who selection of seed. Then the good soil | has studied the question can tell the 
and the good cultivation comes in, | Early Ohio by its type. We can tell but without good seed to start with, | the Burbank by its type, and so with we never could expect to get the | others; while they are in the same 
Yields of corn that we have got. Any | family and resemble each other very farmer who is in the corn business | much, there is a difference in the knows that if he raises a thousand type, and we find that when the po- bushels of grain in a year and he | tato begins to lose that type, that it 
uses a hundred bushels tor seed that is beginning to run out. It can hold j it will pay him to go out in his gran-| its power to yield about two years { ary and winnow the enttre thousand | after it begins to lose its type, and i bushels to get his seed. But when it after that it begins to lose its power 
comes to the potato business, we | to yield, and then you will find in a 1 have never done that. I have bought | hill of potatoes perhaps twenty or j and sold carloads of seed stock, called thirty little potatoes and none of selected seed, but there was no selec- them salable. Then it is completely tion about it, it was scabby and rot-| run out. 
ten, and perhaps the little ones taken The Early Ohio I have followed 
out. Now, if we selected our seed Perhaps a little closer than any | corn along those same lines, we would others, and we find the first sign of 

{ 
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112 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. - 

deterioration is that the seed end will | ones, you want to get the choicest 
begin to get pointed. We follow that | potatoes for your seed. You let your 
potato along and we find that the | wife pick the potatoes. You let her 
next year the other end will lengthen | invite her favorite preacher to dinner 
out and you have a long potato where | some day and when she goes down to 
you ought to have an oval potato. I| get the potatoes you hold the light 
have samples here showing this. So | for her and watch the potatoes she 
what we look for first in the selec- | will pick out for the preacher to eat; 
tion of our seed is type. If any of they will fit nicely in the hand, they 
you farmers are going out to buy | are not scabby, they are smooth ana 
Holstein cows and you go to the place | nice. After she has all those pota- 
of a man of whose black and white | toes picked out, you take them away 
animals you had heard, but when you | from her and those you will find are 
arrive there you see they have very | good seed potatoes. 
wide backs, not the angular appear- 

ance you look for in the dairy type, | Some Experiments in Seed Selection. 
he could not make you believe that 
=e dairy cow. You would say, ene Aico K oeotsc gay — 

Sno #9 Rot.oh he Hine t want. the College, they took up this subject 
Now, we apply that same principle that I have been preaching for about to potatoes. All of you breeders of six years, and that chart is the result 

stock know you do not care how much We tried out fifty varieties of pota- 
yor bay fae yuer sock ft your rele | sadGniee wae ace a single ex- everything that is born on your farm metic to the rule; they all worked 

without grading up at all, you begin | out this way, some not quite so strong to go down and keep going down. earths olioca, 

=o to grade up and First on the list you will notice the 
3 : Early Ohio potatoes. These potatoes It is not enough to pick and select were raised on the Experiment Farm 

your seed carefully one year, but you and in the same bin we found pota- 
must keep doing that. The first year toes true to type and untrue to type 
perhaps will not show so much as it when we went there for seed. We 
will the years following. The farmer, selected them as carefully os pos- 
as a general thing, is a poor one to sible, and then we took photographs 
Pick seed. He ought to take sons of thoes Potatoes the day they were 
from his wife. Here is where you planted, and here you see them. These 
can work in co-operation with your others are what we call the “degen- 
wife on the farm and let her show erate” seed. Our good ones were 
you how to pick seed. Lots of us| none too good, but they are a better 
fellows will say, “I would like to see type a great deal than these. In 
my wife pick potatoes for me,” but | these yo will notice the ends are 
I can tell you the women are the best | most all pointed and the eye Is very 
ones to pick seed after picking them | small on the seed end. lam very sorry j 
three hundred and sixty-five days out | to Say 1 found most of this tyre up 
of the year, only they let you eat|here in the exhibit room. We took | 
them instead of keeping them for | those out and planted them side by 
seed. You want to get the very best | side on the farm. When we came to | 
Potatoes, not necessarily the largest | harvest, the good type of seed gave
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114 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

us a yield of 121.6 bushels, while the Caring for the Seed. 

“degenerate” seed gave us 84 bushels, Reiucilien stint erouee ANE we 

making a gain of 37.6 just on selec- aiccoa seed in good shape, but wa 

tion on the basis of being true to ” 
must take care of it properly. With 

type or untrue to type. seed corn, we are compelled to do 

Then I have the Carmen potato here. | t14+ but we do not always take care 
We made the selection of those which of our potatoes. Why is it that the 

we considered the true-to-type Carmen southern planter comes up into Wis. 

and those that were not, all out Of | .oncin and into our State to buy po- 
the same bin. This Carmen No. 3 | tato seed and pays a big price for it? 

gave us from the good type seed 15.5) Two years ago I knew a man who 
bushels, while the “degenerate” seed | wa, buying carloads of potatoes, cost- 

gave us 53.4, making a difference Of | ing sixty and seventy cents a bushel, 
98.1 bushels per acre. besides the freight, to take to the 

Then we have the Rurals, the Se-/ southern states to plant. The an- 
lection was made just the same, the | swer to that question is simply that 
type ran just about the same and the | they got there in better shape than 
result was very similar, good type | their own would be. The southern 

167.8, whilefrom “degenerate” seed | planter has not the climate so he 
50.6, making a gain of 97.2 bushels | can keep his potatoes. When we sell 
per acre. the southern planter seed potatoes 

Then we have the Burbanks. Our] We do not sell him as much potatoes 

best were none too good to start with, | 85 We do climate. It is like going to 
and we could only get a few true-tu-| California; the land men out there 
type, what I call really good Bur- | Dever say anything about the land 
banks. But these others were miser- | for sale, they will give you the land 
able Icoking potatoes, and you will Deattgh adage 5 the . on. - 
always find that among Burbank po- anton ts tS S ee ota, 
tatoes, when you get a poor crop thay | (oo po eames a 2 ‘dies aed 

alee et - he meanest shape of any got it down south. One planter told 
Potato we grow. The good Burbanks See he can plant nocthom ecown soed 

only yielded 76.9, but the “degener- | 41.4 get thirty percent more yield, 

ate” seed only gave us nine bustels | ang he can get potatoes at least two 

per acre. All this is based on mar-| weeks earlier by planting northern 

ketable potatoes. So you see we] grown seed rather than to plant his 
f preved that there was no exception | own. Now, if the southern planter 

to the rule I have stated. has found that out, why 1s it that so 
The results this year were very] nisny of our farmers will take the 

much the same, except we found that | potatoes out of their cellars wit! 

the potatoes we selected and got the | sprouts on six, seven and eight inches 

best yields from this year were a/| long and go out and plant them? it 

little bigger. is simply becatse we have never been 

Now, that has been my experience | educated to the fact that those sprou's 

twenty years in raising potatoes, that| ave weakened the seed. 
we have fallen down every time in This chart shows ihe results of 4 

our yields where we have fallen down | little experiment. Here our potatoes 

in our seed selection. were barely sprouted when planted
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: 116 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

and we got 121.2 bushels per acre, | prepared a good seed bed and the 
if is while potatoes that were sprouted, | ground packs, the potato comes up, 

. that came out of the same bin, with | because that is the question of least 
| sprouts from one to four inches, only | resistance. 

gave us 100.2 bushels, and they were The seed bed should be deep, and 

not sprouted very badly either. about one-half of the cultivation of 
The same kind of plant food that is | the potato should be done on the pre- 

in the soil is in that potato and it is | paration of the land, and that I find 

put there to give the potato a chance | is the best and cheapest way to do it. 

; to get started. If it is wasted by the | If I had an ideal condition, I would 
sprout starting, it weakens the po-| take clover sod, plowed in the fali 

tato. We should endeavor to get tne | and top-dressed in the winter; I like 

first sprout to start in the field and it | to put manure on top of fall plowing 
will be on the road for a better crop. | and do the work in the spring with a 

So much for good seed; but that | disk. On sandy land I prefer the 
is net enough. I would divide suc- | work done with the disk, then by the 

cessful potato growing Into three | time you have that material worked 

parts, namely, good seed, good soil | in there you have a good seed bed. 
and good cultivation. Do not be afraid to do tots of this 

work be‘ore planting, because you are 
Good Soil a Necessity. cultivating your potatoes at the same 

We hear much aboat quod potate time, and there is no time when you 

soil, ang about all the information we | C22 cultivate so cheaply @8 you can 
when you can do it with four horses 

get from the books on the potato is 

that the potato needs a sandy, mellow | 294 ® bis disk, because you can eul- 
tivate just where the hill of potatoes 

soil. Now, I would say it needs a ia ening to" bo. 
mellow soil, but I do not care whether s ; 
it is sandy or not. It does not have : 

to be sandy soil; in fact, the largest Cultivation After Planting. 

crops of potatoes I ever raised were The cultivation of the land after 

on the heaviest land, but you have | the potatoes are planted varies ac- 

to have that mellow soil, whether it | cording to the soil. If you have a soil 

is sand or clay, and you have to make | that will not pack, harrowing is all 

that mellow soil by the amount of | right, but if the soil is heavy with 

vegetable matter, the humus, you] a tendency to pack, I would advise 
work in with the soil. you to adopt the blind cultivation. 

Of course the potato crop needs The first cultivation should be 

good deep seeding. It should be| deep; do not be afraid to put your 

planted deep, so it has plenty of room | cultivator down; we want the ground 

to grow underneath and not grow up.| mellow. The first two cultivations 

If it grows up out of the ground, it | should be deep. After that, as the 

is the man’s fault, because the po-| potatoes begin to grow and the roots 

tato was intended to grow underneath | begin to extend out, we must drop the 

the ground if the conditions are fav- | deep cultivation and practice shallow 

orable, but if they are not favorable, | cultivation. 

they will grow above the ground, and | ° There are times when It is advis- 

you will find where your ground is| able to hill the potatoes. If you have 
lacking in humus, where you have not | a very low and very level piece of
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| 118 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

| ground, where it has not very good| of harrowing. We do not use the 
i drainage, it is best to ridge them a| spike tooth harrow as much as we 
: little as a matter of drainage, because | should. We must leave the ground 
; - the potato will scald very readily if | mellow. 
i water stands there, but if you have a A Member—Do you cultivate before 
1 field that is well drained, the level | the potatoes are up? 

} cultivation is by far the best. There Mr. Brown—I do on heavy land. 
; is no advantage, as far as the potato A Member—I have a little place, it 
; goes, in hilling. That is an old cus-| is awfully heavy ground, kind of a 
5 tom, which, as near as I can trace it, | heavy clay, and I find if it is workea 
i came from Ireland, where they had | too fine it is harder than it was be- 
| F to throw two furrows together and | fore, it packs easier, it puddles. 
1 grow them on a ridge, and we sup- Mr. Brown—Of course you must 
1 posed we had to do it too, but there | be careful on heavy soil, or it will 
i is no advantage whatever, while there | puddle. Perhaps the land igs lacking 
4] is a great disadvantage, because the | in vegetable matter. 
By time that the farmer thinks he should The Member—It is pretty rich. 
i hill his potatoes is just the time he Mr. Brown—It may be rich, but if 
i] ought not to cultivate deep, and of | you have a soil that will puddle 1 

course to get the dirt to niil the po- | would not say that was the best kind 
tatoes he has to cultivate deep, and | of potato soil. 

i he goes in there and cuts the roots The Member—It is a good deal of 
at the wrong time. It he has not| Work to dig them out of my ground, 

| cultivated deep, he will find his | but I haven’t a neighbor that can beat 
| ground is getting hard, he attempts | me on a few rows of potatoes, just 

to go in there with a great, big cul- | the same. 
} tivator and root the ground over and A Member—I would like to tell this 
j throw great furrows up, and he will | o/@ gentleman that if he Fauls_ his 

say to himself, “I will fix that,” and | Manure all out and also hauls a little 
le usually fixes it so he gets about | Sawdust onto his land, I think he will 
half a crop. The throwing of the | be pretty well off. 

t dirt around the potatoes would not Mr. Martiny—You showed the dif- 
do any harm if it was not for the | ference between the seed when it is 

| cutting of the roots. sprouted and those not sprouted. 
j Now, tell us how to keep them from 

: sprouting until we plant in June. 
; DISCUSSION. Mr. Brown—When we store our 

potatoes in the fall, we handle them 
{ A Member—Which do you prefer, | pretty carefully, keep them pretty 
i the drills or the hills? cool nights by taking out the win- 
J Mr. Brown—The drills. I think I} dows, opening the doors and letting 

j can raise more potatoes to the acre | the air in, then shutting those win- 

| and raise them cheaper. dows up in the heat of the day, but 
| A Member—You say you plow them | it is the time from now on that is tae 
j deep. How deep? dangerous time. You usually sell a 
} Mr. Brown—On sandy land, I like | few bushels of potatoes and you will 
| to have them five inches aeep; on | have to open up the root cellar, and 
| heavy land, about four; then that] you say, “It isn’t going to freeze and 
| gives us a chance to do a great deal! I won’t shut it up very tight.” You 
| 

| 

|
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are allowing the warm air to get in, tion a very important part of this 
there where you should keep it tightly | subject, and that is the marketing 

closed. Potatoes will not sprout un-| part. We should stop raising so 
less they get warmer than forty de- | Many varieties of potatoes. You can 
grees, and the weather 1s so with us | take any potato district in the United 
that we can keep potatoes until we | States, from Maine to Colorado, and 

get ready to plunt by opening the | you will find where they are getting 

windows in the cellar during the | 4 800d price for their potatoes and 
night and getting the temperature | Where they have a name for raising 
down to thirty-five or forty, then potatoes they are raising just one var- 

closing it up in the morning. You | iety, are making a specialty of that, 
know if the thermometer should drop | they are not raising a lot of differ- 
to fifty below tonight our potatoes | mt varieties, they never do so well. 
would beinno danger, our cellars | The old varieties have run out be- 
would not freeze tonight, but look out | Cause the new varieties have come in, 

tomorrow night, or the next night. we | You can come in with a new variety 
do not need to look out for the coia | Of potatoes, your seedsman has some- 
all the time. The thing is to look | thing that is going to yield enormous- 
out for the warm weather and keep | ly and sometimes you happen to get 
out the warm air just the same as | something that is fine. 

a the cold. We must not let our A Member—The old Peach Blow 
cellars warm up. seems to be all gone. 
* _Member—Would you advise Mr. Brown—I saw Peach Blows 

Planting as late as the first of June? |} last year. The best Early Ohio man 

toh tno wut pnts ts | Yur and he innate esa 
as that. If you pla: 1 the Dan: ‘The Raval wae Go Gee| Gas Gung ae co eset eee 
men need the longer seasons, hi the minute I th Mr, Convey—Is it yomr experiance u athe e inute I see em. 

that the Ru: ember—Would you advise the 
ral is the heaviest yielder? | farmers to organize farmers’ clubs 

Mr. Brown—No, sir; the C No. 2:is dhe dessa 3 i ‘armen | to encourage the raising of one kind 
State. ylelder in our | of Bg rca ina paieaaregee 

r. Brown—I would by all means. 
- arene the older, the | We have done that all over the State 
run the longest ag 5 eos rae has | and have been benefited thereby. 

Mr. Rrown—tus = a Hill selection is the best. When a 
Me Gane ee sd lo. man is planting a hundred bushels he 

tee seule at pels a — that | cannot do that, but if he 1s planting 

indoautiaies can be kept up| in a small way you will find there 
y? are some potatoes that resist drought 

Mr. Brown—Yes, sir, and the bugs and the blight a great 
Mr. Convey—Isn’t it a fact that the | deal better than others and that se- 
ae bres of potatoes have | lection should be exercised along this 

ractically disappeared? line. 
Mr. Brown—Because people have A Member—Do you let them stand 

bee — the new varieties and | long after cutting? 
e old ones go. Mr. Brown—No, I take them right 

I believe I have forgotten to men-| out and plant them.
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} A Member—How do you cut seed? Part of the seed potato do you 
; Mr. Brown—I always want to split | think grew those? 
i it endways once and then cut this Mr. Brown—I do not know that I 
% other way the next time, making a| could answer that satisfactorily, but 
e Square chunk or cube. It will not dry | when you go through your field and 
i up so readily as a long, narrow piece. | notice that some potatoes are up fur- 
{ I do not care how many eyes there | ther than the others, more advanced, 

zi are, so long as there is one. If you | and you dig in there, you will always 
(i planted a whole potato instead of that | find those are the seed end pieces 
y Piece, you would not get any more | that have got the start of the others. 
7 potatoes. A Member—Often where there is’ | ; A Member—Do you treat the seed | a whole lot of roots you will dig out 
i} before you plant it? from one to a thousand and none of 

ff Mr. Brown—Yes, for scab. I use| them are any good. 
| formaldehyde, one pint to 25 gallons Mr. Brown—You will find those 
| ot water, and leave them in an hour | come from the potatoes that have run 
et and a half, not to exceea two hours. | too long, have run out. You take a q The time is coming when we all will | long-stemmed potato and you will Ei have to do that in the potato belt, be- | find it has more than twice as many | cause if we do not the scab is going to | eyes as this planting ena. 
a Set away with us. We have a A Member— Iam only a_ scrub 

cure that is just as sure as Paris | farmer Myself, but I always aig | green or poison. those hills that have a certain sized 
by A Member—What kind of potatoes | potato and put them aside for seed. 

| are called for the most in the mar- Mr. Brown—That is right—ana j ket? keep your wife away from them. 
4 Mr. Brown—We have different Mr. Martiny—What is your most a markets. The Early Ohio is one of practical way of bugging potatoes? By the best early potatoes we have. The Mr. Brown—As yet we use the 

southern raises the Triumph, but they | horse sprayer and the Parts green 
are better when they are immature. | spray. The ideal way is to use the ; The Ohio is much better for us up | Paris green dry, but it is a pretty 

- here. They want a red early potato | nasty job. 
and a white late potato. We have A Member—What do you think of 

| many varieties of late red potatoes, | these hand power machines for dust- 
but in a year like this, when the price | ing on the Paris green? 

} is low, yon cannot sell them. What Mr. Brown—It seems to me rather 
We want is a red early potato and a | slow when you have a large acreage. 

{ white late potato. The Member—You can take two i] A Member—Do you use any com- | rows at once and go along as fast as , mercial fertilizers? you can walk. 
py Mr. Brown—No, sir; stable manure Mr. Brown—The other way you can + on clover sod. take Lour and five—and ride. 

| A Member— I have noticed in going Supt. McKerrow—In regard to this 
| through a potato field that there will selection of seed I am one of those j be just one big root going down into | cranks who believe in that old adage 
/ the hill and just as sure as you dig | “Like begets like.” Maybe it is not 
| that hill you will find from one to exactly true in all these things, but | four or five excellent potatoes. What when I saw this chart, my mind turn-
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ed to what they have been doing at wider and wider, until that which 

the Ontario Agricultural College in | came from the heaviest was twenty- 

the matter of improving grains. They | five, thirty, thirty-three and a third 

selected the heaviest seed of various | percent greater yield than that in the 

kinds of grains, then the medium | second class, all starting from the 

and then the light seed and planted | same seed originally. I suppose the 

them separately, and they found quite | same thing is true of the human fam- 

a difference in the first crop. They | ily, and it seems to be in the potato. 

kept it up and the difference grew 

THE FARMER’S POULTRY. 

Geo. W. Hackett, North Freedom, Wis. 

iA Se — flocks for a definite purpose. The re- 

4 sults attained through this method of 

breeding are proof positive that the 

g doctrine is correct. With the most 

progressive farmer, this has applied 

to all of the live stock on the farm, | 

yet too many have not considered ’ 

3 their poultry as part of their live i 

Ys stock. On this account, the poultry : 

. 4 a have not had a fair chance, and yet, | 

j in spite of all the disadvantages, the 

American hen has been doing a great 

business and is fast forging her way 

q 
to the front as a mighty factor in sup- 

plying the world’s food products. 

& While some men have been carefully 

studying and developing the dairy 

cow for greater performance and 

c more attractive appearance, other 

men have been applying the same 

careful work in developing the bet- 

ter types of poultry for better pro- 

duction and better carcasses. Much 

has been accomplished. 

Investigations have proven that 

ade oe there is as much difference in the 

production of hens as there is in 

The time is long since past when | cows, and even greater differences 

any reliable authority on good live | are found to exist. We therefore ar- 

stock breeding would advocate or ap- | rive at the conclusion at once that 

prove of using any but pure bred | the farmer’s poultry should be just 

stock, or, at least, pure bred males | as carefully selected as any of his 

must be used to grade up herds and | other stock. 

#4...
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Standard Bred Poultry Desirable. Good Breeding the First Essential. 

5, If there was no other reason for Select the breed best suited to 
i the farmer keeping standard bred | your needs and a variety that ap 

i poultry than that of having his flock | peals to your fancy, and once having 

Fy of fowls uniform in size, conforma- | made your choice, stay by it. 
: tion and color, that, to us, would | The farmer keeps poultry for tne 
; seem a sufficient reason to appeal to | benefits derived from it in supplying 
j the ordinary person. These desirable | his table with some of the conveni- 

} features are of less importance, how- | ©@t, healthful and substantial articles 
a ever, than the advantages of the bet- of food, and for the profits he expects 

| ter production obtainable from fowls | *© derive from it. He has the advan- 
; that have been bred for that purpose. tage of being able to produce it cheap- 

ii A more uniform size and color of | 22d with less trouble than it can 
| eggs should also be thus secured, and be produced for elsewhere but whether 

y a better carcass of earlier develop- Mepis be a profit or not will depend 
} ment and even color of skin and Ne he eee ee Somme te eo: 

4 i shank should be obtained. All these pis — ae oeearry es a = 
4 features will help to find a ready mar- in; ae moene a wih = 

ket at better prices. Then in the ee eer cee ate 
care of the flock there is a decided eee eee eee a Sfivantage in’ having | their neauice. = — vigor and generous pro- 

ments as nearly uniform as possible, Gout Kbesing means plenty of fresh 
: peerage pacer of fowls cannot | air each day and night without draft, 
| eed and care with | and conveniently arranged for the 

} equally good results. fowls and for the convenience of the 
{ The large number of varieties rec- | care taker. 

ognized by the American Standard of Right feeding consists of a well 
perfection as having been bred to a | balanced ration of mixed grains and 

definite type and color and for a defi-| mash fed in the proper way. 

nite purpose, offer diversity enough | Scatter all grains in deep litter, to in- 
in size, shape and color to suit any | Guce plenty of exercise, and teed the 

fancy without the necessity of mix- | ™ash dry in hoppers to furnish bulk. 
ing varieties. While the Standard | T° supply the needed animal matter, 
divides poultry into fourteen classes, add about five percent beef scrap to 
in a more general way it is divided the mash, excepting in cases where 
into three classes: The light weights, green cut bone is available, which is 

{ or egg breeds, consisting of the Medi- pring he se FS = — _ a 
} terrancan varieties mostly; the me- 

x dium weights, or comneal purpose pc ee cad = : erg =—_ 
i fowls, which include all American es ete a es er ea ; besode. sactiian' cholocke ate regular supply of fresh, clean water. 

~y ‘ ; Cleanliness implies regular and 
| andottes, etc, and are generally | frequent cleaning of the houses, 
| termed “general purpose” class, and| which should be kept whitewashed 
| the third class, which includes all the | ang disinfected to keep out all kinds 
| - heavy weight breeds, such as the Co-| of vermin. In short, if you will give 

chins, Brahmas, Langshans, Orping-| the hen as good care and attention as 
| tons, etc., and are termed the meat| you give your other stock, she will 

| breeds. give you the best returns of any 

| 
‘
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stock on the farm for the money in- | head of the Poultry Department of 
vested. the Missouri College, who is a man 

of extremely practical methods and 
National Egg Laying Contest. of sterling worth to the poultry in- | | 

dustry. | 
During the last two or three years oh hens in this contest were given | 

much valuable research and investi-| shout the same kind of care, relative- 
gation has been carried on by bot | jy that the careful dairyman would ! 
State and nation relative to the poss!- give his cows when he was not feed- i 

bilities and importance of poultry ing to make a record. Each pen was ] 
culture in the United States. I want supplied with trap nests and a care- ! 

to speak briefly of the far-reaching | fy] record of each hen’s performance 
work carried on last year at Moun-| was kept. Also a strict account of 
tain Grove, Missouri, under the aus- the amount of food consumed by each : 
pices of the Poultry Department of | jot was kept. 

the Missouri College of Agriculture in Some very interesting facts were ; 

an egg laying contest, whicn was | developed. Most of the entries were i 
nation-wide and known as the Nation- | o¢ pure bred stock and represented | 

al Egg Laying Contest, and to call| many varieties, but so far as we have 
your attention to some of the les- learned, but few of them were of 

sons learned thereby. I want to 40 | trap-nested stock with proven records. | 
Weare poe _ many of oo Of the 665 entered, there were fifty- 
sod ee ae bese ‘ Bett nine that laid two hundred or more | 
a cow should give in a year and the eggs in the year, an average of more Hq 

amount of butter fat it should con- an ele nieps /dosen per, hen. mae 
tain, knew but little as to what they the champion hen laid = 
should expect and demand of the hen. | ‘We@ty-three and a half dozen or 281 
‘This contest deinonstrates in an au-| 888. The average for the entire ; 
thoritative manner what many of us | 2U™ber in the contest was 134, or 4 
have proven in a smaller way on our | bout eleven dozen per hen, notwitn- | 
farms where the poultry have been | S‘anding that several hens did not lay ! 

well looked after, an egg during the whole year. Con- 

This contest consisted of over six | trary to the general belief, that the 
hundred hens selected from England, | Leghorns excel all other breeds in 
Canada and twenty of the States. | egg production, it was found in this i 
They were supplied in response to an | contest that they were unable to cap- 
invitation of the management of the | ture any of the prizes offered in open 
contest, with no other requirement | competition for heavy production. It 
than that there be five healthy fe-| was also found that they consumed 
males in pen contributed. They were nearly as much feed as the larger 
received from all classes of breeders | breeds, 
and from all conditions. It was not 
the purpose of the contest to see how Lessons From the Contest. 
good a record could’ be made, bur 
rather to see what the average hen The following are some of the les- 
was capable of doing under reason-| Sons learned as taken from Mr. Quies- 
ably good conditions, and to ascer-| senberry’s own statements: | 
tain, if possible whether or not there ist. That there is no breed or va- 
is any best variety. This contest was | riety amongst those in general use 

directed by Prof. T. E. Quiessenberry, | that far excells other breeds or va- 

{ - ! if
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rieties, so far as egg production is|the contest was renewed at the same 
t concerned. race, under the same management, 
i 2nd. That more depends upon the| but along still more practical lines as 
5 strain or the breeding of a variety | the experience of the previous contest 

than upon the variety itself. had directed. During the present 
3rd. That some hens have a born| year they are conducting a‘ feeding 

' tendency to lay, while others have a| experiment that will be very interest- 
: born tendency to put on fat. It is| ing and instructive, and anyone who 
; therefore essentia] to cull intelligent- | is much interested in poultry will do 
i ly. well to subscribe to one of the many 
Hi 4th. That it will pay the average] Poultry journals, which are each 
1 Poultryman to trap nest his flock in| month publishing the reports of this 
i the fall and winter months and to| work. During the month of January 
4 breed from the pullets that tay| it is reported that more than four 
| earliest in life and from the hens and| thousand people from _ thirty-two 
7 pullets that lay most in the winter. states and several foreign countr‘o:, 
el 5th. That hens like sprouted oats| visited at the Station, which is sig- 
: as well or better than any other kind | nificant of the interest that is being 
ei of green food and that they do well| taken in the work. 

: on it. It increases egg production 
{ and makes a cheap food. Poultry Business Growing More Pro- 

6th. That the Mediterranean class fitable. 
can stand more protein and fattening - 
foods than the larger breeds. ‘There| 1 Want to say to the farmers of Wis- 

| is not so much danger of them becom- ping ina yi as en 
j ing too fat. 5 e 
; 7th. That the Mediterraneans are| *i4eration of the farm management 
: affected more than the other classes |" ¢very farm. The rapid advance in 

of fowls by extreme cold, on account | #!! Kinds of meat is sure to make 
of their !arger combs, their smaiier | Poultry products more important and 
bodies and closer feathering, affect-|™O0re Profitable than they have been 

~~ seicy aioe Sein a Ona Uae 8th. That hens must be fed lib- 
erally if you expect eggs in large num- a my won aes ar a ee oa 

| rem especially eee to progress we must include our poul- % at hens lay a few more i when males are not used in the pens try with our other live stock in the 

: with them and that the eggs will eee ee eee nee eee 
prove our poultry more easily and 

{ keep better. more quickly than any other stock on 
| 10th. That regularity in feeding s|the farm and at much less expense 

i very essential for the best results. accordingly. The farmer who does 
MY These are only a few of the most} not care to bother with the hens, or J important lessons enumerated and| who thinks the poultry of too little 

i are well worth remembering. consequence to deserve his attention, 
| If these contests bring the same re-| should at least make it convenient 
| sults they have brought to the people| and possible for the wife and chila- 
} of Australia, whose example we are| ren to possess and care for a flock of 
j following, it will mean great things to| chickens that will be a credit to the i 
| the poultry industry of this country. | farm. Many a youth has found the 

\ On the 16th day of lIgst November | means of an education through the
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proceeds of the poultry yard, and Marketing. | 

many & farmer’ table.pas been eal Last year we were all working for 

plied largely with the groceries taken have it and no | 

in exchange for the eggs carried to parcel post. We now ha Oa th 
town, to say nothing of the toothsome one appreciates it more an oe | 

fried chicken for a Sunday dinner, or poultry man, Hut if we are custied > 
the eR Gea Scio me deliver hatching eggs at less than one- | 

when the threshers or company come third the usual express rates, and 

ia wtiliout giving any nati they are delivered more quickly and 

= 8 ig any - fully as safely. Numerous articles 

used by the poultryman can also be 

Care of the Flock. conveniently carried in this way. 

On the farm it is usually best to | Market eggs can also be shipped in 
fence the garden and give the fowls this way, but at the present rates it 

free range, excepting the breeding will pay only where they go to a spec- ; 

pen, which I am sure it will pay to | ial trade at good prices. 

select, in order to secure your hatch- There is great need that better 

ing eggs from your best developed, methods should be used in fitting and 

most vigorous and best producing fe- | marketing our poultry products in or- 

males. Hatch your chickens reason- der to receive the best returns for 

ably early, and hatch them with the our labor, but time will not permit a 5 

hens if you have the kind that will presentation of that important sub- i 

set and do not care to raise a large | ject here. When, by careful prepara- ‘ 

family of them. The hen is the best tion, we place our poultry products on { 

incubator you can get, if you keep her the market in the condition the trade i 

free from vermin. wants them, we will have but little ' 

Mark all the chicks with the toe | trouble to get satisfactory returns for : 

punch when they are a day old and | them. 

keep a record of your markings. Give 

the growing chickens plenty of room DISCUSSION. 

and see to it that they do not crowd 

in the coops. If your chicks are early A Member—Would you advocate a 

it will generally pay best to sell the roosting closet when you have an | 

cockerels when they are about ten open front? 

weeks old, at which time they should Mr. Hackett—No, I would not. In 

weigh about two pounds. If they are these houses that I recommend, we 

tole hehe Ae pe bok Oo ek) ee ee eee 
them over until about Fob: , but back part of the house. In case your 

stte ad aeant vaaraanS = ae eats house is filled to its natural capacity, 

them from the pullete I would use a curtain to drop in front 

Siates tac cuullecs oe ee eanante of the fowls, and that forms a sort of 

closet. Great care should be taken 

insure good growth and you will find | not to have these closets too close or 

the portable colony house the most | jt will cause dampness, resulting in 
- convenient way to house them at this | colds, 

time. Get them into the laying house A Member—Have you ever used 

early in October and coop them apart | permanganate of potassium for keep- 

from the hens, as they will require a | ing fowls in good shape? 

little heavier feeding at this time to Mr. Hackett—No, sir; except as it 

fit them for laying. Early pullets al-| might be combined in some of the 

ways make the best winter layers. preparations put out.
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The Member—I have used it for] be best broken up by feeding fresh 

several years and find there is no] lean meat, all they want of it; that 

case of roup or any of these diseases | generally cures them entirely. 

around chicken coops but what it will Supt. McKerrow—If you have bad 

cure. And not only that, but the oc-| cases, make them into meat. I guess 
easional application in water Wl! that is the best plan. 

keep them in good health. A Member—How many would you 

Mr. Hackett—If you keep your) recommend to run in a flock? 
houses and perches sprinkled with} yr, Hackett—That would. all de- 
air-slaked lime quite liberally with pend upon the amount of time that I 

the open front and clean vessels, you was a mind to give to the flock. Some 

will not have roup. 1a | of the big farmers are keeping fifteen 

Mr. a ae would | jnundred in one flock, but, generally 
i Deak aural 2 — speaking, from twenty-five to fifty 

. | would be better. 
about four square feet of floor space; .. Menke Wil ai 

for the smaller breeds they can be ember: 1 not ground bone 

kept in a smaller space, providing you break the habit of eating eggs? 

give them a great deal-of attention. Mr. Hackett—Yes, but it is rather 
‘A Member—How do you sprout} 2 dangerous thing to feed, unless you 

oats? know exactly what you are getting. 

Mr. Hackett—Put them to soak Beef and veal bones ground fresh are 

for about twelve to sixteen hours in| Very good, but our expertence has 
warm water, then place them in flats been that pork bones are not nearly so 

about two inches deep, and those flats | 00d. Green bone should be fed 

should be provided with pertoratea | Soon after being cut as it spoils 

bottoms to let the water drain off. | quickly, especially in warm weather. 

Then wet them every day and keep Fresh ground bone is all right, if 

them in a comparatively warm room. | you do not feed too much. 

The warmer it is, the quicker they A Member—What do you use for 

will sprout. It takes from a week to grit? 

two weeks. They can be fed to good Mr. Hackett—Any hard stone. We 

advantage any time after the sprout is | use the granite stone, chipped fine. 

from one to two inches long. We A Member—Is cabbage a_ substi- 

generally feed just about what we| tute for sprouted oats? 

know they will eat up clean, one feed Mr. Hackett—It is very good feed, 

a day. but not nearly as good as sprouted 

A Member—What do you do for] oats, because it does not contain so 
chickens eating eggs? much protein; however, if you have 

Mr. Hackett— That 1s usually | not sprouted oats, cabbage or man- 

caused from something they need to | gels, or even raw potatoes, are very 

balance their feed. Usually chick-| good to feed. 

ens fed plenty of animal matter will Supt. McKerrow—I will appoint as 

not acquire the habit of eating eggs, | a Committee on Resolutions the Hon. 
unless it may be they have not had| A. J. Piowman, of Marathon county; 

the oyster shell, but where you feed] S. A. Baird of Waukesha county, and 

the animal matter and plenty of] Rev. H. A. Brooks, of Waushara 

clover hay, you will never have any | county. 

trouble on that score. It can usually
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THE WATER SUPPLY FOR THE FARM HOME. 

L. E. Scott, Stanley, Wis. 

surprise our critics, were they to 

make a canvass of the State. 
I call to mind one instance where 

co-operative farm capital to the 
bs rm amount of three thousand dollars as- 
‘2: Sa sisted in constructing a sewer now 

2. enjoyed by a whole village. 

A Th Standard Oil Company long ago 
ah demonstrated that the easiest and 

| cheapest manner that any consider- 
able volume of liquid can be conveyed 

is to pipe it. This is as true of wa- 
ter as of oil. Most farmers have 
good wells with water pumped for 
their stock by windmill or gasoline 
engine. Generally this is piped to the 
yard, oftentimes to the barn. Long pe- 
fore I felt able to put in a complete 
system, I piped from the pump into 
the kitchen at the cost of two dollars 
and a half for pipe and valve, and 
about six dollars more for an open 
tank and faucet, which set, out of the 
way, on a bracket behind the stove. 
This was a great convenience, but not 

Mr. Scott. the best, though it served for a time. 
Over a large area in the northern 

The charge that farmers’ wives | counties the water is soft and a con- 
have to go to the barn for water, like | nection with the well pump is all that 
the premature report of Mark Twain’s | is desired, but where the well water 
death, is “greatly exaggerated.” it| is hard, it would be much better to 
is true that many farmers have not| provide rain water for bath and 
running water in their houses, but the | laundry use. 
same could as truly be said of many Most farmers have large roof sur- 
Villagers, and could probably also be| faces and in this concrete age, com- 
Said of the majority of city dwellers, | modious cisterns can be constructea 
were they dependent upon their own | at a nominal cost. I believe it is en- 
individual efforts for supply and dis- | tirely feasible to place such a one in 
posal. But let us not be too harsh | close proximity to the well, so pumps 
in our criticism of the farmer who has | in both might be operated by the 
not provided this conveninence. He] same power. As the water at “¥Fair- 
knows best why he has not done so; | mount” is soft, we take it all from 
he is getting to it as quickly as he | the well and we have two pumps siae 
is able, and the number of bath rooms by side, one large one for the open 
and modern lighting systems already | stock tank and a small one (2% inch 
in the Wisconsin farm homes woulda cylinder) to pump the water into the
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Pressure tank in the house basement. | couplings, or three-eighths inch gas 
The top of this smaller pump is only | pipe, screwed together, can be run up 
1% inch gas pipe with stuffing box | from the mouth several hundred feet, 
and driven from a bracket, which 1| if necessary, and save much disagree- 
had a blacksmith make, bolted to the | able digging. 
side of the pump jack. Traps in soil pipe should be of the The pipe that connects pump to | clean-out type, and clean-out plugs 
tank should be laid under ground and | should be placed in accessible elbows. 
slant towards the pump, with a/ With due eare, clogs seldom occur, “three-way” cock in the well, with | but should they occur in the small 
stem extending above the platform. | pipes in the house, I am told that 
If this is turned at the close of each | concentrated lye ‘and boiling water 
pumping, the pipe will drain back | will generally dislodge them. 
into the well and no difficulty will be Every house should have a good 
experienced from freezing. sewer for the reception of kitchen 

slops, if for nothing more. That 
Sewage Disposal. once established, one should be able 

The first thing to establish in in-| to install a system in the house, with 
stalling a water system is a good | fairly good bath room tixtures, for 
and safe sewer. Without this, any | one-hundred and fifty dollars. 
system would be a failure. For plans 

for sewage disposal, I would refer Some Good Water Systems. 
you to the Farmers’ Institute Bulle- The three systems commonly used 
tin No. 24, or Circular No. 34 of the | are the Klevated Tank, the Kewaunee 
Wisconsin Experimenta] Station. or Compression Tank, and the Perry 

In some few locations it may be | or air reservoir with patent arrange- 
Possible to place the mouth of the | ment in the well that enables one to 
sewer below ice in pond or stream. | draw the water direct form the well. 
Or if there is plenty of fall, a dry ra-| The advantage claimed for the last 
vine might be used by protecting the | named system is that drinking wa- 
mouth of the sewer in winter. ter is drawn from the faucet fresh 

A large crv2red ces pool in open | from the well, but as the conductor 
soil will prove satisfactory fora term | pipes have to be first emptied, I 
of years, and if provided with a float | never could see much advantage. I 
to register when full, it can, in im-| believe the stored water is as good 
per ious soil. as a last vesort, be | for laundry and bath, and in many 
pumped out with a large pump. Bet-| cases this is rain water. 
ter this, by far, than no sewer at all. | - An open tank in the attic, where 

The sewer should be of vitrified | there is room for it, and where it 
pipe, or it may be made of concrete, | Can be made frost proof, gives good 
as described in Farmers’ Institute | satisfaction and requires less power 
Bulletin No. 24, page 127. 1t| to pump into than the pressure tank. 
should be of good grade and straight | But in many houses this cannot be 
from the mouth to an accessible con- | SUccessfully installed. 
nection at the house, preferably 
a man hole, walled to the surface The Pressure Tank System. 
and covered. I believe the one in most general 

In case of a clog, seven-sixteenths | use among farmers is the pressure 
inch rods connected with pump rod | tank system. I would advise a tank
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for household use of about three hun- | in case of trouble it can be easily re- 

’ ared gallons capacity, tapped for hori- | moved. a 

zontal position. This would be about Our walls are of common plaster 

eight feet long by thirty inches diam- | and these we covered about half way | 

eter. This should be set up on sup- | up with sanitas, with the upper part 

ports in the basement, with glass wa- and ceiling of burlap, joined with a i 

ter gauge in the end, and pressure | molding. The wood work is painted 

gauge on top, or, better yet, the pres- | with white enamel and it makes a 

sure gauge should be placed in the liv- | “nifty” little room at a moderate 

ing room above, so one can see at any cost, and is as serviceable as any. 

time what the pressure is without go- The fixtures should be of good 

ing below. grade and purchased with water pipe 

Water forced into this tank from | (not lead) connections. I prefer a 

the bottom, against the air, until it 1s | low-down, siphon-jet closet bowl! to | 

half to two-thirds full, will give a| other styles. 

pressure of from twenty to fifty Our range boiler holds forty gal- 

pounds per square inch, which is suf-| ons and is amply larse. It is con- 

ficient to force the water to any part | nected with a range water front, 
of the house, which is preferable to a water back, 

Besides the water pump in cistern | aS it does not affect the oven. 

or well, the tank should be supplied 3 

with a good double cylinder air pump, The Water Connections. 1 

placed in the basement. More or " 

less air becomes inter-mixed with the oe ee ee ee j 
zs s inch pipe for cold and one- 

water and is drawn from the faucet | hair inch for warm water, so it will | 
until the air supply in the tank is ex- it tak 1 aa = ' 

hausted and there is no more pres-|>- ie my lane cor te wary Wee ' 
to reach the lavatory or bath as from 

= Some drain the tank at this a larger pipe. The pipe from pump 

Tee a>: oy oe eo ya 1 be-| to pressure tank should be 1% inch. } 

eve a better way is to apply a few | aj) pipes and fittings should be gal- 
strokes of the air pump. 1 believe | yanized. 

tat the aboence of tis pump iste Unions, packed with sheet packing, | 
istaneice y' e should be used at frequent intervals 

] = in open work, but should be avoided . 

between floors and in walls, as they 

The Bath Room. are liable to leak as the packing gets | 

The bath room need not be so very ou. 

large. Ours is about eight feet py | 4 800d check valve should be 

five feet. I would prefer larger, but | Placed in pipe just inside the base- 

this was the only available room ana | ™ent and a globe valve in the supply 

by economy of arrangement it is made | Pipe, which may be closed to shut of 

to do good service. Installation 1s | Pressure in case of trouble anywhere 

easier if the bath room is on the| in the system. All pipes should be 

ground floor, which will admit of open | Well protected from frost. Many 

work piping in the basement. It is a | houses are too open where the floor 

little’ awkward for a novice to pipe | joists are spiked to the outer wall 

between floors, but he can do it. In | studding. I have known the ther- 
this case, I would lay a single board | mometer to register 26° between 

floor of unmatched pine, lightly | joists when it shqwed 60° in the 

nailed, and covered with linoleum, so | chamber above and 70° in the room 

9
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. below. A close boxing of such pipes | wife’s jar. Never use fried meat 
may save much trouble. gravy, if salty. Your wife may suz- 

By no means allow the supply pipe | gest that if her lard jar is low. ‘Yo 
. to the boiler range to remain long | make a tight joint, we want a clean- 

frozen. There have been cases where | cut thread, which cannot be ob- 

water fronts have been blown out of | tained with common machine oil. 

stoves, but where pipes are open and For cementing joints, I prefer the 
the water supply constant, so tne | graphite cement, well rubbed into the 
boiler is full, there can be no daa- | threads, and the fitting screwed tight- 

ger. ly. 
A fine screen should always be See that everything is property 

Placed on the foot of the suction | trapped to prevent sewer gas. Also 
Pipe of the pump, so no foreign mat-| let the soil pipe extend up through 
ter will get into the system to clog | the roof to afford yent. Ora smaller 
the pipes, or interfere with the prop- | pipe tapped into it from the closet 
er working of the faucets. bowl will answer. I used a 1% inch 

pipe for this purpose. 
The Farmer His Own Plumber. All horizontal joints of soil pipe 

Shall the farmer do his own plumb- should be leaded, putting in first a lit- 
ing and avoid the exorbitant rates tle oakum and then pouring in melt- 
usually charged by the artisan? He ed lard and when cool it can be driv- 
can if he wants to. Some think they | ©? home with a calking iron. This may 
cannot, but a man never knows what | S¢e™ like a difficult task, but it is no 
he can do until he has been “up a| more complicated than babbitting a 

stump” and has been obliged to work | POX on @ wood saw, and many a farm 
his own way out of it. The average | Poy can do that. 
farmer has successfully worked nis As we are not bound by city ordi- 
way off of so many stumps and out in- | Dances, the upright joints can be ce- 
to the clear, that he is quite capable | mented with one part of Portland 
of finding a way or making a way to | cement to two of sand, and where the 
accomplish a task of this kind. Any | Pipes lay on or below the cellar floor, 
farmer who can build his own silo | they can be laid in concrete and save 

can put in his own water works and | the leading. In fact, sewer pipe will 
there are many who have done the | do for this and is cheaper than soll 
former and some have done both. pipe. 

First secure a set of tools, consist-| A cast bath-trap, tapped on the 
ing of a pipe cutter, a pipe vise (se-| sides, will give less trouble to the 
curely bolted to a substantial bench), | novice than a lead trap. In our en- 
two sets of pipe dies, nos 1 and 2; for | tire system not a bit of lead was 

; Pipe ranging from one-fourth to 1% | used except a short combination lead 
inch, two pipe wrenches and a can of | bend and ferrule connecting the 
graphite pipe cement, a cast ladle for | closet bowl with sanitary tee in sof 
melting lead and a  calking iron. | pipe. 

; These tools should not cost over I worried somewhat over connect- 
twelve dollars and one can easily | ing the range boiler with the water- 
Save this amount on the job and have | front without lead connections, put 
the tools for any fitting that he may | found it a very simple thing when I 
wish to do in the future. got to it. 

In cutting threads, use the very best When I put the water gauge in the 
of lard oil or meited lard from your | tank, I found it was not tapped true,
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but by using four one-halfinch nipples; Mr. Scott—Three-quarter inch pipe 
and as many elbows, I made an off- | for the cold water and one-half inch 
set, Which made it the easiest job 1| for the warm. We only have to draw 

ever had in setting a water glass. off about a quart of cold water from 

Cut clean threads; measure accur- | the warm water pipe before it comes 

ately; cement well, and screw the fit-| warm. That is the reason we put in 

tings tightly, and you will have no | the small pipe. - 

trouble in installing a water system. Mr. John Imrie—We have the same 

arrangement and you do not have to 

let it run but a little bit. We have 

DISCUSSION. very nicely under-drained soil. 
Mr. Scott—I know of one cesspool 

Mr. John Imrie—How large a sew-/| that did good service for fifteen 
age pipe did you have from the bath-| years and then it became so clogged 
room and across between the floors? | that the septic tank had to be put in. 

Mr. Scott—It doesn’t go between A Member—What protection do you 

the floors. That is just the supply | give that outside pipe? 

pipe and the hot water pipe. A four- Mr. Scott—There is a three-way. 
inch soil pipe goes directly down from | pipe in the well, and as soon as it 

the sanitary tee and then under the | stops running it turns back into the 

cellar floor. I just laid down some | well; it never freezes, as it slopes to- 
sewer pipe in concrete there. ward the well and drains back into it. 

Mr. Jacobs—Have you a septictank| A Member—But would you put an 
there, or is it just a cesspool? extra wrapping around your storage 

Mr. Scott—A cesspool. We have | tank pipe? 

an impervious soil and we have got to Mr. Scott—It is not necessary. 

get rid of that in some way. In the Mr. Imrie—We have had ours for 
summer this water runs right out in- | twelve years, piping from the storage 

to this dry ravine. There is no | tank out to the barns, and some said 
trouble in the summer, but there is | jt was no use putting it byond four 

trouble in the winter. or five feet, but we have never nad 
Mr. Imrie—I should think there | any trouble; it has never frozen. 

would be trouble right along, running Mr. Scott—Where this pipe reaches 
the sewage into an open ravine. the yard it is always empty. 

Mr. Scott—Not the amount we get A Member—How do you pump the 

from one dwelling. It rains up in our | water? 

country and each rain flushes the ra- Mr. Scott—With an electric motor. 
vine. Mr, Jacobs—Doesn’t it pother you 

Mr. Imrie—Yes, we are not so very | to keep the right kind of a pressure 
far from you. It rains in our coun-| on that tank? 

try and it smells, too. I believe you Mr. Scott—No, sir. 
need a septic tank and that you will| A Member—I have heard some peo- 
find it out later. ple say they would draw a few pail- 

Mr. Scott—There is no objection to | fuls and it would take the pressure 
Putting in a septic tank. You farm-} down so low it would not raise the 
ers can learn more about this by | water. 
reading it from Farmers’ Institute Mr. Scott—That would occur if the 
Bulletin No. 24. air supply is exhausted and the tank 

A Member—What is the size of the | becomes full, or nearly full of water. 

pipes from your water tank and your| Then your pressure is of very short 

bathroom? duration. You pump in some more
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air, or drain the tank and start over Mr. Jacobs—But you did not pay 
again, your plumber fifty cents an hour, 

Mr. Jacobs—In cementing those soil Mr. Scott—No, I did not. 
Pipes, I think it is an improvement Mr. Michels—Do you put all the 
to use the sure-on and iron cement. | water that goes to the stock through 
Although it might cost a little more, | this tank? 
it is very safe in making your con- Mr. Scott—No, this is only for home 
nection and very much easier applied, | use, including bath, closet, laundry 
especially on horizontal pipes, all the | and washing the milk utensils, 
soil pipes. In regard to the septic | There is a larger pipe for the stock. 
tank, although Mr. Scott has made a | I do not think it would do to use this 
success in planning his system, many |} style for the stock because it would 
of us are on level land where we have | take too much power to pump against 
no opportunity of running this off in- | the air. 
to a ravine and if we are going to de-| Supt. McKerrow—We have usea 
pend on a cesspool, I feel it is quite | ours for several years, but it takes a 
important that we have in connection | larger machine. 
with that a septic tank, which I be Mr. Convey—Your sheep do not 
lieve will simplify the whole system. | drink much water. 
I put in two, one for my creamery Supt. McKerrow—But our cows do 
and one for the house, and althougn | and we have them also. 
we had some dfficulty, it is working Mr. Michels—Two years ago I put 
all right now and I believe in the | in a refrigerator, but we have a run- 
septic arrangement. ning water pipe inside this refrigerat- 

A Member—What is the cause of | or, which makes a fine system and 
rattling in the hot water tank? needs no attention, winter or summer. 

Mr. Imrie—I think it is air. I was wondering if this would not be 
Mr. Convey—Where you have only | a good scheme to fix inside a retriger- 

one pipe, the water has got to work | ator in a building where you have 
out irregularly; there are water and | pressure of this kind. The tempera- 
air pressing, and that makes a noise, | ture in the refrigerator is constant 

but if you have two pipes there will | and much more satisfactory than ice. 

be no trouble that way. Mr. Imrie—It would take a lot of | 
Mr. Jacobs—Wil]l you state again | water, unless you have a flowing well. 

the cost of installing this plant? Mr. Michels—We have that. | 
Mr. Scott—Well, I said one hundred Recess to 1:30 p. m., same day. 

and fifty dollars besides the sewer.
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AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The convention met at 1:30 p. m., Mr. Fred Stubley presiding. 

pie oe fhe 

SEED CORN. 

E. E. Wyatt, Tomah, Wis. 

Seed corn should be grown and ac- riety, for the pollen will drift through 

climated to the locality in which it | the air and thus mix the crop when 

is planted and better yet to each farm, | in the process of fertilization. 

You do not need to change your seed 

to get better vigor, but should 1m- The Seed Plot. : 

prove it by a systematic method of The plot should be good soil, in 

growing and selection. good condition, and well prepared, 
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Corn field ready for the silo, Wisconsin No. 7. Wyatt Dairy Farm. 

Seed corn should be produced by; and then be given best of cultivation. 

a system of breeding, making an im- | Like improving live stock, feeding is 

rovement over the years before, and | as important as breeding, so prepare 

or this purpose a small plat should | and feed this crop well «nd get as 

§ '¢ selected as far away from the field good development as pcss‘ble to show 

8 possible, especially of any other va- the real quality of te crop. 

*
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Plant this plot by the ear to the] an average foliage of twelve to four- 

row method, that is, one ear shelled | teen leaves per stalk, on some the ears 

and planted in two adjacent rows | are on short shanks, while others wii 
across the field the long way, and/|be on long drooping shanks, some 
then the other ear for the next two | rows one ear per stalk, while another 

rows, casting aside any of the kernels | has two to three, very common. 

left at the ends of the rows. As it | Some rows yield larger amounts of 

grows, study the several rows, com-| ears to the amount of stalk than 
pare the stalk, leafage, time of ma-| others, while some rows will yield 

turity and yield, with condition of' three times as much corn as others. 

~ 
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A good Grade cow. Wyatt Dairy Farm. 

ear and other points that note the dif- Selecting the Seed. 
ference between rows. One will be Sel h : h a 

surprised at the difference that goes elect. the nee im make e 

on when nothing but the original ear se a a Par and Fhe 

of seed could be charged as_ the ac- | "St about thirty or forty ears o 
count. most uniform stalks and general va 

Some rows will appear above riations in the rows as a basis for the 

ground one day ahead of others, some seed corn plot next year and from 

= = these select the ten best, considering 
rows -will constantly be ahead of - a 

th toot th . uniformity, form and shape of ear and 
others, some grow a foot on the aver- | jy ornel, filling of ends, such as make 
age above other rows, some tassel a/ , model ear. Now from the remain 

week or ten days before other rows, | ger of the plot, pick the best for the 
some have a very even foliage of eight | general seed for next year. ; 

or nine leaves per stalk, while others Seed should be picked from the
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stalk when ripe, but if frosted, as | moisture, and this must be done as 

soon after as possible, quickly as possible before cold nights 

Secure as good ears from as uni- | and freezing _weather set in, as this 

form conditions as possible because | will weaken or destroy the germina- 

here rests an important point in se-| tion. There will be no danger from 

curing the next year’s evenness in | over-drying or too rapid drying, but 
stand, then take it in and place | it should not be exposed to excess or 

it in an airy, well  yentilated | sudden changes of heat. 
room, where artificial heat can be sup- z . 
plied. Do not allow any time to elapse Testing for Germination. 

between picking and hanging, for if it Corn thus picked and cured should 

is left in piles, crates or sacks a few | give an almost perfect germination, 

eee 
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Grade Jerseys bred and raised on Wyatt Dairy Farm. 

hours, especially with husks on, a | but it should be given an ear test in 

sweat sets in very soon and either re- | the spring to determine its exact con- 

duces or destroys the germination at | dition, and eliminate the poor ones 

this time. that do creep in. 

In placing it to dry, several differ- A tester for this purpose may be 

ent methods may be used, either | made out of a box about two by three 

hanging it by the husks, strings or on | feet and one and a half inches deep. 

nails driven into a post or through a | Fill this level full of dirt firmly 

rack made of boards, or upon open | pressed down, then draw a system of 

shelves, taking great precaution not to | strings across the top, making the 

pile ears too close or too deep. The | surface into a ‘set of plots about two 
best shelf method is to use wire like | inches square, then denote the sever- 

Poultry netting stretched tight Into | al squares by letters and numbers, 

shelves, making it so the air can circu- | as a. b. c. one way, and 1, 2, 3, the 

late freely to carry away the surplus | other. Now, by combining these, like
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a/1 for the first square and a/2 and | leave for about six or seven days, 

a/3 and so on, each square has a/| perhaps moistening once or twice in 

name. Then take an ear and select | the meantime, especially near edges. 

three kernels, one near tip, roll the Now roll back the covering very 
ear, one-third around, select the sec-| carefully, so as not to pull out of 

ond near center, roll one-third farther | place the sprouted corn, placing back 

around and select the third near butt | all that adheres to the burlap. 
end, thus giving three kernels repre- Here you have before you the exact 

senting the several sides, and end- | ability of your corn and by eliminat- 

wise of the ear. Place these in | ing all that do not germinate or only 

as, 

y : 

7 ee 

Register of Merit cow, The Owl’s Sarah. 

Record 414 Ibs. of butter as a four-year old. Wyatt Dairy Farm. 

square a/1, pressing firmly into the , weakly, you should get a quantity of 

dirt, though not covering, then place | seed that will germinate 95% or bet- 
the ear where you can select it at any | ter when you plant in the field, and 

time, that is, know its identity until | that will send up a more uniform, 

the finish of the test, and when you | sturdy stand and produce a growth 

have about two hundred ears in this | that will stand more evenly, grow and 

series a great deal of pains must be | ripen a better crop. 

taken, for if they once become mixed 
the test is valueless. 

After you have filled the entire DISCUSSION, 

tester, place several pieces of burlap 
or flannel cloth over the surface and Mr. Imrie—Supposing you pick out 

moisten down about the same degree | a kernel, say from two different parts 

as the soil in the field. Keep in a | of a hundred or two hundred ears. If 
warm place, not over 60° ¥., and| every kernel grew, would you go to
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the trouble of testing out the ears) would not work. You have to have 

separately? heat to dry the moisture from the 

Mr. Wyatt—If I could feel very well | corn, and then ventilation to take 

satisfied that the whole lot of corn | away the air containing the moisture. 

was even, it might not be necessary, Mr. Imrie—Do you select your 

put I would want to give it a very | earliest ears, or the next earliest? 

through test before I would change Mr. Wyatt—You have to use your 

my practice. individual ideas. If you want an ex- 

Mr. Imrie—In doing this testing, | tra eariy corn, then pick out the 

would you rather use sand, dirt or | earliest cars, but if I wanted corn 

sawdust? that would produce me just as large 

N E = 

= R ck 
; NAGS Se 

Pair of Grade Percheron colts bred and raised on Wyatt Dairy Farm. 

Mr. Wyatt—Whichever would hold | a yield and have the largest amount 

the moisture best. of corn on it, then I would select the 
A Member—Did you ever try detas- | heaviest yielding rows according to 

seling? weight of corn. 

Mr. Wyatt—No, sir, I have not. Supt. McKerrow—if you select the 

Mr. Imrie—There usually isn’t | smallest ears, wii! you not change 

much danger of corn not growing well | the type of the corn? 

if it is selected early enough and Mr. Wyatt—Certainly you will. 

well dried. You want to select in accordance with 

Mr. Wyatt—Those are the two im- | the idea of breeding up to your par- 

portant points. It should be well | ticular ideal. 

ripened, selected early and well driea A Member—lIs it not a fact that if 

before frost. In drying, you might | one selects the early ears right along 

upply all the heat necessary, but if | for a number of years, the tendency 

you had not the proper ventilation, it | is for the corn ears to get smaller?
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Mr. Wyatt—Yes, that is the ten- Mr. Wyatt—I do not know as that 

dency, and also the kernels will be | is as important as some other things. 

shorter. The Chairman—How about grad- 

Supt. McKerrow—If it is growing | ing? 

or clay soil, it will be flintier, too. Mr. Wyatt—I grade if I want to 

The Chairman—In selecting your | plant it for hill work, otherwise I do 

seed corn, wouldn’t you want the ears | not pay so much attention. 

well rounded ears? 

CORN CULTURE. 

W. P. Bussey, Omro, Wis. 

FEA raised on Wisconsin farms that has a 

ny larger acreage than corn, but when 

yo we look over our crop reports and 

“9 Pee 4 find that the yield of corn per acre 

i a %. only averages from thirty to thirty- 

re ~~ five bushels, we are inclined to be- 

. % lieve that there is a great chance for 

t a improved methods of handling the 

vt crop. When we look over the re- 

Ge ports of the different counties to the 

3 ia State Board of Agriculture, we find 

ee ~ that in 1911 there were 1,840,000 acres 

ees planted to corn in Wisconsin. About 

fifteen per cent of this (estimated) is 

used for ensilage. With the hign 

wages for hired help and the in- | 

per creased price of farm lands and con- 

sequent higher taxes, every farmer 

Zr in Wisconsin ought to be studying 

e. this question, “How can we improve 

) our methods of corn culture so we can 

raise a larger and better crop ot | 

q corn?” 

Having secured a perfect seed (by 

Mr. Bussey. fire curing and individual ear test for 

germination, as outlined in the pre- 

In taking up the subject of corn vious paper), the most important 

culture, we believe there are a num: | things for our consideration are: @ 

ber of points of considerable impor- thorough preparation of the soil, cul- 

tance, when we are making this crop tivation and the harvesting of the 

one of the principal grains grown in | CTOP. 

our State. In following out a rotation of crops, 

the corn crop should follow the clo- 

Acreage. ver crop, with this clover sod plowed 

From the latest reports obtainable, | in the fall and given an application ot 

we find there is but one grain crop! stable manure during the winter,
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taking the manure each day from the | are not adapted to the locality. in 

stable to the field, the liquid and sol- | some parts of the State we find that 

ids together and spreading it at the | some of the smaller and earlier ma- 

time of drawing. turing varieties give better results 

We reaiize that if a manure spread- | than do some of the larger and later 

er is used the manure will be spread maturing corns. 

more evenly than if it were spread 

from a wagon or sled. Whichever = | 

plan is used, it will pay to go over the 

field in the spring with a harrow as 4 

soon as you can get on the land. ‘his 

harrowing mixes the manure with the + « : 

soil, helps to warm up the surface and Foon, v f 

starts the weed seeds. It also helps a a t - ft - 

to retain the moisture and fertility. pw 4 - > 

This clover sod with the decaying 4 Hy 4, 5 a F zx 

root growth and stavle manure, | JmN Ces 4 “LA Pp 

makes an ideal seed bed for the “> Ie a > (j = ae ? 

growing of a crop of corn. a 3 pS ur fe BR 

. ° = “a? woe a 

Preparation. A: Boe af ; 5s § - : 

We believe too many farmers are 4 a 4 

inclined to plant their corn before >| s 3 

they have thoroughly prepared the . ' 

soil. The disk pulverizer, a sharp a La 

pointed harrow and a planer or a roll- 

er may be needed before a good seed ’ 

bed is prepared. 

Planting. 

We prefer a disk planter to a shoe eee ee ae 

planter, as the disk removes the sur- See Pee 

face soil and leaves a nicer place for = 

the seed. The disk is followed by a a 

coverer and the wheel, and instead of 5 ee 
there being a depression where the ‘ te J 

row of corn is to come up, there will 

be a slight raise; this > evened off Golden Glow corn on farm of oe = 

when the harrow is used before the Bussey, planted May 27, 1913. Pic- 

corn comes up. The harrow can be Rips — ae noe core 

q used once or twice after the corn SS 
Sept. 5 to 12. 

comes through the ground. Better re- 

a ene ke ees ae ee ee 
vill NGL Seoak an badly as it will pl ing new varieties in new localities. 

the morning when it is crisp If we wish to “try out” new varieties, 

= do so in a limited way. One or two 

Variety. acres at first, and if the variety does 

. well in your locality a larger acre 

There has been a tendency to plant | age may be planted the following 

varieties of corn in Wisconsin that | year. Very often we find that corn 

cn ................. . ee
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gives better results after it has been | seems dry and cracked, good results 

“acclimated.” can be obtained by using a single 

That part of our crop that we plan | horse hand cultivator, going once in a 

to husk, we would rather check row, | row, breaking up the crust, filling up 

as generally we get larger ears than | the cracks and stopping the evapora- 

we do in the drilled corn, but for en- | tion of moisture. 

silage purposes the planting in drills The crop should be cut at matur- 

has proven very satisfactory, giving | ity and that part not used for ensil- 

a good growth of stalks and a goodly | age should be put in medium sized 

= 7 a 4 

| a ~ 
4 

é ye . thee = : 

> : > > = i ern oe 

Mr. Bussey’s Jersey bull Director St. Lambert, No. 93801. Al 

amount of ears, though perhaps small- | shocks, tying the tops with binder 

er. twine, and later husked, either by 

If the land is free from stones, we | hand or by the shredder. | 

would prefer a cultivator built along It is estimated that about thirty 

the lines of the “Towers surface” cul- | per cent of the value of the crop is 

tivator. The next best cultivator in | in the stalks; if this is true, it seems 

our estimation is aten or twelve | poor economy to leave them standing 

shovel spring tooth, with the teeth | in the field uncut, and getting so lit- 

set so that the surface of the soil can | tle good from them. 

be cultivated to a depth of one or two We believe that very soon a larger 

inches. Care should be taken in re- | amount of the corn crop in Wisconsin 

gard to cultivating too deep, as we | will be used for ensilage, and a 

cannot afford to “root prune” our | smaller amount wasted by allowing it 

corn crop. The cultivating should be | to stand in the field. Let our motto 

kept up until the corn is too tall for | be, “More and better corn for Wis- 

the sulky, and if there is a prolonged | consin.” 

period of dry weather and the ground
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DISCUSSION. tooth cultivator. In our locality 
there have been some that have been 

Mr. Imrie—How deep do you plant? | all right. Years ago they sold the 

Mr. Bussey—That depends on the | Rowell in our country and it is not 

soil; on clay soil, quite shallow, just | very satisfactory. I have used the 
enough to cover it nicely at the time | Bradley and I am going to buy a 
of planting. Deere this coming spring. 

Mr. Imrie—Would one inch be deep The Chairman—Don’t you think the 
enough? nature of the soil has something to 

Mr. Bussey—On clay soil, 1 think | do with the kind of cultivator to use’ 

so. Mr. Bussey—No, I do not think so. 

Mr. Jacobs—Instead of waiting un- | We have all kinds of soil in our lo- 
til the ground was dry and cracked, | cality and we have had good suc- 
wouldn’t you prefer to keep up culti- | cess with a spring tooth cultivator. 

vation and prevent that condition oc- A Member—What variety of corn 
curring and conserve the moisture? do you prefer? 

Mr. Bussey—I am taking into con- Mr. Bussey—The variety that will 

sideration a farmer having other | mature and give a good crop in your 

crops besides corn to take care of. It | locality. If No. 7 is the right kind, 

might be that the soil will become | I should plant that. 
cracked before he could get at it. Mr. Imrie—The spring tooth culti- 

The farmers of Wisconsin are grow-| vator is not much good in quack 
ing other crops, and we must attend | grass. You want something that is 

to them as best we can. more rigid. 
Mr. Wyatt—With other crops to| Mr. Bussey—We try not to have 

take care of, do you think you could ! quack grass. 

take care of that crop of corn with Mr. Imrie—What about the disk - 

the Tower cultivator alone? cultivator? 
Mr. Bussey—Through the earlier Mr. Bussey—Where the land is 

part of the season, and some have | ievel, it is all right. We find objec- 

used it throughout the season, but | tions to it on rolling fields, because it 
the soil must be fairly free from | is harder to guide. 

stone, roots and quack grass, 1 A Member—I have a pointed spring 
think. tooth Deere cultivator and it works 

A Member—What do you call a| very nicely. 
fair yield per acre? Mr. Bussey—One nice thing about 

Mr. Bussey—From seventy-five to | the disk is that there is a little leveler 

one hundred bushels to the acre; | that follows the work as the disk 

shelled corn. We have never at-| leaves it, and it leaves the surface 
tained the one hundred bushels yet, | practicaily as good as the Tower cul- 
but we have gone better than seventy- ; tivator. 

five. A Member—What do you do to stop 
Mr. Jacobs—With regard to the | the cut worm? 

spring tooth cultivator, Mr. Bussey’s Mr. Bussey—My experience is that 
experience is different from mine. 1| we will have less trouble with the 
have one and I have been waiting un- | cut worm if we will follow out a short 
til I can find an enemy I could give it | rotation than if we do something else. 
to. We have not used it for some Mr. Convey—In regard to the disk 
time. or other cultivators, I think its work 

Mr. Bussey—There is a great dif-| is not complete unless you have some 
ference in the make of the spring| style of leveler following the culti-
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vator. It is especially necessary with Mr. Bussey—It is about ten days 
the disk cultivator, from the fact that | earlier maturing. 
it is inclined to leave the land too A Member—Do yo think it makes 
open without a leveler. We always | any difference with the cut worms 
use a leveler on every good style of | whether your ground is _ spring. 
cultivator. On any cultivator, the | plowed or fall-plowed? 
knives have to be kept in good con- Mr. Convey—Early fall plowing wii! 

dition: interfere with the cut worm, because 

Mr. Bradley— The question was | the eggs are laid in July and August, 

asked a minute ago about the kind oz | but with the white grub it would not 

corn. We noticed in the exhibit over | make any difference, it stays in tne 

here a good many different kinds of | ground three years. It takes quite a 

corn and only one or two types. | while to eliminate that class of in- 

There were two or three samples of | sect from your land, but you can elim- 
the Wisconsin No. 7, but those who | inate it by following a short rotation 
brought the Wisconsin No. 7 into] of crops, having the grass crop clo- 
this locality did not get it quite rignt. | ver. . 

There were a few ears there that A Member—I have two pieces of 
were fine, but there was no entire | land that were in sod. One | plowed 
sample but what had shaky kernels, | in the fall. It had quack grass in it. 
while there were some other varieties | I worked it all the fall and that piece 
that were dead ripe, not as typical as | did not have any cut worms left. 
the Wisconsin No. 7. I have noticed A Member—What kind of corn 
perhaps more varieties of corn right | Would you recommend to plant for the 

here in Clintonville than they have | silo? 
had at almost any other Institute we Mr. Bussey—Any variety that will 
have had this winter. I think it | mature in your locality, whether No. 
would be wise for you to try to select | 7 or No. 8. If the No. 8 will mature, 
some line and not have quite so many | it will make you good ensilage. 
different varieties. We found some A Member—Neither of them will 
very nice samples of Flint corn, some | mature in this country. 
of the best in the State, but the Dent The Chairman—Then select one 
corn was not nearly so good as in | that will. If you cannot get anything 

some other parts of Waupaca county. | but Flint corn, stick to the Flint un- 
I presume it is perhaps because your | til it will ripen. 

land is heavier, colder clay land. Mr. Clark—As a matter of fact, | 
A Member—Wisconsin No.7 does | think it is possible that the varie- 

not mature fast enough here. Also | ties planted here are not true to type, 
we had a poor year this year and the | not adapted to this country. They are 

Dent corn did not mature as well as trying to raise too large corn. Now, 
usual. we are farther north than this and 

Mr. Convey—In regard to that mat-| we find that if we take these larger 
ter of cut worms, the only remedy I | varieties they would not mature, and 
know of to prevent damage from that | so we have changed the type. It is 
source is to have a short rotation with | very necessary to raise corn that we 
clover. I know of a good many who | can mature, to select seed that will 
have tried that, and they are having | mature, without trying to acclimate 
very little difficulty with cut worms | a variety that takes too long to ma- 
or wire worms, or any other worms. ture. 

A Member—How is No. 12? The Chairman—It is not only in the
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north and central parts of the State , ter the corn crop with grain and then 
where that trouble has been experi- | clover and back to corn again. 

enced. Even in the southern part of A Member—But, for instance, it has 
the State many are trying to grow too | happened these last years that the 

large a corn. clover did not catch, or it dried out, 
A Member—I had a field which was | so we were compelled to plant corn 

partly fall-plowed and partly plowed | in the same field again, in a way. 
in the spring. It had been in sod Mr. Bussey—We have noticed gen- 

three years and the cut worms | erally that the more clover we can 

pothered just as much on the spring | keep in our soils, the easier it is to 
plowing as on the fall plowing. get a stand of clover when we try it, 

Mr. Imrie—I think the solution of | all other things being equal. If you 

the cut worm is in the short rotation. | delay those periods*too long between 

The Chairman—Do you practice | the sowing of clover, it is much hard- 

blind cultivation, or cultivation before | er to get a stand in your soil. 
your corn comes up? Mr. Wyatt—I have a strip in our 

Mr. Bussey—We have done that | farm that is a little low and itis a 

once or twice, but that was to make | poor place to grow small grain on ana 
up for not having the soil thoroughly | to get a catch of clover. We have 
prepared before planting. I would | been growing corn there for many 

rather give the extra preparation be- | years and by the liberal application 
fore planting. That year we had con- | of manure I am growing more corn 

siderable of a set-back in the spring | than I can anything else, probably 
in. regard to getting our ground | getting an average of fifty bushels to 

ready, so we went on and planted and | the acre, but it has a liberal applica- 

then cultivated and dragged again | tion of manure every year. I have 

after planting, but I do not think we | plenty of manure. 

made anything by doing that way. A Member—You say it is easier to 

The Chairman—We have had quite | get a catch of clover by sowing it 
good success in cultivating after | often, say every three years. Now, 
planting. We like to have our culti- | I have heard just the contrary. 
vator cultivate shallow, throwing a)| The Chairman—If you keep your 
little dirt up onto the row soon after | land full of clover, it is certainly 

planting. That makes the row a little | easier to get a catch. 
bit higher. We can cross drag after Mr. Bussey—Of course there are 

cultivating, and that will work up| those two years between the plow- 

where the row is. We like to ridge it | ing of your clover sod and the seed- 
that way and cross it with the drag, | ing of clover seed again, but there is 

smooth it off right in the corn row, | more or less of that root growth that 
we find that an advantage. has been in the soil for two years. 

Mr. Bussey—That is true in using A Member—Will a person get a 

the shoe planter, but in using the disk | good clover catch by plowing up 

Planter, you do not have the depres- | clover and perhaps seeding to grain 

sion where the wheels run. it 1s/| and then perhaps seeding to clover 
raised up a little above the level and | right away again? I have had ex- 
you do not have to cultivate to ridge | perience with that plan and I did not 
up before the corn comes through. get a catch at all. 

A Member—Can corn be grown suc- Mr. Bussey—If your soil is well 
cessfully on the same field several | manured, otherwise there must be 
years in succession? something wrong. 

Mr. Bussey—We want to follow af- The Chairman—There must be
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i 
H some conditions. We have had Mr. Imrie—After the oats are put 
H parties who plowed up their clover | in, it would be a very good plan to put 

i. sod and worked it and put alfalfa | on a top dressing of manure. 
’ right on the same sod the next year A Member—I had a small patch of 

and got an excellent catch of alfalfa. | about seven acres, and I have tried 
Mr. Michels—We have a field at | two years to seed it with clover but 

| home of eight acres which was 1m | the clover did not come. Two years 
4 clover two years ago, was well plowed | ago it was awfully dry and it burned 
| in the fall, then last year we had a big | out in the drought, and last spring it 
i crop of oats, did not add seed to them | was so wet it might have swam away, 

ie and in the fall it was full of clover | but I had a little bit of manure, about 
i from one end to the other. It cer-| four manure spreaders full, which haa 

i] tainly stays there, either from tne | collected in the barnyard, and 1 took 
| roots or seed, but the clover was there, | it right on the land on a strip about 
j and there is no question in my mina | four, five or six rods in width, put it 

that if we had sowed it in the spring | right on top, and where I put it the 
| we would certainly have had a good | clover came up fine, and on the rest 
| stand of clover, because we had it | of the field you cannot find a bit of 
\ where we did not sow it. clover. The manure is what did it 

i Mr. Imrie—I would like to ask this|in my opinion. If the gentleman 
i] gentleman if his soil is sandy, light | would give his seeding a top dress- 

j soil? ing, I think he would get a good stand 
The Member—It is sandy loam, not | of clover. 

| so light. - 
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EXPERIMENTS WITH CORN SILAGE. 

M. Michels, Peebles, Wis. 

corn; one variety that would bring a 

good yield of well eared, fully ma- 

tured corn for the crib, another kind 
: that would yield a large tonnage for 

the silo, regardless of maturity or 

yield of corn. Today, however, it is 
ee, almost universally conceded that the 

oie variety of corn best adapted to fill the 
ms } — corn crib is also the best variety to 

A 3 plant for the silo. 
A few years ago, after listening to a 

pi number of fine stories how to grow a 
=a larger yield of corn per acre for the 

silo, by planting more thickly and in 
drills, I concluded to try it out, with \ 

P the result that I cut no more tonnage ° 
per acre, and in place of nice large ‘ 

. ears of corn, I had mostly nubbings. ; 
iy The next winter we were feeding 4 

bs silage and alfalfa hay without the ad- ‘ 

\ dition of grain or mill feeds with very : 

satisfactory results, until we came to 
this thickly planted yet fine looking 

silage, and within a few days we no- 

Mr. Michels. ticed a shrinkage in the milk flow 

and had to buy mill feed to stop it. 

Of late years much experimenting | Since then I have planted in checks 
has been done with corn silage. This | when possible. When it seems nec- 

is especially true as regards the va-| essary to plant in drills, we do not 
riety of corn to plant, time of filling | change the plates in the planter. 
the silos, putting up well eared or 2 
thickly planted corn with few ears Time of Filling Silo. 

and partly husked corn. 
It will be my object in this brief For many years a large percentage 

discussion to point out results as 1 | Of the corn was cut into the silo when 
see them. These results are gained | too green, resulting in an over-sour 

from observations and experiments of |} and less nutritious silage. Today 

My own. I have no definite data ex- | the tendency seems to be to allow the 
cept the weight of corn husked out, | corn to become over-ripe, to the ex- 

the amount of feed fed per day and | tent that it becomes necessary to add 

the wilk yield, as well as the testror | Water when filling the silo. If the 
butter fat. right amount of water is added, no 

particular harm seems to result. On 
Variety of Corn to Plant. the other hand, if the corn is cut into 

Not many years ago it was a com-| the silo too dry, the silage will be 

mon practice to plant two varieties of | full of mould sprouts, will be less suc- 

Cs...
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culent and consequently less palat- ; We filled with our own help and ma. 

able. ' chinery. On account of wet weather, 

The right time to cut corn for the | we had to cut some of our corn by 

silo is to allow it to mature nearly far | hand. This gave us ample time to 

enough for husking, but not so far husk from the wagon before cutting. 

as to make it necessary to add water | Picking mostly for the best ears, we 

when filling. It is also well to re- | husked out about fifteen tons of corn. 

member that the riper the corn, the The first silo we opened was the 

more tramping necessary when Ml- | one with all the corn in it and our 

ing. |. | Cows were milking fine on this silage 
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Farm home and barns on farm of M. Michels, Peebles, Wis. 

Well Eared Corn For the Silo. and alfalfa hay, changing now and 

ts then from second and third cutting to 
. Within _ last two years we have | first cutting of this hay and so on, 
eard considerable eo as tO | not giving the same kind of hay 

the advisability of husking out some | right along, but no grain or mill feeds 

corn ne = crib brash ee ee were fed. At this time we were milk- 

: the - = pose ane =k ase nae ing pure bred Guernseys that had 
eee ies ae aes awe 7 | Deen fresh from four to five months, 

sssoceahend yielding as high as 30 pounds of milk, 
with practically no grain in it. Im} }, 

esting 5.8 per cent for butter fat. 
both cases the owners claimed the Whe: mn we came to open the other si: 
results were very satisfactory. I have 1 

ss lo, the silage of which was lacking 
also seen in dairy publications that | _ 9.1 of the corn, but otherwise of a 

the feeding value was practically the a 4 lit ? it a 

same, but would not recommend this ‘ery good quality, was equal to the 

practice. silage from the first silo in every re 

Last year we had no more corn spect, but for the corn that was lack- 

than I thought it would take to fill our ing. After feeding this silage for a 

two silos and concluded to try husk-| few days, the cows began to shrink 

ing out some of the corn while filling. and we had to bag up oats and corn
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to be ground. We mixed this one part ‘Conclusion. 
of corn to two of oats and began feed- 
ing gradually, starting with four Fifteen tons or 416 bushels of corn 

pounds per day. This was not suf-| at fifty cents per bushel are worth 

ficient to bring them back to their | $208.00. 
first flow of milk. The flow did not Now, if we figure on the capacity of 
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Concrete silo built from plans in Farmers’ In- 

stitute Bulletin by Stokely Bros., 
Newport, Tenn. 

come back until we got to feeding | this silo, which is a little better than 

five to six pounds of the ground feed. | one hundred tons, we find it to contain 

We kept on raising and gaining until | about 200,000 pounds. Dividing this 

we were feeding from ten to twelve | by thirty, the number of pounds of sil- 
Pounds per day, when the cows men-| age fed each cow per day, we get ap- 
tioned before were milking from three proximately 6,666 feeds. Adding five 
to four pounds of milk more per day | pounds of grain to each feed to make 
than they had yielded before the | it equal to the first silage in feeding 

change of silage. ,Value, it will take a little more than
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sixteen tons, or 33,330 pounds of oats Mr. Michels—No, never above four 

; and corn, or 3,330 pounds more than | kernels. 

+ was taken out of it. The Chairman—Don’t you think 

H The $208.00, which looked so big | that the nature of the soil would 

| when we got through husking, is now | have something to do with that propo- 

: more than fading away, to say nothing | sition? 

of the extra labor and expense of Mr. Michels—I ao think so. Our 

| grinding. land is rather low and level and has 
j plenty of moisture at all times; our 

i corn grows up quite rank and I think 

| DISCUSSION. we can do fully as well by planting 

} only three or four kernels to the hill, 
Mr. Jacobs—I wish to note an eX-/| even for the silo, as by planting more, 

| periment at one of our Experiment | or even for drilling. 

| Stations, the name of the station has Mr. Imrie—We narrow up our cul- 

! escaped me, but it was an experiment | tivators, take off one outside shovel 

conducted right along this same line. | on each gang, and we can work it 

} One-half of a field was put in the si-| very well that way. It will be three 

; lo and the other half was husked, then | and a half one way and two the other 

the corn was dried on the ground and | way. 

went back to the shredder. It Mr. Michels—That would not do in 

} showed just the same as Mr. Mich-| our case; we use a two-row cultivat- 

el’s experiment showed here. !t| or altogether. 

| showed it was not in so digestible a Mr. Convey—Did you have but one 
{ condition, not of so much feeding | year’s experience in drilling corn’? 
} value. Mr. Michels—No, two years’ exper- 

: Mr. Michels—That is what we|ience; one year it was altogether 

i found; we found we not only had to put | drilled and the next year part of it 
back more than we got, but we had | was drilled and part was checked. 

to do all this work for nothing. Mr. Jacobs—My experience corre- 

Mr. Convey—Did I understand you | sponds very closely with Mr. Michels’. 
got better results for the silo from |I followed the drilled method for 
checked corn than from drilled corn’ | quite a good number of years, both for 

| Mr. Michels—I think so. I think | the silo and for the field crop, and 

we got better corn and better feeding | we have abandoned it for both pur- 

returns. poses. We check all our corn, 
Mr. Convey—That has not been my | though we plant it a little heavier in 

; experience. I can raise fairly good | the hill than Mr. Michels does, and | 
| corn, even though it is very thickly | think we get better results, both on 

} planted, and get a larger yield of the | account of keeping the corn clean and 

; product to the acre and less labor in | the amount we get, though some years 

; taking care of it with the drilled | I have got as large or larger crops in 

' corn. drilled crops than any other way, on 

: Mr. Michels—In my case it is just | account of the moisture being right 

: the reverse, it took more acreage to | and the soil just right. 
: fill the silo than ever before or atr- Supt. McKerrow—I do not like to 
| ter. Of course the different years | agree with Convey, but I have got to 

would be different, perhaps. agree with him on this proposition, 
; Mr. Bradley—Where you plant for| having grown both ways. Now we 

| your silo in check rows, don’t you] grow it all in drills, what we husk 

plant pretty thick? and what we put in the silo, but when
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we were planting both ways in the tered along the row. They tried that | 

same field we came to the conclusion | at the Ohio Experiment Station and | 

that we got more silage corn and also | they determined it was just the same } 

husked out more corn. You see if we whether you planted a kernel every | 

planted the three or four kernels that | foot or three every three feet, it | 

Mr. Michels plants in his hill in the | amounted to the same. | 

space between the hills, we would get Mr. Michels—I see the Illinois Sta- 

a better average growth of stalks and | tion finds practically the same re- . 

corn, but there is a difference in soils, sults, but with us it is a matter ot | 

and may be there is a difference in keeping down the weeds, and the only 

men. way to keep them down is to cross | 

Mr. Michels—I have even tried | cultivate. | 

planting three feet four and three Supt. McKerrow—We grow a good | 

feet eight, and I have gotten rid of deal of Flint corn to put in the silo ; 

my three-foot-four business altogether. | and that suckers more or less. When } 

I do not want it. I plant it all three | it is planted out a kernel in a place, | 

feet eight. Iam satisfied on my it suckers more. We want corn and 

farm it is better feed. we also want fodder. We are not | 

Supt. McKerrow—There again | growing for a big stalk, we are grow- 

there may be something in the var- ing for a moderate sized stalk, and 

iety of corn. When I was young and the more leaves the better. ‘hen 

foolish, I tried every kind of corn, again, we want a fine stalk, because 5 

but I found that the big, late ma-| our sheep like a fine stalk better than 

turing corns were not for Waukesha | the woody, heavy stalk. We do not : 

county, and we have gotten down to breed Holsteins, remember. Another 4 

the small, earlier ripening corns, } reason, when we planted in hills, the a 

which we want to plant closer to- | hills being larger, we had to keep . 

gether to get the bigger tonnage on | our cultivator a little farther away. ‘ 

our land. In drills, the straight drill is there 

Mr. Michels—I think Mr. McKerrow | and you can narrow up your cultiva- 

is right there. We started out with | tion, you can get so close that tne 

No. 7 for the silo and the Golden | loose dirt from your cultivator rolls 

Glow for the crib, and we have been | over and if there are any small weeds 

carrying on both kinds ever since, un- | YOU get them covered up; whereas, in 

til last year I had all Golden Glow. cultivation the other way, we some- 

I rather think it makes a little better times miss a weed. Then the weeder 

silage than does No.7. We have been | Which we use completely cuts 

selecting for a particularly large out that narrow ridge that you 
stalk in that variety and we have a leave with your cultivator. ‘There 

much larger stalk than the average are a good many more things I could 

Golden Glow. Whether it is that our say, but I think that is enough. 

soil grows the stalk so much ranker A Member—Which is the better 

: riety, Flint or Dent, for the silo? 
I do not know, but that is the point aes 
we eueeod de Mr. Michels—I do not know. What- 

‘ ever is best for the corn crib is best 

Mr. Wyatt—How close do you put | for the silo every time. 

your drill plates together? The Chairman—If I was in a loca- 

Mr. Michels—The drill plates 1 | tion where my Dent corn would not 

dropped about eight inches. That | ripen well, I would stick to the Flint. 
Was much too thick. Mr. Michels—We grow Dent corn 

Mr. Imrie—Mr. McKerrow said he | altogether, the Golden Glow. We had 

found it better where they were scat- | some No. 7 two years ago. 

eee
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ALFALFA EXPERIMENTS ON SAND. 

E. W. Ivey, Millston, Wis. 

According to the Wisconsin Bulle-| plow this down about June Ist. We 

tin No. 204, we have between four and | plow about four inches deep, or just 

five million acres of sandy soil in this | deep enough to do good work, then 

State. After some experiments with | harrow thoroughly to pack the soil. 
alfalfa, | have become convinced that | Although I have never used a roller, 
with proper conditions of soils and|I believe it should be used to pack the 
subsoil, we can profitably grow this | soil down firmly on the green rye, Un- 

crop on our sandy soils. less the harrow follows the roller, 
never use a roller that will leave the 

Different Soils Require Different | surface of the soil smooth, as it will 
Treatment. be sure to drift. After a heavy rain 

. . . . and as soon as the soil is dry enough 
Different soils require different to work, it should be thoroughly har- 

methods of farming and my paper to-| »o.eq to hold the moisture. The 
day gives my studies and experiments fleld is then ready for seeding. 
with alfalfa on a strictly jack pine Never sow alfalfa on sandy soil un- 

sandy soil. It is claimed that alfal-| jess after a heavy rain, or it will die 
fa does best on a fertile soil with a/ our unless the weather continues wet. 
loose subsoil. Most sandy soil has @/ goi) that is well harrowed after a 

sand subsoil, which is loose, and by| heavy rain will hold moisture for six 
enriching the surface soil we can have weeks or more without any further 
the necessary conditions. rainfall. 

There should be no hardpan near 
the surface of the soil. What I mean Sandy Soil Must be Inoculated. 
by hardpan is clay or rock so hard and 
packed that it will not tet water or! After repeated trials it nas been 
alfalfa roots work through it. Water | proved that our sandy soils must be 

should not stand in the soil nearer the | inoculated, as they do not show the 
surface than three feet. least trace of bacteria. At the time 

Sandy soil, as a rule, has a fair | of the last harrowing, we inoculate by 
amount of phosphoric acid and pot-| Scattering five hundred to one thous- 

ash but is very low in humus and ni-| 2nd pounds of soil per acre from an 
trogen. We can get nitrogen in the | old, well-inoculated alfalfa field. 

soil by sowing such legumes as clo- When scattering this soil, if the sun 

ver or alfalfa, but before these crops | is shining brightly, the harrow should 
can be grown successfully there must follow closely, for the reason that the 

be plenty of humus in the soil or the | direct sun’s rays will kill the bacteria 

clover and alfalfa will be a failure. |in about twenty minutes. If the field 
Humus in the soil is necessary for | is exposed to the west and there is 

the rapid development of the bacteria | the least danger of the sand drifting 
which gather free nitrogen from the | 0n a windy day, we sow broadcast 
air for the purpose of building up| about a peck of buckwheat seed per 
plant tissues. We sow rye in Aug-| acre just before we sow the inoculated 

ust. By winter it has a good root|goil. This will come up quickly and 
system and in the spring it throws| drifting will be avoided. We do not 

out good, strong healthy shoots. a let the buckwheat mature, but clip it
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ack the same as weeds. We have | dampen the bran and when scattered 
sed this method for years with good | each flake of bran will be separate 

sults. from the rest. Do not get it too wet. We 
In sowing alfalfa, never sow broad- | use bran with a large flake, for when 

ast. We sow about two inches deep such bran becomes dampened it will 
ith a double disk drill, using five | roll up with the gluten side in and 

ounds of seed per acre. A thin| will hold the Paris green even 

stand gives the best results. We pre-| through heavy rains. 

fer the Grimm variety. Its character- In mixing we use a five-hook hand 
istics are deep crowns and heavy | cultivator, as this does the work 

tooling qualities, which withstand | quickly. We scatter by hand and a 

i. 

‘ 

The first load of alfalfa hay grown in Millston township, Jackson 

county, Wis., on jack pine sand. 

the severe winter weather. Last, but | side wind aids greatly in scatteringa 

not least, the Grimm alfalfa has a ten- | strip of sixteen to twenty feet. When 

dency to grow good crops of seed. there is no wind, we can scatter a 
strip but three to five feet wide. We 

Exterminating the Cut Worms. apply about five pounds of this mix- 

7 . . ture per acre and after two nights all 
After seeding we kill off the cut damage from cut worms will cease. 

Worms by scattering 2 mixture of Paris green on the hands is not in- 
jm heat bran and Paris green, sixteen jurious, but care should be taken in 

to one. We mix about fifty pounds of | mixing. Do not stand with your back 
ran at a time, using a mortar box. | to the wind, but stand sideways to the 
This takes three pounds of Paris | wind, or just a little facing it. We 
sreen. This must be thoroughly | have used this mixture for three sea- 
mixed dry, then add twenty quarts of | sons. It is simple, cheap and very 
water. This amount will just! effective.
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A Suggestion for Breaking Crusts. recover its vitality for some time ang 

z will go into winter very much under. 

If there should be a heavy rain be- | sized and is likely to be winter-killed. 
fore the alfalfa comes up, a thin crust | Stands of alfalfa and clover are easily 
will form on the surface of the soil, | lost in this way. 
which the plants cannot break This crust must be crushed in some 
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Root system of four alfalfa plants 57 days after 
seeding. Roots 35 to 38 inches long. 

Jack pine sand. 

through, As soon as the plant reaches , way. I believe a corrugated iron cul- 

this crust, the lower portion of the | vert could be used to good advantage 

root pushes until the upper portion | as a light roller. Fasten a block of 
becomes bent and crooked and as | wood in each end, bore a hole in the 
soon as the vitality of the plant be-| center of the block, run a gas pipe 

comes exhausted it dies. If such | through the whole length of the tube 

plant should push through it will be | and rig up some shafts. I believe 

in a suunted, weak condition, will not | the roller should not be over eight to
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ten feet long, and I believe the di- As to lime, we found a little was 
ameter should be twelve to twenty / beneficial, but further experiments 
inches. I would not advise a heavy | are needed. 

roller, as it is likely to injure the * 

young plants. It would also pack the Growing Alfalfa Seed. 
soil, causing it to dry out. Keep the I am quite certain we can grow al- 

surface loose if possible. If a crust-| falfa seed profitably on our sandy 
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Seed pods on one alfalfa plant, second 

crop, 1912, on farm of E. W. Ivey, 

Millston, Wis. 

Should form after the plants are up, | soils. I have letters and bulletins 
I believe it should be crushed and in | from several state universities which 
doing so it will act as a cultivator | claim that alfalfa will not develop 
and cause air to work into the soil. seed where the rainfall during the 

This roller for crusts is but a sug- | growing season is over twenty-tive 
a stion. We intend to experiment | inches, and that rains, fogs and 
along this line next summer. heavy dews will dampen the blossoms
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and check pollination and fertilization | per acre, which will sell for from ten 

to such an extent that seed cannot de-|to fifteen dollars per bushel, causes 

velop, and as Wisconsin has an aver-| me to believe that there is a bright 

age rainfall of over thirty-one inches | future for the sand farmer if he will 
during the growing season, it was out | but study the requirements of alfaita. 

of the question to grow seed in this| As a start, I would advise him to sow 

State. not over two acres. Go slowly at 

The past season we hulled two and| first. If there is a failure, study to 

one-half bushels of seed from one| find the cause, do not give up. If al- 

and three-fourths acres. This field |falfa proves to be a success on our 

was inoculated with only one hunarea | sandy lands, we will be able to offer 

pounds of inoculated soil per acre,|as good inducements to the farmers 

which was , not enough. About| of the southern portion of the State 

twenty-five per cent of the plants| Who are looking for a home as are 

were well noduled: in the field, and| now offered in the wheat belt of the 

the plants well noduled were the only | Dakotas, Montana and Canada, and I 

ones which produced seed. If all| believe the day will soon come when 
plants had been well noduled, the| we will be able to join with Mr. 

field would have given a heavy yield | Plowman in sending out the invitation 
of seed. Last July we had ten and|to come and help us to develop our 

one-half inches of rainfall; in August | unimproved land. 

six and three-eighths inches. When 
our alfalfa was in bloom, we had much 

damp, rainy weather, and the alfalfa DISCUSSION. 

put in full time blossoming and set- 
ting pods. I failed to find any blos-|, Mr. Michels—Have you had any 
soms that did not set, except for a|‘Touble in keeping the pods on the 
short time when it came near freez-| Plants while they were developing, 

ing. say, after they got up to one, two or 

My idea of the failure to get a crop| ‘ree rounds? In my case, I had a 
of clover or alfalfa seed is this. When |“ @cre lot that looked very prom- 
clover is grown on heavy, rich soil,|'!é the first part of the summer, 1 
there is much undergrowth, which expected a big yield for some time. 

acts as a sponge in wet weather and The first cutting was left and they 

causes a mildew to grow on the stems eee eee. tnICk, Ont 
of the plants. If it continues damp it looked fine all over the field, one 

for some time, black spots will ap- a blossom. Then a rainy 

pear. I believe this is a rust which| 2?! came where we had rain every 
blights clover and alfalfa somewhat ee ee oe 
in the same way that rust blights oats | V7? ee oe ea eee 
or wheat. Soe ahi 0 grow ae but it 

During the wi _| Kept on raining and after the rain 

mer, ae Oe — the pods were all down on the ground 

rank it started to mildew on the rage tee oreeeh alpaca aL Nha 
stems near the ground, but as there until after the third cutting. I left it 

was no undergrowth it dried quickly to see what would develop. It kept 

when the weather changed and no| 0 blossoming all during this time, 
damage appeared. kept on developing a pod, and many 

The fact that the Grimm alfalfa | times got up as far as two, three and 

yields from two to five bushels or seed | even four rounds , and the next rain
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storm threw.them all on the ground. | large acreage we can have part of 

Now, what do you supose was the | our haying done in June and part in 

reason for that? the fall. In this way we can divide 

Mr. Ivey—Was that on jack pine | up our work in both haying and har- 

land? vesting. 

Mr. Michels—It was on gravel soil, Mr. Convey—It has often been 

and underneath this, right alongside | stated that red clover would not 

of it, where they have had gravel pits | make seed unless it is fertilized by 

for forty years, and there is lime-| bees. We know that alfalfa is not 

stone, I dug down ten or twelve feet | fertilizeq by bees early in the season, 

deep. There is ground enough just | as the honey bee does not work on 

to plow it. It had been in alfalfa for | it at that time of year. The bumble 

ten years and we left it on purpose | bee does work on it. I notice that 
for seed. is the case with quite a number of 

Mr. Ivey—I do not know why that | plants, that you will find some with 

should be. I have only grown alfalfa | well developed seed, while some is 

for a short time, but had no trouble | not developed. I had an idea it was 

last summer, although we had very | lack of fertilization. 
wet weather. I never saw a pod or Mr. Ivey—tI have found there is the 

a blossom fall, with the exception of | same trouble on our heavy soils in 

once when it came near freezing for | Jackson county. I do not believe it 

two or three nights in August. Dur-| is the bees, and I do not think it is 
ing that time, when it was quite cool, | the moisture on the blossom that af- 
some ‘blossoms fell. fects it. I have known of fields that 

Mr. Michels—This last year I cut | were half sand and the other half of 
the first cutting, but left the second | the field was clay, and when we haa 

cutting, and it never got to the blos-| a wet season or it was quite damp at 
soming at all. It was so dry during | the blossoming period and afterwards, 

that time that is what it did prob- | we would have about three bushels 
ably; it was not a healthy looking | of seed to the acre on the sandy por- 
field. I practically lost the two years | tion and about one or less on the 
crop from that field trying to raise | peayy soil. Another year when it 
seed. I haven't got a bushel yet. rained almost continuously, I had 

Mr. Ivey—We can always 8TOW | ciover that yielded four bushels of 
clover seed on our sandy soil in a seed to the acre, and it was fancy 

ve sages eo ear ra — seed, some of the finest that was de- 
'y experience with alfalfa for | jivered in Black River Falls that 

seed this first season leads me to be- : 
lieve that we can have the same re-| “iter. The same season, on the 
sults with alfalfa as we have had with heavy soils, I have known hullers that 

clover. The first crop can be cut would hull half a day and get one 

for seed and the second crop for hay, bushel, and what they got was poor 

or we can reverse it. On our light | @ality, so I do not believe it is al- 

soil it does not make any difference. | together the bees or the moisture 
The first crop will not grow too rank | falling on the blossoms. I think it 

and blight, as on heavy soil. If there | is mildew on the stems. I have ex- 

is a failure to grow seed, it will be | amined clover several times and have 

because of too little rather than too | noticed there is a mildew will form 

much rainfall. When we have a/] on the stems near the ground if there 

‘
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is much moisture, and I noticed the ; and rank to grow seed In a wet sea- 

same thing in the alfalfa. son. 

Mr. Michels—Last summer there Mr. Michels—If there is any one 

was no trouble in developing seed, | here who can tell us if this was mil- 

but they would not hold onto the | dew and how we can cure it, I wish 

plant and it was full of these black | they would. 

spots. I hauled it to the barn with- Mr. Ivey—Sow thinner, 

out any drying at all and it made A Member—tI had the same trouble, 

fairly good hay, but it appeared dark | the hay even was black after it was 
in the mow, even at the time of feed- | cured. 

ing, so it is possible that is the cause Mr. Ivey—I think if it was sowed 
of the seeds dropping off as they did. | thinly on heavy soil, you could grow 

Mr. Ivey—I believe it was. The | seed if the season was not too wet 

mildew developed into a black rust, | and you are not troubled with weeds. 

which sapped the vitality of the al-| That would have to be avoided, as 
falfa and caused the pods to fall. the weeds and alfalfa together would 

Mr. Michels— These pods were'| cause a heavy growth and would give 

growing all the time and developing | the same trouble as a thick stand of 

full of seed. It looked as if it would |} alfalfa. On our sandy sofls we are 
be eight tons to the acre, if we could | not troubled much with weeds on 

have got it. meadows where there is a thin stand. 
Mr. Ivey—I think it was too thick 

ALFALFA EXPERIMENTS IN NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 

Prof. E. J. Delwiche, Ashland, Wis. 

(In the absence of Prof. Delwiche, | ted, and again sown to alfalfa, this 

the paper was read by Supt. Geo. | time without a nurse crop. A fair 
McKerrow.) stand resulted this year, although 

The definite experimental work | there was a considerable amount of 

with alfalfa in northern Wisconsin | new grass with the alfalfa. Portions 
was begun at the Iron River Substa- | of this field which were well inocu- 

tion, in Bayfield county, in 1906. | lated continued to give fairly good 

This was on sandy loam soil, the | returns every year up to and includ- 

land being originally timbered, mostly | ing the year 1910, when the work at 
with norway and white pine. One| Iron River was transferred to the 

acre of land was sown to this crop, | new Branch Station at Spooner. 

using barley as a nurse crop. The Tests as to the value of lime and 

Season was about normal, with some | other commercial fertilizers in grow- 
dry weather near harvest time. The | ing alfalfa were also made at this 

barley was allowed to ripen and the | Station, but so far as could be judged 
result was that the alfalfa was a fail- | liming did not prove to be of much 
ure, although the ground had been } benefit, probably because the appli- 

previously inoculated. In 1907 the | cations were not heavy enough. The 

same field was plowed up and refit-| yields per acre were approximately
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equal to what could have been got-| son may have had some effect on the 

ten from medium red clover. results, however. The inoculated 
In 1908 we began experimenting | portions of the field were far super- 

with alfalfa on red clay soil at Super- | ior to the uninoculated portions. No 

ior. The land used was a good clover | nodules were found on the roots of 
sod. The field was plowed the prev- | the alfalfa growing on the latter por- 

ious fall] and the latter part of May | tion of the field. 
it was disked up, well worked and In 1910 an experiment was started 

sowed to alfalfa, using approximately | at Ellis Junction to determine the 

twenty pounds of seed per acre. A | value of inoculation and of liming on 
part of the field was sown alone and | light soils. The season was extreme- 

a part with a nurse crop. Both lots | ly dry, but in spite of that a good 
were cut for hay. The same amount | stand was secured with late seedings. 

of hay was produced the same season | Early seedings did not do so well. No 
on the field sown without a nurse | hay was cut the first season, but the 

crop as was produced where we sowed | alfalfa was clipped back to keep the 
with oats, but the portion of alfalfa | weeds down. The stand was equally 

in the oats was rather small. The] good for all different treatments, but 
stand was not quite so heavy in after | no nodules were found on the unin- 
seasons where it had been sown with | oculated portions, while they were 

a nurse crop. A check plat was also | found in abundance where inoculation 
left without inoculation and there} had been supplied. In 1911 three 
the alfalfa was a poor stand. This | eyttings were secured. The six in- 
field of alfalfa continued to give good | oculated plats gave an average yield 
returns until 1911. Three cuttings / 4, shown in the table. 
were cut every season except in 1910 

when, owing to dry weather, only one | Table |. Inoculation Experiments, El- 
cutting was secured. In 1909 the field lis Junction Substation, 1911. 

Was extended, sowing with imocula- | —— ——— HWW. 

tion and without a nurse crop on land First |Second| Third 
which was in cultivated crops the cutting|cutting|cutting) Total. 
previous stpeen. A spol gtand  ve- 73 i 

sulted in this case also, and approxi- the: | tee | tbe | te 
mately one ton of hay was again ob- a) a —~ = $3 
tained the same season as sown. 

The results on Lake Superior red| ~~~ © 
clay soi] have been very favorable in It will be noticed that twice the 

this region, where the ground was] amount of forage was secured on the 
well inoculated and the drainage | inoculated than on the uninoculated 

good. It is also better to sow without | portions. In 1912 only one cutting 
a@ nurse crop. It is not necessary to | af alfalfa was secured. The second 

apply manure directly to the alfalfa | crop was destroyed by grasshoppers. 

crop in order to secure a stand. The uninoculated plat was completely 

Last year, in 1912, we made a trial | run out. June grass occupied all the 

of the value of lime on a field which | ground and only a few poor plants 

had been in mixed hay for over fif-| were found here and there. The in- 

teen years. Apparently lime was] oculated plats came out through the 

beneficial in this case. The dry sea-| winter in fair shape. A new field
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containing approximately two acres | field was limed and the other half left 
was sown at this Station in 1911 on} unlimed. The alfalfa was sown early 

a very light sand knol!. The whole | in June and early in September some- 
field was inoculated in this instance | thing over one ton of cured hay was 

and the greater part of it was limed. | cut per acre the same season as 

The unlimed portions were an ab- | sown. There was a considerable dif- 
solute failure, while where the ground | ference between the alfalfa on the 

was inoculated the results were quite | inoculated and uninoculated portions 

good. the first year, but no difference could 
At the Branch Station at Spooner | be noticed between the limed and un- 

a comprehensive experiment with al-} limed portions. No nodules were 

falfa was begun in 1911 on new sandy | found, except where the land was in- 

soil which originally grew jack pine | oculated with soil. In 1912 three cut- 

and scrub oak. In this experiment | tings, yielding something over three 
we tried to show the value of inocu- | tons per acre, were obtained as an 
lation and to find out whether or not | average for the entire field. The soil 
lime and manure were necessary | inoculation plat yielded about fifty 

to success in growing alfalfa. Ke-| percent more than the uninoculated 
sults are given in the following tabu- | plat. There was only a slight differ- 

lation: ence between the limed and the un- 

limed portions of the field. It is 
Table II. Inoculation Experiments, | barely possible that the rather heavy 

Spooner Branch Station, 1912. manuring somewhat obscured the ef- 

— ne fects of liming for the first season. 

Inoculated| Not inocu-} If that is the case, then next year or 

| oe ) ig on in subsequent seasons, this difference 
should come out distinctly. 

See. ay) oe S| Sit pee Tests were also made in co-oper- 
ae ae ae some) ae oo ation with numerous farmers through- 
Manure only......2.....| 2,590 “lu out the northern part of the State. 
Re BER | Pee 1.13) , | Between seventy-five and one hundred 

i »« | farmers co-operated in this work. 

"| Wherever a check plat was left, the 
So far as these experiments go, it | reports in nearly all cases were’ in 

is evident that inogulation is neces- | favor of the inoculated portions of the 

sary for good resulfs. It is also ap-| field. 

parent that liming ‘is beneficial, Experiments to further demonstrate 
though not so necessary as proved| the necessary inoculation and 
to be true at Ellis Junction. Manure, liming are planned for this season, 

while desirable, is not necessary to| the same to be made in different lo- 
get started with alfalfa, calities throughout the. northern part 

In 1911 a test was made on the Con-| of the State. While we do not claim 
rath Experimental field to determine | to have found out every fact in con- 

the value of lime and inoculation in} nection with alfalfa culture, we feel 

getting a stand of alfalfa. The test | safe in recommending soil inoculation, 

was made on a piece of land which | except perhaps in a few places where 

was in potatoes the previous year.| sweet clover is found growing wild. 
The land was plowed up and given a| Liming, we think, is also beneficial 
dressing of manure. One-half of the] in most soils of northern Wisconsin
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in growing this crop. A possible ex- | moved in. There must be the bacteria 

ception to this is the red clay belt | that lives in the nodules and feeds 
of soil along Lake Superior. On most | nitrogen to the alfalfa root, which 

central Wisconsin soils, we think that | draws the nitrogen from the air in 

liming is one of the necessary re-| the soil and feeds it into the plant, 
quisites. Good drainage, of course, is | and if it does not thrive, it proves 

essential to success. With proper | that the bacteria has not moved in 

scil inoculation, the use of lime when | yet. It takes time to get him there, 

necessary to correct soil acidity, land | unless you go out and gather in in- 

free from grass, a moderate supply | oculated soil and put it on that field. 

of humus, good drainage and good A Member—I have never had any 

seed, we think by far the greater trouble for ten years and no inocula- 

part of northern Wisconsin will grow | tion, and the first growth was as bigh 

good alfalfa. as fifty-two inches, while right over 
the fence, on the same kind of soil, 
this incident happened that I just 

DISCUSSION. spoke of. 

Supt. McKerrow—This question of 
A Member—Is it a good idea tO} inoculation does not bother a great 

use commercial inoculation? many Wisconsin tarmers. It bothered 
Supt. McKerrow— Mr. Delwiche]| me and I do not know much about it 

does not mention what was used, but | yet, but I have some ideas and we 

I think he has told me it was all soil | a1) ought to have. Some twenty years 
inoculation that gave these good re-| geo, when I first sowed alfalfa on 

sults. It is possible some of these) our clay soils in Waukesha county, it 
Institute workers know. did not grow very well the first year, 

The Chairman—He was with us at | it turned yellow and I thought the soil 
an Institute and told us it was all| was too heavy and it would not grow 
soil inoculation. He had his chart) there. About that time Prof. Henry 
at the Institute. announced an experiment that they 

Mr. Ivey—By using that same mix-| haq tried on the farm at Madison, 
ture, 16 to 1, it will kill off the grass-| in which he said the alfalfa did not 

hoppers and it should be done as} do very well and he advised the Wis- 
soon as there are many in the field, | consin. farmers to stick to clover. I 
because as soon as the little shoots} thought that was all right, and 

are out of the ground at that season | | happened to go into Sheboygan 

of the year, the grasshoppers will take | county, where I found a farmer who 
them off and the shoots will have to| was growing alfalfa on clay soil. I 

start over again. did not like to go back and tell my 

A Member—In our locality, the first] wife I had found a smarter farmer 
year it will get up about seven or| than I was; I went into Canada and 
eight inches high and turn yellow. | I found alfalfa growing on heavy clay 

What do you suppose is the matter} ang I did not want to go home and 
with that ground? tel] my wife I had found a Canadian 

Supt. McKerrow—There may be no-| farmer who was smarter than I was, 
thing the matter with the ground.| so I made up my mind I would try 

but a shortage of nitrogen to start it} again on the clay, and I did so and 

properly. The matter is with the] it did better, until now we have eighty 
bacteria that is not there, he has not acres cn our farms. But I will tell
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you what I think helped a good deal. | “Dad, I guess you are right, because 

We have been sowing a pound or two | the lambs agree with you. Those 

of alfalfa seed to the acre with all | little lambs, from three to five weeks 

our clovers, until now we have no | old, will leave the oats and bran and 

need of inoculation, and I would ad-| corn meal and oil mea] as soon as I 

vise every farmer to do the same. | put the alfalfa in the racks and will 

Many are doing this. go right over to the racks and eat it.” 

I have been asked about this this|I went down with him to see if it 

winter at a great many Institutes! was actually so; he put the grain in 

and for three or four years, since | the trough for those little lambs and 

this inoculation theory has been work-| they rushed in there, fourteen or fit- 

ing with the farmers, because there | teen of them, and began to nibble at 

are so many farmers who will not] the grain; then he put some of the 

take the trouble to get a little| third growth alfalfa in the rack and 
soil and put it on their fields. If] a) put one left the grain trough and 

there is not a good field of] went over to eat that alfalfa, the same 
alfalfa in their own neighborhood, | 4, this sample. 
they will not take the trouble to send| 4 )\ember—How was that cured? 
away, but I have found that practi- Supt. McKerrow—It was cured in 

cally every one will buy a little al-| the shade, in this sense, we do not 
falfa and mix it with his clover and| y.. any caps. This alfalfa was cut 
he keeps on doing that, pretty soon when the dew was-off and the same 

he can have good fields of alfalfa. We day when it was partially withered, 

have them all around in our neigh-) it was put up in narrow, high cocks. 
borhood, where, if I had been talking | we have a side delivery rake, also a 
about it at that time, I would have | cyryeq tooth ordinary horse rake, ana 
said alfalfa was a failure. I really | we use that always, unless I find the 
thought our clay land was too heavy, | ajfaifa gets a little too forward be- 
but if we have humus enough in the | fore we get it cut. We rake it up in 
soil and there is sufficient nitrogen to | small windrows, so that a mower 

feed that plant without drawing on/| width can be taken up and laid on 

the air until it develops its own bac- | this cock, thus building it up in lay- 

teria, then I believe we will get it.| ers, It is green and heavy. We do 

The sweet clover that grows on the | not want those leaves to get dry and 
roadside will help you, put some of| fal) off, because they are the best 
that on your field. part of fie alfalfa. Then again, be- 

A Member—About how much soil | fore the’leaves are dry, they are still 
should I sow on a small piece of field | the lungs of the plant and can throw 

that hag not done so well? out moisture. We cock it up, it is 
Supt. McKerrow—Go to a field | only a little wilted, not dry, then the 

where it did well and put on two or! leaves throw out the moisture from 
three hundred pounds per acre and| the stalks and when we open it up 
harrow it at once after sowing. two or three days afterwards we find 

Last Monday morning my youngest | it quite damp. We open it out by 

son said to me (he had argued with | throwing it to the sun and air until 

me before when I had said that well| the sweat is gone, then we take it 
cured alfalfa was as good as bran to| into the barn. We used caps some 

feed, he said I was a little off’), but| years ago, but they were considerable 

last Monday morning he said to me,| trouble and we cannot rush the work
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as fast. I have samples here of our sowing alfalfa with the clover crop 
alfalfa, second and third crops. He} and plowing it up year after year, 
put in some of both kinds to show | we will not get it in that way. 
the difference and I think the differ- Supt. McKerrow—I have seen those 
ence is that on account of rain this | roots inoculated after two years. For 
particular piece from the second crop | two or three years at these Institute 
did not get cut for four or five days | meetings I have asked the farmers 
after it was at its best, while this | how many of them had grown alfalfa 
third crop was cut, I think, at its successfully, and I am going to ask 
very best, just as the first blossoms | that same question here. Good, pos- 
showed. We have two ways of watch- sibly twenty-five. Now how many of 
ing our alfalfa for the time to cut, you have inoculated? Four have in- 
one is when the first blossom shows, | oculated. That is about the percent- 
when there are a few blossoms here age I find all over the southern part 
and there, and the other way is when | of Wisconsin. Nearly all of them 
the second growth is starting from| who are growing it are growing it 
the crowns. Sometimes the buds| without inoculation, but at the same 
will start from the crown before you | time that does not condemn inocula- 
see enough of these blossoms to de-| tion, because I think the large pro- 
cide, but whichever ones comes first, portion of those who are growing it 
then is the time to cut, because then | will acknowledge that their alfalfa 
you are gefting it at its best, and developed very slowly. But again, 
then you are not going to cut off| there is a difference in soils. I have 
those buds and set your crop back a| seen some soils where I could not 
week or two to start another crop of | see that any inoculation had got near 
buds. it where the alfalfa started right up 

Mr. Clark—You said you sowed | and kept growing. It always grows 
about a pound to the acre to inocu- | better after the second, third and 
late the land and left it three years. | fourth years. 
Is it necessary to leave it three A Member—We inoculated ours by 

years? sowing a pound or two of seed with 
Supt. McKerrow—Most of ours is | our clover. 

only left for two years. Sometimes it Supt. McKerrow—That is a good 
is there a third year when we use it | Plan, but it is a still better plan to 
for pasture. The first time I sowed | take some of the soil from a field 
it, it was to fill in, and it aid fill in where alfalfa has grown for several 

years, 

aa ara ie ey anon eae Mr. Convey—There was a time in 
A Member—Will it do as well to | this country when we could not grow sow in clover with a short rotation? | °U" Clover satisfactorily on account 
Supt, McKerrow—Not so well, per- of the fact that there were not the 

haps, but still these odd plants grow- bacteria in the soil to stimulate the 
lover growth. I heard of that in ing in among the clover will help the - s es Minnesota. I feel satisfied that once inoculation, so you will realize it by alfalfa is quite generally grown 

the time you get the second crop’ of | sm oaghout the’ country there will be 
clover. no need of inoculation. We have not 

Mr. Jacobs—It has been stated by | inoculated ourselves, except in the some of our experimenters that in method of sowing a few pounds of
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seed in connection with our clover | that bushel of seed 42% bushels by 

seed. I noticed that on timber land | the bag, and the bags over-run a little 

in the very beginning it did well | bit, and I also got a good, big, stout 

where the land was quite rich, and I load of hay later, 

am sure that is the best way to ino- Supt. McKerrow—I am not going to 

culate for us. I believe you will try to tell a bigger story, but this 

even get better hay from that prac- matter of the amount of seed to the 

tice. If I wanted to have good results | acre is a matter of interest to us. We 

quickly from sowing a small acreage, | are changing our ideas somewhat 

I would use the soil inoculation, but about that. I can remember when 

not go to much expense to get it. Governor Hoard stoutly advocated 

A Member—I saw in Hoard’s thirty pounds of seed to the acre, and 

“Dairyman” that a man who is rais- I advocated twenty. Now I begin to 

ing alfalfa and feeding it to bis cows | think that with a good seed bed and 

can put the manure back on the soil that you know will grow alfalfa, 

ground where he wants to seed to ai- | that less than twenty pounds may be 

falfa and it will inoculate the ground | all right. Mr. Ivey said five pounds 

and it is as good for the cows fed as | on his sand land. Now, I would not 

hay as to be pastured. want you farmers to go home and try 

The Chairman—I do not know | it by seeding five pounds because Mr. 

about that. We have been feeding | Ivey is a good, honest looking fellow 

it on our farm for fifteen or sixteen | and you believed what he said. Yet 

. years and applying the manure right | do not go home and be satisfied with 

back, and I find I can seed alfalfa | five pounds to the acre, because on 

with my grain crops and get a great | your clay land, if you want to grow 

deal better catch than I could with | a fine hay, you will find your plants 

my red clover. The first season we will be too far apart and you will get 

threshed forty-five bushels of barley, | the hay too big and coarse. I want a 

sowing two bushels, and got a crop | good-sized root and that is why 1 

of alfalfa the same year. I think that | stuck to twenty pounds, and yet we 

was largely because we had been| have got down to fifteen. I want it 

feeding alfalfa so Many years. thick enough so the hay will be fine 

Supt. McKerrow—The fellow that | stemmed. Where we find it is a little 

tells the last story always can get it | too thin in places, it has bigger stalks, 

a little the biggest. and then the lambs do not eat up the 

A Member—Then I want to tell| stalks. Mr. Ivey is growing for seed, 

one. I sowed an acre of alfalfa, about | remember; we are growing for feed. 

my second ‘trial. I bought twenty | and that is different. 

pounds of seed, but I only got nine- The Chairman—We have seeded 

teen on. I sowed it with one of these | with ten pounds and got three cut- 

hand shakers and I had a pound left.| tings. On one of these pieces we cut 

After I got that ready I sowed a] seven and one-half tons to the acre. 

bushel of barley by measure. It had] We cut it this last year four times. 

been well fanned. I threshed out of
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HAY MAKING. 

Thos. Convey, Ridgeway, Wis. 

The quality of coarse food depends Acreage Mixed. 
so much on Palatability and digesti- 

bility that remarks along that line| The largest part of our acreage fs 
are in order. The vital questions are mixed hay; alfalfa, five pounds; rea 
not, how much dry matter do they clover, three; alsike, two and timothy, 

contain, but rather, what necessary two, making twelve pounds per acre. 

elements do they contain and what ae eee eee ce wee eet 
ig the percentage of digestibility. Un- to the mixture, because they do not 

fortunately, those hays containing the mature at the same time. The first 

most valuable elements in largest | TOP is cut when the red clover is in 
quantity are the most difficult to cure full bloom and later crops when the 

in proper condition. alfalfa is fit. Our object at first was 
Leguminous hay is seriously dam- to get alfalfa established, but it does 

aged by getting overripe, by needless better than expected and makes more 

exposure to sunshine or external mois- | #24 better hay than any system we 
ture, by fermentation, when it causes have ever tried, except all alfalfa, 
discoloration, as good hay should be and the former is better in a rotation. 

green in color. Other food stuffs are 2 
damaged by those conditions, but the oS , 
legumes most of all. Protein in a The following manner of curing hay 

food is very sensitive to faulty con-| has given us the best results. Start 

ditions, the palatability is decreased, | about eight or nine o’clock, as you 
but the digestibility suffers most. cannot afford to lose time to let heavy 

The loss with other foods from the| grass dry off when hay is fit and 

causes spoken of are very large. This } weather is good. The tedder is used 

is especially true of corn fodder and | close after the mower. This leaves 
ensilage. Heating that causes dis-| the hay in better condition to dry out 
coloration is an avoidable as well as | either external or internal moisture. 
a damaging condition. If you have to Hay cut after two o’clock is not ted- 

buy hay of any kind, avoid the over- | ded until next day, early. What is 
ripe, bleached or mow-burned kind. | cut before two o’clock is put up the 
It may reduce the value from twenty- | same day. This is carefully built, 

five to fifty per cent. not rolling it together, but placing 

The farmer who waits until after | forkful after forkful as high as it will 

the Fourth of July to begin haying, | stand up well. It is about half cured 

especially in the southern half of the | anq will stand an ordinary rain with- 

State, cannot expect to have good | out damage. 

hay, as even timothy is overripe, al- We continue cutting and putting 
lowing this hay to remain in swath | up for two more days. To deter- 

twenty-four hours to get ready for | mine when the first cut is likely to 
loader, the usual practice, and it] be fit to bring in, lift on fork. If too 

represents about half the value of a| heavy for hay, it may have to be left 
hay cut in time and cured in the right | longer, but if more than three days 

manner. altogether it is safer to move hay to
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prevent damage to growing crop. This | to alleviate the trouble, but it 1s 
is best accomplished by placing fork | better to avoid the cause. 

in bottom of pile and drawing to one Alfalfa is — oo = = 

side. Rebuilt hay will not shed wa-| hay for all kinds of stock an a 
ter. If not exhestiy dry when haul- | few years Wisconsin will make more 

ing, it is safer to set out a forkful in | out of it than any state in the Union. 

a place. A half hour drying will be A ton of alfalfa is worth twice as 
sufficient. After early part of sea- | much —- 7 vd = = a — 

son, much Jess time is needed in| we market it e dal cow, that 
curing. gives tthe largest returns for food 

Alfalfa is no more difficult to cure | consumed of any animal used as an 

than clover. We have used hay caps, | adjunct to agriculture, not even ex- 

but have been able to cure good hay | cepting the hen. 

without. A loader is not used here. 
If a loader can be used where hay is 

set out by the forkful, I would not DISCUSSION. 
object, but if it has to be exposed un- ; 
til leaves and blossoms are lost, I mio: ee cure clover hay 
cannot afford to use it. e same as altalta? 
We Reve tel aR Ristect weckte| 7 ee 

unloading hay with a steel track, a need a little ae 7 = pe ae 
heavy load and something would hap- Seo baa on aa ne pace 
pen. A wood truck has been in use for Mr. Convey—In three days it will 
over thirty years and no trouble. The he better ioauore the gile: 

steel track has been taken out. A Member—What objection have 

Good Hay Appreciated by Wise Feeder ~ a a as 

The use of good hay is appreciated Mr. Convey—Because it jwill not 
by the feeder who expects to get re- | get even the two years’ growth and 

sults. Less of it is needed, also less | it is not at its best. While we have 
grain. With poor quality, coarse feed, been following the three-year rotation 

it is impossible to keep stock in prime — re Sorin iad — io _ 
condition. Generous grain feedin = does not overcome the difficulty. The is quite difficult to plow, but we can 
digestion is overtaxed by an exces- oe iii 
sive amount of crude fiber. Sven 
grain may not be utilized to the best ee you say, you, Have: with 
advantage under those conditions. Mr. Conver_—vea. eakinelade ee 

ee a flow, small amount caution, that when there is a rank 
of growth, harsh hair and unthrifty growth of the second crop, particu- appearance are some of the condi- larly in warm weather, you allow the 
tions brought about by moldy or mow- stock to run on it, if it 1s making a 
burned food, and, in some cases, a rank growth and is watery it is ex- 
deceased condition, retention of pla-| ceedingly dangerous, liable to bring centa, is one of the ailments due to on bloating. We never have had any 
its use. A succulent food, such as difficulty with cluver, but we have 
ensilage or roots, in a measure helps | had difficulty in turning them in on
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soft alfalfa. Do not leave them in | the second crop is heavily alfalfa. 
more than an hour at a time and it | We raise it with a grain crop. 
will not do much good to feed any The main thing is to have your 
dry feed, because they will - have | land in fine condition, have your land 
bloat from over-feeding too large an | as free from weeds as you possibly 
amount of green feed in that condi-| can, and you can grow alfalfa all 

tion. right. I believe my biggest mistake 
Mr, Imrie—Where I sowed about } was in not starting twenty years ago 

one and a half pounds of alfalfa with | instead of seven years ago. It is the 
the clover, do you think there would | most important crop to be grown in 
be any danger? Wisconsin and when we put up en- 

Mr. Convey—No, I would not think | silage and grow alfalfa, we will sur- 
80, except that there might be a por- | prise the world in the feeding of 
tion of it where it was practically | dairy cows particularly. 
all alfalfa. A Member—What method is used 

Mr. Imrie—It is pretty well distri-| in making ground alfalfa? 
buted, Mr. Convey—It is kiln dried and 

Mr. Convey—You have got to look | ground. i 
out. You had better watch and if you| Supt. McKerrow—A good deal of it 
see evidences of bloat take them out. | 18 ground from the first crop; it 
We saw evidence of bloat and some | 8inds better than the second crop. 
of them died, then we were sorry we | _ 4 Member—Mine was so coarse I 
did not get them out in time. Of once p it would be an advantage to 

grin 

a ae on Mr. Convey—You will have no diffi- 
crop. culty in getting stock to eat it, unless 

Now, a great many people think al- you ist i get overripe.. Hay that a : heats up to cause discoloration loses falfa will not bear pasturing, but two all the way from one-third to one-half 

years ‘ago we pastured the previous | i+, food value. It is like eating skim 
year's seeding, allowed the horses to| cheeso, it is about the same as eating 
run there until practically winter over-ripe hay, or mow-burned hay. 
time. A good deal of the clover was Any of those conditions will damage 
killed out, but the alfalfa stood that hay, and putting hay in the hay shed, 
severe pasturing. We thought it was | or in a stack where it is subjected to 
best to preserve it for the hay crop | light and moisture, and the atmos- 
the following year, and it made good | phere, it comes to be just an imita- 
hay, so it will bear pasturing without | tion of hay, there is very little feed- 
a question. . ing value in it. 

It used to be that I heard so much A Member— What ao you think 
about people growing alfalfa, still | about pasturing it? 
there were so few that were success- Mr. Convey—I believe it is very 
ful I was afraid to sow straight al-| much better not to pasture if you 
falfa, but I thought I would sneak in| are expecting the best results. This 
some with my clover, and I began | year we have seventy acres of last 
by putting one pound in and then I year’s seeding. We allowed no more 
got up to five pounds. The first crop | running than we could help on it, be- 
seemed to be nearly all clover, but| cause we know we will get better
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results from it if the ground ig not | second crop of clover, as we do. One 

trampled. I am sure it is better for | year I think we got in about two and 

either clover or alfalfa to have noj| a half pounds, it grew remarkably 

tramping on it. well, and it cost us a few sheep. We 

A Member—Isn’t the dry hay, if it | have had no trouble where we mixed 

is cut in time, just about as good as | in a pound or a pound and a half to 

the pasture, anyway? the acre. You can pasture alfalfa if 

Mr. Convey—No, there is nothing | you let it get a good growth first, 

equal to the plant just as it comes | but when it is young, only three, four 

from the field. There is no more] or five inches and very sappy and 

comparison between cured hay and | green, it will cause the cattle to bloat 

green grass than there is between | very quickly. 

green and dried apples. Now, in regard to what my friend 

The Chairman—My experience is | Gov. Hoard says, that it is as good 

that if you take your alfalfa, have | dry as green. In one sense it is, in 

your succulent feed, with well cured | another sense it is not. This applies 

alfalfa, and feed it in the barn, you | only to alfalfa, not -to clover. Mr. 

will produce more milk than you will | Convey is correct, you cannot feea 

on grass. green alfalfa to either cows or sheep 

Mr. Convey—I know quite a num- in sufficient quantities to get the best 

ber of people turn stock out on the | results, but you can dry that same 

pasture, where they have to rustle | green alfalfa into hay, and if it is 
around and run themselves till they | cut at the right stage you can feed 
are tired out to get a living, but | it in large enough quantities to show 

where stock have green forage as | Wonderful results, because it would 

compared with dry forage, I know | be dangerous to feed it green in suffi- 

there is more digestibility, and that ciently large quantities, but when it 

we are able to get better results. 1| is made into hay it will not cause 

know you can feed grain and hay, bloat. I never lost any cattle or sheep 

and in connection with that have the | Yet from bloat on dry hay, although 

cows on pasture, and of course you | it was made just as good as can be. 
will get better results than if you are | Im that sense Gov. Hoard is right. 
depending on the pasture alone, but| 4 Member—What do you do for a 
green pasture is much more digest- critter that is pretty well bloated? 

ible than the dry forage. Ensilage is Supt. McKerrow—If it is a very 

better than dried corn, but not as far bad case, we use a trocar and tap 

as green feed is concerned, because tight away. Sometimes when we 900 
. a cow is just beginning to show that 

you lose from six to eight percent 

(tm? an >| oe 
curing it. her a dose of saleratus and water, 

s McK: as but the cases that have got bad, the 

jupt. McKerrow—I want to say 4| ony safe thing to do is to tap. 
word concerning pasturing alfalfa. Mr. Convey—A very efficient rem- 

We have lost a few dollars for our- edy is to give a tablespoonful of dry 

selves pasturing, and that is one rea-| gyn powder. It should be put in a 

son why I do not advise sowing more | jong-necked bottle and placed well 

than a pound or a pound and a half} pack in the mouth. If they are un- 

to the acre in sowing with clover, | able to swallow it will do no good. 

because so many people pasture their Adjourned to 7:30 p. m., same day.
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EVENING SESSION. 

The convention met at 7:30 p. m. same day, Supt. Geo. McKerrow in the chair 

THE FARM HOME AND THE PEOPLE IN IT. 

Mrs. Elizabeth Clarke Hardy, Red Cedar, Wis. 

primitive man and woman to set up 

y housekeeping together, and sent the 

hee re man forth to bring home the spoils of 
ria i \ the chase, while the woman kept the 

ag > “ a fire of sticks burning under the shel 
Seg eee ter of a rock. 
3 4% 4 Since that day the desire to possess 

4 - " a home seems to have been growilz 

> stronger in the hearts of all human- 
& se a ity, until today the surface of this old 
oy < earth is lined with paths worn by the 
=e feet of men and women and little 
og Pn ‘ children, and in every nation aad 

. as country these paths lead up to the 
p door of a home. 

And it is good that this is so, be- 
©} cause the home is the crystallized 

Sat 7 center of the civilization of this world, 
4 . . and every nation on earth owes its 

Ah? - prestige and its prosperity to the 
. Sees ‘ homes of its people, The home is 
Ne = the “fatherland of the heart,” to 

wes which we all turn for our greatest 

earthly happiness, and so I think I 
Mrs. Hardy. may be pardoned for saying that the 

. . farm home and the people in it is 
I am to talk to you this evening | ine most important topic to be dis- 

about the farm home and the people cussed. 

in it. You have heard the other And agriculture is the only natural 
speakers talk about the raising of bet- vocation of mankind. All other oc- 

ter crops, the breeding of better stock, cupations are artificial. When God 
the conservation of the soil and ofher created man and woman he placed 
out-of-door interests, but, after all, it them in a gurden, because he knew 

is to the home that all these indus-| that was the best place for them to 
tries are contributory. live and work, and even when Adam 

i Ba lost his position as head gardener in 
be Clone Priore Snsieiton Eden, it seems the Creator did not 
The home is a primal institution. It | consider that his disobedience merited 

was the homing instinct that first led | the punishment of his being condemn-
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ed to live in a city, he simply was] back to the wholesome privations and 

turned out of Eden and told to go| the independent self-denial of the 
farming on a larger scale, And this | men and women who pioneered the 
very heritage of labor, which has de- | way to the splendid prosperity of the 

scended to us from Adam, has proven | agricultura] districts of this gener- 

one of the greatest blessings ever be- | ation. In these humble homes were 

stowed upon humanity. reared many such men as Lincoln 

it seems hard for people not per-| and Garfield, and it was this very 

sonally acquainted with present con-| poverty and self-denial that has given 

ditions of farm life to realize that of | the men and women of the farming 
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Separator house at Sunny Brook Place, home of J. M. Hardy, Red 
Cedar, Wis. 

all vocations in which mankind is | districts the strength of character and 

engaged none have made such mar- | the moral fiber to keep their feet on 

velous progress in the last decade as | the earth, to earn before they spend, 

that of agriculture. But you can no | and to set a higher value upon per- 

more compare conditions of farm life | manent prosperity than upon mere 

today with what they were even | pretention and display. We know that 

wenty years ago than you can com- | the men and women of the past gen- 

pare conditions of town life with | eration never had the educational 

vhat they were before the day of privileges that our young people have 

electric lights, steam heat, the trolley | today, and yet, in the past we have 
ar and other modern improvements. | bad men of bright minds, large in- 

telligence and wonderfu] ability, and 

A Tribute to the Pioneers. we have had women capable of rear- 

ing and sending out into the world 
It is not with shame but with hon- | young men and women well equipped 

st pride that we farm people look | for lives of usefulness and honor. It
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delights us to do honor to those old | part they have been cheerful and wi). 
pioneers whose intelligence was | ing helpers, and I do believe that in 
larger than their education. You know | the past, as well as the present, the 
you may educate a man, but you can- | farm home has been as comfortable 
not endow him with common sense, | and the lives of the inmates more 
and you may polish him, but you can- | wholesome and happy than the lives 
not rub into him natural ability, but | of any other class of working People, 
when education and common sense | The family in the farm home live 
come together the combination is ad- | more intimately together and there 
mirable. is a greater community of interest 

It ig through the philanthropy of | than where each member of the fam. 
men of the past generation that many | ily have separate and varied occupa- 
of our gilded youth of this generation | tions. The husband and wife, and the 
have been privileged to recelve an | girls and boys all have the same in. 
education, and it always irks us to | terests and are working together for 
hear some educated young person | the same end, and instead of being 

ridiculing the unlettered old farmer, | objects of sympathy or commiseration, 

for, as one writer has very aptly re-| the family, working together in the 
marked, “In these days of educational | farm home, ig the most fortunate of 
skim-milk in fancy vessels it is a de- | all the working people in the world. 
light to wander into some old farm- 
house and get honest cream from the The Dignity of Agriculture. 
same old crock.” 

Since the old days of the ox team Pagina geal oe 

ant ee one eee the comfortable farm homes in the 
been slowly but surely’ building upon great State of Wisconsin. Anyone 
the foundation laid by his forefathers. ‘who reads the statements of ae 
He has cleared and fenced and drain- tary Wilson will better understand 

ed, and kept up the fertility of his the dignity and responsibility of those 
soil. He has improved his stock, built who produce the products which feed 

toads and churches and schoolhouses. the world. Mr. Wilson states that 

He has builded barns and granaries, there can be no panic so long as the and just as soon as he was able to do American farmer is able to produce 
so, he has, in most cases, built for his good and salable crops. He also states | 

family a comfortable, modern home that the farmer is independent of the | 
? er fitted Lee ee any a banks, the money lenders or anybody 

Earn aes poet orp tha al else. He says that the farmers now 

have luxuries that no one would have 
help and encouragement of his wife, dreamed of seeing in a farm home 
who has had the good sense to know twenty years ago, and that the farmer 
that the barns and granaries must is forging ahead, is putting his money 
come first, for in these he must house away where it will be safe, and do 
his stock and store the grain that is the most good. Now I suppose I shail 
to furnish means to build the modern | pe accused of handing out “taffy” to 
home. The wife and children in the the farmers, and so I want it under- 
average farm home have not been the | stooq that Mr, Wilson made these 
over-worked drudges that some people | statements to a New York “Herald” 
profess to believe, but for the most reporter, and they were published in
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that paper. I am telling this because | lives of honesty and industry, who 

] want to impress upon farm people | produce by their own labor something 

the dignity and importance of their | of value to the world, who live in 

yocation, and I want them to live up their own houses and ride in their 

to it at home and abroad. And I want | own carriages, are the real aristo- 

to say to the boys here this evening | cracy of any country, and the average 

that the farmer is a business man to- American farmer is that kind of a 

day. I want you to know that you | man. 

do not have to leave the old farm for We need to realize that the owners 

an opportunity to get on m the world. | of the five million farms In this coun- 

There are now opportunities for fin-| try represent the greater part of the 
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Corner of lawn at Sunny Brook Place. 

ancial success bobbing up for the | realty of this nation, and that farm 

quick-witted boy, every day, on the people who live up to their privileges 

farm, and you want to make up your also have responsibilities which they 

mind to do some good, hard thinking | have no right to shirk. 
for yourself, and when you see the With all the good things that have 

newspaper cartoon of the old farmer | come to the farmer, they are still de- 

with the wind blowing through his prived of some things which rightly 

whiskers, you want to remember that belong to them, and the most impor- 

it isn’t your picture anyway, and an- tant of these is more and better edu- 

other thing I want to tell you is, that cational privileges for our boys and 

the most be-whiskered man I ever girls. It is not right that we should 

be compelled to send our young people 
Saw was the editor of a city daily. 

: © idirad away from home in order that they 

The Real Aristocracy. may get the educational and vocation- 
al training that will fit them for a life 

Another thing I want to say to the | of efficient activity. I am not findmg 
young people is that people who live | fault with the average teacher in the
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6,600 rural schools in Wisconsin, for | tendent of Public Instruction the sup- 
I do believe the majority of teachers | port he should have had in his efforts 

are sincere and conscientious in doing | to make our high school course prac- 

the best they are able with the inade- | tical for active life, instead of simply 
quate training they have had, but do | preparatory for the University. It is 

you know we are asking our rural | up to the farmers to look Ito these 

school teachers to make brick without | matters and give their support to all 

straw. To make efficient all-round | efforts to make our school course 
men and women, children must be | practical for life work, instead of or- 

schooled in other things beside the | namenta] and superficial. 
three “Rs” of reading, ‘riting and We want our boys to have the agri- 

’rithmetic; they must have the train- | cultural training that will give them 

ing of brain and heart and hand that }| an interest in their work on the farm, 
will chart their lives into channels | and our girls to have the training 

of usefulness and good citizenship. that will lift housekeeping and home. 
In this industrial age you cannot | making above the plane of drudgery, 

separate hand work, brain work and | but whether this will mean a well 
culture, for all training must be for | equipped graded school in every town- 
service. It has been said that a man | ship, or that our district schools shall 
is worth two dollars a day from his | be equipped for a course in practical 

collar button down as horse power, | 2gTiculture and domestic science, is a 

but that all he earns in addition is | question that must be threshed out 

based upon his intelligence. We| by the united efforts of farm people 

want our farm boys and girls to have | and our educators, and it will be well 
the trained brain and the trainea | for farmers to take an active interest 

hand, and this is the training that farm | in these matters before jthey are 
people should see to it that our rural | taken entirely out of their hands. 

schools are equipped to give. There 

are More than nineteen million The School and the Home. 

school children in this country and 
our whole educational system is based Tben ame sonnel and ene ee 

upon the theory that all of these child. go hand in hand, and this is where 
"| the work of the fathers and mothers 

ren will go through college, when in| just come in. The woman on the 

a es eicee ang eet | term never has much tine to 60 ou 
per cent leave school at fourteen intg: Wis (eaastey Relpyateas0m0 

great wrong, but after all, it is the 

years of Ae, (one le 2 8 ey home influence that counts for right- 
reason why farm people should rouse eousness in rearing children to good 

themselves to demand that more of citizenship. And so, perhaps, the 

the people’s money should be appro-| farm woman may be able to fulfil her 
priated to the improvement of our destiny by doing the work that comes 

country schools. We want a school | to her in her own home. 

system that will educate our boys The farm home is the best place in 

toward the farm, instead of away | the world in which to bring up child- 
from it, and our girls toward the farm | ren, not only to give them strong, 

home instead of into some other vo-| healthy bodies, but to keep them 

cation or profession. I do not think | mentally and spiritually clean. But 

the farmers have given our Superin- | the bringing up of children does not
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belong exclusively to mothers. The | obey the laws of the land. And we 

father’s influence and example is of | must impress it upon our children 

the utmost importance, and every | that this world does not owe them a 

child has the right to have the right | living unless they earn lr. We should 

kind of a father. There is an old | tell our boys that the most successful 

saying that “not all black sheep were business men, the great captains of 

porn black.” The black sheep be- industry, are the men who can g0 

comes black several years after his | down into their factories or work- 

birth, and more often than otherwise | shop, or out into the fields on the 

pecause his father did not keep close farm and do a better job with their 

to him and give him the moral sup-| own hands than any of their work- 

; 
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Sunny Brook Place, farm home of Mrs. Elizabeth Clarke Hardy. 

port of a clean, safe chum and com- | men, and that to make any sort of 

panion. If the right kind of a father | success in life they must be willing 

wilj keep close to his boys and insist | to give the best there is in them to 

on being their most intimate friend, | their work, whether it is in the work- 

he can rest assured that there will | shop, aMong the professions, or on the 

not be a single black sheep in his | farm. 

flock. 
What We Must Teach Our Girls. 

What We Should Teach Our Boys. an ao cek 10 tosh our etcin tliat 

One of the first lessons that child- | true culture is not simply an array of 

ren should be taught is that they | glittering accomplishments. The cul- 

must respect authority and obey the | ture that is really worth while has to 

laws that govern the home and the | do with industry and neatness and 

State, and the child that has formed | kindness and courtesy in the home. 

the habit of obedience at home will | It has even to do with the cleanliness 

go out into the world prepared to | of pots and pans and kitchen drain-
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pipes, and we may apply its living | ating. While this May be true of 
principles to our housekeeping and | homes in the larger cities, there 
homemaking, as well as to things in| never was a time when so much at- 
the social world. True culture touches | tention was given to home environ- 
the home life at many points, and | ment among farmers as at present. 
makes it broader and richer, and it | All over this country earnest, thought- 
enables the homemaker to bring her | ful men and women are beginning to 
highest intelligence to bear upon her | realize that the eyes of the world are 
household problems. turning to the farm homes for the 
Women are said to be the keepers | coming men and women who are to 

of men and every normal woman ex- | preserve the integrity of this nation, 
pects sometime to have a home of | and they are doing their best to up- 
her own, and while we know that ac- | lift the standard of right living in the 
complishments are good, and I think | farm home. 
there should be music in every home, 
if I was a young man and had to| Not All Boys Are Leaving the Farms. 
choose between a girl who could 
Play the piano and one who could a ~- we = that the boys 
cook, I would take the one who could — , leaving the farms and enter. 
cook every time. It is possible for a g into some other vocation in the 
man to exist without music, but he | ‘itY. You know some people are ar 
has to eat his wife’s cooking three | ¥@¥5 ibokie) for tronble; tat yoo hundred and sixty-five days in the | Yt to remember that because a boy 
year. I think it is going a little too was born on a farm it does not fol- 
far to say. that the way to a aiae’s low that he must be a farmer if au 
heart lies through his stomach, but his inclinations lead to some other 
it is true that the pit of a man’s vocation. I am always glad when 

stomach lies very near to his soul, pie yarn boy paakes =) vince for 
and for this reason we women should mself in the world that causes 
be pretty careful what we feed the People to sit up and take notice, but average man. not all our boys are Jeaving the farm. 

While I believe in womanly prog- Every year hundreds of our best and 
ress, and while I am glad that 80 brightest boys are flocking to our Col- 

many avenues of industry are now lege of Agriculture to gain the know- 
open to women, I believe this old ao era ue aa a £0 ing 
world would wag along very comfort- Re Sate 

man lawyer or doctor or paiform | , M0 "ight here T want to say to you 
speaker, but the need of these times sisted eee eats, a Soa d-minded, intelligent wo- take an intelligent interest in their 

men in the homes of this country, and | WOT on the farm, you want to let our girls need to be educated for them take advantage of what is offer- 

housekeepers and homemakers above €d them in the Short Course in our oui ethes Geonames College of Agriculture. Let them go 
down to Madison and see for them- 
selves that there are men of the very The Farm Home is Not Degenerating. highest intelligence who are devoting 

Now, every once in a while we hear | their whole lives to the interest of 
that the American home fs degener- | farming and who think it worth their
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while to investigate and study and | among the honor women of the world. 

experiment to uplift and give dignity | I have found them financing their in- 

to the vocation of the tilling of the | comes with a wisdom and a thought- 

soil. Let fhem fit themselves to 80 fulness for the best interest of those 

pack and give the old farm a fair dependent upon them in a way that 

deal, that is the best way I know of should win for them the respect of 

to keep the boys on the farm. all thinking people, and, as a rule, I 

It is not true that boys and girls have found them contented and happy 

are leaving the farm because the in their work in the farm home. And 

farm home is not made a Pleasant | want to say to you farm women 

place to live in. I know that the here this evening that you have no 

average farm home is just as pleas- reason to fee] either humiliated or 

ant and just as comfortable to liv? embarrassed by the uncalled for sym- 

in as the average city home. We farm-| Pathy of people who do so love to 

ers do not have to move to town to} Pose as missionaries to farm people. 

find things that make life worth liv- | You may not enjoy being told that 

ing, for the town has, practically, | farmers need to be trained to make 

moved out to us. The telephone, tne | 800d husbands, and you may resent 

rural delivery, the parcel post and ths seeing them lined up like a class ot 

trolley have brought the town and the | delinquent school boys and berated 

farm close together, and when we | because they decline to live up to a 

consider the work in the fresh air and | lot of beautiful but wholly impossible 

sunshine, with the beauties of nature | theories, but it is a fine philosophy 

all around us, and the wholesome liv- that enables anyone to sift out the 

ing we always have on the farm, then chaff from the wheat and then scat- 

the difference is all in favor of the | ter the chaff to the four winds of 

farm home. And right here I want to | heaven. 

say that since the advent of the rural 
delivery, I know of many farm homes | Life in the Farm Home Should be 

that are better supplied with reading Simple. 

a Siac oir gonna ee ; Now, I am not here this evening to 

ell farm women how to furnish their 
people in farm homes today than you | ,_ 
will find among working people any- omes, for the reason that in some 

wheelie farm homes I have visited I have 

3 found college graduates, in others ex- 

The Woman in the Farm Home. school teachers, and in many high 
school graduates, and from my ac- 

I have visited in a little sod dugout | quaintance with them I am convinced 

in western Kansas, and in farm homes | that the average farm woman is cap- 

in Nebraska, Minnesota and the Da-| able of solving her own home prob- 

kotas; I have been in the homes of | lems, and so I only want to talk over 

well-to-do farmers all over the middle | these things in a general way. 

west, and in many homes where the On general principles, I think the 

means were limited, and in all of farm home should be simple and 

these homes I have found bright-| wholesome. I am glad the old-time, 

minded, intelligent women, whose | shut-up parlor is a thing of the past 

loyalty and devotion to their homes | and that the big, comfortable living 

and families entitled them to a place | room, where sunlight and fresh air 

12
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have free access and where ev‘:y | neither useful nor ornamental ang 

member of the family may feel per | invest it in Jabor-saving kitchen uten. 
fectly at home, has taken its pla*e, | sils. Every woman who keeps house 

and I think this room should be furn- | has a right to all the good, practical 

ished with plain, solid, well-made fur | labor-savers she can get hold of to 

niture just as good as we can afford, | lift her work above the plane of 

but not too good for everyday use. It | drudgery and make it pleasant and in. 

is interesting to note that the trade | teresting, and I do not think she 

journals state that country people are | needs to wait for her husband to find 

buying a better quality of everythin; | out what she needs and get it for her, 

than ever before, and particularly in | The wife is the business partner in 

the buying of furniture is the change | the matrimonial firm and it is up to 

noted. Cheap furniture is dear at any | her to see that she has her share of 

price, but it took people a long time the family income to use as she sees 

to find it out. If we buy fewer things | fit. A man does not wait for his 

Wwe can buy better things, and money | wife to see that he needs new farm 

paid for good, substantial furniture is | machinery, and a woman has the 

never wasted. It not only lasts longer | same right to use her own gray mat- 

but it will be in style a hundred | ter to better conditions in her own 

years from today, just as much as it | particular sphere of action. I think 

is today. a woman is actually wronging her 

You know William Morris says that | husband when she exposes him to the 

“simplicity even the barest, is not| charge of stinginess and selfishness 

misery, but the foundation of retine-| by failing to provide herself with the 
ment,” and I do think we women are | necessary working tools, for more 

too often a slave to our furnishings. | often than otherwise she would get 

I believe if we would screw up our | them if she asked for them. 

courage and rid our rooms of the ac- Iam happy to say I have never in- 

cumulation of junk that is neither | vested any money in a red plush 

useful nor ornamental, if we would | parlor set, but I have just as good a 

make a bonfire of the dust-catching | range as I could buy and plenty of 

bric-a-brac and the jimcracks tna. | porcelain and aluminum cooking uten- 
wreck our nerves and distract our | sils. I have a bread mixer, a cake 

souls, we would have more time for | mixer, an oi] stove and a fireless 

the things that are really worth} cooker. and out in the separator 

while. I know it takes a good bit of | house there isa gasoline separator 

courage for a woman to smash her | that separates the milk and churns 

household idols and stamp her indivi-| the butter for family use, and while | 

dual simplicity on her home, but this | have been very careful not to invest 

very simplicity would be the salva-| in any so-called labor-saver until 1 
tion of many American women from | haq thoroughly tested its merits, I 
nervous prostration, not only in the | gn4 those I have are very important 

farm home but in the town home as | factors in lightening household labor. 

Darien And so I would say to all housekeeD 

Labor Saving Utensils in the Home. ers, “Go thou and do likewise.” | 
Now I expect you are all growing 

I think it is a good plan to take] tired, but I must not neglect to say 
the money saved from things that are | something about a bathroom, for, not
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withstanding all we hear to the con- | premises just as attractive as pos 

trary, the average farmer does appre- | sible, within and without. Every 

ciate the luxury of a bath, and clean | farm home should help to make a 

jinen. Of course, when we build a | country beautiful, instead of being a 

modern house we can have an up-to- | blot upon the landscape. It does not 

date bathroom, and I know of many | cost much to seed a lawn and plant 

farm people who have, but the most shrubs and flowers to beautify our 

convenient bathroom I ever saw in a home surroundings, and just in pro- 

farm house was evolved by the farm- portion as an attractive farm home 

er’s Wife, herself, out of a little eight | preaches the gospel of thrift and in- 

by ten bedroom off from the kitchen. dustry and refinement, just so will 

She had a hardwood floor laid in this | the run-down, grassless, treeless, 

room and papered it with enameled flowerless farmstead have a depress- 

paper. She sent away to a mail or- ing influence on the family reared 

der house and bought a good porce- | Within its walls, as well as upon 

lain lined bath tub with nickle fix- | every one in the community. 

tures for seventeen dollars, and in- And we farm people should take 

stalled it in her bathroom. Then, in-| an active interest in the social cen- 

stead of the ordinary bowl, she bought | ter movement. We need to have a 

a four-foot porcelain lined sink and | friendly interest in our friends and 

furnished it with two enameled wasu | neighbors beyond our own home 

bowls. She had a plumber come out | circle, and the social center, whether 

and fit up this sink and the bath tub | it is in the church or the schoolhouse, 

with trap and pipes that let out | is certainly something worth working 

through the side of the wall and the | for. 

water was carried away through gal- You know Pastor Wagner has told 

vanized iron pipes. There was soft | us that the ideal society is close 

water in this house and here, just | around us, and if we would have de- 

off from the kitchen, where it was | lightful companions we may find 

convenient for the men coming in| them in our neighbor’s houses, but 

from the field, was a bathroom that} while we realize that the city has 

was a Means of grace to the whole | some desirable things to offer us that 
family. You know that just in pro-| we are deprived of in the country, 

portion as we set up standards oi] the fact remains that we farm wo- 

refinement in the home will its in-| men are not pining for social pleas- 

mates grow to be refined and gra-| ures. We have learned to love the 
cious of character, and the influence | broad acres of our fertile fields and 
of such a home will reach out and | fragrant meadows, and instead of 

shape and mold the lives of those | the terrible isolation of which we hear 
ra - out from it into the world} 5, much, we love the green lanes 

_, and the interspaces between our 

Farm® People afe rortanate farm homes are the best of all. 

; In the great, wide, beautiful country 

It seemg to me that the most fortun- | We live close to nature’s heart and 

ate man on earth today is the one | the soul has a chance to grow, and 

who owns a few acres of God’s beau- | that is why you will find so many 

tiful out-of-doors, and that we farmer | large-hearted, big souled men and 

folk should try to make our home| women in the rural districts. And
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beside all this, we know that we may, Later in life, when this boy had 
if we will, gather into our farm | grown old in money-making and had 

homes all the essentials for right liv- | piled up his millions: “What are you 

ing and all that makes for the high- | going to do with it all,” he was asked. 

est and best in life. With bowed head and in a low voice 

he answered: “My dream of happi- 

The Millionaire’s Dream of Happiness. | ness now is to go back to the coun- 

i try and get me a little farm, wher 
The story is told of a small boy I can keep a few cows and atone 

who once lay under atree on his aad pave & lillie time itp look 

father’s farm and digging his heels | i,» - 

into the ground he said, “When I’m a 

man I'm going away from this old Piano solo, Miss Viola Bunker. 
farm, where I never can see anything! Reading: “What William Henry 
but horses and cows. I’m going to| pid,” Miss Rachel Jackson. 7 

the city where I can make piles and Vocal solo, Miss Vesserly. 

piles of money.” Adjourned to 9:00 A. M. next day. 

THIRD DAY, MARCH 20, 1913. 

Morning Session, 9 o’clock. 

The convention met at 9:00 o’clock A. M., Mr. David Imrie in the chair. 

MORE HORSES ON THE FARM. 

Supt. Geo. McKerrow, Madison, Wis. 

It may seem a little strange that | it was true all over the United States 

this subject is worded as it is: More | and also in Europe, because when the 

Horses on the Farm. There may be | cheap American horses began to reach | 

some farms in Wisconsin where there | the European markets, the European 

are too many horses. Less than | farmers found out they could make | 

twenty years ago, there were many | more money growing beef, mutton, | 

farms in Wisconsin that had too] pork and other products than in 

many horses and horses were so low | growing horses in competition with 

in price that the surplus could not cheap American horses, and so we 

2 well be disposed of, and a good many | may say for a period of seven or 

horses, especially of the poorer class | eight years horse hreeding ceased 

es, were eating their heads off while | all over the horse breeding world. 

they were waiting for a market. We began breeding again at the 

It is not so today. Many Wisconsin | close of that period, but very slowly. 

farmers are having to buy horses, so | In the meantime, in this country 

there are not enough on the farms in | business has kept on expanding; new 

that sense. districts have opened up; cities have 

Now, why are they buying horses? | grown larger; more horses have been 

Because when horses were so low the | required, and if it were not for the 

farmers became disgusted with the | fact that the automobile, the motor 

business and quit breeding them. That | cycle and the motor truck have taken 

was not only true in Wisconsin, but | the place of a great many horses in
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the cities and those horses have been only higher and higher, but scarcer 

released to go back to the country, | and scarcer and poorer and poorer, 
we would be still shorter of horses | so that we farmers must depend upon 

on the farms of the United States | doing the maximum of work with our 

than we are today, and it is all be- | implements in proportion to the min- 

cause there was a period of seven or | imum of man labor. Here in Wiscon- 
eight years when we bred no horses. | sin, even on our small farms, you 
There is a saying among people| may see four-horse teams working in 

that the young may die but the old | the spring on the larger tools, and 

must die, and that saying is just as | that is largely brought about by this 
true as it applies to horses as to| lack of help, and upon many Wis- 
men. The old horses that have been | consin farms it would be better if 

doing the work on our farms and in | we had larger tuols and more horses. 

our cities are fast dropping out of | So it is especially true of the farmer 
the traces and that means the need | who needs new horses to put into 
of a new supply. his work that he should be breeding 

horses and have more on the farm. 
Good Horses Hard to Find. On many Wisconsin farms, even 

Now, if any of you farmers that On Oe Small Perms, one broad oS 
have needed more horse power on ane gla = es 
a coke sae = . — eget _ — 
ai ‘wo brood mares mig] e kept. nh 

tae, = ee —. eon our own farms, we find it practical 
2 * | and profitable to keep four or five, 

eae ton eet a a two of them dropping their foals in 

cases by old horses that have come ~~ ae Page . them _— 
eir foals in the fall, so those that 

= _— = i an drop their foals in the spring can be 
2 degen vate ‘akeete ipa eagthing | So light work through the spring 

: and heavier work as the season ad- — “ to make up for this loss. vances, and those that drop their 

neva eee eagles foals in the fall will have little to do 
because motive power, the great oe ng a = = = i can be weaned an ie mothers fe 
wi t ie ae fen : up and be ready to do the heavier 

on the large farms of the west, but worl of the earlier spring. In many 
it will be a long time before motors | ©#8¢s that plan might be adopted and will be low enough in price and made | 1 this way the farmer is growing his 
practical enough so we can use them | °W2 horse power, and I think he can 
to advantage on our smaller farms | TOW it for less money than he can 

and small fields of Wisconsin. We | buy it today with the markets as they 
are going to have to depend on| are, and I feel sure he will get better 

horses. satisfaction out of the horses he 

Now, why do we say we must have | grows on the farm than those he goes 
more horses on the farm? Because | out to buy, because the horses that 
the labor question comes in; labor is | are for sale are usually not a very 
getting higher and higher, and not good class of horses.
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Some Pointers On Buying Horses. because it cannot be denied that i 5 
automobile, the motor cycle and el: ». 

T have bought and handled a few tricity on the street car lines ha. 
horses in my time, and I find that | taien the place of that great class of 
buying a horse is like buying cows, | oy, lighter horses. It is the heavi-r 
only a little worse. You go to a farm horse that the farmer needs, and that to buy a horse and if you get your eye is the kind of horse that is today 
on a good one (and it is the same competing in the city with the motor 

with a cow, probably), the good lady truck, because where the hauls ara 
of. the house es ou and 88,1 short and the stops frequent, the: 
“John, come here.” They say the large business firms tell me that in women have a good deal of influence many cases the draft horse is cheaper 
and a good many rights that do not as a motive power than the motor 

always show under our present sys- truck. It is the draft horse we should tem of law, but the result of it is aim to produce, because he is tho 

that you do not generally get that horse for us on the farm with our horse you have your eye on. I have large machines and our methods of been on a good many farms to buy cultivation today. 
horses, as well as cows, and I notice Now, the sire comes in there. He 
that where there has been a family | j, as important as the dam, because 

Soneitayion, =e offer is generally re- it is the common adage that the sire fused. The wife would come out and is half the herd or flock, and that is 

say, “John, come here,” and - can | true among horses no less than among 
hear her whispering, “John, don’t you other classes of live stock. Good sell that cow; don’t you sell that sires are scarce, altogether too 
horse, it is the only one I can drive,” scarce, but we should have them and 
and yet I have sometimes found out hold them. 
that that very horse was not a wo- 
man’s horse at all, not even a man’s Co-operative Buying. 
horse, but the woman plays the trick 

on us just the same. Now, the farmers can get together 

Now, if you raise this horse your- | 4nd co-operate in that line, organiz« 

self, you know all about it. You have | 4 horse company and go out and buy 
educated him, if you are anything of | a good sire, if you will only agree on 
a horseman, and as a rule you get | the breed, the amount to invest and 

better satisfaction out of a horse you | the way of buying it. Do not wat 
raise than out of one you buy. The | Until some gentleman drops down 
best horsemen get fooled in buying | With an over-fat horse, the poores! 
horses sometimes. one from the barn from which ie 

comes, because they always fatten up 

We Must Breed Good Draft Horses. the poorest horse to take out to sell 

to companies on the agency plan. The 
Now, the question is, if we are | poor ones are the ones they peddle, 

going to raise more horses in Wis- they can always sell the good ones at 
consin, how shall we do it? By get-| home. If you haven’t brains enougii 
ting a brood mare and ustng her for | to organize yourselves into a company 
purposes of reproduction. It will not} to buy a horse, to build a creamery 
pay in this day to try to breed road | or a telephone line, you haven’t brains 
and carriage horses for the market, | enough to run that business after
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1s4 WISCONSIN FARMERS’ INSTITUTES. 

you have got it, but the farmers in | no matter how he is built, is 

every locality in Wisconsin have | comparatively useless the same as a 

brains enough to get together and or- | deadhead of a man. There are horses 
ganize and do these things with each | that are dead and still walk around, 

other, so, if you want a pure bred sire | and they say there are people of the 
in this community, get together and | same kind. 

organize; put up your money; sena How will we see that quality? By 
your representatives to the barns | sizing up that horse, every part of 
where they caz see ten or twenty | him from the ground up. See that 
and select the best, after you have | he has good heels, well rounded and 
decided on the breed. And in making | tough, wirey feet. See that he has 

. Up your committee to buy, put on | good joints and a proper slope to his 
your very best horsemen, no matter | pastern, not straight up and down, so 
whether they are standpatters, pro- | every time the weight of the horse 

gressives, democrats or republicans, | Comes down there is a great jar, and 
or whatever they may be, whether | the jar passes up from tendon to 
they are German, English, Irish, tendon, clear to the muscles of the a 
Scotch or Scandinavian. Then put | Shoulder, but if there is a slope to 
on your best business man, who will | the pastern, there is a spring there 1 

see that all the contracts are in proper | 2nd that jar is broken, and remem- ! 
form. I used to say put on the most | ber that practically two-thirds of the 

honest one to watch the others work, | borse’s weight is carried on those 
but a farmer suggested the other day front legs, so it is very necessary to 
that that wouldn't do; he said to put break that jar, which will certainly be 
on the biggest rogue and then he will there if there is no slope to the pas- 

catch them if there is any trick in | teT to make the weight come down 
it. easy. We do not want a_ horse 

sprung in the knees, it is not a good 
The Right Kind of a Horse to Buy. thing for a horse because it injures 

those knees, we want the spring at 
That committee, with cash behind | the pastern. | 

them, can go and select the right kind We want a clean, flat leg, covered 
of a horse. What is the right kind of | with fine, silky hair, because the hair 
a horse? Some o/ you may think the | on the leg indicates the quality of 
horse that weighs a ton is the right | the bone under that hair, also the 
kind. I am here to say that the right quality of the tendon. The _ horse 

kind of a horse is the horse that com- | that has coarse, kinky hair on his 
bines weight and quality, and the] leg has a poor quality of bone. 
quality is even more important than Why do we want that sloping pas- 
the weight, for your own use on your | tern on the hind legs? Because there 
farms, and also when he gets into | is the propelling power of the horse. 
the market. I mean a horse that is | If that pastern is straight he has no 
well balanced, well made in every | leverage, no fulcrum power in that 
part, that has the right kind of mo-| joint. If it is straight behind and 

tive power in him, the right kind of | you put him to work, those tendons 

intelligence, the right kind of nerve | shorten up a little, the ankle knuck- 

power to put every muscle and pound } les over and we ceall him “cock- 
at work when he is called on to do | ankled.” 
his work. A deadhead of a_ horse, We want a good, clean, smooth,
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| well built hock, because if it is aJ| muscled on arm and shoulder and on 

. loose, beefy, meaty hock, it sprains | his thigh, especially well muscled 

| very easily; there is a heavy strain | over the loin because those muscles 

m this joint every time that horse | are worked hard, two very important 

lifts his load, especially if he slips. If | organs lie under that loin. 

it sprains on the inside, Nature puts Then he must have a short back; 

on a patch and we call it a spavin. | he must be comparatively long from 

Some people call it a “jack.” If you | the point of the shoulder to the point 
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, Clydesdale stallion, King Norman (16249) 16159, Champion Wisconsin 

State Fair, 1913; first two years at International. Imported 

and owned by McLay Bros., Janesville, Wis. 

f go to the Stock Yards to buy in the | of the hip, but his back should be 

4 auctions one of those rapid-selling | shortened up by a good length of hip 

horses, do not be fooled by the name | and well coupled loin, high wither 

Z “Jack.” If it is one of those hock | and come slope to the shoulder. Of 
joints that show a hock curvature, it | covrse a running horse and a trotting 

is probably a sprain in the rear and | horse need a very sloping shoulder. 

the patch put on it is called a “curb”, | A horse to have a good walking gait 

, and if it is loose, beefy, meaty on tnat | must have some slope, so he can put 

i kind of a joint, the sprain developes | his feet ahead. 
; into what we call a “bog” or blood Then again, he needs some height 

i. spavin. to his withers, so he can pick up his 

i Then your horse should be well | feet and put them ahead, with a clean,
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mechanical action without stubbing | limate solution will do the work, Fol- 
his toes. low that up several times at intervals 

Then again, style in a horse is al- | of an hour or two, then it will be all 
ways worth money. As a rule, a/| right, no blood poison germs will en- 

horse with a perpendicular shoulder | ter the system to give you trouble. 
has his neck at right angles with his Keep your colt growing all the time, 

shoulder and there is no style there. | from the time he is born until he is 

With a sloping shoulder and a high | ready to work. The colt should 

wither, the neck goes up, and I would | weigh half his maturity weight at 

have it well fitted with muscle on the | least when he is twelve months old, 

top or crest, and I would have it fin- | that is, the colt that is bred to make 
ished off with a well balanced heaa, | an 1,800-pound horse should weigh 
with plenty of brains in it; wide be- | at the very least nine hundred pounds 

tween the eyes; eyes standing out | when he is twelve months old, and 

well; large, bright, lively eyes, the | not that weight in fat, but just muscle 

windows that show you the brains in- enough to cover up his bones. 
side, figuratively speaking, and the And so with all classes of horses; 
width pretty well carried up to the | they should weigh at least half of 

ears, but not too wide at the ears, | their matured weight when they are 

or he will be stubborn. Too narrow at | twelve months old. Too many of us 
the top, with ears coming out at fhe | neglect the proper feeding of these 

same place, look out for that, espec- | @nimals when they are in the growing 

jally if he winks at you all the time | Stage. 
that the ears are flipping back and Now I am going to stop and you 
forth. Do not trust a horse that is | May ask any questions you wish. 
winking all the time. 

Large heart girth; full chest; large DISCUSSION. 

nostrils and well sprung jaw, that 
lets the windpipe go in free, and as A Member—What do you mean by 

clean a throat latch as possible. a clean throat latch? ; 
Now. whether this horse weighs Supt. McKerrow—Free from meatt- 

1,600, 2,000 or 2,200 pounds, having | 288 Where the head joins the neck. 
quality of foundation, then get all the | The thick, muscular draft horse can- 
weight you can. Do not spoil him by not be as clean there as your running 

over-fattening or lack of exercise. See | horse or your trotter, but have him 

that he gets exercise every day, and | 48 clean as possible, so the windpipe 

the same with your brood mares. If | 80es freely into the jaw. 
the brood mares are exercised every | 4 Member—When a horse is shown 
day, then you may expect strong, | YOu, what do you ask first, to have 

healthy colts. him walk? 
Supt. McKerrow—Walk. I want to 

Care of the Colt. stand in front of him and I want to 
stand beside him, and see that he has 

When the colt is born, see that all| springiness in every joint and a 

the surroundings are clean, no germs | straight, free, mechanical movement. 

to betaken up, and then, to make Mr, Stubley—Suppose you have @ 
doubly sure, see that the naval cord | team and wanted to match them, but 
is treated with antiseptic, carbolic | one’s gait is slower than the other; 
acid solution, iodin or corrosive sub- | what can you do?
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Supt. McKerrow—I have handled ; We spoil more horses in the State of 

such teams to some extent. If the | Wisconsin by feeding too much hay 

difference is not too wide, you can than through any other cause. No 

get them to travel together, the same | horse should have more hay put be- 

as some men and women can travel | fore him than he can eat up in an 

together, by a little give and take, or | hour. If it is good clover, or mixed 

education; also by feeding the slow hay, he will eat too much and it will 

one more muscle forming foods and | distend hig stomach and press the ~ 

the nervous one rore fattening foods. | diaphragm against the lungs. Then 

Mr. Martiny—\.ould you recom-| you take him out to work and the air 

mend that the farmers raise very cannot get into those cells under com- 

many more horses than they are rais-| pression that are waiting to be pro- 

ing at the present time, or would you | vided with air to purify the blood, and 

recommend their employing on their | it congests a cell or two the first 

farms quite a number of brood mares? | time, and another cell or two the 

Supt. McKerrow— Yes, I suggested | next time, and he has to put extra 

that on many farms one, two, three | work on his bellows and somebody 

or four brood mares might be kept| says that day, “John, your horse has 

and they could do the ordinary farm the heaves”, and you say, “He can’t 

work and produce colts as an extra| have the heaves, the best feeding 

income, horse I ever owned.” Do not feed too 

Mr. Martiny—Another point. If any | much hay, it is these gross feeders 

community is going to get ahead in| that get the heaves early in life. 

the horse business, it is advisable, is| Mr. Convey—Supt. McKerrow has 

it not, that they all breed the same! spoken several times of raising more 

class of horses? horses. Wouldn’t it be better to raise 

Supt. McKerrow—Yes, that idea of | better horses? 

community breeding is as good in Supt. McKerrow—I should have said 

horses as anything else, because the | more and better. I will accept the 

buyer is always looking for a com- | amendment. 

munity where he can buy the class The Chairman— Mr. McKerrow 

of horse he wants. If he knows he| spoke about the small farms in Wis- 

can go into a certain community and consin not being adapted to the use 

match up teams, perhaps Percherons, | of the large tractor. Don’t you think 

Shires or Belgians, and can get a full| the kind of soil we have is often 

carload of one kind, giving him lots | against the use of the tractor? 

of material to match up, this is the| Supt. McKerrow—Yes, our rolling 

place where he will go. He can af-| farms and the condition of our soil 

ford to come there and pay ten or|in many places is not just the kind 

twenty-five dollars more for horses | to handle with machinery; then again, 

than to travel all over the State to| the higher price of gasoline is getting 

find them. That idea of community |in the way. I told my boys only the 

breeding of a certain type is one we | Other day that the automobile would 

should get well into our mind in horse| have to stand still because we have 

breeding as well as everything else. five gasoline engines on our farm at 

A Member—What is the cause of| Work and they are the first things to 

heaves in horses? attend to and keep filled up with 

Supt. McKerrow—I think one of the| £asolire, and we cannot afford to sup- 

great causes is feeding too much hay. | port Rockefeller entirely. 

ae
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BREEDING AND CARE OF THE PIG. 

John Imrie, Roberts, Wis. 

The pig has a right to be well born, | mother has a case of congested udder 

and I am golng to go back of the sire | If so, the glands are hot and swolle: 

and take a look at its breeding. and very painful when the milk be 

The sire should be selected as to | gins to pass through. In most case 

his individuality and should be pure | the mother will jump up and ma; 

trec, from a good and prolific dam, | grab a pig in her mouth. If she tastes 

one that not only farrowed a large | the flesh she may eat the pig, and w: 

litter, but raised a large percentage | blame the sow when the feeder is to 

of that litter, showing her to be a/| blame in feeding so that he has de 

careful mother. stroyed all the natural instincts of the 

The dam should be selected in the | Mother and caused her to devour her 
same way. She should be the best in | OW? young. 
the drove individually, be strong and If the milk does not come down read. 
healthy and well grown for her ag2. | ily saturate the udder with kerosene 

Never select an under-sized sow, if | and rub with the hand, gently at first, 

from the same litter,, just because | a8 the glands are very painful, then 

she would not bring as much on the | harder as soon as she can stand the 

market, as there is a reason why she | Pain. After the inflammation has been 
is under-sized if fed the same as ner | reduced somewhat, she will let the 

sisters. pigs get their meal in the natural | 

The brood sow should be sortea | Way. 
from the rest of the drove early, be A great many pigs die from this | 

fore she has been fed very heavily on | cause and I find a great many farm 

corn, and should not be too fleshy at | TS, and some old hog raisers, who | 

breeding time. After breeding she think there is no cure for the trouble 

should be fed liberally on a healthy and will let the pigs die from want | 

and nitrogenous food, so as to have of nourishment. 

her gaining in flesh all the way up We have the pigs farrow from the 
to farrowing time. She needs to be| middle of April to the middle of May. 

well grown, carrying a covering of | The weather is warm, usually, by this 

flesh at this time, as she must give| time and we can get the pigs follow- 

the little ones a good send-off in life.| ing the mother in a day or two after 

A day or two before farrowing time| birth. If they can run after her they 

do not feed heating or constipating | will get the needed exercise to make 
food. them healthy and they will be free 

from danger of the “thumps”. 

Care at Farrowing Time. 

At farrowing time the owner should Econo! cep ouns rise. 

be on hand to see that the little ones Feed warm skim milk and when 

get their nourishment in the natural | they will take it a little shelled corn. 

way. If they’seem to be trying to| We make what we call a “pig creep”. 
nurse most of the time, see if tke' by raising the door between the pen
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where the mother feeds and the next Get them ready for the market as 

one, just enough to let the little ones | young as possible to get near to two 

crawl through, putting the milk in a | hundred pounds in weight, as they 

shallow dish or trough, feeding only | must be grown rapidly to be the 

what they will drink up clean, then most profitable pork. 

clean-the dish before feeding again. Now I have grown and cared for 

I wish to say in passing that the | this pig as best I could and I will let 
food of the sow after farrowing is| ™Y friend, Bradley, finish and market 

not given enough attention by some him. 

hog raisers. The mother needs no 

nourishment for two days after farrow- DISCUSSION. 

ing, just a little drink, and then in- 

crease the feed gradually until she Mr. Imrie—(Continuing)— I want 

is on full feed by the end of the| to say in regard to the losing of little 

week. = pigs at farrowing time, due to the 

We do not wean our pigs, that is, congested udder of the sow, we have 

shut them up to wean them. They found that by careful feeding there is 

are weaned in the natural way and| VeTy little danger. Once in a while 

never know when they cease to de- this condition will creep in, and if 

pend on the mother and begin to ae- we are not right there with our rem. 

pend on us for their food. If I had to edy, there = be serious trouble, 
wean pigs from any cause I would sie if we give it prompt attention, we 

confine the mothers and let the pigs save nearly all the pigs in the 
have thelr accustamed(<un” litter. We think this is a very im- 

portant thing to watch. 
A Member—Would you feed this 

The Value of Exercise. mother right after farrowing? 
Mr. Imrie—I would feed her no 

I believe in lots of exercise for the | nourishing food after farrowing for 

growing pig; he must have it to keep | the first two days. Nature has pro- 

him healthy and grow the bone and | vided all the nourishment she needs 

the frame so essential to the profit- for the first two days, and if that sow 

able hog. I could give you examples | has the run of a field, or pasture, you 

of the difference of weight at selling | will notice she will go into some low 

time, due to confining pigs in small place where there is tall grass, or a 

quarters and thereby losing the | bunch of alders, make a nest and lie 

growth of frame, that would surprise there quietly for at least a couple of 

many hog raisers. We want to care | days, without trying to eat. The best 

for and feed these pigs so they will feeders will follow Nature’s laws as 

grow rapidly while the weather is | closely as possible. I have found it 

warm and Jet them have the run of | the best plan to let the animal be 

the clover pasture, or sow some rape, quiet with the litter and when she 

if there is not enough clover pasture. begins to get hungry she will come up 

We provide a self-feeder filled with to the feeding place. We begin after 

ashes and salt, mixed as follows: One the first two days with a light feed 

double handful of salt to a bushel of | and increase gradually until we get on 

wood ashes, letting them have access full feed about the end of a week. 

to this at all times. Mr. Martiny— What points would
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you observe in the selection of breed- Mr. Martiny—What do you mean by 

ing stock, in regard to age, type, etc.? | coarse? 

Mr. Imrie—In regard to the breed, Mr. Imrié—A good strong bone and 

I think a person should pick the well built body. I would not mind if 

preed he likes best. We started thirty- | the nose was a little bit longer, or the 

one years ago with the Poland China | ear a trifle coarser, if I had the body 

and we have staid right by it. It | to suit. 

happened to be the breed we liked Mr. Martiny—You would rather 

pest, but having chosen, I would not have a pig long bodied and fine bod- 

advise any man to change breeds. I | ied? 

believe in improving the breed you Mr. Imrie—If we can combine the 

have, because there are a lot of good | two, we would have it exactly, but if 

ones, it does not make any difference | I have to make a selection, I would 

whether the hair is red, black or white. | g0 a little on the coarse side, we 

We are all working for the type of might say on the ungainly side from 

hog that puts on weight at the least | the breeder’s standpoint. I had rather 

possible cost. sacrifice in the drop of the ‘ear, have 

Mr. Imrie—Yes, I do. Of course, in| the ear longer, if necessary, than in 

greatest difference in breeds is in the | the right form. 

color cf the hair? Mr. Martiny—I think it 1s possible 

Mr, Imrie—Yes, I do. Of course, in| to get this size and constitutional 

the Berkshires there are other differ | vigor and at the same time get the 

ences, but what we are aiming at is ne quality. 

to put on growth and flesh. As to se- Mr. Imrie—I do too, but if we fol- 

lection for individuality, I think that | low one idea too far, we will go a 

is higkly important in selecting the | little too far, and the wise man stops 

brood sow. We want one that is | just at that place. 

strong, hearty and healthy, has got Mr. Convey—I have noticed in ob- 

the best growth for the feed fed. We | serving results obtained by some hog 

want to select from large, prolific lit- | breeders that certain people, for dif- 

| ters, from a mother who has raised a | ferent reasons, fail to keep up the 

large litter. size and quality of their stock and 

Supt. McKerrow—Isn’t there danger | their pigs are continually changing 

in all breeds of running to fads, too | for that reason. In many cases, this 

much fineness and perfection of form, effect is not because of your breed, it 

and losing sight of constitutional vigor | is rather your system of handling. 

and growth? What is your opinion with regard to 

Mr. Imrie—That has been my exper- that? Where do those people fail? 

ience. I have never worked that way. Mr. Imrie—I think it is due largely 

My raising of pork has been practi- | to the feed they feed their hogs. 

cally all for market and we work There is just as much in the feed as 

away from that trouble of getting our | there is in the breed of the hog. I 

animals a little too fine We believe have noticed two men will buy a sire 

in keeping a good form; we try to| for use the coming year; bred just 

strike an average, not too coarse nor the same, from the same litter, and 

too fine. I would rather work a little | one will grow wonderfully well, be a 

toward the coarse side than too much | strong-boned animal, nice conforma- 

the other way. tion, while, by difference of feeding,
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in one or two months you wouldn't; to use young stock for breeding pur- 
know the second one was any relation | poses, and in Many cases they stunt 
to the first; no growth of bone, you| them at weaning time, or they fail to 
Would not know they were of the develop normal growth, consequently 
same family at all, simply because| they are using poor, undeveloped 
one had not been fed a feed from] stock, not because of age, but be- 
which he could find protein enough to | cause of poor treatment. That class 
build the bone and lean meat and | of people always have defective stock 
give him constitutional vigor. and they are changing preeds quite 

Mr. Convey—I have noticed that] frequently, just because their stock 
quite a number of people are inclined | becomes defective. 

FINISHING AND MARKETING THE HOG. 

W. C. Bradley, Hudson, Wis. 

The hog situation at the present | ually get for it. There may be ex- 
time is a very happy one, pork selling | ceptions, when you can take a pig as 
as high as it is in Chicago today, but | Mr. Imrie has and leave ft in a pas- 
there are a good many times when | ture, or put him in a pen and feed 
hogs are grown at a greater cost to | him perhaps on commercial feed at 
the producer than they get when they | the price it is today and sell him at 
come to sell them. For the last two | 11. price pork is in Chicago this week, 
years we have not been forced to a he will make a little something, 

very low price for pork and still with | 114 16 cannot always be sure of doing the price of pork at seven or eight A 
cents there is a great deal produced t. 
in Wisconsin that actually costs the 
farmer more than he gets for it. Field Peas a Good Pasture. 

It is not so likely to be so with My idea in fattening the hog after 
the breeder of hogs in large numbers you have the pig well growing is the 
as with the man who only grows a growing pasture, and one of the best 
few hogs. In traveling over this | pasture I know of for the growing pig 
State, I have seen five, six, seven, | is field peas. Peas and oats sown 
perhaps eight or ten hogs kept in a together and turning the hogs in is 
very small place, where the only prac- very good for them. Labor is getting 
tical food was in the shape of com- high and everything we do toward 
mercial foods, like corn or barley or saving work on our farms is to our 
rye, or shorts, which had a commer-| aavantage. That is one advantage 
cial value, which was mixed in a.bar- | with the peas, you turn them in and 
re] and fed as slop to pigs, and that | jet them live there nearly a month 
was all they got on which to make | jn that pea field and that gives you 
their growth. I believe that in nine | little or no work. Then a field per- 
cases out of ten, pork produced it | haps of corn that the hogs can hog 
that way costs more than they us- | down themselves and clean up the
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corn field saves labor. We have to | gin to get onto the market quite ra- 

jook ahead and prepare tnese special | pidly about the first of October. 

feeds that must be used in finishing Now, as a rule, pork is at least $1.50 

off the pig in order to make any to $2.00 a hundred pounds higher in 

money. A field of sweet corn comes the middle of September or the first 

on a week or two earlier than the | of October than it is two months 

common field corn and makes good | later, usually so. There is occasion- 

feed; rape pasture is all right. ally a year when it does not go that 

Another thing comes to my mind | way, but I believe that four years out 

with reference to the use of whey of five you will find a drop of $1.50 

from the cheese factories in this to $2.00 between the first of October 

country, and Wisconsin is getting and two and two and a half months 

more and more into the cheese busi- | later. ae price goes down, down. 

ness. Where that whey is fed sweet Now, why? Simply because the farm- 

it is all right, but I have seen time | °"* oe —_— wien. that ae 

after time a swill barrel so thorough- oe onto the market and e 
packers take advantage of that and 

ly foul, the whey left standing in it 
ue geotiiee tne ion force the price down. They can put 

a Se a - f ea a them into their cold storage and carry 

that wae 6 Coe a i x ssf the pork over, it can be held almost 

rather than any benefit. maneee indefinitely, so they take advantage . 
feeding whey and feeding swill, and in and buy that stuff when it goes in 

mixing ground oats or shorts or bar- rapidly at a less price. 

ley, or whatever may be cheapest, The price, after the first going 

with the swill, but I do not believe } down, usually goes up and up. until it 

that the swill barrel ought to be kept | is worth now over nine cents. Three 

as it is in too many places, it ought | months ago, the dealers were paying 

to be kept clean, it ought to be clean- | seven to eight cents. Very often a 

ed out at least once a day. There are | farmer will say, “I will not sell my. 

lots of times when these = hogs until they weigh two hundred 

compelled to eat a mixture that e- | pounds.” Let us see about that. Sup- 

trimenta] to them rather than benefi- | pose a man has a bunch of pigs in his 

cial. yard that weigh 175 pounds on the 

average. The first cost of that 175 

Marketing the Finished Product. pounds at that time is efght dollars. 

Your pig is worth fourteen dollars. 

Now, about the marketing of the | Supposing you keep that pig two 

pig, A good deal has been said here months longer and make him weigh 

about forcing products onto the mar- | 225 pounds and the price has gone 

ket at a time when the consumer is down to six dollars. You will get 

not ready to take them. That has| $13.50 for the 225 pounds of pig, 

been one of the troubles with farmers | when you could have sold the 175- 

all over the western part of the pound pig at fourteen dollars. You 

United States in putting pork onto | have lost fifty cents on the 175 pounds 

the market. The pigs should come] that have been produced and you 

along in the spring, we feed those | have produced the other fifty pounds 

pigs as rapidly as possible, some of] at an absolute loss. We ought to 

- us do and others do not; but they be | think about these things and not make 

13
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up our minds that we will not sell Mr, Bradley—I am sure I do not 
our pigs until they weigh two hundrea | know. In our country we can grow 
pounds, but try to grow them rapidly | peas very nicely. On very sandy soii 
in the spring and put them onto the | there is not any use trying to grow 
early market before prices begin to | peas, but on the average soil, cold 
go down, even if they do not wetgi | soil, as a rule, peas can be grown if 
two hundred pounds. You had bet-| they are sown deep enough. A good 
ter sell them at 175 pounds and get | many failures are made by 4rilling 
fourteen dollars than to wait two | them in at the same depth as oats or 
months, feeding them all that time, | wheat and they come up ail right, 
and get $13.50. but they do not give you a crop. 

You have got to make these things | Possibly your land has been too wet. 

a study. You have got some young Mr. Convey—I would like to ask 

Pigs and it may be better to keep | Mr. Bradley how the hog compares 
them over until winter when the] with other animals from an economic 

prices will conie up again. When | standpoint in the production of meat? 

they weigh, say, 250 pounds, carry Mr. Bradley—I cannot tell you. 
them along until the price has gone Mr. Convey—The fact of the matter 
up and get more for them. is he produces meat more econom- 

ically than any other class of animals. 
DISCUSSION. There is a smaller shrinkage of car- 

A Member—Which one of these} cass as compared with the live 
three breeds that have been mention-| weight. 
ed here can you put the most weight A Member—Does that comparison 
on in six months’ time? include poultry? 

Mr. Bradley—There is very, very Mr. Convey—That includes every- 
little difference as to their ability to | thing, even poultry from the eggs 
put on in six months’ time. Of course | standpoint, or the hen from the meat 

Iam a Poland China man, I rather | standpoint, or the dairy cow, from 

like their looks and believe I can do | the meat making standpoint, I am 
more with them. talking about. 

Mr. Martiny—While there is not Mr. John Imrie—And they are more 
much difference in breeds, isn’t there | prolific than any other kind of live 
a big difference in individuals? stock on the farm. 

Mr. Bradley—Certainly. Mr. Bradley—We find that whiie 
Mr, Convey—There is also a differ- | we are advancing very rapidly in the | 

ence in the amount and kind of feed | dairy interests, we are not advancing 
to make a certain amount or weight. as rapidly as we ought in growing 

Mr. Bradley—There is no doubt | pork. In many places in southeastern 
about that. The coarser type may | Wisconsin they are dropping it. Two 
take longer, but may produce weight | years ago I found many farmers who 
on cheaper feed. The razor back will | were shipping in their hogs. They 
live on roots and grass, while the Po-| were selling milk at the condensery 
land China will starve on them. and while perhaps they were getting 

A Member—You advise us to raise | a little more per hundred for their 

peas, but suppose we cannot raise | milk, still they were losing the whey 
peas? We used to raise them, but we | ang the skim milk, and I think Wis- 

have not been able to for the last two | consin should do more tn hog pro- 

years. Can you tell us why? duction than she is doing.
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METHODS OF DAIRYING. 

E. L. Aderhold, Neenah, Wis. 

There were no cheese factories, 
creameries, condenseries, ice cream 

factories or milk trains. The milk 

that was not used on the farm was 
. marketed in the form of butter, ot 

a which each producer had a differe it 

2 brand. Some of it would have be2a 
ae suitable to use as a cure for baldness, 

= that is, if a pound of the butter had 

t ee { been placed on top of a bald head and 
= allowed to melt there, the bald spot 

would have been covered with hair. 
2 Twenty-five years ago, when cheese 

factories and creameries were rapidly 
J multiplying in numbers, it was freely 

& predicted that the production of 

a 24 cheese and butter would be over-done, 

ss but the industry continuea to grow, 

“7 ” until today Wisconsin furnishes ap- 

: proximately half the cheese produced 

in the United States; Wisconsin 
| creameries turn out more butter than 

| do the creameries of any other state, 
and it is claimed that Wisconsin has 

Mr. Aderhold more silos than all the other states 

together have. Wisconsin also has 
The circumstances under which our | about twenty-five milk condenseries, 

dairy industry was born naturally | Whose annual output is enormous. 
gave it a wrong start. Dairying was Wisconsin’s annual crop of dairy 

a very insignificant little side issue. | Products, in value, is now crowding 
Instruction on breeding and feeding the one hundred million dollar marh, 
was not available; there were no | 224 the business has not been over- 

Farmers’ Institutes and no Farmers’ | 4ne; in fact, it has not kept pace 
Institute Bulletins. Each cow keeper with the SrUe nS. demand, owing to 

labored along under his meager know- the rapidly increasing Population, —_ 

ledge regarding breeding, feeding and ear the: cow. population. .in the 
handli t dai i ° a a United States, as compared with the 
andling of dairy cattle, and under | y.man population, is smaller than 

his conception or. lack of conception ever before. 

of sanitation in milk production, and 

there were no regulations to interfere New Times Deinand New MoGuodes. 

With the worst kind of practices, It 

was not anticipated that the dairy in- The object of the writer in giving 
dustry would become important. these bits of history and statistics
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was to drive home two points, towit: mately, what each cow _ earns; 
Dairying is the big issue, and there is | that general purpose dairy barns con- 
no room for primitive or out-of-date | taining horse stalls, with their strong 
methods of dairying in the older dairy | odors, and which sometimes also 
sections. house pigs and chickens, would exist 

The farming operations carried on | only in memory. One would suppose 
by Wisconsin’s pioneer farmers were | dairy barns that are dark, that have 
in many respects, not far from prim- | unsuitable floors and that have stalls 

itive. Grain raising was the main is-| which compel cows to lie in filth, 
sue. The seed was sown by hand, | would be a rare exception; that com- 

the ripe grain cut with the cradle, | pelling cattle to breath stuffy, impure 
raked and bound by hand, and, some |} air, through failure to use the King 

of it at least, was threshed with | system of ventilation, was a thing of 

flails operated by “armstrong” power. | the past; that no dairyman could tol- 

It is more than a score of years since | erate the idea of milking filthy cows. 

these methods were discarded. The Other practices which show lack of 
seeding, cutting and binding has been | progress are the marketing of cream 

x J 
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Cheese factory owned and operated by Geo. Horneck, Sheboygan Co. 

performed by rapid operating machin- | which has become stale from neglect 

ery, drawn by horses. and age; using unclean separators for 

The dairy industry being now of | skimming the morning milk; using 

far greater importance than grain | rusty, open seamed, and in some 

raising, one would suppose that, s | cases, dirty ptensils, and failing to 

in grain growing, methods bordering | protect milk and dairy utensils from 

on the primitive had gone out of prac- | flies in the summer. The common 

tice. One would suppose, for in- | milk pail is a back number, because 

stance, that dairymen would use only | it is a dirt catcher; it should give 

pure bred sires to head their herds; | way to the “small top” pail. . 

that they would not board cows by Dairymen grow corn, hay and grain. 

the year without knowing, approxi- | They provide barns, granaries, silos
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and corn cribs for the proper handling Mr, Michels—What about the com- 

and keeping of those foods which are | parative cost of the two pails? 

used as a means of milk production. Mr. Aderhold—There are some pails 

They have a crop of milk every day | that are more expensive and compli- 

in the year, yet most of them have | cated and not practical for the aver- 

failed to provide a suitable place for | age farmer. This pail does not cost 

cooling and keeping their milk or | over a dollar or a dollar and a half. 

cream. That is not logical. There is no strainer in it, nothing com- 

A dairy farmer should have a milk | Plicated about it; it is a practical 

hcuse worthy of the name and in it | Proposition, but, as I said, it takes 

there should be a good cooling tank. | you a week or so to get used to it. 

It cernot be denied that on more | Some of us are a little harder headed 

than ninety percent of our dairy | than others about getting used to 

farms, out-of-date, if not primitive | things, and I can cite an instance that 

methods are still much in evidence. took place near Madison at the Dairy 

School. They were sending out these 

covered pails to the patrons that fur- 

DISCUSSION. nish milk there and they persuaded 

one certain farmer to use the pail 

Mr. Stubley—What do you think | for a week, but he telephoned in at 
about the open or closed milk pail? the end of the week and said he had 

Mr. Aderhold—The open milk pail, | not become used to it. They per- 

az you see by this chart, is a dirt| suaded him to use it another week, 
catcher. It has been demonstrated, | and at the end of the second week 

aad there can be no doubt about it ! he said he now liked the pail, he was 

If a pail of this kind is used, that is | ysed to it. But there was one point 

nearly two-thirds covered, the milk | he was not satisfied about. He said, 

will contain less than half as much | “Jf the cow ever gets her foot into the 

dirt and less than half the number | pai I am not sure that she can get it 

of bacteria that it will contain if | out again.” 

drawn under the same conditions in| ° Mrs. Hardy—Did I understand you 

the open pail. In other words, if all | to say that old methods of dairying 

of you who milk cows would, instead | are used on ninety per cent of the 

of using the open pail, use the “small dairy farms? 

top” pail, your milk would be twice Mr. Aderhold—I can make it 

as clean, have only half the number | stronger than that. I believe I would 

of bacteria in it and have good deal | make it ninety-five per cent. 

better keeping qualities. It would be Mr. Bradley—Are you including 

altogether a cleaner, better article. hand milking in that? 

Now, the first time a person tries Mr. Aderhold—No, I do not include 

this pail he may not like it, it takes | that. 

a few days to get used to it, but when Mr. John Imrie—We used two pails 

you do get used to it, you like it bet- of that kind twenty-five years ago 

ter than the other pails, because it | and we prefer them. They were cov- 

prevents the spattering of milk on | ered, not quite half. It did not take 

your clothes, and because you know | all that time to get used to them. 

the milk is twice as clean, and that Mr. Blake—I saw a pail in Michigan 

is something that should appeal to | some time ago that I liked better than 

every decent minded milker. this. It had a round opening near -
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the top, the cover is like that, but | whether it is from a swamp or the 
instead of coming clear to the edge, | barnyard, or from the cow barn, and 
it has this round opening, and into | it absolutely convinces a man who 
that opening you can set a tin pan | is bringing dirty milk that his milk is 
that kind of fits in there, and then a | dirty. There is no getting around it, 
strainer and then another tin pan that | he sees the necessity of taking pains fits into that. to keep out the dirt. But in the ab- 

Mr. Aderhold—That is a Sterillac | S°2Ce of the sediment test, if each one 
pail. It is much better than this in —_— a _— 
keeping out dirt, but you show it to pane lene mith, it aie ae = 
the are paises! a a ent a you a lot of things. With people who it is “monkey work” to use it. If are careful in milking, the strainer 

we can get him to use this other one, | Jin jook pretty nearly as clean after so his milk is twice as clean, we will the milk passes through it as before. 
at least secure that much good result. | f¢ it is dirty it is proof positive that 
Otherwise we will not get any. you have not tried to keep the dirt 

Mr. Blake—I used the one I speak | out of the milk, and that is one of the 
ofandInever had a bit of trouble | things that you should do. In the first 
from the very first. place, you must have clean cows; you Mr, Aderhold—You are not as hard-| must brush the dirt off the udder, 
headed as some of the others are. either with a brush or wipe it before 

I want to call your attention to | milking. You must have clean hands, 
one more thing. We havea sediment | the same as a woman does when she 
test now that shows comparatively | prepares the food in your kitchen, and 
the amount of dirt in the milk, a you must use a small top milk pail. 
very nice thing to use at cheese fac- | [¢ you do not do these things, you are tories, or wherever mi: is taken in. not trying to produce clean milk, 
Jt shows also the nature of the dirt;
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cOW TESTING. - . 

W. H. Clark, Rice Lake, Wis. 

Cow testing is the base if not the , consin Dairyman’s Association, of 

most important subject of the dairy | which Mr. H. C. Searles, of Fond du 

pusiness, as so much hinges on this | Lac, is superintendent. There are 

subject. We would think a merchant | now fifteen testing associations in the 

very negligent indeed if he should buy | State, testing over six thousand cows. 

a stock of goods without an account | In order to secure an association, a 

of the sales of such, or the cost of | company of farmers get together and 

same, but most farmers are doing this | organize, usually with about twenty- 
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Farm home of W. H. Clark, Rice Lake, Wis. 

very thing, we are keeping cows year six members. This will give one day 

after year without knowing how much | each month to each member, 

they produce or how much it costs to 

produce it, The Plan Followed. 

There is only one way to do this 3 

and that is to weigh and test the milk A man is hired to do the work. He 

and weigh the feed the cow consumes. comes to a member's place in the 

For the average farmer, the best afternoon, weighs and samples the 

way to do this work is to organize a | milk of each cow at the evening milk- 

Co-operative Cow Testing Association. | ing, and in the morning he again 

This is the main work of the Wis- weighs and samples the milk, making
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a composite sample. He also weighs | begun testing and got his business on 
the feed that each cow eats. He then | a business basis, he saw it paid to 
tests the milk to find the per cent | feed well and to take good care of 
of fat. Taking this day’s test as an | his cows, and by doing this he raised 
average day for the month, he com- | the butter fat production of his herd 
putes the amount of milk and fat and | to 308 pounds of fat per cow, or 100 
by the average price of fat he can pounds of fat more per cow than the 
figure the amount of money this cow year previous. 
would make for the month, and by This work gave him courage to 
subtracting the cost of ‘eed he will | enter the Wisconsin Dairy Cow Com- 
get the profit or loss of this individua] | petition. By studying a balanced ra- 
for the month. tion and feeding each cow according 

A book is furnished in which each | to her individual requirement, he 
cow in your herd has a page and on | raised the average butter fat produc- 
which each month’s work of your cow } tion another 100 pounds per cow, or, 
is recorded, and at the expiration of | in other words, doubled the butter 

the year you have a very accurate | fat production of his herd in two 
record of each cow of your herd. years’ time, brought about mainly by 

In weighing the feed, each kind of | a testing association and applying the 
feed should be weighed separately, so | teaching it taught. 
the member can make this a book of A member of another association 
reference. By changing certain feeds | made an average per cow for his first 
or feeding more or less of certain| year’s work of 3,547 pounds of milk 
feeds, he can, by referring to his book | and 152 pounds of fat. He culled out 
find which gives the best results and | some boarders and the second year 

the most profit. he raised the milk production 1,000 

pounds and the fat to 195 pounds. He 
The Value of the Test. -| again culled and the third year his 

‘ average production was 6,165 pounds 

There are many things to commend of milk and 265 pounds of fat, an in- 
this test. While it does not take the crease of nearly double the milk and 
Place of an official test, it does en- 113 pounds of fat per cow. This was 

able a member to weed out and dis-| worth abaut thirty-four dollars. It 
card unprofitable cows and thus en-| cog: nine dollars more for feed the 
able him to intelligently select the third year than it did the first, so he 
foundation for a better herd. It also made twenty-five dollars net profit 
encourages better feeding and better more per cow for a dollar’s worth of 
care of his cows. knowledge. 

I know of one farmer who owned a 
well bred herd but had not been feed- Some Things Which the Association 
ing as well as he really knew how, Encourages. 
possibly for the lack of a little en- 
couragement or inspiration, such as a To organize a successful associa- 
Farmers’ Institute gives. A testing as | tion, at least four hundred cows must 

sociation was organized in his neigh- | be signed, and one dollar a cow per 

borhood and he entered his nera. for | year is charged for each cow entered 
a few years previous to this he had | in the test. This amount is for the 

been making about two hundred salary of the tester. 
pounds of fat per cow. After he had The tester should be a man capable
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of figuring a balanced ration and prac- | time the buyer should demand a test. 
tical enough to advise the feeding of The matter of testing a cow adds 
a dairy herd if required to do so. In greatly to her value. Before I began 
Some cases he has made out a ration | testing my herd, I sold four head to 
or feeding standard for different | a neighbor at $150.00 each and offered 
members, changing the ration as re- | him another cow at the same price. 
quired, and in that way brought up | He did not take her. I gave her an 

the average production of the herd | official test and when she had com- 
very materially. pleted it I sold her to the same man 

He has also encouraged the breed- | for $275.00, making $125.00 extra for 
ing to pure bred sires, and in one | an established record. 
locality where I am told there were It makes a lot of difference when 
only two pure bred sires at the be-| one is selling a calf if he can say, 

ginning of the association, at the end | “The sire of this calf has a certain 
of three years nearly every number | number of daughters with official re 
was using a pure bred sire. cords, and its dam has a record and 

her dam a record”, and possibly the 
Other Methods of Testing. great grand dam a record. Then we 

There are other methods of testing — pheepboncech crags, - 

cows, If we cannot organize a testing | record and we have a right to demand 
association, let us do the work av more for him. 
home, or take samples and when we| 1 i, 9 whole lot more satisfactory 
go to our creamery or factory get the | 5, go along a string of cows and be 
operator there to do it for us. able to say, “This one makes so 

Schools that teach agriculture and | much putter”, and “This one such an 
many high schools have testing out- amount”, and right along the line the 
fits, the pupils take samples and test aaa way. % ie also cmiek amore 

them at school. In this way they ate | satisfactory to your buyer to examine 
_ Betting practical work both in testing | . getailea report of an official or es- 

eee ; tablished record than to hear one say, 
With a little care neariy any one “This is the best cow in the State”, 

can test, and there is so much to be | or, «She will give a bushel of milk and 
gained from it. Do not stop with the | woula beat that great record cow a 

test alone, but find out the cost Of | mije ig I would only feed her as that 
production, just the same as a tester | cow was fed.” 
would do if you hired the work done. The testing of cows teaches one to 

The association test is more for the | feed better, to feed a balanced ration, 

farmer with native or grade hcrds| and look more to the details of the 

than the breeder of pure bred cattle,| work. He takes better care of his 
but for him it is a stepping stone to | cows, looking to their comfort, and it 

the official test. teaches him kindness. When a cow 

is approached by her attendant and 

What a Record May Mean. she expects a whack over the back or 
a kick, she is very nervous. A cow 

Every breeder should make an au- disturbed in any manner is not going 

thenicated yearly test. The public is} to go her best. Milk stools, forks 

“demanding tests, and at the prices| and shovel handles, cost money, but 
paid for good stock at the present] kindness does not cost a cent. Usually
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a thing that costs-nothing is not DISCUSSION. 

worth much, but when you sit down 

to milk a cow and she has no fear of A Member—In our country we could 

you and turns her head to lick your not afford to hire a man to weigh the 

shoulder and tries to tell you that milk and feed every day. 

you are the best calf she ever had, Mr. Clark—The test is just for one 

you can figure that kindness is a day in the month. The milk is sam- 

thing that pays well in dollars and pled and weighed just one day, and 

cents and pays big for all the effort it only costs you one dollar a year 

it costs. 
for every cow you have entered in 

this test. You are getting that work 

i done by this expert, who knows ex- 

Room for Improvement in Wisconsin. | actly Ree to do it, cheaper than you 

Just think what we are doing in| ©” afford to do it yourself. It is his 

this great State of Wisconsin, the business to come and ao it one day 

leading dairy state in the Union, each month, whether you are busy or 

where the average production of our = — is one of the nice things 

cows is only about 170 pounds of but-| °°"), 
ter a year. Isn’t Pant lot fs feed ‘A Member—Couldn’t this organiza- 

for improvement? There are thous- tion also benefit the farmer by Bale 

ands of now unprofitable cows that ing him sell his surplus stock? He ' 

would iaake tives huadred. or moro could let = State penteniens See 

pounds of fat in a year if their own- = — PA Ret S Chane, 

= only knew they were worth feed- Mr. Clark—The great benefit is to 

Th 
establish a record. Just a short time 

e only way to find these cows is | ago there was a sale heid in Platte- 

to test them. Test them for a whole | ville in which a number of grade 

year, then another year, and so on. | cows were sold. They had had a test 

Weigh the feed and charge each cow | like this one of which I have told you 

up with what she consumes. It is not | and they had established records in 

great records that alone should place | this test. Those cows sold on an 

the value on our cows, but it is what | 2verTase for $124.00 apiece, and I be- 

is left after the expense-of the feod | Bove the recent had a great deal to 

is paid. It is what we have left that do with their selling for that price. 

counts. 
There are many ways in which the 

Let us go after this testing business farmer would be benefited by this test. 

in earnest and put Wisconsin far in Mr. Jacobs—I do not suppose the 

advance of her sister states. Den- subject of co-operation is one to be 

mark has brought the production of discussed this morning, but it has 

her cows from 136 pounds of fat in been suggested to my mind several 

1896 to 252 pounds at the present times while this subject was being dis- 

time. Every farmer is testing in that SS , Bg aubioct ne BiSte 

country. Te-we. would’ get at’ this en hold of in a co-operative way. 

work kalayilematicnliy an De . I am sure it would be for the benefit 

han ae. ore sie as Se of the farmers and help them to de 

eae ° we wor ooking | yelop co-operation in some other ways. 

© Wisconsin for good cows and breed- | Now, I want to ask about records. 

ing stock. Don’t you think it is of more value
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to have a record of your cows, such | think a great deal‘of her. We put her 

as these are, a record showing just | in the official test and I did not think 
what every cow in the herd is, than | she would qualify to the registry of 
to trace back to some successful re- | merit, but I fixed a sort of schedule 
cord that she may be hoped to make | for her to go by and I said if she 
again once in a long time perhaps? | would make thirty-six pounds of fat 

Isn’t a successful record under your | per month for ten months, not go be- 

system of more value? low thirty-six pounds any time for ten 

Mr. Clark—It certainly is. I think | months, that possibly she would make 

the value of our stock rests a great | the forty pounds which she had to do 
deal on the value of the close rela- | in the remaining two months to qual- 

tionship to heredity of good record | ify—she had to make 400 pounds. As 

cows. We do not hear a great deal| a matter of fact, the highest butter 
of the descendants of these great re-| fat production for any one month 

cord cows. They are either sports | was 41 pounds. Now, that is not any- 

or something or other, and very sel-| thing big at all. Well, she didn’t go 

dom are their offspring able to make | below the 36 pounds any month, and 

such records as they have themselves. | the last day of the year, the 365tn, 
You very rarely hear of such a thing, | she gdve sixteen pounds of milk and 
but by establishing a record of your | nine-tenths of a pound of fat, and in 

herd, where you can trace along sev-| the course of the year’s time she 

eral generations of animals having | gave 431 pounds of fat. We had not 

good records, you can reasonably ex-| begun to appreciate this cow until we | 

pect something good from the off-| gave her the test, and she is worth a 
spring of those cows. whole lot more money today than she 

Mr. Wyatt—Of what value is this | was before we tested her. 
to the ordinary farmer who is breed- Another case. I sold several head 
ing up a grade herd? of cattle to a neighbor and priced him 

Mr, Clark—It is a great advantage, | a certain cow at $150.00. He left her 
for this reason. He can select his | I gave her a year’s test and sold the 
most profitable cows to build up his | same cow after she had established a 

future herd on. He can throw out | record to the same man for $275.00, 
the unprofitable ones, because he | and he said he considered her a 
knows each individual and he knows cheaper cow at that price than the 

her average test. He knows all about | one I gave him before she was tested. 
her, and it enables him to bring up a Mr. John Imrie—A great advantage 
herd much more intelligently than he | of it is that you know your best cows 

can otherwise do, and it enables you to select the best 
Supt. McKerrow—And will it not in | heifers from your best cows to keep 

many cases double the price of the in- | up your herd. That is a great point 
dividual cow that shows a good work- | of value to the man who is grading 
ing average? up his stock. 

Mr. Clark—Certainly; not only Mr. Aderhold—Does this testing 
double, but oftentimes he can treble | association enable the farmer to learn 
the price by knowing absolutely what | more about feeding from that man 
she can do. !f you will allow me to | who does the testing? 

do so, I will refer to one of our own Mr, Clark—It has most everything 
cows. We did not think she was | to do with it. You see if he feeds 
much of a cow; in fact, we did not | his cows and keeps a record of this
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work, that is, the amount and the | will keep that up forever, unless we 

kind of feed that he feeds, he can | test some time. 

see by referring to the book just what Mr. Michels—For a number of years 

he is doing, just what he has accom- I had considerable to do with the 

plished, so if he needs a little more of | testing of cows myself, and I found 

a certain kind of feed he can see | out that when you approach a farmer, 

whether it pays him or not. It is an| in nine cases out of ten he is very 

encouragement to feed better, and the | sure that he knows his own cows, he 

man who is making the test tells you | knows which is his best cow, when 

how to feed better. It gives you a| by testing, at the end of the year he 

greater interest in each cow, you will | would find he is often mistaken. The 

begin to look her up, her tests and) cow that yields the biggest flow of 

capacities, and to study what will | milk for a short time, in nine cases 

constitute a balanced ration for her. | out of ten, is usually one of the poor- 

Mr, Aderhold—Do you think if those | est cows in the herd. It is the cow 

cows are kept clean and curried fre- | that gives, not such a very large 

quently that that makes them give | amount at any one time, the cow that 

more milk? Mr. Clark gave us an illustration of 

Mr. Clark—It certainly does. Any-| here that is the cow that shows the 

thing that makes the cow comfortable | biggest record at the end of the year. 

is going to increase her product. If| In my work I had all breeds of cows, 

she feels well, she is going to do bet-| Jerseys, Guernseys, Holsteins, all 

ter than if she is uncomfortable from | kinds. In one year I tested over three 

any cause. hundred cows—this was before the 

Mr. Jacobs—There is one potnt | Dairyman’s Association took this up, 

about this we hardly like to mention and it was pretty hard to get the 

as much as we should, and yet it 1s | farmers interested to take up these 

very important, and that is finding | tests, because most of the farmers 

out the class of cows that are not | seemed to think they know which are 

paying their board. Without giving | their best cows without any test. 

them that test, we are liable to be Supt. McKerrow—We should judge 

keeping such cows from year to year, then there is not so much reliance 

and not only that, but we are pretty | to be placed on the weekly or monthly 

apt to be raising calves from those | test as on the yearly test. 

cows, and if like begets like, we are Mr. Martiny—Another good feature 

going to perpetuate that kind of a cow of this system is that it inclines the 

in our herd; instead of getting rid of | farmer to put his operations upon @ 

her when she dies, we are going to | business basis all through, so he 

have another one like her, and we! knows exactly what he is doing.
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IMPROVED LIVE STOCK. 

S. A. Baird, Waukesha, Wis. 

i People oftimes estimated their wealth 

| i and prosperity by the size of their 

i flocks and herds, and from the na- 
| / tural condition of their fertile valleys 

we can readily believe they were 

| more liberal feeders of stock than are 

| some of our farmers of today. 

; It was not until the increasing 
1 population of parts of Europe and 

“ Asia demanded more and better live 

| stock, superior in many ways to that 

| fostered by Noah’s care and: breeding, 

a that improvement began. The Span- 

iards soon after the discovery of 
»4 America brought specimens of those 

| cattle and sheep to this country and 

A again they were allowed to degener- 

ate on the sparsely settled plains and 

mountains of this country. 

In America, where no domesticated 
cattle or horses existed prior to its 

discovery by the Europeans, and 

where no domesticated stock of any 
Mr. Baird kind was kept, the inhabitants, as 

elsewhere, remained uncivilized. It 

The origin of live stock on our is largely within the last two cen- 

farms dates back to the beginning of = ee en a 
time and has always been considered ee 
essential to the helpfulness and main- enty-five years that the’ greatest re- 
tenance of the human race. Neither | St/ts have been accomplished and the 

sacred nor profane history enters very | S'°#test progress toward perfection 
largely into the character of the live of type and production been attained. 

stock that Noah liberated from the |‘t has become a matter of history 
ark when it landed upon Mt. Aararat koa the supeuee Hive — —S 
and afterwards had in his charge for farms haw: sone forward ‘with ‘ad- 
three hundred and fifty years; neither vanced civilization, in some instances 

do we learn whether Noah or Jacob it has preceded a higher education 

or their many descendants ever tried and progressiveness. 

pope aynam gt a Intensive Farming a Successful Evo- 

their type, yet In the absence of these ~—e 
records of any improved breeds of For periods grain farming has 
either type or production, these |seemed more profitable than live stock |
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farming, because at times the price of | blood of the grade sire is not strong 
feeds used most largely in the main- | enough to overcome the downward 
tenance of live stock have been higher | tendencies of the common stock he 
in price than the animal product. may be crossed with, either in horses, 
This is likely to occur with less fre cattle, sheep or swine. 
quency in the future than In the past. Members of the Wisconsin Live 
Under the present cost of living, it | Stock Breeders’ Association and 

. Goes not apply at all, for it is the | others are showing by precept ana 
farmer and dairyman who is selling | example, a little here and a little 
well bred well fed, surplus stock from there, the advantages to be secured 
his farm, who is providing most liber- by better live stock on our farms. 
ally for his home and family, is finan- Knowing as we do that there is but 
cially forging ahead. one practical way of doing this, when 

By returning the stable fertility | will we take it up as an organized as- 
back to the soil, he is enriching the sociation and advocate public and 
ground to raise a larger crop to be| State recognition of its value and the 
fed to an increased number of live error of continuing the course many 
Stock, giving in return increased pro- | farmers are pursuing today in trying 
fits. He then employs more labor to | to improve the stock on the farm? 
raise more and better live stock, with 
a larger amount of fertility to be re- | Foreign Countries More Progressive 
turned to the soil, giving increased Along This Line. 

hee’ oe . — etary The Arabs, in producing the most " ly a@ matter of in- 
tensified farming or successful evolu- | feet, beautiful and graceful horse in 
tion, that has Darwinism or any other all the world, have recognized the im- 
“ism” beaten to a finish, so far as it | Portance of keeping and using breed- 
May relate to farming. : ing records since time immemorial to 

At'the present time many farmers | Keep up the high standard attained 
are without a definite purpose in| by the pure breeding of their horses. 

view, half-heartedly engaged in rais-| France and Belgium both foster 
ing the commonest of common live | horse breeding by annual appropria- 
stock, produced largely by the use | tions. Law in France does not allow 
of grade sires of first one breed and | the use of any but a pure bred sire 
then another, in an attempt to breed | in the horse line, approved by the 
up. We'sometimes wonder who the | government authorities. Practically 

first genius was that conceived the | the same condition exists in parts of 

great but fallacious idea of every | Russia for the improvement of the 
other farmer cross-breeding the stock | Orloff breed of trotters. 
on the farm for the purpose of im- The Jersey cattle from the Jersey 

provement. As known, this alternate | Island, off the coast of France, the 
breeding from grade sires as practiced | Guernseys, from the Island of Guern- 
is not productive of the highest type | sey, the Ayrshires, from the hills of 
and conformation of any one breed; | Scotland, the Holstein-Friesians, from 
frequently is lacking in uniformity of | Holland, and many other valuable 
type, color, quality and productive | breeds of live stock in Europe too 
ness, for the grade sire is not as pre- | numerous to mention have been fos- 
Potent as the pure bred in transmit- | tered either by local or government 
ting qualities, because the impure protection. ‘
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In this respect we have not been as | of pure bred sires from taxation would 

progressive as our farmer friends of | not be effective for good, that where 
Europe. While our Federal Govern- | a law is made optional no good woulda 

ment recognizes their value for foun- | arise from it. Do you not think many 
dation stock and for that purpose ad- | of our farmers would, if from no 

mits their importation duty free into | higher motive, secure a pure bred 

every State of our Union, we, as a/| sire so they might enjoy equal taxable 

‘State government, take no further | rights with their neighbors? The in. 

recognition of their value to us. In| dividual farmers and the , State 

no way do we, as a State, encourage | would be the gainers by the increased 

the propagating of this class of live | value of the stock upon the farms so 

stock as do our farmer friends over | produced. As it is now, too many 

the sea. In no way do we publicly | of our best sires are not kept long 

recognize thein value, only as the | enough, or are sold into other states, 

assessor levies a little higher tax on | because many of our citizens and 

their sires. This short-sighted policy | farmers who ought to own them have 

.  @iscourages, rather than encourages | not an appreciative value of them. 
the industry, It is practical that a law for guid- 

ance without a penalty attached could 

Exemption of Taxation of Pure Bred | be observed from the benefits derived. 
Sires, Even laws with penalties attached, 

3 enacted for the promotion of honesty 

Why not the enactment of a 1aW| 214 the protection of life nearly two 
that would exempt from taxation on 

every farm in our State one pure bred SROUneDA Jens S20, ATE. NOL as yet 
sire of serviceable axe, mi every’ line fully observed, nor are they likely to 

of pure ‘bréd Horses or cattle?’ This be until the dawn of the millenium. 

would not be for the purpose of - 

avoiding the small assessable value nae ee oo 

- that might be placed upon it, but for - 

the express purpose of drawing the The Wisconsin Live Stock Breed- 

attention of farmers who thoughtless- | ers’ Association has given more pub- 

ly or otherwise use grade sires to the | licity to the live stock industry of 

fact that the law of our State does | our State; it has assisted in in- 

place an appreciable value upon the creasing the prosperity of those pro- 

ownership and use of the pure pred. | ducing it, whether it be in utility ani- 

This law might be made optional by | mals or those producing meat or 

vote of counties whether they would | dairy products. 

avail themselves of its advantages or It has not only assisted in creating 

otherwise. To the farmer satisfied | a demand, but it has assisted in sup- 

with the grade sire, that it was “good | plying that demand coming to Wis- 

enough”, it would not be compulsory, | consin from other states by advocat- 

but it would conclusively call his at- | ing “more and better live stock” on 

tention to the fact that the State did | the farm. It has been a source of 

not consider he was doing his best for profit, it will mean continual prosper 

hig own success or the best interests | ity to the individual who will follow 

of the State. it. Prosperous farmers make pros 

Some say that we. now have too | perous communities; prosperous 

many laws, that a law of exemption | communities make a State of prosper
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ity. Indeed, Wisconsin is peculiarly | selection and use of prepotent sires 

adapted to the raising of live stock; | having type and conformation. The 

its future prosperity as a State de-| Progeny of such sires should be well 

pends more on the value of its live built and of a desirable type. We 

stock than on any other one industry. | rather take the view of Supt. Gardner, 

It has been said a pure bred sire | of the Holstein Breeders’ Association. 

is a great educator, for 1t is the ideas | He would prefer to have a cow of that 

we use, not those we have, that count. | breed of the high type rather than an 

By the continued use of pure pred | inferior or undesirable cow with the 

sires, in direct lines, followed by lib- high record. But this is in reference 

eral feeding on our farms, we are not | to pure breds. If the cow was a 

only silently educating others to im- | grade, the large record would be the 

prove their stock, but we are giving | one redeeming feature and we would 

the farm home itself an uplift. Our | try to avoid propagating her defects 

boys and our girls quickly discern the | by proper mating. 

difference between well bred and in- A Member—In other words, you 

ferior bred stock. As a result they | want both breed characteristics and 

will become more attached to the | production. 

farm, the stock and the home. With Mr, Michels—But we might have a 

increasing attachment and prosperity, high record from a cow whose ances- 

the desire to hie away to the uncer-| try has not shown anything remark- 

tainties of city life, where crowds and | able; in other words, she might have 

electric lights are among its chief at-| a great deal of production, but not a 

tractions, will be lessened. The farm! large amount of heredity. This cow 

home, combined with the country | breeds from her heredity, not from 

_ school, affords more protection to | her production; she may be a sport 

scciety and the State than the strong- but not able to transmit her qualities 

est standing army. It will create a | to her progeny; in other words, we 

love for the old farm home. This in | may have a grade cow with a small 

itself should be an incentive to us as amount of improved blood that can 

farmers to continue improving the make a great record, but she is handi- 

flocks and herds upon our farms. In- | capped by this small amount of high 

stead of fighting corporations and | blood in her veins and will not have 

high prices, the farmer of today | the prepotency to pass it along. 

should first fight both the scrub bred Mr. Baird—Those instances can be 

and the scrub fed stock on our farms largely overcome in the more care 

and replace with better bred and bet- ful selection of the sire to be used. 

ter fed live stock, Supt. McKerrow—You would not 

throw away a cow that was off-type, 

as far as form was concerned, which 

DISCUSSION. is at the same time a wonderful pro 

ducer, would you? 

A Member—if a man is trying to Mr. Baird—No. indeed, I would try 

grade up his herd, which should he | to improve the type by the use of @ 

tie to, the cow with the big record, | perfect sire, the one as near perfect 

or the cow that is well built, if the | as could be secured, in order to retaiD 

two do not match up? the producing qualities and lead UP 

Mr. Baird—Try to get conditions | to the type. That would be the point 

where they will match up, by the| to be kept in view.
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Supt. McKerrow—To combine the | is producing, yet there was no speci- 

two. That is what every good breed- | fic instance pointed out whereby we 

er is trying to do. . could accomplish very much in cut- 

Mr, John Imrie—I have seen cows | ting out the middleman. I believe the 

at fairs, and sometimes a sire, that | time is coming when we shall do so, 

appealed wonderfully to me, but the | but I believe in the meantime that 

judges were looking for something | we as farmers want to wake up and 

entirely different. They were not | run our own business a little better 

looking for a working herd, I noticed | than we have been running it, and 

that particularly at the Fair at Minne- | that will be through the means of 

sota last year. 
co-operation and all the rest; for in- 

Mr. Baird—Our experience has been stance, for all to raise the same kind 

that there is no accounting for the | of cattle in a community, or grades 

opinions of judges in the show ring. of that kind, and then not keep them 

Mr. Martiny—We could discuss | under a bushel. 

these little details from now to dooms- I no‘ice that most of you have on 

day, but we would not be any nearer | your chair a copy of the “Wisconsin 

a solution of it. Here is the under- | Agriculturist.” Look on page 30 and 

lying principle, the one upon which | you will find there advertisements of 

the Wisconsin Live Stock Breeders’ | gasoline engines. Now, do you sup- 

Association is working. There is no | pose the manufacturers of those en- 

more practical, feasible and easy way gines would have expected to sell 

of improving our live stock than | them and make money out of them if 

with the use of a good, pure pred | they had gone to work and made 

sire. That is the general policy that those engines, piled them up in the 

we have been following out for use of | storeroom and waited for buyers to 

the common farmer. We want to up- | come to the factory to look for that 

lift the ninety-nine per cent, rather | particular kind of engine, and then 

| than to quibble over the one or two | when they did come there, the en- 

per cent who fight over these ring | gines were not put up in attractive 

points. form, the manufacturer has to pull 

Another thing is efficiency of pro- them out from under some pile of 

duction, particularly along the line of | rubbish, how many engines do you 

dairy cattle, as presented in Mr. | suppose they would sell in a year if 

Clark’s paper. Buyers today do not | they followed that method of doing 

go out and buy a cow as a Cow. They | business, instead of confidently adver- 

want to know what that cow is pro- tising as they do? Men who want 

ducing. Do you suppose that the herd | those machines see those advertise 

of cattle sold a few weeks ago in| ments, they follow them up and go 

Grant county would have brought | and see the machines; they are put 

$124.00 apiece if they had had no re-) up in an attractive form, whether they 

cord of their performance? They nad | are exhibited by the manufacturer or 

the breeding back of them, they had | the local dealer. 

the record of their performance, and Now, how about our live stock 

they brought that price at a farm business? How does the farmer do 

auction. it? Why he raises stock on his farm, 

Last night we heard a very good | he does not pay much attention to a 

talk on marketing, how the producer | he waits for a local buyer to come, 

Was not getting his share of what he | and when he comes there the farmer
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isn’t very decided whether he wants | Breeders’ Association, community 
to sell an animal or not, and the | breeding organizations. I have been 
dealer buys it at a low price. Why | a crank all my life on the subject of 
do we not do as these manufacturers pure bred animals, but at the same 
of gasoline engines have done? time I have been much impressed 

Then turn over to another page of | with this subject of grading up, and 
that same paper and we find another Particularly while moving around in 
example that is practical for the | Great Britian. You do not see the 
farmer to follow. Up on top of that | same conditions there among the ten- 
page is an advertisement of cattle | ant farmers, or men who are not 
where the whole community has got- | farmers, that you see here. They are 
ten together, they have gone in on a | all breeding live stock and they all 
common basis, and they have used | have pure bred sires; those tenant 
some space in advertising their cattle | farmers would not think of using a 
in this paper, they can afford to do it, | grade sire. While they have what we 
and when the buyers go out to see might call a scrub class of farmers, 
their cattle they are presented to they have the hill cattle and the hill 
them in an attractive form. They sheep that they bring from the hili 
are kept in well kept barns; they | districts of Scotland, and even down 
are furnished with records of the | in England on these tenant farms, 
products of those animals. but even with that class they always 

I believe it is feasible for the farm-| have a pure bred sire to produce im- 
er to breed live stock and to organ-| proved offspring. Those tenant farm- 
ize in a community, to use a little | ers pay good prices for pure bred 
space, perhaps, in some agricultural | sires, prices that would frighten about 
Paper, which may say something like | half the Wisconsin farmers to death, 
this: “One thousand”, or “Five hun- prices running up into hundreds of 
dred grade Holstein cows for sale. dollars of our money, just to produce 
Jones, Secretary, Waupaca County | mutton and beef to send to the Eng- 
Holstein Breeders’ Association.” Look | lish market. Those men would not 
at the buyers that would come in think of using a grade sire, and they 
here, and it would be well worth their | have learned this in the school of 
while to come for that bunch. Other experience, it is no haphazard matter 
counties could do the same thing. | with them, they have been at it for 
That is the plan of organization that years and their fathers for years be- 
the Wisconsin Live Stock Breeders’ | fore them, and their grandfathers and 
Association is working upon. The| great grandfathers; they know the 
breeding of any kind of live stock 1s | outcome to a surety, and we wish that 
the fundamental basis of our perman- every Wisconsin farmer would get _ 
ent agriculture and that is the way | the same idea, that the greatest pro- | 
those who are making the most out | fits must come by the improvement of 
of their live stock are doing it,| the grade of the flock through the 
through community organizations, | pure bred sire. We cannot impress 
the breeding of some pure breed, and | that too strongly. 
then presenting it in a businesslike Mr. Martiny—It seems to be the 
Way to the public. sentiment, it is in the air, that farm- 

Supt. McKerrow—Mr. Martiny has | ers ought to co-operate, they ought to 
given you a good outline of the pur-} organize. On the other hand, in the 
Pose of the Wisconsin Live Stock average locality in the State of Wis
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consin, a great many farmers will | Mr. Searles, at Fond du Lac, or the 

raise the objection that the pure bred | Secretary of the Dairyman’s Associa- 

sire today is so high-priced they can- tion, Mr. A. J. Glover, of Fort: Atkin- 

not buy it. I think right there is an | son, you will find out all about it. Mr. 

opportunity for a simple form of or Searles is paid by the State Dairy- 

ganization. You have a dozen farm- | man’s Association to do that very 

ers, or @ number of farmers, neigh- | work; he will come down, he will talk 

bors, Who can watch each other’s ac- | to you folks, tell you how to do things, 

tions every day, they can get to and you will get started in that way. 

gether in a locality and buy a pure You can get started in cooperation 

pred sire that they can use right | too. Join the Wisconsin Live Stock 

along themselves and improve their Breeders’ Association; that is a very 

herds. I do not think there 1s much good thing to do. You come in con- 

opportunity for an organization of the | tact with all the breeders, you get 4 

hog interests. That of which I speak directory showing the names of all 

is one of the easiest forms of organ the members and what they are preed- 

- jzation that I know of, and I do not | ing on their farms. Mr. Baird, Iam 

know of any form that will bring | sure, will be willing to take member- 

more results than an organization ships for the Wisconsin Live Stock 

along this line of a pure pred sire. Breeders’ Association, which is only 

Of course, if you have use for a pure fifty cents a year, and you get this 

bred sire and can own one yourself, | directory and all these other benefits. 

that is better, but where this is im- Mr. Martiny—If you join this Asso- 

possible, you could co-operate, put in ciation, which is a State-wide Asso- 

ten or twenty-five dollars apiece and | ciation, this directory will contain 

get a good animal; that is one simple | your name and the list of live stock 

form of co-operation. that you are particularly interested 

Supt. McKerrow—I know some co in. These directories are sent out, 

operative creameries that are buying | not only to all members of the Asso- 

pure bred sires. Over in Jowa they | ciation, but to other people, who for 

are busy, over in Minnesota they have | any reason are interested. For in- 

quite a number of organizations of stance, there is a big inquiry coming 

what they call live stock shippers to to our Commissioner of Immigration 

cut out the middleman, and some of and to our Superintendent of Farmer’s 

these live stock shipping associations Institutes arid to the Secretary of our 

are now getting into a line of buying State Board of Agriculture, asking 

pure bred sires that they may have | where in Wisconsin different lines of 

better live stock to ship. So these | live stock can be bought. Then these 

things can be put into practical chan- | people are sent one of these director- 

nels right along this line of the pure | ies, they find there a long list of 

bred sire. breeders of the different kinds of live 

The Chairman—Anything further? | stock, and it is very easy for them 

Remember this, if you go away from | to Pick out the particular kind they 

this Institute and do nothing along | are interested in. 

these lines you have heard so much We are getting out a bulletin or 

about, it will not do you any good. | pamphlet which is entitled-“The Pure 

It is not much trouble to organize a| Bred Sire.” That will go to press in 

cow testing association, but somebody | a short time and will be of great 

has got to do it. If you will write to! value, we believe. It will be a nicely
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gotten up, illustrated book. Another ; distributed to members of this Asso. 
thing we are getting out is entitled, | ciation. We will be glad to have 
“The Pulling Power of Wisconsin,” | everybody who is interested in this 

containing different articles on draft | breeding proposition 1m Wisconsin 
horses, written by well known horse- | join this Association. 

men. All these articles will be freely Adjourned to 1:30 P. M., same day. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The convention met at 1:30 P. M., same day, Mr. Thos. Convey in the chair. 

SYMPOSIUM ON BREEDS OF CATTLE FOR WISCONSIN. 

THE SHORTHORN. 

F. W. Harding, Waukesha Wis. 

(In the absence of Mr. Harding the | the breeding of Shorthorns as against 

Paper was read by Supt. McKerrow) | one of the other pure breeds. 

Webster gives us as one definition You will find over the State a breed- 
of “symposium”, “a drinking together” | er here and there of Shorthorns 

“a feast.” Applicable to this occa- | whose neighbors are engaged in the 

sion then in the fact that one man | milk business, and I have no doubt 
breeds Shorthorns, another Holsteins, | there are men making a success of 
while others of s have adopted the | some dairy breed where the condi- 

Guernsey or Jersey, and there being | tions of the neighborhood are more 

a piace in Wisconsin’s cattle industry | favorable for the growing of steers. 

for all, makes it possible for the men | It is fortunate, therefore, that the pro- 

championing different breeds to ex- | fitable raising of pure bred cattle is 

hibit such feeling as is expressed in | not dependent on local support for a 
the derivation of the word supplied in market for one’s productions. 

the subject assigned to us. The foregoing is a well-established 

Conditions of locality, such as Jand | fact, but what is of great importance 

values, markets and labor, should in-| in the business of breeding Short- 

fluence a person in the selection of | horns, or any other kind of registered 

a breed of cattle where the business | ®t0ck, is a special liking for the work 
is to be purely commercial, that is, and a well directed purpose along 

the production of beef for market or lines which have been known to suc 

milk or butter as a farm product, but ceed. 

when the businessistobe the breed- 5 

ing of registered cattle, one need not Some. Mests of the’ Shorthorn. 

consider such conditions as mention- The merits of the Shorthorn can 
ed that surround us, at least not aS| be described as follows: they are the 

the governing reason for selecting | most profitable beef cattle in the
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world for the farmer, for they make | two strains of Shorthorns—the beef 
the greatest weight for feed consumed | strain and the milking strain. 
of any breed and bring as much per A little story my father used to tell 
pound, finished beeves topping the | at home comes to me just now. It 

market with a frequency proportion- | was at the time when he was getting 
ate with the number of cattle market- | together our start in Shorthorns, and 

ed’ as against any other breed. They | he paid a visit to a breeder advertis. 
are also the best milkers of any of the | ing widely a milking strain of Short- 
beef breeds, making them truly the | horns. On his return, being anxious 
farmers’ breed of cattle where diversi- | to know what he had found out about 
fied farming is carried on. this dairy strain, we were given his 

I am not going to cite here milk re- | opinion that the breeder mentioned 

cords of some Shorthorn herds we | had no foundation for his claims, as 
have in the country and allow you | it was a “devil of a strain” for him 

men who are to speak on the dairy | to get any milk at all. 

breeds to follow me with a bigger You will find in all herds of Short- 
story, suffice to say there are herds | horns, no matter whether Scotch, 

of Shorthorns that pay their owners | English or American families, some 

well strictly as a dairy proposition | particular individuals or families 

and in Great Britain, generally speak- | within a man’s own breeding that are 
ing, the farmers find the Shorthorn | heavier milkers than others, so as to 
the most profitable type of cattle for | get good milking Shorthorns it is 
dairying, because they have learned | more of a question of selecting the 

that the bull calf made a steer of can | individuals to suit. In breeding 

be developd into good beef, and the ) Shorthorns, therefore, we should give 
cow, when either dry or old beyond | consideration to milk as well as beef. 
usefulness, can be fattened for mar-| The breed has attained its preemin- 
ket, and the whole operation pays | ence on account of both of these 

better than milking alone, and every- | qualities and it is therefore quite fair 
thing in connection with their busi- | to assume that if we will breed Short- 

ness, except labor, costs more than | horns in the future as they have been 

here. bred in the past, to give them and hold 

In the United States there is con-| for them the place which they occupy 
siderable awakening interest in Short- | in Great Britian and North America, 

horns. I have been talking recently | to say nothing of their conceded su- 

with some of these eastern men and | perior position as beef cattle in every 

find the Shorthorn suits their condi- | other foreign country of the world 
tions for the same reasons that they | where good cattle are raised, we will 
are so well suited to the English con- | be sure of trade for our surplus that 

ditions, and further, they figure they | cannot fail and profitable prices in 

can conduct the business with de-| proportion to ability displayed in 

creased dependence on labor, a con-| breeding and marketing. 

sideration, by the way, important this 
country over. The Beef Side of the Question. 

It may interest you to know that 

The Meiieg cecrrhors there are as many as fifteen thousand 
It is a more or less general belief | owners of one or more registered 

among the uninformed that there are | Shorthorns in the United States. This }
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is a much larger number than any The first step, purchasing animals 

other beef breed and presents a parti- | for a proper foundation, should only 
cularly desirable situation for those | be made after a knowledge. has been 

breeders of Shorthorns who will | acquired of Shorthorn pedigrees and 

breed their herds up to a high stand- | what is acceptable merit to the best 
i ard. Here there is plenty of room | class of trade. If you do not know 

at the top and a very good business | this but are ready to make such an 
with other breeders. investment, then I would suggest you 

We need no longer to be told of a | seek the services of some one you 
coming scarcity of beef cattle, for | know who is well posted and in the 

this situation is now here, we all | position of having no axe to grind. 
know it, and those who have had beef Around three hundred dollars each 
cattle to ‘sell lately wish they had | will, at this time, buy the class of 

more, and now the only way to get | heifers that can be made to pay the 

more is to breed them. A more gen- | best, in my judgment, and the young 

eral use of Shorthorn bulls on your | bull will cost around five hundred 
grade herds will help relieve the| doliars. Now, figuring on an eight- 

situation and prove profitable by pro- | year period and eighty per cent of 
ducing calves that will grow into good | calves saved, and that one buys heif- 

beef. When the calves come heifers, | ers carrying their first calves and that 

keep them in the herd and you will | the calves come half and half bulls 

never regret it as long as you keep | and heifers, and that all heifer calves 

cattle. The herd of cows maintained | from the ten heifers are retained in 
at the Waukesha County Poor Farm | the herd and that they produce at 

and Asylum are by Shorthorn bulls | about thirty months old, you will have 

out of grade milk cows and are eye- | at the end of eight years twenty-eight 

openers, good milkers, with size, build | cows and heifers in the herd, not 

and breeding that make good beef. counting the original purchase, and 
will have had to dispose of seventy- 

Building up a Pure Bred Herd. eight head of bulls and heifers, which 

should net at twelve to eighteen 

What I have said up to this point | months old two hundred dollars each 
applies more particularly to Short- | apove selling expenses, or $15,600. ‘'o 
horns as a farmers’ proposition, so 1| this add twenty-eight head retained 
will ask your indulgence in a short | in the herd at same valuation, two 

prospectus calculated to inform the | hundreq dollars each, amounting to 

man who may wish to engage in the | $5,600, a total of $21,200. Then charge 
breeding of a somewhat better class | off cost of maintenance of herd at 
of Shorthorns. rate of forty-five dollars per head per 

I believe that with an initial out- | year, counting both cows and calves 
lay, for example, of $3,500, in ten heif- | and ten dollars per head for attendance 

ers and one bull, eight thousand dol-| per year, and at the end of eigne 

lars can be made clear in eight years | years it will have cost $10,625 to 

time. This, of course, with careful | maintain the herd. It will be proper 

management by men who know the | to depreciate the original investment 

cattle business or will accept to act | about seventy-five per cent., or $2,625, 

on the advice of persons who have | leaving $8,000 clear at the end of eight 

made a success of breeding Short-| years. 

horns, Please note again that I have fig-
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ured the sale price of all surplus dis- | care of the animals given by Mr. 

posed of at two hundred dollars each | Harding is a little bit conservative, 

after paying sale expenses, such as | under present prices? - 

advertising or cost of consignment to Supt, McKerrow—Forty-five dollars 

. one of the Shorthorn Association | for feed and ten dollars for care, 

sales. Now, this figure must be ad- making fifty-five dollars per year, for 

mitted to be conservative, if you buy | all animals of different ages. No, I 

strictly good ones at the start and | would not say it is very conservative, 

further provided when you get ready | and yet it is possibly on the conserva- 

to sell you have them in good enough | tive side, because in feeding these 

condition to show what they are. You | animals for the sales ring, there has 

will get for some as much as you | got to be special feeding. Feeding 

paid and for a show animal (and | for the sales ring is a good deal like 

there is no reason why you should | putting your cow on the test. 

not breed and develop one occasion- Mr, Michels—I think we could fairly 

ally) you stand to get something extra | allow for the pleasure that there 

in way of price. This will take care | would be in developing a good animal. 

of cost of changing herd bulls. The Chairman—Are the prices for 

I do not think you can take the kind | the sale of stock too high in that 

of Shorthorns that you can buy, say,| paper? 

for half the price I have suggested Supt. McKerrow—I do not think so, 

and stand to make the good showing | considering the class of animals that 

that can be made with the better kind, | Mr. Harding suggests you start with, 

and this for obvious reasons. and there is a point where I think 

Besides the profit to be made in | the breeders of all classes of cattle 

good Shorthorns, there is to me, andI | will agree with Mr, Harding, that 

have heard many others say the same, | where you lay the foundation, the best 

a certain pleasure from the breeding | is none too good. Of course, three 

of good Shorthorns that cannot be | hundred dollars apiece for ten heifers 

had in any other business. I think | will not buy the very best, and yet it 

there is no fear of the business being | will go into the best class and permit 

overdone, notwithstanding the possi- | of the selecting of very good animals 

bilities for pleasure and profit, for the | with a line of blood that is good to 

Shorthorn business is like most any | breed on. Five hundred dollars 

other business in that it requires | would not buy the champion at the 

proper attention and application of | International Stock Show, but it 

business principles, and not all who] would buy his brother. 

engage in the business take this into Mr. Imrie— What percentage of 

account, common farmers would you advise to 
put that amount of money into pure 

DISCUSSION. bred live stock? 
Supt, McKerrow—That depends on 

The Chairman—There is every rea- | how common they are. I think I see 

son for considering this breed when | @ good many men before me who 

we consider the price of beef at the | might put money into pure bred live 

present time. stock. I do not know whether they 

Mr. Jacobs—Don’t you think the es- would want to put in $3,500 to begin 

timate of cost of keeping and taking | with. ;
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A Member=A goad many of them) What happens in every country in 
fig Hat awa that mueh. the World where they get population 

Supt, MeKerrew—Be het go i debt | enough te consume all these pra 
for them, | wii give ¥ou that advles, | ducts? Pie prices of Meats ge Up, 
and de Het get inte pure bred stock | hecause they have got te HApeFt fram 
UHH yet have Had experienee With | foreign couniFies, ahd It caste Maney, 
= stock that shows you AFG 4 B64 | ahd they are Being UB the same {iy 
gdee, a ood caFetARGE ARG & FRIFY | this eouHERY: What happena te the 

goed judge: MF Hardiig tileht give | pres ef iand ih aij these eauntlea’ 
Fou different adview At he Was HEE: | it goes Up. Phe beat Elasaea OF land 

Phe Ghalhiiai— You will quailty | sell ih Great Britian today (and Ht ta 
that, however, With Fegard te the | aboiit the adie Ik Dehiiark, Holiana 
pire bred sire? did Geriaiy) Up te fouit ahd AVE hin: 

Bipt; MeKerrow—Stirely, Always | dred dollats at aere, aid yet WE teat 
biiy & ptite bred sire, 1 shotid say If) poopie here ih the United States who 
1 was giving away any free advice, | say that oe hundred and fifty, two 
becatise he will help you out of debt. | hundred, two hundred and fifty ana 
Buying a herd of pure breda, before | three hundred dollara, as some Wis: 
you have had experience and know | consin land has sold for and conald- 

how to take care of them and how to | erable Ilinols land, ia too high, it wilt 
gel} them, might get you into debt. | not pay, it will have to go down, But 

There is one thing, though, that | when we get to the point where we 

Mr, Harding states in his paper which | eat up everything produced in the 
I want to emphasize and that is the | United States, our best landa will be 

prospect ahead for all meat products | worth just as much per acre ag the 

in this country, You know this coun- | best lands in the old countries that I 

try is fast reaching the point where | have mentioned, I am not afraid of 

we are eating the larger part of the | land going down; 1 am not afraid of 
meat products that we produce in the | meat products going down, The only 
country, The population is running | question for us to settle is whether 

ahead of the production, In 1900 we| we want to do our farming 
had eighty-four head of cattle to] business with live stock that 
every one hundred people, By the] produces meat or dairy products, 
census of 1910 that gap had grown | That is the only thing for each one 
much wider and instead of having | to settle for himself, 
eighty-four head of cattle to one hun Mr, Schroeder—Do you think beef 
dred people, we got it down tosome-| can be profitably produced on one 
thing like sixty or sixty-two head, | hundred and fifty and two hundred- 

and it is still worse with sheep and | qojlar land; that is, where you raise 
hogs. For the last three years the gap | the calf, finish it for market and dis- 
has grown wider and wider, faster} pose of it? 

than it did the previous ten years, Supt. McKerrow—It is being done 

showing that as the population goes | on four hundred-dollar land in Eng- 
on the live stock is going off, and/| jand, but it is being done in connec- 
that is an encouragement for all kinds | tion with dairying. If I do not look 
of live stock, nut only the meat-pro-| out, that will get me onto the dual- 
ducing animals, but the dairy ani-| purpose cow trouble. Still I do not 
mals, and especially the meat-pro-| think there is any trouble about that, 
ducing animals. because the man who wants to keep
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dual-purpose cow should be allewed | is high and the average cow } do net 

4 fis it milk after she is six years old. The 

in Fegard te Mr, Sehroeder's ques: | Feal good ones | keep on until they 

tion, Whether beef can be produced on | are eight and ten, because | Want 

quo Hundred and fifty oF twe hundred: | Here of thelr heifer calves, and then 

joilae land, | think It ean Where the | 1 Want thelr milk: By delng business 

wan 18 peated on Rew te de it, and | this Way, according (6 ~ books, they 

jae goed stock, Bf courae: Tf he ta | bay He HOFe money and fit inte my 

posted, He Will HOt have anything else: conditions better that the faland 

{ FeHGHIDE BpeHdInE two dave With | breeds oF the Duteh eattie de,” 

tie 1ale ME George Adaiia, 6F Fak | Remember this wae four hundred 

nee Herkelilte, Baelaid, He wae | dollaFiaHd oR the average that he 

Willing We HindRed eowa, Hie mille | Was fariiiig, He wae paylie ble 

qui t6 London {6 iarket, His | Fetital of What he Fetited and god 

Holdings Were Git Up lite half a dozen | fair titerest of the four hiundred-dol- 

different fariia, He Was faking | lar jad too, but It sulted tila = ond 

nioney, his books showed it and every | tions, Mr, Adama was an intensive 

body seemed to know it, He was one | farmer in every feapect and ho oiher 

of the beat farmers 1 aaw in Bnglaid | kind can succeed in Pagland now, 

in every respect, and in every stable It may sult some men on two hun 

were Shorthorn cows, 1 sald to him, | dred-dollar land and if it suits them 

“It ie strange to me when you have | and they are business farmers and 

five hundred cows in milk that you | understand it from the ground up as 

do not have a milking breed of cattle, | he did, it would probably be all vight, 

Holsteins or Island cattle (as they | He was breeding a peculiar class of 

call the Guernseys and Jerseys),” and | Shorthorns, all of the same type, and 

he said, “I tried both breeds but I can | hig steers were nice, plump animals, 

make more money from my Short | and his cows were all nice ones, they 

horns,” He said, The conditions here | had fine udders—yes, they would 

ave different from your country, Beef | make the Holstein fellows sit up and 

is very high in England, Ian carry | take notice, I have seen the Red 

about five hundred cows on my farms | Polled and the Norfolk Reds bred on 

with the help I employ on the farms | the same lines for producing beef and 

to take care of them and milk and | milk, 
feed, everything of that kind, and A Member—Did he allow these 

that ig about the highest economical | male calves to suck their mothers in 

point I ean reach, Now, I want to | order to make baby beef? 

feed out a lot of coarse feed, the ma- Supt, MeKerrow—No, they were 

jor part of the crops that I grow on | kept for a few days on new milk and 

these farms, and to do that I would| then they were changed, Most of 

have to keep a thousand or fifteen | his milk was shipped as milk, al- 

hundred cows, but I cannot do that | though he shipped some cream, and 

and meet the help problem very well, | so he had some skim milk for the 

8o I raise the steers and feed them | calyes, He changed from the whole 

off as baby beef at two years old,| milk gradually. He began to put in 

and the heifers—if one appears to be | mixed feeds, flax seed was the first 

& poor milker, as a good many of | thing to go into the skim milk, flax 
them do in all breeds—I feed them off | seed jelly, and then his calves, as 

and they pay their way, because beef | soon ag they could eat, were eating
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first oats and then a little mixture of Mr. Schroeder—What was the aver. 

pea and bean meals, cheap pees and | age amount of milk from those cows? 

cheap beans that came from Yankee Supt, McKerrow—I am not positive 

land; he rather intimated that we about that. I think, though, he told 

Yankees did not know enough to feed | me they would average over ten thous- 

eas and beans over here. He made | and pounds a year, but I have for- 
up a feed for his calves, and they | gotten the exact figures. 

were nice, growthy calves, fed very The Chairman—How can you ac- 

carefully, fed green feed as fast as/ count for the lack of dairy efficiency 
they could eat it, and then nice hay. | that we know of in the Shorthorn 
He kept them growing every single | over here? 
day until they went to market. Supt, McKerrow—For the very rea- 

Mr. Schroeder What was the| son that the American Shorthorn 
weight of the Shorthorn cows that | breeders have been looking more to 
Mr. Adams was milking? the beef side than the dairy side in 

Supt. McKerrow—1 should say that | their breeding. In the United States, 

those cows in their milking form, and | so far as the pure breeding of these 
they were in nice form, nice, thrifty, | cattle is concerned, it has been fos- 
smooth, fleshy form, but not fat, 1] tered mainly in the corn growing dis- 
should say they would average be-| tricts, grown on corn, milked on 
tween thirteen and fourteen hundred | corn, fed on corn, the calves have 
pounds, They had good sized frames, | been permitted to run with the cow 
deep bodies, and they had what Gris- | and get their feed, and the cow dried 
wold here would call a dairy form,| up when the calf got through taking 
but others would call a beef form,! the milk. You see these breeders did 
because they were smooth and fleshy. | not want dairy quality at all, but in 

A Member—Didn’t that man let his | England, on this high-priced land, 
calves suck the cows at first? they have had to keep their eyes 

Supt. McKerrow—No I do not| on both sides and they milk these 
think he did. I think they were | Shorthorn cows there just the same 
taken away and the cows milked. Of | as our dairymen do here, ten to 
course they were fed on the mother’s eleven months in the year, and in 
milk for the first four or five days, | fact, Mr. Adams told me they had 
entirely on new milk from the] cows they had to work hard to get 
mother. them to dry up at the end of eleven 

A Member—I have been told by | months, but here that part has not 
some people who called themselves | been looked to and you change these 
dairymen that they never fed their | breeds into almost any form you want 
calves at all at first until they get | to by selection, breeding and feed- 
so hungry as to drink, and it is some-| ing, or by neglect of care, or the kind 

times as long as thirty-six hours. | of care I have suggested, not milking 
Don’t you think that is wrong? them, letting them dry up early. 

Supt. McKerrow—Thirty-six hours | Cattle are like men, they will get 
isa good while to wait for a meal, | into bad habits if you give them 2 
yes. chance.
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THE RED POLLED. 
1 

H. A. Martin, Gotham, Wis. 

: in 1873 and since that date many im- 

portations have been made. 

‘ Red Polls are a dual-purpose breed. 

The Detailed Description of Standard 

and Scale of Points call for such an 

animal and the breeders are preeding 

Si a and exhibiting animals which con- 

* form to the standard. 

ye As a breed, the cows are profitable 

% a producers, they bring forth calves 

7 - which can be grown and sold as feed- 

ae ers, or retained by producer and fin- 

‘ y ished for market at an early age. The 

cows when kept in the dairy make a 

| ¥ production which shows a profit from 

i this source, 

rs 
| Showing as Compared With Other 

y Breeds. 

f Whenever Red Polls have had the 

opportunity to enter into competition 

} with other breeds, they have made 

a credible showing. 

Mr. Martin In 1901, at the Pan-American Ex- 

position at Buffalo, the Red Polls 

Hornless, or polled cattle, have ex- | were represented in the six months’ 

isted in the counties of Norfolk and | dairy test by five cows from the herd 

Suffolk, England, from time imme-| of one breeder. There were ten 

morial. The files of early publications | breeds in the test, represented by five 

of this section make mention of facts | cows each: Jersey, Guernsey, Ayr- 

in regard to whole dairies of polled | shire, Holstein, Polled Jersey, Short- 

cows which were kept as early a8] horn, Brown Swiss, French Canadian, 

the seventeenth century. The year | Dutch Belted and Red Polled. 

1846 may be taken as the date from Experienced men furnished by the 

which the Norfolk and Suffolk strains | various breeders’ associations spent 

merged into each other, so as to be | months in making selections of re- 

spoken of as one and the same breed. | presentative cows of the several 

In 1873 the Standard Description was breeds, with the result that the Jer- 

adopted and the following year the | seys, Ayrshires, Guernseys, Holsteins, 

English Herd Book founded. Shorthorns and French Canadians 

The first regular jmportation of | were said by competent authority to 

Red Polls to the United States was] be the finest lot of cattle of these 

15
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breeds ever seen together, As this | pounds of butter fat in 330 days, The was a Model Dairy Breed test, the | Red Poll winning in 1903 produced 
cows were given credit for their | 487,97 pounds of butter fat in one dairy production only and charged | year, 
for all feed consumed, Since 1903 there has been no farm. 

In this six months’ test, the Guern- | ers’ cow class, although the Red Seys produced the greatest net protit, | Polled Cattle Club has a standing of- $230.10, The Red Polled cows were | fer of five hundred dollars for this fifth, with a net profit of $197.80. ‘The purpose, providing that any other 
five Red Polled cows entered this breeds competing should contribute a contest under a handicap, as they | like amount, 
were all furnished by one man, had 
been in lactation from 42 to 70 days, Their Record in Slaughter Tests. an avera; f 52 days each, when the tank niece ey ” " Red Polls have been exhibited in The best cow in the test, the Guern- slaughter tests at the International sey Mary Marshall, showed a net but- | ©XPosition in competition with beef 
ter profit for the six months of $59.41. | "Teeds for the last few years. The second best cow, the Red Poll In 1906, of the twenty-seven heaa 
Mayflower 2nd, showed a net butter | S@2t from the Show to the block, six profit of $52.10 for the six months. | Were Red Polls. In percentage of 
The calves these cows produced were oe ee i e. 

is not considered at all in this test. highest @neac Angua, = : Senanaat 
Showing in Farmers’ Cow Class at | Second, a Red Poll, 69.2 per cent. In 

_—e International. yearlings, the highest, a Red Poll, | 67.5 per cent; second, a Hereford, 
In 1902, the International Exposi- | 67.1 per cent; third, a Red Poll, 66.8 tion, held at Chicago, Ill, gave a/| per cent, dressed weight. 

classification for a farmers’ cow In 1907, of the thirty-one head that class. The awards in this class were | were sent to the block, three were based on the following percentages: Red Polls. In the two-year-old class, Individuality of cow, 25 per cent; her the highest was an Angus, $6.9. A butter record, 33 per cent; the calf, Red Poll was third in class, with a 
40 per cent. percentage of 66.6. 

There were five entries, four Red | 5, 1908, in the two-year-old class, Polls and one Shorthorn. The Short- the Red Poll got third and fourth, 
horn was fed and exhibited by the yielding 68.71 and 64.85 per cent. 
Towa Agricultura] College. In 1909, in the two-year-old class First place went to a Red Poll cow, th : fth r with a total score of 94 points; se. ey got fifth and seventh, yielding 
cond, to the Shorthorn, with a score | ®-2 aud 65.9 per cent. of 92; third, fourth and fifth to Red In 1910, in the two-year-old class, a 
Polls, with scores of 91, 89 and 88, | Red Poll was fourth, with a percent- 

In 1903 the International Exposition | 28¢ of 64.21. 
continued this farmers’ cow class, In 1911, Red Polls were third and 
but there were no entries except Red | fifth, yielding 65.6 and 64.7 per cent. 
Polls. The Red Polled cow which won In 1912, they were third and fifth 
first place in 1902 produced 337.8] in the two-year-old class, first going
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to the University of Nebraska, second | animal to be eligible must scale at 
to the Iowa State College. least 80 per cent of the scale of 

The Red Polls in all these slaughter | points. 
tests were bred, fed and exhibited by The writer holds the question is not 
their individual owners, while the | which breed is the best, but which 
majority of the winners exhibited by | breed is best adapted to your specific 
the other breeds were selected by the | conditions. Select the breed you like, 
different Agricultural Colleges, finish- | the one you think will do best under 
ed and exhibited under conditioas your conditions, then apply the feed 
the average breeder does not have at | test, and with judicious management 
his command. success is within your reach. 

Records in Dairy Tests. DISCUSSION. 

In 1908, the Red Polled Cattle Club 
drew up rules and prizes for dairy The Chairman—Here is a man who 
tests for Red Polled cows. The first | believes in records; he has given you 
year ending December 31, 1909, found | a number of them and they are re- 
twelve cows which had finished their | liable, too; I am satisfied of thac. 
records. The cow winning first place | Now, ask him any questions you 
produced in 365 consecutive days | Choose along the line of that parti- 
1,889.5 pounds of milk, and 510.62| cular breed. 
pounds of butter fat. Mr. Griswold—Are the Red Polled 

For the year ending December 31, | Men today working more toward the 
1912, forty-five cows had finished their | dairy line or the beef line? 
year’s records, with twenty-four of Mr. Martin—In order to answer 
them each producing over 300 pounds | that question, I would have to divide 
of butter fat, the territory. Our ‘western men 

These records were made under or- | never have paid much attention to 
dinary farm conditions, the cows were | milk. Take Missouri, Kansas and the 
only milked twice a day and given no | entire west, and that is true, but the 
extra feed or care. It was the aim | astern breeders are in the central- 
of the Association to make these tests | ized districts, where the dairy line is under the ordinary farm conditions | siven attention in developing animals 
found on most of our farms. along dual-purpose lines. 

Some five years ago the Red Polled Mr. Schroeder—What are the pe- 
Cattle Club adopted a detailed de-| Culiar conditions to which the Red 
scription of standard and scale of | Polled cow is adapted? 
Points for Red Polls. Since the adop-| Mr. Martin—I have noticed in a 
tion of the standard, breeders have | Case such as Mr. McKerrow spoke of 
worked together, carefully, selecting | 28 to the Shorthorns in England, we 
their stock, until today they present | find there are many conditions under 
to the public a uniform lot of animals | which they are situated where they 
commanding admiration from the | cannot milk the number of cows they 
most critical. would like to run a special dairy, so 

In 1912 an Advanced Registry for | they milk the best cows and the 
the breed was adopted. Eligibility to | others they turn off and raise the 
advanced registry not only depends | best of the young stock for beef. You 
on the butter fat production, but an | find many places under those condi-
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tions. The question of labor comes A Member—How is it as to the cost 

in very materially. I have heard | of production of milk? 

many men bring that up as the one Mr. Martin—We do not claim that 

changing point, but I would say to we supersede in any way the special 

any farmer, stay with the breed you dairy breeds. You must not confuse | 

are interested in. If you are inter- | them in making your selection. | 

ested@ii any particular breed, stay| The Chairman—Yet your report 

Hebb etby it through thick and thin, | fom the World's Mair ‘at “Diise 
That is where you will win out in would indicate that they were among 

the long run. the most economical producers. I 

4 iewold—3ai St St othe Sten believe wae prize cow there 

dency in picking out a sire to pick bits Rave: oe 

out the nice, smooth, round-looking A Member—As the boys get more 

animal, and in that way grow toward | cut of the notion of milking, the Snort- 

the beef side? horns and Red Polls wiil come more | 
Mr. Martin—Yes. We have many | and more into use. 

things we must avoid as much as we Mr. Bradley—A few years ago we 

can practically. Now, with your spe- | had a big crop of corn and hay and 

cial dairy cattle, the average buyer { said we must have more stock. We 

comes and looks over your herd; his | V¢Te milking all the Jerseys we could 3 

eye, the minute he gets in your yard, csi sim acl aoa ; 
falls upon the nicest, slickest looking See 5 

calf, and if he is not very well posted, ts cir meceeete ane ene ares : 

wit take « good Get of erasing | reeet'she aersey core’ tates st 
on your part to convince him that that | their own mothers and soon disposed “ 

is not the best. of them. 

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE, RED POLLED CATTLE. 

cow. sirable. A cloudy nose or one 

Disqualifications. nae oraneuns length, wide be- 

Seurs, or any evidence whatever of tween the eyes, sloping gradually 

a horny growth on the head. Any from above eyes to poll. The 

white spots on body above lower line poll well defined and prominent, 

cr brush of tail. with a sharp dip behind it in 

Color: Any shade of red. The center of head. Ears of medi- 

switch of tail and udder may be um size and well carried. Hyes 

white with some white running prominent; face well dished be- 

forward to the navel. Nose of a tween the eyes. Muzzle wide, 

clear flesh color. Interior of with iarge nostrils ......Points 6 

ears should be of a yellowish. Objections: A rounding or flat 

waxy color ......--.-.---Points 2 appearance of the poll. Head 

Objections: An extreme dark or too long and narrow. 

an extreme light red is not de- Neck: Of medium length, clean
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cut, and straight from head to Teats: Well placed, wide apart 
top of shoulder, with inclination and of reasonably good size.... 
to arch when fattened, and may seteccccceececcccesecess POMtS 4 
show folds of loose skin under- Objections: Lack of develop 
neath when in milking form... ment, especially in forward ud- 
Ue eRe Ceen since tscinenaticwes SONG B der. Udder too deep, “bottle 

Shoulder: Of medium thickness shaped” and teats too close to- 
and smoothly laid, coming up gether. Teats unevenly placea 
level with line of back....Points 6 and either too large or too 
Objections: Shoulder too promt- small. 

nent, giving the appearance of Milk Veins: Of medium size, full, 
weakness in heart girth, shoul- flexible, extending well forwara, 
der protruding above line of well retained within the body; 
back. milk wells of medium size 

Chest: Broad and deep, insuring sievisineceignnvensciecnese SMES 6 
constitution. Brisket promi- Hide: Loose, mellow, flexible, in- 
nent and coming well forward clined to thickness, with a gooa 
(ieee esis lens 2 hiomemtoiesy, pace aie a full coat of soft hair.... Points 5 

Back and Ribs: Back medium Objections: Thin, papery skin or 
long, straight and level from wiry hair. 
withers to setting on of tail, Condition: Healthy, moderate to 
tmhoderately wide, with spring liberal flesh evenly laid on; 
of ribs starting from the back glossy coat; animal presented 
bone, giving a rounding appear- in full bloom ’............Points 10 
ance, with ribs flat and fairly ad 
wide apart ............. Points 19 Total .........s.eeeeeeeeees UU 
Objections: Front ribs too General Description: Cow medium a. oe a wedge form, low set, top and 
te lain below: the tie line bottom lines straight except at 

Hips: Wid. di a flank, weight 1,300 pounds to 
— = Soenees. rer the 1,500 pounds when mature and hooks, and well covered. Points 3 finished. 

Quarters: Of good length, full, 

rounding and level; thighs wide, 
roomy and not too meaty. Points 6 BULL. 
Objections: Prominent hooks 
and sunken quarters. Disqualifications. 

Tail: Tail head strong and _ set- 
Scurs, or any evidence whatever of 

toe oe eae z| horny growth on the head. Any 
ae white spots on body above lower line 

Legs: Short, straight, squarely or brush of tail. 
Placed, medium bone.... Points 3% Color: Any shade of red, the 
Objections: Hocks crooked: switch of tail may be white, 
legs placed too close together. with some white running for- 

Fore-Udder: Full and flexible, ward to navel. Nose of a clear 
reaching well forward, extend- flesh color. Interior of ears 
ing down level with hind-udder. should be of a yellowish, waxy 
See eeeeeceseereeceeeee+» Points 10 ONO ese csicstescccccaanc eee 8 

Hind-Udder: Full and well up be- Objections: An extreme dark 
NE oe ick acees Pas 28 or an extreme light red is not
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desirable. A cloudy nose or one Quarters: Of good length, full, 

with dark spots. rounding and level; thighs 

Head: Wide, strong and mascu- wide, and moderately full, deep. 

line, relatively short. Poll PSS Me 

stronger and less prominent Objections: Prominent hooks 

than in cow. Ears of medium and sunken quarters. 

size and well carried; eyes promi- Tail: Tail head strong and set- 

nent; muzzle wide with large ting well forward, long and tap- 

nestle "Seon ws Seeseenaca Oe aS ering to a full switch ... Points 2 

Objections: Long, narrow or Legs: Short, straight, squarely 

lacking in masculine character. placed, medium bone ....Points 3 

Neck: Of medium length, full Objections: Hocks crooked; 

crest, of good thickness, strong, legs placed too close together. 

of masculine appearance ....--- | Rudimentaries: Large, wide apart 

SVS, gigi os ae ee Le and placed well forward........ 

Shoulder: Of medium thickness and Sub aiacewpocnss=ses can Renee (oe 

- gmoothly laid, coming up level Position of rudimentaries, Points 6 

with line of back ....... Points 8} Objections: Rudimentaries 

Objections: Shoulder too promi- placed back on scrotum, or 

nent, giving the appearance of placed too close together, indi- 

weakness in heart girth, shoul- cating tendency to transmit 

der. protruding above line of badly formed udders. | 

back. Hide: Loose, mellow, flexible, in- a 

Chest: Broad and deep, insuring oa to thickness, witha good i 

constitution. Brisket prominent full coat of soft hair .....Points i 

and coming well forward ...... Objections: Thin, papery skin 4 

Vossen chan visit c ciata ornare eee ae or wiry hair. 4 
2 : Condition: Healthy, moderate to 

Back and Ribs: Back medium liberal flesh evenly laid on; 

long, straight and level from glossy coat; animal presented | 

withers to setting on of tall, in full bloom .......... Points 10 
moderately wide, with spring of Wa, 

ribs: starting ; from" tie. Pack Total” oc... 2<cecsen ses cseee+ 9200 
bone, giving a rounding ~ ap- 

pearance, with ribs flat and General Description: Strong, 1m- 

fairly wide apart ........Points 14 pressive, low set, and of good 

Objections: Front ribs too carriage. Weight 1,800 pounds 

straight, causing depression to 2,000 pounds when mature 

) back of shoulders. Drop in back and finished. 

or loin below the top line. W. D. McTavish, 

Hips: Wide, rounding over the Prof. C. F. Curtiss, 

hooks, and well covered ..Points 3 2 J. W. Martin.
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THE GUERNSEY. 

H. D. Griswold, West Salem, Wis. 

The Guernsey breed of cattle had | where the Guernseys won over all 
its origin centuries ago, and, while | competition. Since then the Guern- 

the early records are lost, it is gener- | seys have made wonderiul advance- 

ally supposed that the ancestors of | ment; prices are continually rising 

the present race of Guernseys came | and the demand exceeds the supply. 

from France to the Island of Guern- | Thirty-nine thousand, five hundred 

sey. The people there, recognizing | registered Guernsey cattle are 

the fact that these cattie were espec- | now distributed over the entire 

ially good and wishing to perpetuate | United States. Nearly every state 

them, passed laws in 1879 prohibiting | in the Union has good _ speci- 

the importation of any live cattle, | mens of the breed. Wisconsin leads 

thus the breed has been kept pure | with three thousand pure bred ani: 

since that time. mals distributed among forty-three 

The small Island of Guernsey main- | counties. New York is second, with 

tains about five thousand head of | 2,340, and Pennsylvania third, with 

cattle, or about one animal for each | 2,066. These are’ the three leading 

two acres of land. This land is very | dairy states of the Union and would 

high in price and foods are carefully | naturally be well represented by the 
saved, so that cattle are carefully | jeading breed. 

selected and bred to get the most 

useful and productive animals. Long The Advanced Registry. 

years of breeding for dairy produc- 

tion has brought out splendia ani The advanced register for Guernsey 
mals, persistent milkers and ot aj Cattle was the first advanced register 

uniform type. From these cattle have ; on the basis of a year’s production 

descended the great families of Guern- | of butter fat, which is the only true 

seys distributed throughout the dairy | measure of a dairy cow. Since its 

sections of the world. establishment there has been a great 

3 interest taken by dairymen among 

The Breed in America. similar lines by representatives of all 

The first importations to America | dairy breeds. 
were in 1830 and in 1850, but as no The requirements for admission to 

effort was made to advertise them, | the advanced registry are 250 pounds 

it was not until 1877 that the Amer- | of butter fat per year for a two-year 
ican Guernsey Breeders’ Association | 0d heifer, and 360 pounds for a ma- 
was formed and at that time only 193 | ture cow. Since the beginning of this 
Guernseys were registered. work, over two thousand cows have 

It was not until the Worid’s Colum- | been admitted to the advanced regis- 
bian Exposition in 1893 that remark- | try. 
able records were made by the Guern- The average production of milk per 

seys, such records being made by | cow is 8,200 pounds per year; the 

those entering the contest, and again | average test of butter fat, 5.046 per 

at the Pan-American Exposition, ! cent; the average pounds of butter
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fat, 413. The largest milk yield was | vate families. Men who are keeping 
made by Dolly Dimple, 18,808.5; the | other breeds of cattle are buying 
largest butter fat record by Spots- | Guernseys to give color and quality to 
wood Daisy Pearl, 957.38 pounds. their milk. 

The Quality of Guernsey Products. 

The quality of the Guernsey milk, Characteristics of the Guernsey. 
cream and butter has no equal, hav- 

ing as it does the highest natural Economy of production must always 
color and the best flavor and quality. | be considered with the production of 
Today in nearly all of the large cities | the cow. In this the Guernsey has 

| 

| 

: 

® : 

io 

Mabrino’s Lura, 31577 A. G. C. C., three-yearold Guernsey cow 
making fine advanced registry record for Fruit Bros., 

Waukesha, Wis. 

and towns, the choicest trade is found { never been beaten. Her medium size, 
to be supplied with milk from pure | good conformation, quiet disposition, 
bred and grade Guernsey cows. and her capacity as a feeder enable 

This characteristic of the Guernsey | her to produce milk at the lowest cost 
milk appeals to two classes, the pro-| for food consumed. This has been 
gressive dairymen who are producing | proven in several competitive trials. 
strictly high-class products for a criti- From the standpoint of feed con- 
ca] trade, where the highest returns | sumed the Guernsey breed has the 

are secured, and those who ot largest percentage of profitable and 
the best flavored and colored milk,! the smallest percentage of unprofit- 

cream and butter for use in their pri- | able cows of any of the breeds,
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The cows have good, well shaped | In our own experience, the use of the 

udders, teats of good size, and are | Guernsey sire raised the production of 

easy to miik. our cows fifty per cent. Whenever 

The Guernsey cows are quiet in | Guernsey sires have been used on 

disposition and are always pets on | common stock, the offspring have been 

the farm. The bulls are tractable, | from thirty to fifty per cent better 

easily handled, work readily in tread | producers of milk product than the 

powers and are easily managed. original stock. 

The Guernsey sire crosses well with I have yet to learn of a man who 

other breeds. When care is used in| has given the Guernsey a fair trial 
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Guernsey bull, Imported Victory of Sarnia, 22001 A. G. Cc. C., 

owned by Chas. L. Hill, Rosendale, Wis. 

the selection of the cows which are | who cared to change for anything 

used in crossing, uniformly good re- | else. The Guernseys are being hand- 

sults follow. Guernsey sires are in | led by some of the best breeders of 

more and more demand for crossing | the country who are making a special 

with"common stock, Grade Guernsey | study of the breed, to bring out and 

cows are being purchased at high | develop the most economical, profit- 

prices, and there are buyers for every | able and perfect dairy cows that have 

cow offered for sale. ever been produced. They have al- 

In the cow census carried on by | ready accomplished this and they are 

Hoard’s “Dairyman” for the last few | making every effort to still further 

years, the Guernseys have been uni- | develop and perfect this breed. As 

formly the largest and best producers. " our dairymen more fully realize the
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superior merits of the milk, cream, ] wold has said as being true, but he 

and the animals themselves, the de-| believes it to be true, no doubt of 

mand will continue to increase for | that. Let us find out what Mr. Gris- 
many years to come. wold’s stock has been doing for him. 

i Mr. Griswold—There is one thing 

In Conclusion. I want to say without regard to breed. 
The Guernsey cow is of a good| I know the farmer is apt to think he 

size; she is ideal in color and type; | never can afford to have these high- 

she has good udder, teats nd is easy | priced animals. Now, you can have 
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Grade Guernsey cow owned by M. L. Welles, Rosendale, Wis., 

57.1 Ibs. milk in one day. 

to milk; she is the most economical | a full blood sire and grade up your 

producer of butter fat and gives the | herd, and while you are doing that, 

richest colored product; she has a| you can learn how to feed, how to 

good disposition. This seems to be | take care of them, and when you feel 

contagious, as all Guernsey men have | that you understand that, you can get 

it also. a good price for those grades, and 

then, one by one, bring in a_ full 

blood, buy a calf. Do not go out and 

DISCUSSION. try to buy a high priced cow. We 

have got our herd in that way, by 

The Chairman—Another case of the | grading, and when we have a chance 

last story being the best. Now I will] to buy a high grade, we buy here 

not vouch for everything Mr. Gris- | and there a calf. You go out to buy
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a cow and you are not through when | really set the value of this cow, rather 
you get the cow. You are véry apt | than the amount of money you got 
to find something the matter with | for her,-owing to the different prices 
her, but you buy a well bred calf and | of this product. 
you have as good a chance as any- Mr. Griswold—The average per cent 
body to get you a good cow. The | of the butter fat in the herd is just 
full life of the animal is ahead of it, | about five per cent. The average 
you get those cheaper, the freight on | production per cow is about four hun- 
them is cheaper, and one by one you | dred and thirty pounds of butter fat. 
can pick up these calves and bring Supt. McKerrow—You get this ex- 
them into your herd. Sometimes you | tra two cents for the color. 

can pick up a good grade that way The Chairman—What other sources 

where you live near a town and some | of revenue have you from your herd? 
man in town does not care to keep a Mr. Griswold—There is the stock 
calf, sometimes you can arrange to| we have to sell and the skim milk 
give him the service of your sire and | we have to feed the pigs. That brings 

. take his calf. You can better afford | us a source of revenue, because we 
to give a little time than to put in a | figure our hogs will just about pay 
lot of money to start with. If you | for the bran and the oil meal and 
will pick up these animals when they | those feeds that we have to buy to 

are small, have your eyes open all | balance up our ration. The stock we i 

the time to something good, you can | have to sell brings us in as much as 4 
get it just as well as anybody else. the cream product does. I 

A Member—What do your cows Supt. McKerrow—-A year ago I : 

bring you in during the year? asked Mr. Griswold to let me have ; 

Mr. Jacobs—I am awfully sorry that | some pictures to illustrate his talk . 

question has been asked. on Farm Management last year, so e 

Mr. Griswold—We sell cream ana | he sent me some Guernsey pictures, 
we have the skim milk left to feed | and he sent me the pictures of two 
on the farm, and in selling the cream, | cows which at that time were under 
counting the two-year-old heifers, the | test. I asked him to let me know 
mature cows and everything, they | what they had done or were doing, 
bring us in at the present time one | and in this Bulletin on pages 270 ana 
hundred and thirty dollars apiece for | 271 you will see the pictures of these 
the cream alone. two cows, one Endymion’s Primrose, 

Mr. Bradley—What do you get in | making 11,000 pounds of milk up to 
butter fat? that time. The year was not com- 

Mr. Imrie—And do you get cream- | pleted. The year was completed later 
ery price or private trade? and she made over 12,000 pounds of 

Mr. Griswold—Some of it is private | milk and 656 pounds of butter fat. 
trade. We get a little above cream- | The other cow, Yeska’s Sunburst, was 
ery prices; we only live three-quar-| said to be giving over 10,000 pounds, 
ters of a mile from the railroad sta- | also estimated, as the time was not 
tion. At the creamery we would get up, an estimate of 530 pounds of but- 
thirty-four cents, average price for | ter fat, but Mr. Griswold’s herdsman 
the whole year. Ours figures about | told me the first week in February : 
thirty-six cents. that this cow had not quite compteied | 

Mr. Clark—It seems to me it is the | her year but had gotten nearly up to } 
butter fat production that would | 580 pounds of fat. j 

}
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A Member—How are we going to| ter color, but we do not admit the 
know what kind of cow we should | better quality of production. You will 
have for this section? soon have an opportunity to take care 

Mr. Griswold—I would say, pick out | of the Jersey, and I hope you will 
the cow you like best. You do not | be able to do her justice. Mr. Jacobs 
want to work with something you do | pas been handling Jerseys for a num- 
not ‘ike. ber of years, he has a herd of cattle 

The Chairman—Mr. Griswold has | tur be tas lots of confacnce in, and 
made these big claims and seems to |'1, sisc knows what othar breeds are have proved them too, but I feel satis- doing, so he knows why he ‘has con- 
fied Mr. Jacobs will claim as much fidence in them. 
for the Jerseys. We admit the bet- |" 

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE, GUERNSEY CATTLE. 

cow. Hide firm yet loose, with an 
oily feeling and texture but Dairy Temperament. Constitution - not thick ;............Counts 3 

; slat ais'sosidawiie es Swicisen ans awe Milking Marks denoting quantity 
Clean cut, lean face; strong, Of floW ... 2-2. eeeeeeeee es 10 sinewy jaw; wide muzzle Escutcheon wide on thighs, 

with wide open nostrils; tui high and broad with tnign bright eye with quiet and ovals tteeeeseeeseee. Counts 2 
gentle expression; forehead Milk veins crooked, branching long and broad .......Counts 5 and prominent, with large or 

Long, thin neck with strong deep wells ............Counts 8 juncture to head; clean throat. Udder Formation ..............26 
Backbone rising well between Udder full in front ......Counts 8 
shoulder blades; large, rugged Udder full and well up behing spinal processes, indicating we SGdedsScetcertemes NETS % 
good development of the er of large size se = 
spinal cord ...........Counts 5 peo: oo er ee eee A Teats wide apart, squarely Pelvis arching and wide, rump placed and of good and even 
long; wide, strong structure MEO... <3. 2s cess tcce ees 6 
of spine at setting on of tail. Indicating Color of Milk .......15 
Long, thin tail with good Skin deep yellow in ear, on switch. Thin, in-curving thighs end of bone of tail, at base of 
Ctedcnsoccseesescesscs COURS 5 horns, on udder, teats and body 

Ribs amply and fully sprung and generally. Hoof amber col- 
wide apart, giving an open, re- OPO So cccisereccsascn COMA TS laxed conformation; thin, arch- Milking Marks denoting quality 

ing flank ............. Counts 5 OE FO ecco cette olen | 
“Abdomen large and deep, with Udder showing plenty of sub- 

strong muscular and navel de- stance but not too meaty .... 
velopment, indicative of ca- trevereeererrereteere COURTS 6 
pacity and vitality ..., Counts 15 |
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Symmetry and Size .....-++++-- 5 Abdomen large and deep, with 

Color of hair a shade of strong muscle and navel de- 

fawn with white markings. ~ velopment, indicative of ca- 

Cream colored nose. Horns pacity and vitality ....Counts 1b 

amber colored, small, curved Hide firm yet loose, with an 

and not coarse. Hoofs amber oily feeling and texture but 

colored ........-----+-Counts 3 not thick scSeeeetosssCoumes 3 

Size for the breed: Mature Dairy Prepotency .......----- 15 

cows four years old or over, As shown by having a great 

about 1,050 Ibs ........Coumts 2 deal of vigor, style, alertness 

— and resolute appearance.....- 

TOtAl ...csedsscscss ce LUO TI Fe slice peenessacor MN 1D 

i Rudimentaries of good size, 

BULL. Rudimentaries and Milk Veins 10 

squarely and broadly placed 

Temperament Constitution ... .38 in front of and free from scro- 

Clean cut, lean face; strong tum. Milk veins prominent 

sinewy jaw; wide muzzle with Ae io sk Aa vavepe sence Ome EO 

wide open nostrils; full bright Indicating Color of Milk In Off- 

eye with quiet and gentle ex- spring .....--cceeeceeeee ee ID 

pression; forehead long and Skin deep yellow in ear, on end 

proad ....-....-.-----Counts b of bone of tail, at base of if 

Long masculine neck with horns and body generally, in I 

strong juncture to head; clean hoofs amber colored ..Counts 15 aa 

throat. Backbone rising well Symmetry and Size ......-+-- +22 » 

between shoulder Dbiades; Color of hair a shade of fawn * 

large, rugged spinal processes, - with white markings. Cream aa 

indicating good development colored nose. Horns amber al 

of the spinal cord .....Counts 5 colored, curving and not 

Pelvis arching and wide; rump coarse ........++++--. Counts & 

long; wide, strong structure Size for the breed: Mature bulls 

of spine at setting on of tall. four years old or over, about 

Long, thin tail with good 1,500 Ibs. ........-----Counts 4 

switch. Thin, in-curving thigns General appearance ag indica- 

BOs oc Sea aee asa sae | Ce © tive of the power to beget ant- 

Ribs amply and fully sprung and mals of strong dairy quall- 

wide apart, giving an open, re- HOR spac sncecexsssncss OGUmEm 16 

laxed conformation; thin, — 

arching flank ..,..--.,Counts 5 Ce a MERE 

rr eee
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THE JERSEY. 

a E. C. Jacobs, Elk Mound, Wis 

| originally property in cattle); ‘for the 

herd is the foundation of all wealth.’ 
| After the lapse of many centuries, 

| Farmer Scrofa’s dictum is as pertin- 

- | ent as ever.” 
a If the Jersey needed an advocate to 

champion her cause; I think one more 

able than I would have been chosen. 

\ > The Jersey speaks for herself or ra- 

Si ther expresses herself in action. [ am 

$ not disposed to throw a club at any 

good dairy cow of any breed and I re- 

cognize that there are many such 

cows in all the dairy breeds and that 

P there are more of them needed than 
t "I na can be supplied by all the dairy 

~~ / breeds—that many of them have 

made and are making great records. 

, For the men who are developing the 

. great cows of other breeds I have 
ihe greatest respect, not only to» their 

skill as breeders and feeders !.1t also 
for their ability to let the worle know 

what their cows are doing. [o my 

ex dees, brother Jersey breeders I weuld say, 

“Go thou and do likewise.’ 

“The motto of the Club, ‘Omnis pe- | The Jersey has been este!.jished as 
cuniae pecus fundamentum’, meaning | 4 distinct breed for many y<ars. For 
‘The herd is the foundation of all at least two hundred years they have 
wealth, was suggested by the late | been kept free from crossing with 

Mr. T. J. Hand, dug out of his store | ottier breeds of cattle on their native 
of classical knowledge, and goes back | Island of Jersey, to which no cattle 

to antiquity, to the days of ancient | are allowed to be imported except 

Rome. Farmers’ associations were | for their immediate slaughter. On 

not unknown in those days, and in an | this island the Jersey has for cen- 
account of the discussion at one of | turies been handled and cared for by 

their meetings there is preserved the | Women. This fact may explain the 

remarks of one Scrofa, who said, in | Treason for her great docility and 
concluding an address: ‘“lherefore | gentleness of disposition. 
it is the science of caring for and Jerseys were first introduced into 

feeding the herd in order that the | the United States in 1850, the first 

greatest profits possible may be taken | importation being to Connecticut. 

from it, from which wealth itself is | Since that time they have been dis- 
named’ (pecus cattle, pecunia, weaitn, | tributed through every State and ter-
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ritory and Canadian Provinces. In| solids in one year as_ twenty-five 

recent years they have been exported | steers. 
from the United States into Brazil, The World’s Fair in Chicago in 
Mexico, Central America, Cuba and | 1893 afforded the first opportunity to 

Japan. demonstrate in public competition 

The total number of animals regis- | that the Jersey was indeed the 

tered in the forty-five years since the | “Little Giant of the Dairy.” The 
American Jersey Cattle Club was | test was begun May 12, 1893 and con. 

established to November 30, 1912, | tinued until October 20th. Jersey, 

was 389,147. Twenty-six per cent of | Guernsey and Shorthorn herds were 

the entire registration for the forty- | entered. 
five years was made in the last five In this test the Jersey: 

years. 1. Gave more milk. 
2. Made more cheese. 

An Age of Specialization. 8. Made more butter. 

This is an age of specialization. Soe pre mapee Sein cteer than 
Economy is wealth. The Jersey is a . 

special dairy purpose animal. Her ea — a pound of butter at 

. purpose fs economy and quality in| ‘me st. Louis Exposition in 1904 
a the production of animal food for einin ‘aaa a aad Sei 

I mankind. Her title to supremacy for a 8 one _— 
t e try out the different dairy breeds in 

this purpose has not been success- 
{ the greatest and most complete pub- 

fully disputed. There is a reason. In 
lic contest that had ever been held. 

her physical make-up economy of con- me Speaking of the St. Louis test, Prof. 
struction for a definite purpose is per- o E. H. Farrington says, “There is no 
sonified. She is like an athlete train- , . 

fiction in these ‘World’s Fair’ re- 
ed for the contest—she carries no ds.” 
dead weight. Every pound of her paces 
natomy is best suited for the manu- psi eye e oe y a s coe eka x owe the American Jersey Cattle Club 

an ri x 7 = a ee gon nag a lasting debt of gratitude for its per- 
ae z ce eseae aon © claims. | sistence in bringing about a dairy 
oe meee: cow demonstration pure and simple.” 

Prof. M. A. Scoville says, “The 

Some: Commiacting eee: tests at St. Louis were conducted in 

Jacoba Irene produced 17,253 | 4 manner that leaves no doubt as to 

pounds of milk in one year, contain- | the accuracy of the results.” 

ing 2,227 pounds of total milk solids. In the St. Louis test there were 
Compare this with the work done by | entered Jersey, Holstein, Brown Swiss 

the average steer weighing 1,100 and Shorthorn herds. The basis of 

pounds at the age of two years. When | the awards was economic production. 

born he will weigh close to éne hun- The Jerseys proved to be the most 

dred pounds. In two years of growth | economical producers of butter and 

he has actually produced one thous- | of milk for all purposes of dairying. 

and pounds of carcass, only one-fifth, Prof. T. L. Haecker shows that 

or two hundred pounds of which is| the Jerseys returned one pound of 

edible dry matter. This means that | butter fat for every 12.051 pounds of 

Jacoba Irene produced as much edible | nutriment consumed. The Holsteins
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required 14.839 pounds to produce; some others put the results of this 

one pound of butter fat. The Short- | test do not confirm such claims, as 

horns required 15.52 pounds, and the the Jersey received 50.67 per cent of 

Brown Swiss 16.919 pounds of nutri- her nutriment from the roughage she 

ment per pound of milk solids. The | consumed against 50.48 per cent in 

Jerseys required 2.955 pounds of nu- | the case of the Holstein. 

triment for one pound of milk solids, The Agricultural Society of Den- 

the Holsteins required 3.283 pounds, mark tested all dairy breeds for econ- 
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CREAMY GOLD. 

Highest producing Jersey in Wisconsin Dairy Cow Competition; winner 

of A. J. C. C. bronze medal as third prize producing three-year-old 

cow in the United States and Canada for the year 1911. Owned by 

W. H. Clark, Rice Lake, Wis. 

the Shorthorns 3.421 pounds and the | omic production and recommended 

Brown Swiss 3.638 pounds. the Jersey to the Danish farmers. 

Cost per pound of butter, the Jer- 

seys made a pound of butter for a Register of Merit. 

food cost of 10.56 cents, the Holstein, 

her nearest competitor, at a cost of The public tests do not finish the 

13.56 cents. story of the Jersey. She has con- 

The Jersey is alleged by some to tinued to make dairy history. In 1903 

require a larger proportion of her the Jersey Cattle Club established 

food in a concentrated form than! the register of merit. The require-
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ments for entry on yearly tests are, Rosalind of Old Basing, Alberta, 

250.5 pounds of butter fat for cows | Canada, completed her third year 

two years old and under at beginning | test, making during her three tests z- 
of test to 360 pounds for cows five | 504.39 pounds of butter, showing that 

years old or over. the Jersey is suited to northern lati- 

Short tests may have some value | tude. 

as a guide to the production of a cow, Golden Dollykin 2nd, one year 
but testing cows for a short period | eleven months old at beginning or 

and selecting by such tests does not | test produced 632 pounds of butter 

tend to develop cows that are per-| in one year. Pogis Irene 2nd, dam of 

sistent milkers and able to make the | Jacoba Irene, fifteen years old at be- 

best yearly returns. ginning of test, produced 615 pounds 

Prof. Eckles, of the Missouri Ex- of butter in a year. These cases 
periment Station, says, “A seven-day show that the Jersey produces both 

test as carried on by the most skillful | ©@tly and late. 

breeders Sr ae an abnormally D1gn | the Wisconsin Dairy Cow Competi- 
percentage o' Be tion.. 

Prof. Philly. H-.” Bmith, . = But what of the Wisconsin Dairy 
Massachusetts Agricultural Per | Cow Competition, of which we have 

: ment sara Aree Se — heard a great deal and expect to hear 
breeders. ick to the yearly *| more in the immediate future? In 

C No association has a better systeM| this test the Jersey was said to have 
{ of testing than the American i been beaten to a frazzle. While no 

! . see os a eae = honor has been claimed for the Jer- 
: take up the wor sey in this test, yet it will be found 

nrg — lageteseg _ = by consulting Bulletin No. 226 of the 

= Wisconsin Experiment Station that 
attention at the — on hanged while the margin is small, the Jersey 

= cee Dy eae = produced the most butter for food 
juction ? ed. 

Notable among Register of Merit | “Taos. Babcock test settled be 

Symes afb ee | nce ie ame 
’ | richness of Jersey milk, it was soon 

‘Tb — of — ~ we discovered by the previous doubters 

ee Eee pik conned unequalled that it was too rich for man or beast 

a ie ise at _ cost | 224 a new element called vitatity 
Dyieny Cowes any eee was discovered in thin milk. 1 think 
of feed. “ a : ras | t@ Babcock test may safely be re- 

During 1! = : a v ide lied upon to measure this element 
pence, — Hi = BS of | along with the butter fat, and that | 

=— S 2 eee ee it will correspond to the per cent of 
f ch ilk. 

Twice during 1912 has the one ee 
thousand-pound yearly butter record Objections to the Jersey. 

been passed by a Jersey cow. One 
of them, Sophie 19th of Hood Farm, The Jersey is alleged to be a deli- 

making 1,110 pounds seven ounces of | cate animal, subject to disease and 

butter and a two-year record of 2,116 | not hardy. If by being hardy is 
pounds of butter. meant ability to withstand abuse and | 

= |
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exposure, we enter for her a plea of | do not measure up to the standard 

guilty and ask that such cow owners |- which has developed the dairy quality 

change their occupation or be subject | of the cow, we shall pull her down 

to some of their own treatment. We | to our standard as dairymen. 

also wish to note that no good dairy When we consider the Jersey’s 

cow of any breed can withstand ifl | wealth and strength of breeding, 

treatment and exposure to cold, be- giving them that prepotency which 

cause a cow’s ability to use her food causes them to breed true to type, 

to keep herself warm measures her and when used to grade up common 

inability to produce dairy products herds gives them the power to over- 

at low cost. come the ordinary blood and fix ina 

If being hardy means the ability of | short time the type and characteris- 

converting a large amount of feed | tics of the Jersey herself, shall we 

into dairy products, with the least | hestitate to pin our faith to and in- 

possible waste, and to continue to do | vest our money in the Jersey cow? 

so for a long period of time and to 

do it under conditions available for a 

dairy cow in all parts of the civilized DISCUSSION. 

world, then the record of the Jersey 
shows that she is indeed a hardy| 4 Member—I would like to have 

animal. 
the question of prepotency explained 4 

We do not claim that the Jersey is to this audience; some of them do not * 

immune from disease, but the fact understand what prepotency means. a 

that no case of bovine tuberculosia| Mr. Jacobe—By that. term, oe it 

hag ever been discovered on the Is- ) ™°4? strength of breeding; power to : 

land of Jersey shows that they are trausmit the qualities and character- } 

not particularly subject to this dis- istics possessed to offspring. 
ease at least. Mr. Griswold—Don’t you prefer to 

have a good-sized animal of the 

The Problem Before Wisconsin Dairy- breed? 
men. Mr. Jacobs—I do. I think the dairy 

cow competition of Wisconsin empha- 

Great records made and contests | sizes that fact, that it was the me- 

won may be of interest and have their | dium large cows of the breed, on tne 

value in pointing the way for improve- | average, that made the best recoris. 

ment of the dairy herds. The net | We do not wish to get a delicate, 

profit of the dairyman does not ne- slender animal of the breed. 

cessarily depend upon the size of his Mr. Bradley—Don’t you think there 

herd or the size of his cow. The | is a great deal. of difference in the 

great, problem before Wisconsin | way people accept the dairy breeds 

farmers is not to secure occasionally | from what they did fifteen or twenty 

a cow with a high record, but to se- | years ago, when they were shipped 

cure herds of cows, each one of which | into a district where they had not 

when properly cared for will return | previously been known? There was a 

a good profit at the pail and by her good deal of feeling in those days. 

heredity contribute toward the im- Mr. Jacobs—I think when the Jer- 

provement of the herd. sey was originally introduced into 

The cow cannot do it all, even| tbis country, and for a long time af- 

though she be a Jersey cow. If we terwards, she was considered simply
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as a rich man’s plaything. At that | same as six and eight per cent, and 
time the only way of determining | then he came very near to the amount 
the value of a cow was the fullness | of casein and butter fat in the muk. 
of the milk pail; that impressed | He knew he could not make twice as 

people So strongly that as a rule that | much from the six per cent milk as 
was the only thing they judged by, | from the four per cent milk, but by 

and the Jersey giving a small amount | adding two per cent to it, it would 
of milk, richer in butter fat and milk-| work. They are going to try to 

ing more persistently, never had a fair | introduce the casein test as well. 

show in the world until she was Mr. Jacobs—The fact is, six per 

judged by the Babcock test. cent milk is seldom ever found in 
The Chairman—Is it not a common | herd milk, and three per cent milk 

impression now that rich milk, after | will not make cheese of the same 
being skimmed, is poorer in quality | quality as if it was a little richer, so 
than other kinds? we admit there is a slight variation 

Mr. Jacobs—I do not know if it is, | as to quantity, but the quality of the 
but if it is, it is a very erroneous no-| cheese would be improved by the 
tion, because the solids in milk, while | extra amount of fat; in other words, 

they do not correspond exactly to| the high testing milk of the Jersey 
; the butter fat, they correspond very | will need to be mixed with the low 
3 closely, that is, the milk richer in| testing milk of the Holstein to make 
! butter fat will also be richer in solids | the largest amount of marketable 
i not fat. cheese, and the Holstein milk requires 
i A Member—Then the Jersey cow] some Jersey milk with it to make 
; would be well adapted for the cheese ! cheese of the best quality. 
: factory? Mr. Imrie—Another thing he said, 

Mr. Jacobs—I ask the gentleman, | there was more waste in butter fat 

how do you sell your milk, by weight | made from rich milk than in a lower 
or by test? test. > 

The Member—By test. Mr. Jacobs—There is one point 

Mr. Jacobs—I do not care what | that I wish to lock horns upon with 
they do with that milk if I sell it by | my good friend, Mr. Griswold, and 
test and get paid for it by test. We | that is the stress he places on color. 
believe that is the fairest way of | Now, I infer from Mr. Griswold’s 
judging for any purpose. Our Ex- | talk, that the yellower the cream the 
periment Stations and scientific men | more valuable it is. In other words, 
tell us that is the fairest way of de-| if you get it so yellow it would be 
ciding the value of milk for any pur- | red, it would be still higher in value 
pose. than the Guernsey cream. I believe 

Mr. Imrie—Over in Manitowoc | there is a satisfactory color, and, if 
county they are introducing the casein | it runs over that, it becomes too yel- 
test as well, the cheese-maker said, | low; if it comes under that, it is not 
to get an accurate division, that the | yellow enough for popular approval. 
only way he had of finding was to| Now, we believe that Jersey milk is 
add two per cent to the test. Then, of | yellow enough. We do not claim it 
course, it was divided up. Suppose | is as yellow as the Guernsey, but it is 
some of the milk was four per cent | yellow enough. If you are using it 
and some six per cent, he added two | for butter color to put in Holstein 
per cent to each, that would be the | milk, I will admit it would advance °
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that color slightly, but when you have The Chairman—That is for invalids. 

got anything yellow enough, why not Mr. Jacobs—We find too much of it 
let it aione? “| without its being advertised. 

The Chairman—I intended to call Mr. Clark—I have seen the adver- 
on Mr. Griswold to give his under-| tisement “Oleomargarine served 
standing of his position, but he also | here.” I want to ask you, do you 
said it was better quality. think the Jersey is the most econo- 

Mr. Jacobs—I stated what I thought | mical in producing butter fat? 

about quality in giving the records. Mr. Jacobs—Yes, I do. 
I am not giving my opinion about it, Mr. Clark—Mr. Griswold seemed 

Iam simply giving the records as to | to think the same thing of the Guern- 
quality. I am giving my judgment | sey. 

as to color, but the quality is some- Mr. Jacobs—The trouble is he 
thing we can go to the records for. could not prove it and I did. 

Mr. Griswold—I have never yet A Member—Is there anybody on 

heard anybody complain about there | earth who can tell by the flavor the 
being too much color in Guernsey or | difference between a pound of Guern- 

Jersey or any of them, but in selling Sey butter and that of any other 
cream in the city of La Crosse to a| preed? Is there anything in it? 

very critical trade, a man with whom/ yr, Jacobs—I think the Guernsey 
I have large dealings told me that! wij) make pretty good butter. 
the color in selling was equal to two! tne Member—But don't they taste 
points in the price, so the color exactly the same when you get right 
counts: for: gomething- down to it, if they are made under 

Mr. Jacobs—I want to ask you ditions? 

gentlemen, when you see a milk one eee oe 
Mr. Jacobs— I am not expert 

wagon delivering milk from some th 
fancy dairy, if it does not claim that |. @20Ush to know any more than in the 
it has Jersey milk, and isn’t there | tests where it has been tried out 
always a picture of a Jersey cow on | they give the awards to the Jerseys, 
the wagon? It is the standard ot | ‘hat is all 1 know. 
quality the world over. Th Chairman—I think if Mr. Mc- 

Mr, Imrie—Some of the leading | Kerrow knew that you could not tell 

hotels in the country do not seem to| what particular breed it was pro- 

recognize the fact, because they ad-/| duced from he would hardly have 

vertise Holstein milk served on their | asked you to write a paper. 
tables. 

STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE, JERSEY. CATTLE. 

cow. muzzle broad, with muscular 

WOME: Seca se reces teens vewneud lips; strong under jaw..Counts 3 

A—Medium size, lean; face NOOK 2 in cece ca siece BS 
dished; broad between eyes Thin, rather long, with clean 
and narrow between horns.... throat; thin at withers........ 

dsecececcssserenesivecs. COURtS 4 Ras Cod sa as avec usnaclde 2 CaO 

B—Eyes full and placid; horns ORY s0 cae Ssicececsececesctesec BO 
small to medium, incurving; A—Lung capacity, as indicated
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by depth and breadth through food and productiveness at pail. 
body, just back of fore legs. . sete eeeeeceeeceecess Counts 10 

B—Wedge shape, with deep, 100 large paunch; legs proportion- 
ate to size, and of fine quality. BULLS. 

S WAGON Fars cce ws one now ecko sce C_Beck straight tw ap 3 | Broad, medium length; face asinine ceonee rea cec Oy dished; Harrow. betssean 
Cungnae en roe horns; horns medium in size 

DOCS... ....-..-5..... Ceuta 28 and incurving .........Counts 5 E—Hipbones high and wide ga ak ee cies nace | apart; loins broad, strong..... —_ sa ee De eae 5 Drosuion one of vigor, resclt- F—Thighs flat and well cut out. nae ee oe ee : De eeeeeeeeeeeeveeeeees Counts 3 Medium length, with full crest at 
Tail A Tee ceneeverecccncescccecceel maturity; clea at throat.. Thin, long, with good switch, not wentctscotesccess eases COUNtH 20 Coarse at setting-on....Counts 2 ose: MS ee CE Ure : aT Ce | A—Lung capacity, as indicated 1 A—Large size and not fleshy.... by depth and breadth through a ee ere ae body just back of shoulders; 1 B—Broad, level or sphericai, not shoulders full and strong........ 1 deeply cut between teats..... < ceidinessececsicccccsece GOuNntS 15 ’ tisstressesescessseses Counts 4[ B—Barrel long, of good depth , C—Fore udder full and well and breadth, with strong, well- rounded, running well forward sprung ribs ............Counts 15 of front teats..........Counts 10 C—Back straight to hip-bones... D—Rear udder well rounded, and ttteeeeeeerceeceeceess Counts 2 well out and up behind..Counts 8 D—Rump of good length and pro- 
OR one rep ae ee Portion to size of body and Of good and uniform length and level from hip-bone to rump- size, regularly and squarely bone ................. Counts 7 

Placed ................ Counts g| E—Loins broad and strong; hips Milk Vélne G5. csi ole eee Z compare emale..Counts Large, tortuous and — =e - i F—Thighs rather flat, well cut op _ttttttesessesseeseees Counts behind, high arched flank... 
RO ios octet pariactee a oe Skwesd es seeeetaecs.c. Counts. Ss Mature cows, 800 to 1,000 G—Legs proportionate to size pounds ............... Counts 3 and of fine quality, well apart, 
General Appearance ........ «500 and not to weave or cross in A symmetrical balancing of all walking .............. Counts 5 the parts, and a proportion of Rudimentary Teats ........... uae Parts to each other, depending Well placed .............Counts 2 on size of animal, with the WE ie oo scku choca ceseasie ie 

general appearance of a high- Thin, long, with good switch, not 
class animal, with capacity for Coarse at setting-on....Counts 4
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BEG iS is ec se ces Ganesacesceee® animal as in e herd of wild cat- 

Mature bulls, 1,200 to 1,500. tle would likely become master 

pounds ..........-..-. Counts 5 of the herd by the law of nat- 

General Appearance .....-...--15 ural selection and survival of ¥ 

Thoroughly masculine in charac- the fittest ..........-..Counts 15 

ier, with a harmonious blend- 
— 

ing of the parts to each other; 
100 

thoroughly robust, and such an 

ee 

THE HOLSTEIN. 

David Imrie, Roberts, Wis. 

a Meas years ago. North Holland has been 

mere a ee mainly devoted to cheese production 

os eed ps Gee and Friesland to butter production. 

3 aera Chambers’ Encyclopedia states that 

kee _ | | the area of Friesland is 1,253 square 

ae a ge = | | miles (63 less than the State of Rhode 

ee Rea ‘2 Island). In 1874 England imported : 

BR © x: from Friesland 4,565,456 pounds ot ; 

ae % re oe cheese and 29,796,592 pounds of but- 

d Bes | | ter. 1n 1879 the number of cows in * 

5 ot Friesland was 144,802. Assuming an 

equal number in 1874, this importa 

tion of butter and cheese from Fries- 

3 % land was an average of 205% pounds 

= Se of butter and 31% pounds of cheese 

| for all the cows, old and young, own- 

ed in the Province. 

aa Even if there were no home con- 

Bat sumption and no sales to other coun- 

i) oS tries, these exports alone demon- 

= na Bi strate the great capacity of this 

- ee us SS > || breed, which is found in More coun- 

- — tries, occupies more territory, and 

MN ldicle probably produces more milk, cheese 

= and butter than all other dairy breeds 

The Holstein cow is a native of combined - 

North Holiand and Friesland, a sec- They seem to adapt thmselves to 

tion bordering on the North Sea, com- varying climatic conditions. They 

monly called Holland. The dairymen | @7e found at the mouth of the river 

of these provinces are descendants Dwina in Russia, nearly under the 

of the ancient Friesians and their | Arctic Circle; they are great favor- 

cattle are lineal descendants of the | ites in New Zealand, Australia, China, 

cattle bred by them two thousand | Japan, Mexico and South America,
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Here in the United States they are | average for thirty days of 112.5 
as hardy as our native cattle. = pounds. 

The calves are large and strong Creamelle Vale, one year’s record, 
at birth and develop very fast, making | 29,5914 pounds of milk; 30,000 
the best of veal at three or four | pounds in one year and six days. 
weeks old. In Holland they have been The breed having been long es- 
used for both milk and beef for cen-| tablished, when crossed with other 
turies. breeds the calves show a strong re- 

The breeders of Holland and Fries- | semblance to the Holstein, having 
land have always avoided in-and-in | very few calves that are not biack ana 
breeding, hence their vigor and size. | White and with a few crosses they 
Professor Low, an eminent English | look like full bloods and make splen- 
author on breeds of cattle, writing in | did cows. 
1840, says early importations of Dutch 
cattle exercised great influence on | Good Holsteins Command Good 
the formation of the Teeswater af. Prices. | 
terwards known as the Shorthorn They are in great demand, as the 

breed. prices paid for them show. In Dodge 
county last year, grade cows sold 

Some Individual Records. from seventy-five to one hundred and 
The Wisconsin cow, Colantha 4th’s | fifty dollars each; two-year-old heifers 

Johanna, is the only cow that has from fifty to seventy-five dollars. in 

held all the world’s butter records, | Jefferson county, about the same. At 
from one day to 365. This includes Lake Mills one shipper alone shipped 

the one, seven, thirty and 365-<day 1,800 cows and heifers at the above 
records, as well as the record made prices. In Green county, at an auc- 

eight months after calving. Since | tion early in the winter, the grade 
that time, she has been exceeded in | COWS sold at an average of a little 

each division by other Holstein cows, | °V€T $127.00 each. In our own coun- 

but the fact remains that no other | tY (St. Croix) grade cows sold for 
one cow has been able to surpass ner | °2¢ hundred to one hundred and 
at every point. twenty-five dollars a year ago, when 

More world records have been | COWS Were not as high as they are 

broken in the last two or three years | 2°W- 
than-ever before in the history. of Green county leads in the number 

dairying. of cows per farm, the number being 
Banostine Belle DeKol, year’s pro- | eighteen, Jefferson and Dodge follow- 

duction, 1,058.34 pounds of butter | i28 with twelve each. In all of these 
fat. , | counties, the Holstein is in a large 

Valdessa Scott 2d, seven-day re- majority, showing the preference of 

cord, 33.5 pounds of butter fat; thir-| the dairymen in these great dairy ty-day record, 132,39 pounds of butter | COURties. 
fat. e 

DeKol Queen LaPolka 2d, seven- Returns from Seven Herds. 

day record 28.3 pounds of butter fat; From O. E. Sette, Juneau, Wis., I 
845.8 pounds of milk. Thirty-day| received the following returns from 
record, 3,375.5 pounds of milk. One-| seven herds, patrons of their cheese 
day record, 126 pounds of milk, an| factory,
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No 1, 10 cows, average per cow, the black and white, they called 

$137.22, grades and pure breds. - them the regular Holstein, and the 

No. 2, 26 cows, average per cow, other kind was whive and spotted, 

$137.61, grades and pure breds. and they called them the Friesian. 

No. 3, 23 cows, average per cow, | They were broader in front than the 

$121.60, grades and pure breds. Holstein generally is. I am surprised 

No. 4, 24 cows, average per cow, | to hear them called Holstein-Friesian 

$120.30, grades and pure breds. here. 

No. 5, 29 cows, average per cow, Mr. Imrie—They combined the two 

$119.70 grades. provinces and call all the cattle from 

No. 6, 18 cows, average per cow, | those provinces Holstein-Friesian. 

$118.80, grades. There have been very few importa- 

No. 7, 19 cows, average per cow, tions into this country for a good 

$115.90, grades. many years. In the old country, they 

In these herds there were frem five | have not kept records as they have 

to twenty calves raised and no ac- in this country, and perhaps we have 

count was kept of the milk fed to better Holsteins here than they have 

them or milk used in the family. there. Another thing, they could not 

The Babcock test and cream separ- import them into England for years 

ator have done more for the Holstein | and years, England would not allow 

breed, perhaps, than any other. The them to import, I think it was on ac- 

butter fat globules, being small, were | count of the foot and mouth disease, t 

slow to rise in the old way by setting, | it stopped importation and stopped it ; 

hence a good many thought they into this country. I understand, ' 

were not there, but they are, and in though I do not know this from per- 3 

paying quantities too. sonal knowledge, that in the old coun- 

The Holstein cow is a splendid | tries they have some even dark red 

cow and no one will make a mistake | and white and they are allowed to 

who adopts that breed, and by se- register them there. In this country 

lecting calves from the best cows, | that would disqualify a pure bred. 

growing them well, feeding them to The Member—I was in a place 

freshen at two or two and one-half | where they kept about seventy-five 

years, feeding them plenty of corn | COWS and they were all gray with 

silage, alfalfa or clover hay, and white spots, and the gray hairs were 

a little grain, he cannot help but always longer than the white ones. 

make money with them. Mr. Imrie—You will sometimes no- 

tice that in our Holstein cows now, 

the white hair may be longer than the 

ere black, or the black longer than the 
The Chairman—That is a very fine white I do not know what causes it. 

story. A Member—How do Holsteins com- 

Mr. Imrie—It is a true story. pare with Jerseys and Guernseys for 

‘A Member—I often see the Hol-| veal? 

stein Friesian cow mentioned. I was Mr. Imrie—They far exceed them 

brought up in Germany and I worked | for veal, even the Guernsey and Jer- 

on different lands where they had| sey men will admit that. The aver- 

these Holstein cows, but in the old| age weight of Shorthorns is abou 

country they had a different kind, eighty-five pounds at birth and the
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Holstein ninety, and they are oftener A Member—How about beef; are | 
one hundred pounds. It is not hard | they good for beef? 

with an average grade calf to make Mr. Imrie—They seem to be. I sold 
him weigh 175 pounds at three weeks dry cows this summer for $4.75 per 
old. hundred pounds. This winter I sold 

Supt. MecKerrow—I was at .the Mus-/ a pure bred Holstein bull for $5.25 

coda Institute and a farmer near there | per hundred pounds. 
came in and told me he was down A Member—What did it cost to 
and bought a Guernsey bull and when | raise him? 

he brought him home, his neighbors, Mr. Imrie—I did not have him for 
who were breeding Shorthorns and/ beef purposes; that was clear gain. 

Holsteins, told him he had made a| Mr, Jacobs—I want to make a 
bad mistake, because his calves | claim for the Jersey as a beef animal. 
would not be worth much for veal, | I think you all recognize that when 
and when his first calf was born from | you make cow beef, you are going to 

a little Jersey heifer his neighbors | make it at a loss. When you sell a 
came in to see it. It was a male! cow for beef, it has cost you more to 

calf. They said, “What will you do/ make that cow into beef than the 
with that thing?” He said, “I am | cow will sell for, and when you have 

going to feed it on Jersey milk,” and | fed a great, big Holstein cow, you 
> he said he delivered it to the butcher | have made a big loss in feeding her; 

s at four weeks and three days old, and | the Jersey will make you less loss, su 
1 his Holstein and Shorthorn neighbors | you will save something. 

1 were delivering calves also, and he Mr. Imrie—A year ago Mr. Jacobs 
. said, “I got fifty cents more than they! and I were in Barron county and we 
. did, getting $9.25 a hundred and they | were to judge the exhibit there. 

getting $8.75.” It weighed as much | There was a whole lot of cream in 
as some Holstein calves. bottles and Mr. Jacobs was selected 

Mr. Imrie—I sold one this winter | to judge that cream. I said to him, 
three weeks and four days“old that | “you will give the first prize to some 

weighed just even two hundred / Holstein cream”, and he said, “Not 
pounds. if I know it.” He judged the cream 

A Member—I know a Guernsey | and the one of first quality there was 

breeder out at Appleton who says he/ no trouble deciding, but for the se- 
cannot raise his calves on Guernsey | oong place he wanted me to try it. 

milk. Of course we did not know’ what 
Mr. Jacobs—Tell him to get some | 1,064 it belonged to, but the blue rib- 

sorney mie : bon was put on the bottle and the 
Mr. Imrie—I was in a man’s _ next morning we were talking to a 

last Saturday and he had some 3 Ol man and he said, “My cream got 
_ cows to raise his Jersey calves first. "I said, “What was it?” and he 

said, “A Holstein cow.” 

J Mr. a yen zises pe Supi. McKerrow—I guess that will 

spielen Guernsey have to be the last cow story. My 

or Jersey milk is too rich for a calf.| friend Convey can stand most any 
You can take the butter fat out and | kind of a racket. fe 

then have good milk left.
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STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE, HOLSTEIN CATTLE. 

cow. — judging the last item age must 
be considered) ..........Poimts 4% 

Head—Decidedly femin: in paacanée: ee ee Loin and Hips—Broad; level or 

[ he epg 5. te a RS Points 2 nearly level between the hook 
Pasend Bread. betecens tic bones; level and strong later- 

even? dishing: =... ic. Pointe 2 | te eens from “cline 
Face—Of medium length; clean broadly and nearly level; hook 

and trim, especially under the aoe eee 6 
eyes, showing facial veins; the ay Ng a si 

brid: th hi - ere ee — 2| laterally; comparatively full Bee cieaemmackawseceae SRGpa, hei times, Conia cea 
str: Muzzle—Broad with s eo 7 straight ic ara cof tall 

Se ego aeed Ceres PROS s bed eleene ared tere oO Oe: 
Ears—Of medium size; of fine Tiuai—ifeh; "s boosd....... Puts <5 

texture; the hair plentiful and hi 
soft; the secretions oily and Guatte pers SARIERS a eS Sea Secale 1| twist filled with development 

ge Sega of udder; wide and moderately 

ee ees at A is et 
Sidi Sia: tapering: Raely to Flanks—Deep; comparatively full i 

wists tue skine- See Steet e eee e eee e eee e reese Points 2 ' 

narrow at base; oval; inclining Legs—Comparatively short; clean : 
forward; well bent inward; of snd neerly strsight;, wide apart: 
fine texture; in appearance ly and squarely set under 
waxy .....: Skt oe gtapwese TH the body; feet of medium size, 

Neck—Long:; fine and clean at round, solid and deep...Points 4 

juncture with the head; free Tail—Large at base, tho setting 
from dewlap; evenly and smooth- well back; tapering finely © 
ly joined to shoulders..Points 4| SWitch; the end of tho bone 

Sihoulders—Slightly lower than reaching to hocks or below; the 
hips; fine and even over tops switch full.............. Points 2 

moderately broad and full at Hair and Handling—Hair health- 

sides ...............-----Points 3] ‘ful in appearance; fine, soft 
Chest—Of moderate depth and and furry; the skin of medium 

lowness; smooth and moder- thickness and loose; mellow un- 

ately full in the brisket, full der the hand; the _ secretions 
in the foreflanks (or through oily, abundant and of a rich 
at the heart) ...........Points 6 brown or yellow color....Points 8 

Crops—Moderately full ....Points 2| Mammary Veins—Very large; 
China—Straight; strong; broadly very crooked (age must be 

developed, with open vertebrae taken into consideration in 
Wace ihn | ed watt Siete eS judging of size and _ crooked- 

Barrel—Long; of wedge shape; ness); entering very large or 

well rounded; with a large numerous orfices; double exten- 

abdomen, trimly held up, (in sion; with special developments
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such as branches, connections, ward; of fine texture; in appear- 
CUE, ccc ccccencscccsacss s POs 10 ance waxy ..............Points 1 

Udder and Teats—Very capacious; Neck—Long, finely crested (if the 
very flexible; quarters even; animal is mature); fine and 
nearly filling the space in the clean at juncture with the head; 
rear below the twist, extend- nearly free from dewlap; strong- 
ing well forward in front; broad ly and smoothly joined to i and well held up.........Points 12 the shoulders ..........Points 5 

Teats—Well formed; wide apart, Shoulders—Of medium height of 
plumb and of convenient size medium thickness, and smoothly 

seeteseecersecevereescoe) Rointy | —TOUNded st tops; broad and full | Escutcheon—Largest; finest. Points 2 at sides; smooth ‘over — . 

PORTO UN ON sia cic wic'g 5 clo sage oO Ghesk—-Saey aad ioW: peal ae 
General Vigor—For deficiency Inspec- t tors may discredit from the total] [4 Smooth in the brisket; broad between the forearms; 
6g) saan _— — — full in the foreflanks (or 
ie Setehaner seit a dis | ,turoush at the heart)....Points 7 

y Crops—Comparatively full; near credit from the total received, not ly level with the shoulders 

5 to exceed eight points. Si asec. San-es voree et s< Momence t General Style and Bearing—For de- Chine—Strong; straight, broadly 
. ficiency Inspectors may discredit developed; with open vertebra 

t See CART VOCE EN) NOE SET or eh eee tg 
t ceed eight points. Barrel—Long; well rounded; with 
r i? large abdomen; strongly and 

BULL. trimly held up ..........Points 7 
Loins and Hips—Broad; level or 

d—Sh s nearly level between hook bones 

_ eee ee a] evel and strona. ilecally; Forehead—Broad between the spreading from the chine broad- 

eyes; dishing ...........Points 2 ly and nearly level; the hook Face—Of medium length; clean bones fairly prominent ..Points 7 
and trim, especially under the Rump—Long; broad; high; nearly 
eyes; the bridge of the nose level laterally; comparatively 

straight .................Points 2] full above the thurl; carried out 
Muzzle—Broad with strong lips straight to dropping of tail 

Wreserrecvestecescecceess, POMtS I Seis sans sivenetsnsec seme ¢ 
Ears—Of medium size; of fine tex- Thurl—High; broad ......Points 4 

ture; the hair plentiful and soft Quarters—Deep; broad; straight 
the secretions oily and abundant behind; wide and full at sides; 
cteseseeseteceeeeeeeeees Points 1] open in the twist .......Points 5 

Eyes—Large; full; mild; bright Flanks—Deep; full .......Points 2 
sttseeeeeeeseeeeeesseees Points 2] Legs—Comparatively short; clean 

Horne—Short; of medium size at and nearly straight; wide apart: 
base; gradually diminishing to- firmly and squarely set under 
wards tips; oval; inclining for- the body; arms wide, strong 
ward; moderately curved in- and tapering; feet of medium
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size, round, solid and deep RESOLUTIONS. 
setirreseeseeeseseeesese Points 5) a 

oe prec bons ae residents of Wisconsin that stock rais- 

to switch; the end of = ae in every way Dos 

bone reaching to hocks or be- ease One very important 
low; the switch full .....Points 2 agency in this important work is the 

Hair and Handling—Hair health- College of Agriculture in the Univer- 
ful in appearance; fine, soft and sity and ° 

furry; akin of sopdinm " thick WHEREAS, The control of this 
ness and loose; mellow under great institution is to a large extent 

the hand; the secretions oily | vested in a Board of Regents, and 
abundant and of a rich brown WHEREAS, It is exceedingly impor- 
or yellow color..........Points 10| tant that this great industry be repre- 

Mammary Veins—Large; full; en- sented upon this body, Therefore be 

tering large orifices, double ex- it 

tension; with special develop- Resolved, That the farmers of Wau- 
ment, such as forks, branches, paca and adjoining counties petition 
connections, etc ........Points 10] His Excellency, the Governor of the 

Rudimentary Teats—Large; well State, to appoint two well informed 
PMOOE 2.4 ssc. oS and progressive live stock farmers to 

membership on this body. 

Escutcheon— Largest; _ finest WHEREAS, Stock raising not only 
ssssssseeeeeeeesesssssee Points 2 contributes to the prosperity of the 

“——~* | farmer, but also to the welfare of tite 
Perfection ... rp retest eeeeees -100 people of the entire State, and 

General Vigor—For deficiency In- WHEREAS, The Live Stock Sani- 
spectors may discredit from the tary Board was established to protect 

total received, not to exceed and safeguard this important indus- 
eight points. try, Therefore, be it 

RESOLVED, That the farmers in 
General Symmetry and Fineness—| attendance at the Twenty-seventh An- 
For deficiency Inspectors may nual Closing Farmers’ Institute, while 
discredit from the: total received, | appreciating the excellent work of 
not to exceed eight points. this Board as now composed, but be- 

General Style and Bearing—For de-| lieving that even more might be done 
ficiency Inspectors may discredit | by this body if composed of men who 
from the total received, not to| intimately know the needs of the in- 
exceed eight points. dustry,.do hereby petition for the 

enactment of a law which will permit 

a of one member of this Board being 
' selected by the executive committee 

The report of the Committee on Re- | of the Wisconsin Live Stock Breeders’ 

solutions was brought in and read by | Association from its membership, an- 
Mr. Plowman, and after a few amend- | other by the executive committee of 
ments, which were accepted by the} the Wisconsin Dairyman’s Associa- 

Committee, the report was unani-| tion from its membership, and a third 

mously adopted. being selected by the State Board of 

17
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Agriculture. The State Veterinarian | and production of their herds an 
and the Bacteriologist of the College flocks, and 
of Agriculture would be ex-officio WHEREAS, The use of pure bred 
members of this Board. To be elig- | sires is the easiest and most practica! 
ible to appointment by the Wisconsin | way of improving our herds and 
Live Stock Breeders’ Association, the flocks, and 
Wisconsin Dairyman’s Association or WHEREAS, Our Federal govern 
the State Board of Agriculture, a man | ment, recognizing their value, has 
must be an experienced stockman, | seen fit to admit pure bred sires to 
qualified veterinarian, or be otherwise | this country free of duty as an en- Ty 
actively engaged in stock raising. couragement of their use, Therefore, 
WHEREAS, Wisconsin’s greatest | be it 

and most permanent prosperity de RESOLVED, By the farmers at- 
pends upon its agricultural develop- tending the Twenty-seventh Annual 
ment, and Round-up Institute at Clintonville, 
WHEREAS, Successful agriculture | March 20, 1913, that we petition the 

depends upon the maintenance of the | Legislature to Pass a law that a pure 
fertility in the soils for the profitable | bred registered sire maintained for 
production of crops, and breeding purposes in either horses, 
WHEREAS, Live stock farming » | cattle, sheep or swine, be exempt 

5 the most economical] and rational | from taxation, for the purpose of pro- 
t means of keeping up the productive moting the live stock interests and 
c Power of our farms, of increasing the | increasing the value thereof to our 
t profits from farming and of making | State. 
t farm life more attractive and enjoy- WHEREAS, There will be held in 
> able, and San Francisco a World’s Fair, to be 
? WHEREAS, The Wisconsin Live | known as the Panama Canal Exposi- 

Stock Breeders’ Association is and | tion, which will be largely attendea 
has been doing an important work in | by people interested in agricultural 
encouraging the raising of a and ee eo, oe 

tter live stock on the farms of our » - 
_— me actice: be it ests of Wisconsin have been develop- 
RESOLVED, That we, the farmers | ing very rapidly and have attainea 

ef Waupaca and adjoining counties, | # Position of foremost rank in the 
petition the members of the Legisla- pages Aig ant ek 
ture to seriously consider all bills . Ea ® orld ee baa 
which have to do with this, the most cee a ae _ - ee A . 
important industry of the State, and ane non a) Riko —— 
: — ae laws as —— ee WHERBAS, There exists a growing 

ore ah saps . ” oe demand for these, in not only the 
industry and enable this efficient or- western section of our country, but 
ganization to carry on its important | iso in South American countries and 

work, the Orient, Therefore, be it WHEREAS, It is in the interests of RESOLVED, That we, the farmers 
agriculture to have high grade stock, of Waupaca and adjoining counties, 
our farmers and breeders have found | assembled in attendance at the 
the use of pure bred sires to be of Twenty-seventh Annual Round-up 
great value in improving the efficiency | Farmers’ Institute, respectfully ask
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and urge the Legislature now in ses- The Mayor of Clintonville here 

sion, to make ample appropriation made a brief address, thanking the 

for the puspose of making a cerdit- | Superintendent and workers of the 

able and high-class agricultural and-| Farmers’ Institute for pringing the 

live stock exhibit for the purpose of | Institute to Clintonville and inviting 

stimulating a greater demand for the | them to come again. 

products of our States agricultural The Chairman responded, express- 

aud live stock industries. ing appreciation of the treatment re- 

WHERBAS, There is annually @ ceived. 

demand for many more Farmers’ In- Supt. McKerrow—It has reached 

stitutes throughout the State than | four o’clock and all good cow feeders ; 

funds available can provide for, and | know they have to feed regularly; 

WHEREAS, There is urgent need | the roads are bad and we cannot 

for Farmers’ Institutes being held | afford to keep you here from feeding 

more generally throughout the State | your cows, because practice is better 

to aid in its agricultural development | than precept, so we are going to 

and progress, Therefore, be it close this meeting. 

RESOLVED, By the farmers of We thank you for your attendance 

Waupaca and adjoining counties as- and your attention. We are sorry 

sembled in the Twenty-seventh An-| as well as you, that the roads are not 

nual Round-up Farmers’ Institute: better, conditions better. We feel, as 

First, that we heartily recommend | stated in the resolution passed, that 

that the Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute the people of Clintonville have made 

force in the future, in connection with | an extra effort to make this meeting 

its regular Farmers’ Institute meet- | a success. They could not control 

ings, organize Farmers’ Clubs to co- | the weather however, they could not 

operate with the Farmers’ Institute in macadamize the roads out into the i 

carrying on its work of agricultural country, and so we cannot blame | 

education and development. them for the conditions in those re- 

Second, That we do respectful'y spects. 

ask and urge upon the Legisiature Now, again thanking you for your 

now in session the appropriation of | interest and hoping you may carry 

funds sufficient in amount to enlarge home with you something to think 

the field of work of the Wisconsin about, because it is in the after 

Farmers’ Institute. thought that the benefit of all this 

To the enterprising city of Clinton- | comes; the mingling together of farm- 

ville, Wisconsin, we desire to express | &TS, aS well as other classes of people 

our most cordial thanks for the | adds to the benefit. I will call this - 

thoughtful and generous manner in Twenty-seventh Annual Rouné-up 

which they have helped to make tifis Wisconsin Farmers’ Institute to a 

Twenty-seventh Annual Round-up | close. 

Farmers’ Institute of Wisconsin a We will now adjourn. 

pieasing and lasting success.
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WOMAN’S DEPARTMENT. 

COOKING SCHOOL. 

Held at Clintonville in connection with the Closing Farmers’ Institute, March 
18, 19 and 20, 1913. 

Conducted by Miss Nellie Maxwell, Neenah, Miss Laura B. Breese, Waukesha, 
and Miss Cora Binzel, Madison. 

Stenographic Report by Miss Nellie E. Griffiths, Madison. 

FIRST SESSION. 

Tuesday Afternoon, March 18, 1913. 

WHAT THE HOME NURSE SHOULD KNOW. 

Miss Laura B. Breese, Waukesha, Wis. 

: = - You will notice that my talk this 
ft 2 ee xX afternoon is on what the home nurse 

— FP tanh ss needs to know. 
P pix 27 Now, it is important to know what 

“ i to do when our health fails us and 
a so when we have emergencies to meet 

- in the home, and I am going to talk 
‘ chiefly on that side of nursing, but I 

¥ think it is just as important to know 
X how to keep in good health, and I am 

J Re again a going to speak of this phase of home 
ro Ee Be nursing first. I think we all should 
a ree be pleased to know something about 

z PEs ok. the laws of health and be enabled, 
> = eee ae thereby, to take care of ourselves, 

“Soy Ay - maintaining the best health. It is 
te , fortunate that in this day we do not 

i 2 a consider it popular to be sick; now 
ae we are realizing that we are losing 

5 valuable time when we are sick; that 
we are not able to do good work when 

ill, so we are constantly endeavoring 
—J~| to keep well in order to accomplish 

the best results in different lines of 
Miss Breese. work,
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‘ In order to understand the laws, that we pay proper attention to our 

which control good health, we must | diet, to our exercise and to our rest, 

know something first about our | and to the sanitation of our surround- 

bodies; we should have a knowledge | ings. 

of physiology, a limited knowledge We need rest periodically in the 

perhaps, but some knowledge of phy- | form of sleep. Why? Because during 

siology, a knowledge of anatomy, and | our daily activities the waste pro- 

a knowledge of the proper care of our | cesses within the body are far more 

bodies. rapid than the elimination processes; 

there is an accumulation of poisonous 

A Few Definitions. material within the body during the 

Physiology is that science which activities during the day that must be 

treats of the function of each organ eliminated. The organs of elimin- 

in our body. We should know what ation cannot take care of this as 
each organ in our body is supposed rapidly as they accumulate. During 

to do, how it accomplishes its work, sleep the order is reversed, the Pro- 

and then we would understand better cesses of elimination are more rapid 

how to bring about those conditions _ the processes of waste, so the 

most favorable for the best action of jody during the hours of sleep 1s 
these organs. Physiology explains eliminating the poisonous substances 

digestion and assimilation, the need ~ oe ee cute ae a 

of food and how it builds up tissue mille ve bare bers comma 
and yields heat and energy. Besides, the muscles store up oxygen, 

Anatomy is that science which the nutriment glands build up sub 

treats of the structure of the parts of stances out of which they make their 

the body. It teaches the relative lo- maculiny. seorenans,,. etre centers 7 

cation of the organs and the purpose store up energy and all cells are re- 

of each organ. (apa 

Hygiene is a study of the laws of oe oe made a study 

health, it is a study of learning how | © ae a pai a = 

to keep well by taking proper care of coi ae ae it ta naa chat 
ourselves. Instruction mm health laws : 

to the young adds much to the wealth women need an hour longer than men. 

of the nation and happiness to its we abuse ourselves right here Dold 

people. Success depends upon health; a eae rae vraeinad 

health depends upon habits and hab-| ,,ount of sleep. What is tthe result? 

its are formed in youth; youth is to| 4 sraqual breaking down’ of health: 

the future man what roots are to a The nervous system controls all 

tree. The problem of right living is of the other organs of the body. If 

one of adjustment, and knowledge of | we are over-taxing the other organs, 

aus a ee ee sae we over-tax the nervous system, and 

eaapiexie: of 4 iit creas! if we do this repeatedly our nervous 

Sy system breaks down and we feel mis- 
erable. 

How To Maintain Health. Then we need exercise, regular ex" 

There are some rules that must be | ercise. Through exercise the cir- 

observed by each of us in order that culation is put in better condition, the 

we may be healthy. It is necessary lung capacity is increased, making
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the lungs stronger, there is a more The Classification of Foods. 
rapid beating of the he: which 
makes the heart aur One Our foods are classified according 

is stimulated; the circulation is im- | % their purposes in the body; we proved; we develop more muscular have three great classes, known as 
energy; the nerves store up more oxy. proteids, carbohydrates and the fats. 

gen, which will in turn yield them the | TR® Proteid class comprises such energy. We are constantly drawing common foods as lean of all kinds ot 

on our nerves for energy, so you can meet, fish, eggs, milk, and we find the 
see the value of exercise for them proteid in the ‘vegetables, such as alone. Peas and beans and lentils, and in 

E bread flour in the form of gluten. Rich We should great d - 
fit oe ee a hesiggg si in protein, their chief use in the body 
housework is well organized and you is to build up the tissues. We are 
are not taxing your nervous system constantly drawing on our tissues, so 

too much in fretting over it. If your we must supply food to have them housework is well organized, you can rebuilt, and it is the proteid foods 

do the work economicaly, exercising so ni used —e eel ee Aman 
the muscles without using much ner- a ——- : oo aye aoee 
vous energy. People not as active as = ris page pe ca a a 

> housekeepers are need to plan regular ese tb sae a t Then we have the carbohydrates, exercise in some form or other. There 
© A foods used in the body for furnishing are Many people, it is said, living the 

& sedentary life who are sick, due energy chiefly, and which also yield 
t largely to the fact that they have not heat. Their primary use is furnish- / exercised properly. ing energy. Most of our common 

It is important that the hygiene ot foods, excepting those named, belong 
the skin be considered. There is in the carbohydrate class. Any food 

an elimination of waste through the which is rich in starch or sugar or skin. It is necessary to take frequent cellulose or dextrin or gum, a food 
baths to keep the skin cleansed prop- rich in any one or more of these food 
erly and the pores open, as they stuffs is a carbohydrate and will 

throw these poisonous substances yield energy and heat in.the body. from the body. The skin, the kid- The common foods are, most of the 
neys, the lungs and lower intestines cereals, sugars, most vegetables, ma- 
are the chief.organs engaged in the caroni, tapioca, etc. Most of us need 
elimination of waste from the sys- @ great deal of carbohydrate in our 
tem. diet. 

The study of the diet is very neces-| _ The fats you can easily name; the 
sary. Many diseases are due to im-| foods that belong here are the fat 
proper diet or improper digestion. | from any kind of meat, the oils from 
Improper digestion can come from | DUts and the oils from different fruits, 
foods improperly cooked, or from | Such as oil of the olive and the oil 

foods not well balanced, that is, an | of the cocoanut, and we have the pro- 
excess of one kind of food in the diet. | ducts of milk in the form of cream 
‘We should know the needs of the| and butter. These foods serve in the 
system and the composition of the | body as heat makers, their use is to 
foods, so we can plan a diet that will | furnish the heat required for main- 
meet the requirements of the system. | taining the bodily temperature, they
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will also provide energy, but their | digested food in the lower part of the 

primary function fs that of producing | alimentary tract, poisonous gases per- 

heat. 
mealtte the system, and we have a 

Different kinds of people need dif- breaking down of health. There is 

ferent diets; a growing child needs a | great danger of getting too much pro- 

different diet from grown people; it | teid in the diet. Americans, as a rule, 

needs a good percentage of protein in| have a fondness for meats. They are 

its diet, because it is not only repair- abusing their systems by indulging 

ing waste tissue, but it is building up | themselves in 'this food. 

A & 

2 ‘ 

ay 

=| = f & 

Part of the display of cooking and needlework at Round-up Institute 

tissue. The aged person needs very | Practical Suggestions for the Home 

little proteid in her diet, she is not Nurse. 

active and is not building up tissue, as : 

so needs very little protein in pro- Now I wish to give a few practical 

portion to the other food principles. suggestions to the home nurse when 

She will need more carbohydrate and there is sickness or emergencies to 

fat. meet iu the home. 

In order to maintain the health of In the first place, consider your 

the members of the family, you must | Patient above every thing else. Have 

study this question of diet well, study | 2 room suitable for that person while 

the different members of the family, | SPe is sick. You want to consider 

their age and the conditions under these three things for the room; that 

which they live and work, and then it ig very sanitary, that it has a great 

plan menus suitable for them, menus deal cf light, sunshine and pure air, 

which are well balanced for their that it is ina place in the house 

needs. Over-eating is just as much | where it will be away from noise. 

ofa mistake as under-eating; the Pure air, sunshine and light are na- 

digestive organs are over-taxed, there ture’s best restoratives. 

is likely to be an accumulation of un- In furnishing the room, furnish it in
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the most sanitary condition, or if you | If the patient is delirious, the tem. 
are not refurnishing, take out those | perature may be taken by rectum. 
things that are apt to make the room | This will always be some higher than 
dark and crowded; have just as few | obtained by mouth. If temperature 
articles as are required for comfort.| is taken in the arm-pit, it will be 
Remove all draperies or hangings, | from three-tenths to one-half a degree 
they are dust gatherers and dust is a| less than by mouth. Normal temper. 
menace to health. Have the bed ar- | ature is from 98° to 99° F. Temper- 
Tanged so the light will not shine | ature is apt to be highest between 
strongly in the patient’s eyes. You | 4.30 and 8:00 P. M., and lowest 
can contro] that by placing the bed | about 3:00 A. M. This indicates a 
so the light comes in back of the | lower vitality. 
Patient if possible. Then if your 
chairs or your couch are upholstered Table of Temperatures, 
keep them covered with washable 105 degrees or over hyperprexia, 
covers, so they can be taken off and very serious. 
cleansed. It is better not to have 103—105, high fever. : 
-upholstered furniture in a sick room. 101—108, moderate fever. 
If you must have it, use a vacuum 9944—101, sub-febrile. 
cleaner to clean it, taking out all the 98—99, normal. 

; dust; avoid raising dust when clean- 97—98, sub-normal. 
ing the room. Keep the room always 95—97, collapse. 

: looking clean and cheerful. Remem- Below 95 degrees, alig collapse, 
t ber that you are considering the men- very serious. 
. tal state of your patient as well as When temperature is sub-normal, = her comfort. Patient should be kept warm and 

stimulants given. It is alarming as 
Sick Room Methods. fever and the doctor should be sent 

One should be able to take the tem- | £0 at once. 
perature of a sick person. The tem- Taking Pulse. 
perature indicates the heat of the PL < 
blood. It is taken by using a clinical ace aly hel ae 
thermometer. These are self-regis- ci aotng 7. i 

tering and vary in delicacy—the finest quality of pulse are obtained in this registering in one minute, others vary manner. 4] 
x from three to five minutes. Hick’s eo 

thermometer is probably the best. Pulse Table. 
The mercury should be shaken down Normal: 
to 95° before using the thermometer,} ~ yen 60 to 70 beats a minute. 
being careful not to shake it into bulb. Women—65 to 80 beats a minute. 
It is a good plan to keep the thermo- Children—90 to 100 beats a min- 
meter in a glass containing a little ute. 
listerine, or a weak solution of boric 
acid. A little cotton in bottom of Accidents. 
glass will prevent its breaking. If accidents occur, you have to meet 

The temperature is taken usually those accidents quickly. Ofttimes 
by mouth, placing thermometer under when you have to treat them quickly 
tongue. The lips should be closed. | you are not in a location where you
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can get a doctor easily, and some-|Send for doctor. Elevate wounded 

thing must be done to aid the sufferer. | part. Apply pressure at once by 

I am just going to give you a few sug- thumb and finger covered with gauze. 

gestions for treatment in the common | Replace this by crowding gauze into 

accidents that happen in the home. the wound and hold it with tight 

Always be careful in having the | bandage. 

materials for use in an antiseptic con- For the nose bleed, which is a com- 

dition. Now, it is wise for you to] mon ailment, we want to know what 

keep in your closet certain materials | to do. Lay the patient on the back, 

to use in times of accident. Have | raise arms above head, then apply ice 

there the gauze bandages, an anti-| or cold compresses, a bag of ice or a 

septic wash of some kind, it can be | cold compress to the forehead, nose 

carbolic acid, which can be used di- | and back of neck. If the bleeding is 

luted in washing wounds if you have | Very severe, it is necessary to put a 

them to treat. Have salves of en-| little piece of absorbent cotton into 

dorsed kinds, a few rolled bandages, | the nasal passages to stop the blood 

as you oftentimes have wounds that | from flowing and then, of course, after 
have to be bandaged. you have done this, the nose should 

° not be blown for several hours after- 

Wounds, wards, as it would be likely to start 

the ble a . 
Remember that there are two kinds If ae sepa lungs, place 

of blood vessels, known as veins and | patient on the floor in a sitting pos- 

arteries; that the arteries carry the | ture, give small pieces of ice, also lit- 

blood from the heart and the veins to | tle doses of salt mixed with vinegar. 

the heart. The blood from the veins | Place cold compress on chest; send 
is dark red in color and it flows | for doctor. i 

snot: the blood in the arteries | for burns and scalds. If it is a se- 
is light red and flows in spurts. | vere burn, remove the clothing by 

Now, when there is a wound, look to | cutting from the burn, then cover the 
see what color the blood is and how it | burn as quickly as possible. The ac- 

is flowing. If it flows smoothly and is | tion of the air upon the burned spot 

dark red in color, you will know it 18.| has a tendency to make it burn more, 
a cut vein and the vein is carrying | so exclude the air from it and you 

the blood to the heart, so you want to | will relieve the patient a great deal. 
bandage tightly on the side of the | Keep the skin moist and cool With an 

pbs farthest from the heart. Wash | application of some good liniment. 

pe ae ee oe ash, | Pond’s Extract is good. That in time 
ver the wound “aad Heiiage’ ft taht will draw out the infignemanon,: re- 

ly: Hf wound ts severe, press on it lieving that burning sensation. Cover 

> ith a layer of absorbent cotton up- 
with a hard pad of clean gauze. Ap- = 
ply cold by means of ice and if nec- on which vaseline or some good oint- 

essary bandage on the side farthest ment has been spread, then bandage 

from the heart to arrest bleeding. it. If the burn is from acid, treat it 

If it is an artery that is cut, the with some alkali, baking soda is 

blood will be light red in color and good, just put it on dry or in solution, 

will come in spurts, then bandage on first flooding the burn with water. If 

the side nearest the heart, bandaging | it is a burn from an alkali, flood it 

tightly with a clean, sterile bandage. with water and wash it with vinegar 

These wounds are more serious. | or a weak boric acid solution.
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Fainting. cold. Mustard plasters at feet and 
n chest (for only a few minutes.) 

Lay patient flat and loosen tight 
clothing. Allow free access of air. Membraneous Croup. 
Bathe hands and face with cold wa- 
ter. When conscious, give tea or| Slake lime in a room for patient to 

coffee. inhale. Summon a doctor. 

Fits. Electricity Accidents. 

Kneel by patient’s head. Put one If possible shut off current. In re- 
arm under his head and with the | leasing patient do not touch directly 
other under his collar. Place some | any part of the body. If rubber gloves 

hard substance between teeth to pre- | and boots are handy, put them on. 
vent his biting his tongue. Do not | Ifnot, try to findadry paper or board 
restrain his movements. Do not|to stand on. Do not use anything 

give anything to drink. metal or a moist stick. Dry paper 

on hands is good. 
Unconsciousness. Burns caused by electricity can be 

treated as fire burns. If breathing is 
Lay patient fiat, head slightly d, wu: 1 

> raised. Apply cold water to head, ar 
Keep body warm. Apply heat to feet. Artifici: irat 

: Give no stimulants. eons eeenrecot 
bt Lay patient down on back. Raise 
£ Hysteria. arms back and up over head, then 

= bring down and in close to sides over 
= Do not restrain patient nor sympa- | chest. For a drowning person, expel 

oe igs him. Many times it 18 | an water from mouth and passages in 
= ‘e to leave him alone. Mustard | heaq py doubling patient over knee 
D aeeere at soles of feet, wrists and or barrel, then lay patient down, tie 

Palms of hands are good. his tongue out to his lower jaw and 
e c . use artificial respiration. Keep this 

Ptomaine Poisoning. up a long time, as sometimes life is 
Give emetic, purgatives and stimu- | TeStored after an hour’s working. 

lants. 
Suffocation. 

Fever. Dash cold water on face and chest. 
Undress patient and put her to If necessary, use artifical respiration. 

bed. Do not cover too warm. Give | APPly hot water bottles to body and 
cooling drinks, and just milk to eat, | PUt mustard plasters to heart, soles 
Bathe with alchol. oe 

Croup. Sunstroke. 

Keep room warm, have water boil- Remove to shady place. Lay pa- 
ing in room, that the steam may reach | tient down, level. Loosen clothing, 

the person. Apply flannels wrung out | Pour cold water over head and face. 

in hot water to the throat and cover | Rub body with pieces of ice. Apply 
with some water-proof material. Ap- | heat to extremities, if patient is pros- 

ply hot foot baths. If no relief, try | trate from heat.
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Now, there are various forms of lit- | a liquid diet,” the nurse then is ex- 

erature that show what to do when | pected to prepare that diet, all foods 

accidents occur in your home. | think | in liquid form. It is not wise to have 

it best for you to have reference monotony for invalids, you need to 

matter on hand. It is necessary to | Coax the appetite, so vary the Kinds 

have knowledge right at hand, so we of foods served, and then, after pre- 

can turn to our book, find out what to | Paring this food, it is quite necessary 

do quickly and act accordingly. | to serve it in a very attractive man- 

have a little book that has been very | Her. 

useful to me, it is a very small book, In the serving on a tray, have it 

it is one sent out by the Pond’s Ex-| quite clean, always covered with a 

tract Co., of New York. It is called clean tray cloth; it is better to have 

the Pond’s Extract Book, “The first | 4 tray cloth that will cover the edges 

aid to the injured.” It has only about | Of the tray. Use your very best china 

15 or 20 pages, but it contains infor-| fer the food, and your very best sil- 

mation about what to do in case of all | ver. Have the silver well polished and 

kinds of accidents in your home, how shining; then set your tray as you 

to meet them quickly. It isa little | would for a person at the table, never | 

book that only costs ten cents and is overcrowding it. Just use dishes 

the best book I know of for the cost. | enough for the serving of your menu, 

They have taken these directions from and be sure that you keep them in a 

good books and put them in con- good clean condition and set them on 

*  Gensed form for the housekeeper, so| the tray in an attractive manner. 

you will find the book very valuable | Maybe you can add to the attractive- 

indeed. ~ ness by putting on the tray a small 

vase with a flower in it. Do not have 

Diet For Invalids. too large a bouquet, just a little for : 

good cheer, and change that flower 

Next I wish to talk briefly on the | occasionally. 

diet suitable for invalids. Invalids These diets for invalids are classi- 

need to be treated very much the | fied. We have the three kinds of 

same as children. The digestive | diet, the liquid, the light and the 

tract impaired by long illness can be | convalescent. The liquid diet in- 

compared to an immature digestive | cludes liquid foods; they are served 

tract, so that the person who has had | in times of fever, or at any time when 

a slight illness might be compared to | the patient is in a weakened condi- 

a growing child and a diet be tur-| tion and easily digested foods are re- 

nished similar to a diet for a child. | quired. 

We know that nursing has as much | There are a number of different 

to do for the recovery of a patient as | foods that can be served in a liquid 

good doctoring, so it is quite neces-| diet. I have some charts here, Under 

sary for the nurse to ‘be informed, to | the liquid diet I have put some of the 

be intelligent as how to select and | foods that come in this class, so you 

cook foods properly when it comes | can see how many different things can 

time to nurse a patient who has been | be made and served, like beef tea, 

critically ill. The doctor will pre-| milk, and various kinds of gruels. We 

scribe the kind of diet for this pa-| have different kinds of broth made 

tient, but he will intrust the nurse } from the meats and fowl, we have 

with the preparing of this food. If | cooling drinks for fevers. These are 

he will say, “This patient must have | made from the juice of fruits, and
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there are albumenizea drinks, drinks | drink so you can get the Patient in a that have a large percentage of albuy | state conducive to sleep. 
men in them made from egg. The In the convalescent diet, you will 
hot drinks, as cocoa, chocolate, ete., | See that the patient gets regular are often given to produce sleep. | menus. You can serve for breakfast, Sometimes it is necessary to serve | mush with cream, minced chicken on stimulating drinks, when the Person | toast. For dinner, soup with rice, needs stimulation, such as tea, coffee, | broiled beefsteak, baked potato, piece alcoholic egg nogs, etc. Do not serve | of bread and butter, snow pudding, tea 
the latter unless prescribed by the | or coffee. 
doctor. These are simply illustrations that 

There is a great variety of foods | might be helpful to us when we have coming under the class known as | to meet these conditions. 
“light diet,” as you can see from the Now, this afternoon in my practical chart. It includes all liquid foods and | work I mean to make a few of the 
some solids, as represented in the | dishes served in the liquid diet, some 
chart. in the light diet and some in the con- 

Then we have the convalescent diet, | valescent diet. 
and those foods you can see are get- lam going to make beef tea, two 
ting much similar to those eaten in| kinds of gruel, oatmeal gruel and . health. gruel made from shredded wheat. Any > An invalid needs very little food at | kind of gruel can be made in a simi- & a time and needs it often. This is | lar manner. I shall make corn soup, 

t just an illustration of a liquid diet | you see the cream soup came in the 
served to an invalid. light diet, so the cream of corn soup bE 8:00 a. m. % cup of hot milk. would be a soup suitable for tignt 

= 10:00.a, m. % of a cup of chicken | diet. I shall make grape water; this 
broth, would be an acid drink coming under 

At noon glass of egg nog. the liquid food, albumenized milk, egg 
2:00 p. m. % cup of hot milk. lemonade, that is an acid and albu- 
4:00 p. m. 1 glass of milk or kou-| menized drink, and then I am going miss. to make creamed oysters. There are 
6:00 p. m. % cup of chicken broth. | various kinds of creamed dishes that 
8:00 p. m. % of a cup of cocoa. can be made and placed in a convales- 
This last would be the hot drink | Cent diet. The cream sauce is light, 

served to induce sleep. by aa addition of meat or fish you 
The light diet. This is suitable tor | Would make heavier foods. I am us- a patient that is improving. ‘he fol-| img oysters, but you can use sweet lowing is an illustration of a diet for | breads or fowl, etc., cut very tinely. 

one day. 

For breakfast you would serve such Beet Tea. 
foods as poached egg on toast, and| Jp my beef tea I take the following coffee; for lunch, soft custard; for ingredients. One pound of rouna dinner, broiled mutton chop and toast. steak, one pint of cold water and one There is not so much food, but it is a | teaspoon of salt. The meat is ground little heavier than the liquid diet. Be-| fine and then allowed to stand two 
tween dinner and supper serve gela- hours in the cold water, then heat it 
tine or an egg nog, then for supper we slowly until it steams, using the can serve milk toast and cocoa. It is | double boiler. You must watch that 
advisable to plan to serve your hot very closely, if you allow it to cook 

nn ees elt
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too long the albumen will coagulate, then you can use it, can make it into 

and that is just what you do not-want | meat balls, by adding butter, bread 

it to do. Albuminous foods are eas- | and milk and seasonings, or the like. 

ier digested raw, so keep them in the Here is the beef juice. This is not 

raw state for patients who are very | just the right shaped glass for this, it 

weak, so the digestion of them will pe is better to have a champagne glass, 

as easy as possible. Heat it until | I would not take a large water tum- 

it is just warm enough to be taken as bler, because you want to serve it in 

a drink, as it is sipped as a drink, usa- small quantities, so do not have too 

ally. Now, it will be red, as it is just | large a glass for the amount you 

the raw juice of the meat. beef want to serve. 

juice contains the extractives from 

the meat all in soluble form, besides Oatmeal Gruel. 

the albuminous substances. You have 

extracted all of this juice from the The oatmeal gruel fs made as Tol 

meat according to this process. Be- lows. One-half of a cup of oatmeal, 

cause it is red in color, it may be ob- | °7° quart of cold water, two tea- 

jectionable to your patient by serving eye of salt. Cook together in ~ E 

Gee Pantene toeltice Goat gon [oe eee eee = 
have a red glass, put it in that, if she can be cooked in the fireless cooker; 

is at all sensitive to color. This will just bring the water and oatmeal and 

conceal the color. salt to the boiling point, and let them 

In straining the beef juice, use a boil about a minute, then put the pail 

small strainer, putting a piace ot in tue fireless cooker, let it stand 

cheese cloth inside and straining it about three or four hours. Remove 

through the cloth and the strainer, so ft from the cooker, strain througn & 

there will not be any of the coagulat- double piece of cheese cloth, dilute 

ed albumen (if any occurs in the with rich milk or cream. That will : 

liquid). depend on how rich you want it, if 

Miss Maxwell—Is there any food you want it rich, add the full amount 

value left in the meat? of cream; some people cannot stand 

Miss Breese—There is very little the cream, so you will have to make 

food value left in the meat, there is it less rich and use only the milk In 

some, but most of the albuminous subD- the gruel. Then you reheat it and 

stance has been drawn out and left serve in a bouillon cup. Sometimes 
in the water, and that is what we are the addition of the well beaten white 

after. Beef juices are valuable as of an egg is pleasing and it adds to 

proteid foods because of the albumen oo nourishment. Beat it up well and 

in them. We have been following a en it in the gruel just before you put 

process to extract the albumen and = pas oe ae all been 

Re ae ae a ee! ee re 
there is very little left from the color aoe frie a fee ae 

of the meat. 2 meal has been well cooked by that 

Miss Maxwell—Couldn’t that be | jong, slow process of cooking, and it 

seasoned and used for meat balls? renders the gruel more easily digest- 

Miss Breese—Yes, if you add | ed; it is very liquid, as you see. ‘This 

enough in the seasonings or ingredi-| should be strained through cheese 

ents that will make up for the loss of | cloth again, particularly if your sieve 

the flavor we have taken from it,| wasa little coarse, and then you won't
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have any coarse particles of the oat- Albumenized Milk. 
meal in it at all, and the patient will One white of egg, one-half cup of not be annoyed by getting any of milk. Put them into a glass fruit these little particles in her *moutn. Jar and shake them together. Some- 

io ae aa times it is better to put a piece of Miss awl Ase your patients | Cheese cloth under the top to avoid always wouen? “spilling over”. Shake until it is 
Miss Breese—Yes, mine have al- Te ee there any sea- 

ways been, 

Now you see after straining that gos Breese—No, this is taken through the cheese cloth I obtainea without, but if you find your patient 
Some coarse particles, and it looked would like a little there is no objec- as though there was not any left in tion to adding it. You could add any- it, but you see I have obtained a little thing in the way of flavoring, such as 
sack full. When the digestive tract | nutmeg, vanilla, lemon, etc. It does is very sensitive, a little sediment, | not add to the nourishment at all, just as much as that, is enough to ir- only makes it a little more palataple ritate it, causing a disturbance. Phy- | to some, perhaps. 
Sicians are sometimes desirous of hav- Miss Maxwell—If it is more palat- 

> ing liquid food perfectly free from | able seasoned, it is more easily digest- & sediment. ed, is it not? 
q Miss Maxwell—Is that true espe- Miss Breese—Yes, if it proves more 
& Cially in cases of typhoid fever? Pleasing to the patient, because the 
& Miss Breese—Yes, and when the pa- | digestive juices may flow more free- 

‘i tient has acute stomach or bowel | ly in consequence. 
r trouble. ‘ Question—How long do you shake 

Now this is reheated and served hot | that? 
to the patient. You had better taste eo aie ae _ % oe = it to see that it is seasoned to your See ee | ne ate of ae egg on the 
taste. Remember that it is better to glass. After a while that will all pe ns under-season epee than to over- worked in with the milk. Then, of 
Season. An invalid’s sense of taste course, it should be served at once, is very acute, so it ts best to be very | cnd'it $4 betler'to have it cold. Tt moderate in seasoning their foods. | should be served right away after it 

is shaken, because there is danger of 
Shredded Wheat Gruel. it separating. 

Ihave a shredded wheat recipe, too, 
that I shall make. I am going to Grape Water. 
make it in this quantity this after-| Another liquid drink that is very noon. One shredded wheat biscuit, popular is a grape juice drink. It is one-half teaspoon salt, one pint of sometimes called grape water, it is boiling water and one cup of milk. just flavored water. It is quite neces- The biscuit, salt and water are put sary that we drink a great deal of together and boiled about twenty min-| water. It is hard for us who are utes. Strain the gruel as I did the well to drink the required amount of oatmeal gruel. Add the milk. Re-| water. We should drink at least a heat it and serve it in a bouillon cup. | quart and a half of water per day,
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two quarts is better. Many things | the acid on the metal which ofttimes 

are accomplished by this amount ot | leaves a disagreeable taste, besides 

water, it aids in digestion, it also ‘an injurious ingredient. 

flushes the system and helps in the You can see the consistency of that 

elimination of waste, so you can see as I pour it. 

water is very essential for health. Now I am going to make some of 

For the grape water I use the tol- | the light foods, those served in the 

lowing: One-half cup boiling water, | light diet. 

four tablespoons grape jelly, one 
. 

half cup cold water, one teaspoon lem- Oyster Broth. 

on juice, one tablespoon sugar. Pour 

the boiling water over the jelly, stir it The oyster broth is made by using 

until it is well dissolved. one-half cup of oysters and one cup of 

Miss Griffiths—Could grape juice be boiling water, then your seasoning. 

used in place of the jelly? It takes about a quarter of a teaspoon 

Miss Breese—Yes, then you would of salt for that amount. The oys- 

just dilute it with cold water and sea- ters are taken from the liquid, put in- 

a to a clean bowl and a little cold wa- 

When the jelly is dissolved, add su- ter poured over them. Then pick out 

gar, lemon juice and cold water. This the oysters and drain them in a clean 

should be chilled, but it is best never Piece of cheese cloth, then cut them 

to put ice into a liquid or into your up into small pieces, pour boiling wa- 

food. A great many drinks need to ter over them and let them stew for 

be chilled, do that by ‘setting your about six minutes, then pour of the 

basin into the chopped ice, letting ?t broth, season and serve hot. It 

stand until the drink is cold enough. should be strained through a fine 

Unless you know that your fee is strainer before it is served. 

pure, it is never wise to put it into Question—Without any milk? 7 

your food. Miss Breese—Yes, without any 

Here is our grape water. This, of milk. This is just one of the plain 

course, is not chilled, I haven’t the broths, you can make clam broth in 

ice to do it with, but if you are serv- ane Same mane: 

ing it to a patient chill it, as this is 

one of the best cooling drinks you Cream of Corn Soup. 

want in the time of fever. I am using the corn, but any other 

vegetable can be used in the same 

Egg Lemonade. way, making a different kind of cream 

For this I take one egg, two table- foam 

spoons of sugar, three tablespoons One cup of canned corn, one cup 

cold water, juice of one lemon. boiling water, one-fourth teaspoon 

This is just a plain egg lemonade. onion juice, one tablespoon corn 

You can vary this and make difter- starch, one-half cup sweet cream. 

ent kinds of lemonade, but this is the Now remember, when you serve 

one most commonly used. foods in small quantities, you want 

Beat the sugar and egg thoroughly, them rich and nourishing, so we have 

(I use a Dover egg beater) then add | this a rich soup, as you see. 

the cold water and lemon juice. Press the corn through a coarse 

Never use an iron spoon in anything sieve, getting just as much of it 

that has acid in it. It is a mistake to through as possible. Then add the : 

do that, because there is an action of boiling water, salt and celery salt to
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the strained corn, scald the cream, piece from a round steak and for sand- rub the butter and corn starch to a wiches scrape the pulp of the meat, Paste and add to the cream, stirring | take a real sharp knife and just until well mixed. Add the corn mix- Scrape pulp from the meat so you can ture and stir until the soup 1s just aj get enough to spread between your 
little thick. Let it cook about two bread. Spread that between your minutes longer. Occasionally the | sandwiches as a filler, taking a thin 
doctors will prescribe soup where the slice of bread, spreading it slightly 
milk is not boiled. Boiled milk some- | with butter and putting a thin layer times causes constipation. In that | of raw meat in between as a filling. case cook the butter and corn starch | You can toast them on the outside af- with the corn mixture and add the | ter they are prepared, as this makes milk which has been heated only to| them a little more attractive and 
the point of forming a scum. more easily eaten. Do not let the raw 
Question—Do you think corn starch | meat show around the edge, so the 

will be cooked in two minutes? pa'tient can see it. You can make 
Miss Breese—Yes, I think it has] them in attractive forms; cut them 

plenty of cooking in two minutes ana round or long or in triangles, 
it cooks while the milk or corn mix- 
ture thickens. Meat Balls. 
Now I have my corn pressed 2 

| through the sieve, you see it is just Another way is to make little meat the pulp of the corn. I will add the | balls of it. Wash your hands clean, 
boiling water and seasoning to tnis,| then dip them in cold water, form Miss Maxwell—What is the advan- | little balls of this meat pulp, then 
tage of using corn starch over tloury | heat your frying pan until it is very 

Miss Breese—Simply because we | hot, put in your balls (put a little consider corn starch makes a smooth- | alt in the frying pan first), and move er soup and yields a little bit more in | ‘he balls about, tip the frying pan so energy than flour. Arrowroot is also | ‘he balls will roll around the bottom. 
Very good for smooth thickening. When brown on outside, put them on 

I haven’t any butter here this af-| Mall, dainty pieces of toast and ternoon, so I am going to omit the then serve them to your patient. 
butter. When you do not add butter, The bread was !too fresh to toast, you see your problem of adding tne | but the method of making balls is corn starch is a little different. Meas- | S!™Ple, as you can see. The bread ure it out and add a little mix to | Should be at least two days old in or- 
mix with it until it is smooth ana | @¢r to toast well. Dry the bread out 
well mixed with the milk, then put it well first, then the bread is more eas- 
into the rest of the soup. I have the | Uy browned. Put it in the oven un- 
corn starch all mixed thoroughly ana | til the slices are well dried and brown 
I will stir it into the soup in tne | it on the toaster. kettle. Serve this soup hot. A 
Spoonful of whipped cream on top of Creamed Oysters. : the soup will make it more attractive. Make a cream sauce. The oysters 

must be drained before using. 
Raw Reet For the cream sauce, use one table- 

I have some raw beef I want to tell | spoon of butter and one of flour and you how to prepare when the doctor | three-fourths cup rich milk. Melt but- 
calls for raw beef foods. Just cut a ter, stir the flour until butter ana
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flour are well blended, adding milk | rice well, put it in a coarse sieve and 
gradually, stirring the mixture all | let the cold water run through it. 
the while you are adding the milk. | Then take two quarts of boiling salt- 
Allow it to cook until it gets tnick, | ed water to a cup of rice and put 
about five minutes. Season it with | the rice into the boiling water grad- 
salt and white pepper. White pepper | ually; stir it as you add it. Af- 
is best used in white sauce or soup.| ter the rice is in and well mixed 
Then add the oysters, allow it to | with the water, you need not bother 
cook about one minute longer. Serve | about its burning, the circulation of 
either in ramekin dishes or on toast. | the large amount of water will keep 
Minced cold meat or fowl may be | it from sticking to the bottom of 
used in place of the oysters. kettle. If you dump it in, the very 

Another very nice thing to use is | ferce makes it stick to the bottom of 
sweetbreads. Sweetbreads are the | the kettle, but let the water work 
throat glands of the calf, they need a| through the kernels while you are 
great deal of preparation before you | adding it and it will cook without 
can put them into the white sauce. | sticking at all. As soon as it is ten- 
Wash them well and cut off any hard | der it is cooked enough. You can 
Portion that you will find in the | try it by taking a few of the rice ker- 
glands, put them to soak in cold wa-| nels in your fingers. Pour it into the 
ter for about two hours; put a little | colander, let the boiling water drain 
lemon in this water to draw out the | off, then turn about two cups of cold 
disagreeable flavor from the sweet-| water to wash off any of the starch 
breads. Drain, then boil them in boil- | that is still sticking to the rice ker 
ing salted water just about tifteen.| nels, and that will allow the rice 
minutes. Drain and cut them tne | kernels to become separated. Dry it* 
and add them to the white sauce. for a few minutes in the oven and 

serve with cream. Sugar and cinna- 
Boiled Rice. mon may be added if desired. ‘ris 

Boiled rice is very good to serve to rice would be far more easily digestea 

Patients when they are convalescing, | tan rice would be when cooked until 
but it is a food that is very often im- | it falls to pieces, because the diges. 

Properly cooked; very few people | tive juices can get around it and 
know how to cook rice and serve it | through it more quickly than they 
Properly. I want to dictate the prop- | can when it is mushy. 
er method. : I have placed the foods made this 

Use two quarts of boiling water to | afternoon upon the table and you may 
a cup of rice. It is necessary to have | come up and observe them all, if you 

a large quantity of boiling water to| wish. I thank you kindly for your 

cook rice successfully. Wash your | interest and attention. 

18
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i tae SECOND SESSION. 

2 ! Wednesday Afternoon, March 19, 1913. 

CASSEROLE AND CALORIC COOK-STOVE COOKERY. 

Miss Nellie Maxwell, Neenah, Wis. 

must be a good shape, it must be ot 

good color, showing that it is well 

baked, because an under-done loaf is 
unwholesome; we want it to have a 

fine grain, and have what we call the 

} Pores of the bread all of the same 
size. The authorities in their esti- 

“ye mate of good bread give as the prop- 
= er size of the pores the size of a grain 

of wheat. When we are making 
a a bread we do not want cake texture; 

oes in cake the finer the texture the more 
delicate it is, that is what we are 

- looking for in cake. 
. ae Then the flavor must be good, we 

y . 3 do not want a surplus of yeast, it 
must be nice and light, but not smell 

i -¥ yeasty, and it must have a good nutty 
; ae ‘| | flavor. The crusts should be rather 
\) } : : 4 thin, not hard and brittle, and of a 

Me oe) eo. Bai good golden brown color. 
¥ » Some of the bread looked very 

good, but when we lifted the loaves 
they were heavy, which showed tnat 

they had not risen sufficiently. One 
Miss Maxwell. mistake we make is not letting the 

bread rise long enough. It must rise 
The ladies were especially anxious | until it is more than double its bulk 

that I should tell you something about | and many good cooks are able to tell 

the judging of the bread. It is quite | by lifting the pan, it feels buoyant if 

interesting to know why people get | Well risen. Young housekeepers have 

prizes and why others, who had very | to have something else to test the 

good looking loaves, that look to you | lightness of bread, and a good rule is 
just as good as this, should not. 1 | to let it rise until it is more than 

think I can say that none of these | double its bulk. 
ladies-have poor bread, it is all gooa, Fneglected to say that when enter- 

but some was not as good as others, | ing a loaf of bread for a prize, always 
it is all very fair bread. bake it in a single loaf, do not send 

One of the first points in the test-| a loaf that has been broken off from 
ing of the loaf is the appearance, it| another, so it shows the ragged edge
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on the side. It may be excellent | am learning something new every day 

bread, but it would always be marked | in cookery. 
down because of that rough side. In 

this State we like a pound loaf, some Farmers’ Meat Dish. 

word bees nuay son ou, i The mutton dish that we have this 

haps eight or ten loaves at a time and | @fternoon has been called at. -the 
you would not want to be botherea | Farmers’ Institues this winter a 
with washing so many single pans, | “Farmers’ Meat Dish.” This is not 
but when entering bread for a prize | Strictly a farmers’ dish any more than 

it should be baked in a single toat | a city people’s dish, but it is one that 
pan, you can get ready and have all your 

vegetables served at the same time, 

The Cake. and if there is anybody who needs 

We have here a very nice angel to get her =e done in a hurry it is 

food. In testing the angel food we = ee ee She hes ee cone 
test for appearance, lightness, texture, eee DES bl pete ee aime eee 
smoothness of grain, and well baked. in the pe rereves of meals. The 
We want a fine grain in judging cake, farmer's wife should have (and there 

a moist crumb. Some very nice look-| 8 2° Teason why she cannot, and I 
ing cakes will have a fine crumb, put | 2!Ways feel like saying that a farmer's 
it will fall in pieces just like tiour | Wife ought to use) all the things she 
when taking hold of it. That is too| Wants for cooking, because she has 
dry, not a good point. We have a dif-| the butter, eggs, fresh meat, and 
ferent test for angel food than for a! chicken, there is nothing you can 
layer cake. It is made of eggs witn- | buy in town that is more delicious 
out butter, it should have a finer | than the things you have on the 
grain and be very light and tender. | farm, and the farm table is always 
If it is tough it shows it has been | the best table. I am sure you will 
over-baked or over-beaten. agree with me in that statement. : 

The same rule follows for the bu- There are some people who say the 
ter cakes.. The grain of the cake, the | farmer’s wife does not have time to 
ph . it, = ae the filling | do these fancy dishes, perhaps not 

e cake, has it been well | when she has threshers, but she does 
pee tube bn pte baking | not have threshers all the time and 

| ee. wae pe stn gg a she likes to have fancy dishes just 
well, was the filing good, all or like other people occasionally. She 

those things are: considered. The has a pocket-book just as full as most 

flavor, the appearance, the texture, | P°P!e’s in town, she can get the lux- 
the form, all come into consideration, | Us: the fresh vegetables and a lot 

This afternoon we have a big pro- of canned goods that the women in 

gram; I do not know whether I shal | tOW® get, and have things served just 
be able to-get over it or not, but 1| 28 the town women serve them. The 
think if I talk fast and you give me | Woman in the country cannot put on 
your attention, I shall be able to do| her hat and go around the corner 
it. The questions that come trom| when she needs something, but she 
you wiil be very welcome, do not be} can provide for emergencies by hav- 
afraid to ask them. I shall be glad to| ing a shelf of needful things to draw 
answer any you may ask, if 1 can. 1] on when she needs them, They are
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expensive perhaps, but when you use | are doing the butchering you can see 

them only occasionally and only for | to it. The carelessness of some but- 

an emergency, you do not feel that | chers makes mutton taste wooly, as 

you are doing anything that is extrav- they handle the wool and then the 

agant. meat, the wool should never touch the 

This mutton is to be cooked brown | meat. 

in a frying pan and then it is put I am going to cook some carrots 

into the fireless cooker. I have two | with this meat. I have a little slicer 

cookers here, one is a homemade af-| here. We do not get tired of vege- 

fair and the other is one I use in my | tables and things so much as we do 

own home. You can get your Sunday | of the way they are served. We do 

dinner cooking before you start for | not get tired of potatoes, because we 

“church, have your pudding and your | eat them every day, year in and year 

meat and potatoes all cooking and | out, but we do get very tired some- 

then all you have to do is to serve | times of the way they are served. I 

them when you come home, your din- | wonder how many ways you ladies 

ner is all cooked ready for you. That} serve potatoes? Five or six ways? 

does away with the Sunday problem, | Yes, that is about the average num- 

so many have to stay at home to get | ber of ways we serve them. Well, 
dinner. If a woman has a fireless | there are over two hundred ways of 

cook-stove she has her dinner all | cooking potatoes. 
ce ready before she goes to church, puts One nice way of serving them is by 

' it in the fireless cooker and when | using this little cutter, which is just 

she returns it is ready to serve. For | a little tencent affair, a little fluted 

stews, broths, the cooking of cereals | cutter, and you can cut your pota- 
and rice, and all of those foods that | toes in strips like this, called “shoe- 

need long cooking, it is almost indis- | string” potatoes, or you can cut them . 

pensable in a household, especially | in lattice form, which makes a little 

during the hot weather. different way of serving them. You 
This mutton I am going to put into know that one of the first organs of 

a hot frying pan, brown it on both digestion is the eye. If we tempt the 

sides. The reason so many people | ®ve and the food looks good to us, 
object to mutton is because of the | What happens? 
wooly flavor. How many cook mut-| 4 Powe get a good appetite 
ton in your homes? Six people. How to eat it? 

many do not like it at all? We won't Miss Maxwell—How do we get a 
good appetite? What happens in the 

Pass you any this afternoon. Another 
mouth before the food gets to the 

Treason most of us dislike mutton, is mouth? 

that it is not prepared right. We ” 

do not take the skin off. You know er = ae oe 

the wool grows next the skin, and if Miss Maxwell—Yes, it looks good 

that is carefully cut off it will do to you and the mouth waters and you | 
away with that wooly flavor that is} star: i~ digest the food before it 
so objectionable. Another thing 02] gets to your mouth, then you are go- 

the farm that we have to be careful | ing to masticate it well. That is why 
about is, of course, that the meat| we make our food attractive, it it 
does not come in contact with the | pleases the eye it is sure to please 

wool. When the men on the farm | the mouth, if it pleases the mouth it
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is sure to please the stomach, if it; sauce, so I am not going to thicken 

pleases the stomach it will be well | this at all. This is put into the cook- 

digested. - er with the carrots to cook for an 

One nice thing about cutting car-| hour and a half, then a can of green 

rots this way is that they cook quick- | peas is added. This can be cooked 

er. The steam passes through them, | in a casserole if you haven’t a fireless 

and then another thing, you have a/| cooker; you can use one of these 

uniformity in the slices, the vege- dishes, a little brown stone dish that 

tables will all be done at the same | has been fired and made perfectly fire 

time. proof, with a tight cover. This 

I am going to add these carrots to | makes a very pretty dish to have on 

the meat, with some boiling water | your table if you want to have your 

Dik ay Sos Nae atk SI pn ee “ 3 i: aor eae 
owe ee a ago os eps Blak, 

at es s 

eae Seo er neat % 
sa — My ee WS ire: { 

E a Mon! KG 7 5 ; 

a oe sss > in A lay Pie. 

Fee 3 soe , se i ae! 5 epee Nee ae | 
5 aN r 3 ry 

Sess. ere oy Ss Sa. 
SESS eet. o- aeN Sae ee  O pli 

Utensils used in demonstrating casserole and caloric cookstove cookery 

at Round-Up Farmers’ Institute. 

and cook them in the fireless cooker. ; table look nice. Here we have an- 

Just as soon as the meat is brown, we | other with a case to set it in that is 
are going to add _ the carrots and the | very pretty, a different style. 

boiling water, and then we will put The seasoning must now be added 

them into the fireless cooker. to the meat. The amount of salt that 

One thing we have to remember in | we need to add to the meat depends 

using the fireless cooker is that there | upon the amount of meat we are cook- 

is no evaporation; what we put into | ing, of course, and then too upon the 

the cooker in quantity we take out in | taste of your family; do not get things 

quantity, there is no chance for evap-| too salty. If we over-season the 

oration whatever. So in making | foods we are going to disguise the 

gravies and sauces, do not add any | flavor of the food itself" We want the 

more water than you want to use | flavor of the carrot and the mutton. 

when your meat is ready. You can | Too much seasoning is not good, it 

add a little bit of flour to this if you | destroys that delicate sense of taste 

like to add thickening. I am going to | which we all want to cultivate, the 

use another dish with a thickened | power to appreciate fine distinctions
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of flavor, so we must be careful of our right. If you get too much red pep- Seasonings. A teaspoonful and a half | per in a dish you will not be apt to 
to a pound of meat is about the rignt | make the same mistake again. You Proportion of salt. That does not | have to use care in using red pepper. mean a rounding teaspoon, or what We put the stone in the bottom of 
We call a “heaping” teaspoonful, our | the cooker. This is just hot enough Spoons are leveled off with a knife | so it feels hot to the hand. If 1 were When we are measuring. All meas- going to roast the meat, I should urements are level. have heated it so hot it would almost 

The reason so many of our young | glow, there would be a sort of gleam 
Cooks are not able to follow their | to it. Then you put in your food, put srandmother’s recipe is because | another stone on top of that of the grandmother said take a spoonful or | same heat and you will have a roast this and fill up the bowl with that,| that is beautifully browned all and when the young cooks try to take | through. As this mutton . simply a spoonful they forget that this | uceds moderate cooking, it does not (showing a heaping spoonful) is the | 2eed that extra stone on top and I Kind of a spoonful she took. Here | Will not put that on. our measurements are level and there The late cookers have a little con- is no reason why we should not have | Venience that is very nice. You good success in our cooking if we are | know very many people object to careful about our measurements, these cookers because there is no In the measuring of cups we use | Chance for the steam to escape. ‘I'n1s the half pint cup, and the teaspoon | has a little steam valve which you can and tablespdon are all uniform in | Use to !et out the gases or steam once size now. It is nice to get a set ot | OF twice during the cooking. It has the graduated spoons, they can pe | 4 little thimble that goes over the used very quickly, a teaspoon, a hait | top. and a quarter, you can very easily 1 will add the peas to the mutton measure a half or a quarter without | When it is done. If you cook this in crossing it off as we have to do with | Your fireless cooker and you want to the teaspoon. serve it in a nice hot dish, heat up I expected some one would ask me | Your casserole and serve it from that, about not having a certain kind of | Where it will keep hot. One nice Seasoning in here that I haven’t said | thing about a casserole of meat is anything about putting in. ‘There | that it keeps hot so long, just piping has not anybody said anything about hot. 
pepper. Do you all use pepper in your cooking? We should use very | Preparing Eggs in the Fireless Cooker 

_— I think if we could get along I am going to cook another dish Out using so much pepper in our that needs a little time and that is a cooking we would be better, especial- | gish with hard cooked eggs, and I shall ly when we are using a white sauce, cook these eggs in the other cooker. a white gravy, or anything that is the home-made one. This has a little Perfectly white. It does not look at- Pail that sets down into the box, tractive to see specks of black pep-| which is lined with these little pads, Per in it. Paprika or the cayenne | just an ordinary box. There is wool Pepper, which is wholesome, is better. | batting in the Pillows. I want to Cayenne is strong, but if you are | cook four eggs for a salad. We will careful about using it, it is always all | put them in boiling water, then cover
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| them in this dish, put them in the | cooked eggs. If you do not have 

| cooker and let them stand half an | ripe water melon, perhaps you have 

hour. You can cook eggs that way | some ripe cucumber pickle; that will 

without having a cooker by putting | do very nicely. Cut the pickle in 

them in a dish and standing it back | very small cubes, as well as the 

on the reservoir, but if you have aj onion. If you or your husband aré 

cooker you can put them in that and | not fond of onion. do not put so much 

not have to watch them. Use a pint | in, but do not fail to put in some, 

of boiling water to every egg. because it will not be good unless it 

Question—How long does it take to | has the flavor. 

- soft cook them? The people who are the most 

Miss Maxwell—From six to eight | healthful are those who have a va- 

minutes. If you want them medium | riety of vegetables on their table. 

cooked, take them out in fifteen min- | We ought to eat onions often all the 

utes; if you want them hard cooked, | year around. The onion, of course, 

leave them a half hour. gets libeled a great deal, because it 

leaves a very bad odor on the breath, 

Western Salad. that is due to the volatile oil con- 

tained in the onion that gets into the 

I will give you the proportions of | biooq and is given off from our lungs. 

this salad. It is called “Western” We all enjoy onions better our- 

salad. You know the mutton dish is selves than we do to have our neigh- 

going to have peas in it, so I shall bors eat them, but at the same time, 

save a cupful of peas out of the can.| ¥. must use consideration, eat them 
If you plan your menus for a week or at night, then no one is going to be 

two in advance, you know pretty well annoyed. by your odorous breath. 

what you are going to have for dinner Cut your pieces in very small 

and you can plan ahead. Some town cubes, the attractiveness of the dish 

women spend all afternoon at the | gepends upon the way you prepare 
club or calling and then rush home | _ 7. 

your material, if prepared in a care 
to get something for supper that they less way it never looks well, but 

ie ee “ ee aan iss have your materials all cut in uniform 

bad habits, and she often in her Hioces, and do not use’ your han’ 

meals for ‘weeks ahead, and knows shila gmeparing! food when, you 

what she is going to have. The wise use a utensil as well. So many Doo 
. ple put their hands into food all the 

planner will arrange her meals at time: i i t ‘od habit to get in- 

least several days ahead, and if she soy That ial ager 
‘ e to. Get into the habit of using uten- 

is going to have peas one day for din- sils instead of your fingers. We all 

ner she will save out a few for her k hat the-nails may harbor man. 

wad ee Lect tavatd wil notte ee y 
have the expense of opening a can for dangerous germs; it is also bad for 

just a few peas. I would not serve | YOUT hands. We should try to keep 

them, even in different dishes, the | them looking well. 
same day, for we need to have a va- This seems like a very strange com- 

riety. People get tired of the same bination, but I think you will like it. 

kinds of food. I give this salad because it is some- 

The salad calls for one cup of peas, | thing that every farm woman has in 
feur tablespoons each of grated her house; she always has eggs and 

cheese, onion and ripe water melon | onions and things of that sort, and if 

pickle chopped and four hard | she has just a few canned vegetables
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on her shelves she can put this salad | can and aired for awhile before they 
on her table in a hurry. are used. All canned vegetables are 

In the morning when you are pre- | better if they are aerated a little; let 
paring your breakfast eggs you can | them stand in a bowl after they are 
cook four extra eggs and in that way | Poured out, pouring off the water, and 
you are going to save the time of | they will have a nicer flavor than 
preparing them when you want them. | they will if taken right out of the 

I will save your feelings this af-| can, because you see the peas have 
ternoon and not put so much onion | been standing in this can for a long 
in this salad, as you are all away from | time and have a flavor that is not al- 
home. ways desirable. If these peas had_ 

I wonder if any of you know pev- | been home canned, I should leave the 
Ple who say, “it does not run in our | Water on, because that would have a 
family to like cabbage,” and “we do | g00d flavor that we would like, but as 
not any of us like turnips,” and “we | these are canned in a tin, we will 
never eat onions jn our family.” I] Pour the juice off and let them stand 
know people who sort of boast about | and air to remove that tinny taste. 
it, think it is something to be proud The yolk of the egg cooked this 
of, these characteristics. This is a | Way without boiling, is dry and mealy, 
secret. If you ever hear anybody | the white is thoroughly cooked. You 
talking that way, just remember there | see how dry and mealy that yolk is, it 
is something wrong, they have not | falls in pieces like corn. meal. An 
been browght up properly. Of course | €gg cooked in this way is digested by 
there are some people who are not| the most delicate stomach; a person 

4 able to eat certain kinds of foods, be- | having stomach trouble can eat an 
: cause it hurts them, some people } egg cooked like this without any dit- 
j cannot eat strawberries, because they | culty whatever. ~The digestive 
. irritate the skin; others cannot eat | juices can divide it and digest it. 
' fish because it makes them ill; those This Western salad does not have 

are things we cannot always govern. | any salad dressing. You notice there 
I speak of the people who are just na-| is no salad dressing in it, because it 
turally finicky and are proud of it. | is made of such moist material, and if 
Train the children to like all kinds of | you want a little bit more moisture 
food, then they will not be a bore to | just add a little of the juice of the 
themselves, their families or the peo- | Water melon pickle, that makes all the 
ple who entertain them. Have you | Salad dressing needed for it. 
ever had a guest who could not eat If you want to make this salad very, 

anything, did not like this and that | very pretty, save out one or two egg 
and the other thing? As they grow | yolks, put them through a sieve and 
older, they are ashamed of it and | sprinkle over the top of the salad. 
blame their early training. To serve it in the head lettuce, 
When you have a bit of onion to put | makes a very pretty way of serving it. 

into a dish and you want to mince it, All of our proteid foods need to be 
just cut a slice off and then score | cooked at a low temperature. That is 
the onion very closely and then at| one reason why we are talking so 
right angles, and when you cut the| much nowadays about buying the 

slices‘ you will have your onion chop- | coarser cuts of meat, they are cheap- 
ped just about as fine as you would | er, and need long, slow cooking, and 
chop it in your chopping bowl. the ideal way to cook them is in the 

The peas should be taken out of the | fireless cooker. One hundred and
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sixty to one hundred and eighty de-, Cut your carrots and potatoes with 

grees will cook an egg, so eggs should | the scoop, have your little onions all 

not be boiled to have them whole- | the same size, and it makes a Very 

some. Two hundred and twelve is | pretty dish. When you use the cut- 

the boiling point. ter they are all of a uniform size and 

I am adding a cupful of peas. We | they are all done at the same time. 

must season this salad to taste, be- | Somebody would say that it wastes 

cause “much tasting means no wast- | the potato to take those little rounds 

ing.” We want our food well sea- | out of a potato, but you can cook the 

soned. Add a very little pepper and | potatoes and serve them mashed, so 

a little celery salt. it is not necessary to waste a Ppar- 

Now you see how pretty this can be | ticle. 

served in a head of lettuce. One nice way of serving potatoes 

Part of the display of preserves and needlework at the Round-up Farmers’ 

Institute. 

Casserole Cookery. for a change is take an apple corer, 

= scoop out a hole in the center of the 

Z we will now prepare what we call | potato, and then put in pieces of 

Chicken en Casserole,’ that is, We | chicken chopped up, or bits of bacon, 
are going to fry the chicken brown in put your lid back on the potato, put 

a frying pan, then put it into one of | i+ in the oven and bake it. When 

these casseroles, set it in the oven | ing potato is baked, the chicken or 

and bake it and serve it in the Cas-| pacon will be cooked and will give a 
serole with a few carrots, a feW | nice flavor to the potato. 

Pieces of onion and the potatoes. If A nice thing about cooking in a 

you have the time to prepare the Po-| casserole is that you can have all of 
tatoes, use a little cutter like this | your vegetables and meat, everything 

little French cutter. Of course if| in the dish, served right on the table 

you have a large family, you would | all together. It makes a very Pal- 

not want to take the time to do this, | atable dish and in this time of high 

but it is nice to do for occasional use. | prices a little meat will go a good
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way, and you can add as many Pota- | give plenty of moisture in your cas- 
toes, carrots and onions as you care | serole, put on the cover and put it in 
to serve to your family. Serve a|the oven. Parboil the potatoes, so 
small portion of meat to each one, | they will have removed some of the 
with a generous helping of the vege- | strong flavor. Add those, it makes a 
tables, and you have a good meal, All| very pretty dish when it is served. 
will be nicely flavored with the meat | We will cook that about an hour or 
and it makes a very economical way | an hour and a half. As the chicken 
of serving meat with the vegetables. | was pretty well cooked, it just needs 
We brown the chicken because we | Cooking long enough to cook the vege- 

want the flavor of the browned | tables and a little slow cooking to 
chicken in the casserole, when we | finish it. 
have finished our dish we want the 
delicious brown flavor. Little Pigs in Blankets. 

Now we will add the seasoning. In 

turning over our meat inthe T7IM | que twat cal cute Pigs 
pan, always be careful not to puncture Blankets.” It makes a very Eine 

= a ar fork. Can some | casserole dish. A Piece of steak cut 

A Lady—lIt lets out the juices of the > Bi ripces S20 = — piens oa 
meat. bacon rolled in the pieces of steak. Cut 

Miss Maxwell—Yes, and we t the steak in long, narrow pieces, two 

every bit of the flavor of the jee by three and one-half inches, roll 

left in the meat. them up’ with a piece of po in the 

in onto a the seasons | sy, ate tho tooth ik, Take The other day I was just adding my et 
| seasonings to a dish I was fi much bacon, just enough to give it a 

and I heard a lady say to her friend, Seed Banari eS eeTa ene: eek 
“I know that is going to be too salty.” up, skewer it with a tooth pick, then 

When the dish was passed I watched SL ee i ain ied 
her to see how she liked it. She the gravy with a little flour, pour that 
remarked the meat was not saity | °°" ihe mines oud pat Fee or 
enough. You see you cannot please serole. You can add’ potato, ' onion 
everybody. Do not season too much and carrot to this if you like, but since 

it is easier to add than to take out Me ere tes en es eS 
salt. today we will not add the vegetables 

ss to this dish 
The potatoes are always better par- : 

boiled just about five minutes before Tue rowmt steak there ‘5 steers ne 
putting them into any mixture. We marrow which is nice for use for 

like the carrot flavor to come out in oe —— ee are = 
the meat, but the potato has a rank or it is the finest kind of fat. Do no! 

flavor which is better to cook out csesinormepn ist Hieoneene 60 Se the meat from sticking to the pan. 
before adding to any of these dishes, | we simply want to brown it, we do 
although it is often done. not want to fry it in fat. 

Question—What was the chicken We will dredge these little pigs in 

fried in? blankets with flour, so there will be a 
Miss Maxwell—A little butter and | nice brown sauce to serve with them; 

fat of the chicken. as I said, you can add potatoes, 
Pour on enough of the soup stock | onions and carrots to this dish and 

that you stewed the chicken in to] you have a whole dinner right in this
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one dish when you are serving it. We | one pint of boiling water, that would t 

will brown them in the frying pan un- be two cups. That dissolves the gel- r 

til they are a nice brown all over, atine, then it is ready when it has ' 

then pour on the water, put them in | cooled a little to add the vegetables, 

the casserole and let them bake. then turn it into any kind of a mold. 

Question—Do you add salt and pep- | and let set until it is firm. 

per? . I have the celery and cabbage 

Miss Maxwell—Yes, they are to be ready. You want to drain it, to be | 

seasoned after they are browned. | sure all of the moisture is out of it. 

You can season them now if you like, If you have cabbage in the spring that 

because the flour has covered the | seems solid but has lost its juiciness 

meat and there is no danger of the | and flavor, just cut it up in quarters, 

juice coming out. if you are going to boil it, and let it 

Now I will add the salt to the/| stand for a couple of hours in cold 

meat. I am going to put a little cel-| water. If you are going to use it for 

ery salt in this dish put it in a cas-| a salad, slice it and put it in cold 

serole and let it cook for about water. In that way you will have 

three-quarters of an hour. your cabbage crisp and tender. 

The amount of salt, of course, may 

An Attractive Salad. be varied with the taste and the 

We have another salad that I want amount of cabbage you use; it may 

to prepare this afternoon; this is one need a little more salt: 

Se ar ae en |. en mene gneert 
Miss Maxwell—One-half cup of su- 

farm and town women, because there gar 

a times when we like to have fancy - have some salad dressing that I 

pres Bers a oo ae a made this morning, because when I 

aes a wbinge i z paeeitie dressed the chicken I found she was 

= 2 oe a nice fat hen who had been doing 

pantry. Perhaps you will have t0| her duty and should not have been 

ask your grocers to get you some CaD- | ;i1eq, so with the eggs I made the 

ned pimentoes. They come in little | <a1q dressing. I want to show you 

round cans, they are canned red PeP-| what a nice kind of salad dressing 

pers, and your grocer will be glad tO) yoy can make with three or four 

keep them if you ask for them. eegs and equal parts of vinegar, 

h One-half package of gelatine, One| ..9. that in the double boiler, then 

alf cup cold water. Soak the gela- da littl ¢ to it wh a 

tine in the cold water until it is per- add a little cream to it when ready 

fectly soft, then add the juice of one to use. Cook the egg and vinegar 
lemon, If you get the kind of gela- add nothing to it, put it away in a 

tine that I have here today, which is jar and when you want to use it aad 

already acidulated, you will not have salt and pepper and cayenne and a 

to add the lemon, it will save you thal little cream to it, and two or three 

trouble. A pint of boiling water and tablespoonfuls of the dressing will 

half a cup of sugar, two cups of cel- go a good ways. 

ery cut in small pieces, two cups Sometimes we accidentally break 

cabbage, one-fourth can sweet red | ¢88s, oF have two or three broken 

peppers thinly cut, one teaspoon salt. | C85S, there may be three or four or 

Mix all together. five yolks and one white (do not 

We will add the sugar, salt and poil- | use too many whites), or we may 

ing water to the softened gelatine,| make angel food and have eight
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yolks, take an equal measure of vine- | how very nice they are. You can use 
gar, beat the egg yolks and add the| them for baking muffins, they make 
vinegar and cook it in the double | prettier pop-overs than any other 
boiler, then strain it, because there baking dish I know of, they will puff 
are always lumps of egg that are twice as high as a cup. 
cooked that are not nice in salad For the creamed eggs, just break 
dressing, and it is a good plan to| an egg into one of these little dishes, 
strain them out. If you have a very then put about two tablespoons of 
strong vinegar, dilute it with water, cream on it, put it in the oven and 

or you will have a salad dressing that | jet it cook until the white of the egg is too acid. This vinegar is very ie ant. 
strong. 

This is a salad dressing I like to = Laer. Eps armeesa yee. nell give to my farmer friends, because it milk do not have very much cream. 
is one you can make any time of the Miss Maxwell—This lady says that 

year. In summer you have your ice | ‘be farmers sell their cream. 
chests and you can keep it. If you| 4 Lady—They sell their milk to the 
do not have ice, you can keep it in the | Cheese factory. 
cellar. Some ‘of our young farm wo- Miss Maxwell—Now, you know 
men do not have all of the modern | When a man married his wife he said, 
things yet, but they are going to have | “With all my worldly goods I thee 

them just as fast as they can. You| endow.” Now, doesn’t that mean 
who have good cellars can keep sal-| cream? Begin right. I would just 
ad dressing on the cellar bottom and | have it and I would take all I need. 
it keeps just as gcod as it does in the | I would not be extravagant about it. 
ice chest. If he is cross about it, just tell him 

Now, I have my celery and cabbage, you need it in your cooking. You 
the cabbage was shredded, and the | have to be firm with these men some- 
pepper all mixed up in this dish and | times, tell him you are just going to 
we will add the gelatine. If this is | have it and he will be reasonable I 
Poured out in small molds you can| am sure. Make him such good dishes 
serve it in individual molds. It takes | that he will be glad to let you have 
quite a little while to set it and 1| ay you need. 
want to set it in cold water. Now I Break the egg into the dish, put m 
am going to serve this salad with | the cream and over the top put on 
this salad dressing I was just telling some bread crumbs. The crumbs 
you about. are buttered and then we sprinkle a 

This makes a very attractive salad | jittle bit of seasoning over them and 
if you want to pour it out into a long | set them in the oven long enough to 
flat dish and cut it in little squares | set the egg, then they are ready to 
and put a few little pieces on a let-| serve. That makes a very delicious 
tuce leaf with a little salad dressing. way to serve an egg to an invalid, or, 

in fact, anybody. 
Some Casserole Dishes. 

I wanted to serve something in Steamed -Chesry: Pudding: 
these little brown crockery cups, Now I want to make a _ steamed 
they are very nice to serve individual cherry pudding. We are going to 

dishes, but I will not take your fime| use some of the prize butter. We did 
to prepare them, will just tell you| not ask the lady who owns it if we q
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could have it, but I think she will be | is steamed in small cups, it will take f 

willing we should, and we are to use | about twenty minutes. Grease the 

some very fine cherries that were | cups well, so they will come out 

brought from Sturgeon Bay, which | nicely when they are done. 

were grown down there in that won- I am going to ask to have some 

derful cherry district. They are the | cream whipped and be reaay with 

Montmorency cherry and have a very | your questions just as soon as we 

fine flavor. are quiet again. . 

I am going to give you the recipe I have beaten the egg, now I am 

for this cherry pudding and use these | going to add the milk, then -I will 

cherries in it. It calls for one egg. | add a little flour. I always like to 

How many of you have a choice as to have two measuring cups, when I am 

the color of your eggs? When you| working, so I can have one for the 

buy them or when you use them,| dry ingredients and one for the wet, 

what color do you prefer? and in that way I do not have to 

A Lady—Brown shell. stop to wash a dish. A tablespoon 

Miss Maxwell—Why? of melted butter. These little wooa- 

The Lady—They are better, for one | en spoons are so nice for mixing, 

thing. they are so much easier on the hand. 

Miss Maxwell—You think they are | We know when we do a great deal of 

better? Somewhere I read that the | stirring and. mixing the hand gets 

New York housekeeper always asks | calloused and tired from holding a 

for the white eggs and Boston ladies | large, heavy spoon. Enameled spoons 

want brown. are dangerous to use for the enamel 

A Lady—I get two cents a dozen } often chips off. 

more for sorting them. I want you to be sure to get this 

Miss Maxwell—It is just simply a pudding sauce because it is so deli- 

matter of taste, there is no difference | Cious for this pudding, and be sure to 

in the food value of the egg, as to the have a taste of this pudding, because 

color of the shell, the food value of | We are going to serve it very soon. 

the egg depends upon what the hen The sauce is simply whipped cream 
has been fed on, that has been sweetened and some of 

‘A Lady—You do not think the feed- ee juice of the cherries added to it 

0 give it flavor, and it is very nice if 

ing of a hen makes a difference in the | ,... have a little bit of almond extract 

value of the egg? to add a little of that, just enough to 
Miss Maxwell—Most certainly, 48 | gavor it a little. If you haven’t the 

to quality and flavor. For every day | cream, you can make a sauce of 

of age they lose some of their nutri-| cherry juice, thicken it with a little 

tive value. of the butter and flour cooked to 
A Lady—I think if hens are fat they | gether and add perhaps a little bit. of 

will not lay as well. almond extract if you like. 
Miss Maxwell—No, they should not Question—Do you put the cherries 

be too fat. in the pudding? 

One egg, one-half cup milk, one-| Miss-Maxwell—Yes, the cherries, 

fourth of a cup of sugar, one cup of | juice and all, right in. 

flour, one tablespoon melted butter, I am going to set that right down in 

two teaspoons of baking powder and | the water and let them boil in the 

one-fourth of a teaspoon of salt. This | water. Do not have water enough to
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boil up into them, but just enough to | about four hundred dollars. If I had 
cook them without boiling dry. ‘This | a little of it with me today it would 
is an emergency pudding that you can | be worth fifty cents to me now. Our 

get ready when you see your company | cream does not whip. This is a sub- 
coming. stance which you can make in your 

These little aluminum cups do not | own homes, it is called viscogen, and 
hold very much and some of these | you must take the directions very 
farm women are saying, “That would | carefully and make it so or you will 

not go far in our family,” but if you | not be successful. 

have bad a good, hearty meal, a sim- Dissolve five ounces of sugar in ten 
ple, small dessert like this is better | ounces of water. Add six ounces of 
than too much. It isn’t a good thing | cold water to two ounces of quick 

to eat too much of the good things. | lime. Let it slake and then strain it. 
We Americans do eat too much and | Combine the two liquids and shake 
have too many rich foods. occasionally for two hours. Then 

This recipe is delicious for blue-| Seep it in a bottle in a cool, dark 
berry pudding in the summer, stir] Place. When you want to use this 

your blue berries right into it. Put a| viscogen, use one-fourth of a teaspoon- 
few spoonfuls of the dough, then a | ful of it to three-fourths of a cup of 

few cherries, into each cup, some | Cream, and you can take very thin 
dough on top and put them in to cook. | Cream that is skimmed this morning 

Be sure that the water is boiling hot, | by the separator and can whip it just 
: because they must begin to cook as as nice and thick as you can cream 

soon as they are put in. You do not | “irty-six hours old. I like to keep 
5 need to put any sugar in it at all, if it in a dark bottle, because you know 

i you like you can put the sugar in the lime water decomposes in. the light. 
sauce. Make the sauce very sweet This is nothing but lime water and 

and leave the sugar out of the pua- | S¥84r and you need not be afraid to 
ding. use it, because we give lime water to 

Question—Could you make it with babies, and the amount you see is 

strawberries? very small. It is just sweetened lime 

Miss Maxwell—Yes, it is very nice oe = you must get your propor- 
‘ ons right. 

th EASTER: This closes the demonstration; the 
A Valuable Recipe. dishes will now be served. Thank 

you very much for your good attend- 
Iam going to give you ladies a | ance. ‘ 

recipe for something that is worth | 

|
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: THIRD SESSION, 

Thursday Afternoon, March 20, 1913. 

Seleeheae 

FOOD FOR THE GROWING CHILD. 

Miss Cora Binzel, University Extension Division, Madison, Wis. 

a — opportunities in caring for and rear- 
Mgapensiiain © | | ing ner young. 

ais Sy ac a of Women are prone to accept indiges- 
, et Ey tion, colds, colic, and other ailments 

a = of children as necessary evils and 
saa _ | | they content themselves with the 
a | | thought that it is just as well to have 
4 5 them over with; the sooner, the bet- 

r ter. These women are behina tne 
times and should learn at once that 
illness is not necessary and that the 
evil effects of mistakes made in the 
tare of children are often never en- 

a y f tirely overcome. Many American 
y kes ee People are suffering from indigestion 

ee ee and other ailments because “hey were ee age es? | | the victims of parents who were ig- eee ee en Pee norant of the requirements of the 
See | | child. We blame nature for the un- ee Ree’ (es happiness which is a result of ill 
= eens cx 5] | health, and yet, we are ignorant or 
35 eres ees > =| | her laws and are constantly disobey- 
Bt essere ees eee ing them. The results may not be = ee immediate, but sooner or later the 

day of reckoning comes and we sutfer 
Miss Binzel. for the carelessness and indiscretion 

of a week, a month or even a year 
ago. 

It is a well recognized fact that the Judging from personal observation, 
Progressive farmer is giving more |) believe women are no longer will- time, thought and money to the ing to permit the men to have a mo- study of the foods and conditions tit- nopoly of the intelligent use of tne ted to produce the best results in his terms, five food principles, their 
live stock than the average mother is | sourcey and purpose, and in the ap- giving to the study of the child and Plication of this knowledge to the its development. This is not be-| care of the live stock. Women are 
cause of a higher valuation placed on | observing that the farmer finds the 
the life of the cattle, but is due to the | returns sufficient to pay for the ef- 
fact that the average woman is not | fort and they are willing to assume 
awake to her responsibilities and her | that a careful, persistent study of
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the human body, its functions and its | tain healthy bodies unless we breathe needs will result in a healthier, hap- | plenty of fresh, clean air and take Pier, more efficient race. Blenty of good exercise. Not one ot I come to you therefore today with | us would take into the Mouth food the desire to help you, if I can, to a} and drink that has been in other better understanding of the fgod | People’s mouths, put on underclothing Problem. Because of the limited | that has just been taken off by aa- timie, we can but touch upon the sub- | other, and still we do not hesitate to ject; a thorough knowledge requires | take into our lungs the air that has years of study. I hope, however, | just come from other people’s lungs. that the work this afternoon will be Breathing deeply of clean air fills helpful. The printed matter which | the lungs with oxygen. This oxygen is being passed is a mere outline | is carried by the red corpuscles of the which I prepared, thinking it mignt blood to the cells and in the cells be of value in our study today ana in | the food is oxidized or burned, giving your home study of these problems. | as much energy in the body as these You will please me greatly by ques- | substances would give if they were tioning, should I fail to make the burned outside of the body. This pro- Points clear, cess of oxidization or burning is best 
when the supply of oxygen is large. The Organism of the Human Body. | Breathing deeply of pure air is as es- 

; If we would understand the food saa — ae ee suerte problem, we must have some knowl- The body must be kept warm, 
t edge of the human body. The human | energy must be supplied for work in body is made up of countless, little and outside of the body, and old, 
! living parts called cells. Groups of worn-out tissue must be replaced by 4 certain kinds of cells form the dif- new. The foods we eat do this work 

terert crgans and tissues of the in our bodies, 
body; for example, certain kinds of 
cells known as brain cells constitute The Five Food Principles. 
the brain, bones are composed of 
bone celis, nerves of nerve cells, and It will be sufficient for our purpose So on. These groups of cells are de-| today to know that all foods contain pendent upon each other for their | one or more of the five food princi- 
well being and when one group of ples. All of the food principles are cells is not working properly, other | familiar to you, though you may rec- 
groups will suffer. We all know that ognize but the three terms, fats, min- a severe cold affects the appetite, the | eral matter and water; proteins and digestion, the muscles, ete.; if the carbohydrates may be new terms to nerves are diseased, there is a state | some. 
of general ill health; it is only when Each food principle has a particu- all the cells and all the groups ot | lar Purpose or purposes in the body. cells are in good working order that The outlines may help you in fol- 
we enjoy good health. lowing my explanation. The foods 

In order to keep all these cells in | called Proteins build and repair tis- good condition, we must have clean sues and may produce energy. Tie air, exercise, proper food, rest, and] white of egg is largely albumen, a care. Our problem for study today | form of protein; the casein in milk is is that of food, and yet, with the best a protein; and that grayish, white, of nourishing food, we cannot main- gummy substance which remains af-
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ter grains of wheat have been chewed | as body fat. This serves as are- - F 

until the woody fiber and starch have | serve supply of fuel in case of illness fF 

been washed away, is a protein, | or when food cannot be taken. During ’ 

called gluten. It is the gluten in | illness, tissues wear out quickly and 

good bread flour which produces a/| fuel is necessary to maintain the 

light, spongy loaf, provided other | body temperature and to produce 

conditions are favorable. energy to carry on the body pro- 

We need to remember that proteins | cesses; were there no fat stored in | 

are tissue builders and that their | the body, the tissues would be utilized 

principal sources are meat, fish, eggs, for this purpose. Fats are called 

milk, nuts, cheese, and such vege-| fuel foods because a definite amount 

tables as wheat, peas, beans and len-| gives off more or less heat and 

tils. This does not mean, however, | energy when burned, that is, given 

that these foods contain only protein; | off by the same amount of either car- 

each may contain one, two, three or | bohydrates or proteins; one pound of 

even all of the food principles. Take | fat produces two and one-fourth times ) 

milk, for example, you know that it | as much heat as either of the other 

contains water, fat, sugar and min-| two. This is the reason people In 

eral matter; it also contains protein, | very cold climates consume such 

if it did not, an infant could not live | large quantities of fat and the reason 

cn milk alone, for there would be no} that we, in our climate, eat more 

food for the building of .tissues and | freely of fatty foods in the winter 

for growth. than in the summer. So few people 

Let us pass on to the second class | realize that we are not kept warm by 

listed—carbohydrates. Rather a long | the clothing we wear and by the fire 

name, but not difficult if we remem-} in the house. I mean to say that we 

ber that it is a family name for | go not take heat from the outside; 

starches, sugars, vegetable gums and | ¢he clothing and warm air around us 

cellulose. Starch we know is found | prevent a loss of heat or a passing of 
principally in cereals and vegetables; | the heat of our bodies to the sur- 

sugar we are familiar with as found | ;ounding air. Remember this and 

in the sap of the maple tree, in the | 12+ winter when your daughter feels 
sugar cane, the sugar beet and honey. | 2»y:eq because she is not permitted 
Cellulose is the woody fibre which ‘ 

o wear low shoes, short sleeves and 

forms in the cell walls of plants, vege- Aue Se audeie end: fexainant tall Gee 

tables and fruits. If a grated potato . 

be pressed dry in a cloth, a woody that the greater the surface of the 

fibre is left; this is cellulose. body exposed to the air, the greater 

Certain fruit juices under proper | will be the loss of body heat. This 

conditions will make jelly, this prop- | means that work will not be well done 

erty is due to pectose, a vegetable | and that the state of health will be 

gum. = impaired unless sufficient food be 

It is very evident that the principal} eaten to maintain body temperature 

sources of carbohydrates are cereals, | ang to supply energy for work in the 

vegetables and sugars. This class|) ay, as well as work done by the 

of food supplies heat and energy and body. All body heat comes from f cad 

surplus carbohydrates may be ceiewiana Gigented Wai folndl in 

changed into fat and form fatty tis- gested. Fats are foun 

——_ both the animal and vegetable foods; 

Fats, like carbohydrates, produce | the principal sources being fish, meat, 

heat and energy and may be stored | cheese, cream, milk, butter, eggs and
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vegetables, such as olives, cotton | should leave the body in undigested 
seed, cocoa, linseed, etc. form, the body will have received no 

Mineral matter, a fourth food prin- | benefit. 
ciple, is necessary to maintain life. Too many mothers are ignorant of 
It is necessary for the development of | this fact and feel quite satisfied that 
the cells, for the growth of the bones, | they have done their duty in provid- 
for the production of red blood cor- | ing a large proportion of whatever 
puscles; the heart would stop beating | food she and the child may desire. 
and life would cease without mineral | It is not safe to rely on the chila’s 
matter. It is most abundant in vege- | instinct and judgment in the selection 
table foods, eggs, milk and meat. of food; neither is it fair to gage the 

The fifth class of foods, water, con- | child’s needs by the likes and dislikes 
stitutes sixty per cent of the body. | of the adult. You and I know that 
About four pints of water are excret- | were a child permitted to select its 
ed daily through the lungs, kidneys | food, the diet would consist largely 
and skin, and though most all foods | of candies, cakes, ice cream sodas, 
contain water, the supply will be in- | vop, pickles, etc. The growing child 
sufficient unless some is taken as a | is naturally very active and has a 
beverage. In the body water dilutes | larger surface in Proportion to its 
the blood stream, carries food to the | weight than the adult, and must have 
different parts of the body, carries | therefore plenty of energy producing 
off waste and regulates the body tem- | foods. It is not wise, however, to fur- 

: perature, nish this entirely in the form of su- 
The fats, carbohydrates and pro-| gar; starch and fat should both be 

teins are not used in the body until | given. Children have a natural eray- 

: they have been divided and split into | ing for sweets and this appetite may 
simpler compounds. For example, | be satisfied by serving dates, ngs, 
starch must be changed to sugar be- | prunes, raisins, simple wholesome 
fore it is of use in the body. These | candies and cakes. Cane sugar tfer- 
changes are brought about by grind- | ments more easily than the sugar 
ing and churning and by the chemical | found in the dried fruits. For this 
action of bodies in the digestive | reason it is wise to restrict the use of 
juices called ferments or enzymes. | Cane sugar on the breakfast food and 
When food has been changed to a| to supply the sugar by mixing cut 
soluble form, so that it can be taken | dates or figs with the cereal. ‘re 
up by the blood, it is said to be di- | child who eats freely of candy ana 

gested. The blood stream carriestne | cake between meals has little or no ~ 

food to the cells and the cells select | appetite for milk, bread and butter, 
whatever food they require; tne | eggs and the foods served at regular 
bone cells, for example, select min- | meals, the result is a pale, weak, un- 
eral matter. dersized child. It is a common belief 

that candy ruins the teeth. True, 
Selection of Food for the Child. children who eat a great deal of 

candy are very apt to have poor teeth. 

Now we may make application of This, however, is not due to the 
the information gained to the selec- candy but due to the fact that sugar 
tion of food for the child. First, let | itself contains no mineral mat- 
me emphasize that it is not te| ter; the lack of appetite’ for 
amount of food eaten, but the amount | vegetables, milk, meat, etc., resulting 
of food digested that is of the great-| from the unwise use of sweets, means 
est importance. ‘If all food eaten | a lack of mineral matter in the diet,
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the food principle necessary to build | protein foods are therefore very 
bone tissue. Satisfy the craving for necessary and unless the supply is 
sweets by serving them as part of the | adequate, the child will not develop 
meal, not as a lunch between meats. | properly. The demands of rapid 
Many children have an aversion for | growth are great, any mistake made 

fats and vegetables. Sometimes | in the critical period of childhood may 
there is no reason for the dislike, the | result in life-long suffering. Parents 
food never having been tasted. Often | must not forget that there is a limit 
the dislike may be traced to prefer- | to the time of physical growth, while 
ences expressed by adults. lt is un- | the development of the mind is a life- 
Wise to express a dislike for nourish- | long process. Under no conditions 
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Household corner, Institute exhibit, River Falls, June 13, 1913. 

ing food in the presence of children. , should a strong body be sacrificed for 
Again the prejudice is the result of high marks and early graduation. 
Poorly prepared and poorly served Many of the breakdowns among 
food. The vegetable that is under-| school children are due, not to over- 
done, or has been cooked until it has work, but to improper food and lack 
no fiavor, is not palatable. of rest and exercise. 

Fat in some form must be found in Exercise in the open air is essen- 
the child 8 diet. The mother may tial for girls as well as for boys, and 
rane ditficulty here, but she must neither boys nor girls can accomplish 
earn that there are many forms of good work and build up fine physiques fat which are acceptable to children; : DP 
whipped cream, butter, bacon, nuts, if they keep late hours for study or 

Peanut oil are easily digested ana| for play. Some one has said that if 
palatable. we looked after breathing, digestion 

The growing child is not only grow- | and elemination of waste we should 
ing tissues but is building new ones; | never be sick. It is the mother’s
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duty to watch these processes in | his hands and face, to brush his hair, 

her child and teach him as early as | before coming to the table. As soon 

possible to attend to his own needs. as solid food is taken he should be 

It is a custom for some children | taught to masticate the food well and 

to take no breakfast. This is very | to eat slowly. 

unwise and should not be permitted, The general rules for feeding the 

unless the child has been placed on| growing child which are given in 

a diet. You have all noticed the ab-| your outlines are quoted from “Food 

sence of fat in the young chick and| & Dietetics”, by Mrs. Norton, 

the abundance in an old fowl; you “If children are to be allowed to 

know that mutton contains more fat | eat freely the food must be simple 

than lamb; beef more than veal. This | in character and easy of digestion. 

same condition exists in the human The ordinary meats, with the ex- 

body. Now, you and I may miss a clusion of pork, simply cooked, few 

meal occasionally without experien- | ‘made’ dishes, an abundance of vege- 

cing ill effects. This is not true, how- tables and fruits, nd pastry, only the 

ever, in the case of the child who simplest puddings, occasional plain 

has not the surplus of fat stored in| cake (not between meals), plenty of 

the body to produce heat and the the best bread and butter, of well 

energy required in his work. The cooked cereals and of milk and eggs 

result is a tired, sleepy child. Start | will furnish variety sufficient for any 

the child out for school after he has| one. Tea and coffee are to be re- 

had a wholesome, nutritious, easily | served for the adult, while cocoa may 

digested breakfast. Lack of appetite | be used in moderation, chiefly for 

for breakfast may often be traced to the milk with which it is made. 

poorly ventilated sleeping rooms, or | Highly seasoned foods are to be 

to a bad taste, the result of indiges- avoided, as they tend to excite un- 

tion or poor teeth. All of these may duly the flow of the digestive juices 

be remedied. and make such flow dependent on 

Children are hungry more often | their stimulation. Their continued 

than adults, because their digestive | use also seems to induce a craving 

processes are very active. For this | for strong stimulants.” 

reason it is well to give the child Before leaving this work for the 

a lunch between meals. This does demonstration, let me ask you not 

not mean nibbling continuously and | to become discouraged if you find 

nibbling at sweets. Simple, nutritious, the food problem a puzzling one at 

easily digested foods, such as milk, | times. These notes will help you 

toast, bread and butter, will furnish | and all the magazines are giving in- 

the required nourishment and will formation to the housewife on all 

not interfere with the meal which is} the problems pertaining to the home. 

to follow. The digestive organs re} True, time and study will be re 

quire a rest if they are to function quired for a_ better understanding 

properly; a continuous lunching in-| and the raising of children will al- 

terferes with their rest and should} ways mean work; the manner and 

never be permitted. The pennies] spirit in which this work is done, 

spent for cheap candies at the corner | however, will affect the moral, phy- 

grocery store had best be saved. sical and spiritual welfare of the 

The child must be taught to wash child. If the work is worth doing at
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all, it is worth doing well, and surely | luncheon. Teachers need the co 

there is no bigger, better, more béau- | operation of the parents in making 

tiful work than that of bearing and | the noon-day lunch nourishing and 
rearing children. appetizing and the noon hour a happy 

and profitable one. 

The School Luncheon. The luncheon should be attractive, 
appetizing, nourishing and easily 

Because of long distances, many digested. To facilitate work of pre- 

children are obliged to carry their | oration and packing, have definite 
lunches to school. Have any of you! 11406 for utensils and materials re- 
ever happened in at school at the! cyireg. arrange to work in the same 
noon hour to watch the children open place, learn to’pack neatly and close- 

the boxes, pails and newspaper bun-| }, 7 keep food moist and fresh, 
dles which contained their lunches? wae paraffin paper for wrapping. 
Those of you who have, may remem- Twenty-five cents will buy a pound 

ber the pity that swelled up in your of paraffin paper, eighty-five cents 
heart at the sight of some of those | ji) buy a thousand paper napkins; 

poor, miserable, unappetizing, un- paper clips and rubber bands are con- 
palatable lunches. How much work | venient to fasten the paper. An at- 

could you and I accomplish on a dill | tractive and convenient lunch box 

pickle, a dry sandwich, a greasY | o, basket is essential. Variety may 
doughnut, or a piece of soggy pie? | be secured in: sandwiches, salads, 
And what if this lunch were frozen | vegetables, eggs, cheese. 

as often happens in the winter? Simple desserts, simple cakes, fresh 
Children cannot do good work on| fruits, dried fruits, candies, nuts, 
such fare, and the child who iS/| gelatine pudding, baked custard, ete. 
poorly nourished is irritable, duli,| ote, 

hard to manage, is poorly developed, A demonstration on school lun- 
is feeble and pale. cheons concluded the work of the 
Many schools are remedying this} day. The food values of the dishes 

evil by providing some means of pre-| served in the luncheons were dis- 

paring hot soups, cocoa and other] cussed and explanations were given 

nourishing foods for the noon-day! as to the methods of preparation.
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SANITATION AND HYGIENE IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 

By Dr. A. L. Russell, Midway, Pa. 

(From Bulletin No. 229, Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture.) 

I want to emphasize what these | how she died of it. Now, ladies and 
ladies have said; they have said what | gentlemen, the next time you have 

I would not dare to say, what no man | occasion to use a common drinking 

would dare to say, and yet what is | cup, wash it out thoroughly, and 
true as gospel. I don’t know what | then drink in this way, without let- 
your politics are, and I don’t care, | ting the cup touch your lip. 
but I dare not say one word about The Secretary—I suppose the abil- 

the way our public schools are con- | ity to do that depends somewhat on 
ducted today without some one jumps | the length of your lip. 

up right away. These ladies have told Dr. Russell: I’m Irish; are you? 
you a part of the thing, and I am go-| I would like for every one in this 

ing to tell you some more, although | audience to remember this the next 
they have left but little for me to say. | time they have occasion to use a com- 

Our public schools are the citadeis | mon drinking cup. It is very easy to 

of our nation, but they are not all | do. 

they should be—to our shame be ft Now there is another matter, a 
said, but it took these noble, pure | very important matter, and that is 

women to tell you so. If you want to| the matter of breathing. There are 
know what the conditions in our pub- | two types of breathing, the male and 
lic schools are today, ask your doctor. | the female type, and the nearer the 
He could tell you, but dare not. His | female approaches the abdominal or 
lips are sealed. I know it now, but 1 |“male type of breathing, the better it 
did not know it twenty years ago; | will be for her. But it is not right to 
these women know it today, but they | breathe first through one nostril, and 
did no know it twenty years ago; itis | then through the other, as the lady 

a matter of sex. I could give you in- | has shown us the foreign people do. 
stances from my own experience, | That may be all right for foreigners, 

which I would not dare give you, and | but it is not for Americans. You want 

I know it is the same in your own | to breathe deeply through both nos- 

section, and in your own town; it is | trils; breathing properly this way for 
the same in Bradford county as it is | any material length of time will in- 

anywhere else. But don’t ask your | crease the chest or bust at least four 
Preacher; ask your doctor, even | inches. 

though he will tell you what will One of the ladies spoke about the 
make your hair grayer than it is now. | cost of education. I think the people 
Doctors have known it for years, but | of Pennsylvania have reached the 

they didn’t dare come and tell you, | point where they do not care about 
- and now you leave it to the women | the cost of education, so long as they 

to tell you. Iam ashamed of myself. | get the proper kind of education, lt 
One of the speakers told us about | is the right kind of education that we 

the girl who drank from the cup from ; want, but we have not been getting 
which her fiance had just drank, when | the right kind of education. Remem- 
he was ill with tuberculosis, and of the | ber that I have all due respect for the 

bravado with which she did it, anu | authorities in charge of this work, they
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have not been able to do the work as | tal and moral nature of the child; 

it should have been done, and with | and that system of tutelage is deti- 

all our short-comings, there is not a | cient which neglects any one of those 

state in the union that has the excel- | three attributes of all normal human ~- 

lent public school system that we | beings. The relationship between 

have in Pennsylvania. these three is too intimate and too 

Observations made during seven- | intricate to be dissolved, or to be in- 

teen years’ service as a priest of the | terfered with by any man-made 

suffering, has convinced me that tne | scheme, and a proper development of 

whole field of hygiene and sanitation. | each is possible only when the devel- 

in its relation to the physical, men- | opment of one is made to assist and 

tal and moral nature of the child dur- | accelerate the development of the 

ing its school life, is deserving of a/| others. The desirable goal is a sound 

consideration at the hands of parents | mind in a sound body; for a brilliant 
and educators which it has never yet | mind in a deficient body is a sorry 
received. It-is amazing when we con-| spectacle, and a feeble mind ina 
sider the efforts put forth to equip | perfect body is pitiful to contemplate, 
children with the mental powers | while a depraved moral sense coupled 

which will enable them to wrest a] with a keen mind and a vigorous body 

livelihood from the world, that it has} makes devils laugh and angels weep. 

never seemed to occur to any one Because our common school sys- 
that the child might need to be taught | tem ignores these facts, it is failing 
how to live. The teacher can not im-| to give the child the advantages to 

part this information, for she has| which he is entitled. The state has 
never, herself, been taught, and the | assumed the responsibility of the care 
rigid county or state curriculum | of our children during their school _ 
leaves no time for such a minor detail | days, and parents have conceded to 
as instruction in the methods of | it that right. Yet it has provided no 
right living. The parents cannot give | adequate means for discharging that 

the instruction, for they have not the | trust. For who is so utterly ignorant 
knowledge. The pastor cannot till | and thoughtless as to claim that the 
the need, for he knows less about | child’s future is wisely provided for 
how man should live his physical life | when only his mental training is 

than does the average person. The | comprehended? Our common school 
doctor could, of course, for his life’s | of modern times, in its curriculum, 

training and experience has fitted him | customs, discipline and deportment, 

for this sacred duty; but, bless you, | has been fashioned in ignorance of, 
are not doctors to make people weli | and in defiance of the simplest ele- 

after they become ill? And so, al- | mentary rules of hygiene and sanita- 
though the whole world is calling for | tion, and it is small wonder that the 

the physically fit, our children are | normal balance established by nature’ 

permitted to acquire their bodily de-| has been disturbed. It is of vastly 
velopment just as chickens and| more importance to the school child 

horses do, and any information of | that his triune characteristics be sym- 
value in teaching them how to live | metrically developed, than it is that 
must be self-acquired, and then it is | he shall excel in any text-book. It 1s 
everlastingly too late to be of any | of vastly more importance to him 
practical value to them. that he be taught to breathe properly, 

The rational aim of education | that he know how to insure for him- 
should be the correct and symmetri-| self an adequate supply of fresh air 

cal development of the physical, men-| 2nd pure water, that he appreciates
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the importance of masticating his | was not in some Way a positive men. 
food properly, that he learns how to | sce to the health of the children 
work, and how to sleep, and how to | foreed to occupy it. And the univer- 
clothe himself hygienically, that ne | sal errors of construction are inten- 
be made competent to guard himseit | sified and augmented by the method 
from infections and contagion, than | of discipline, habits of study and 
it is for him to be able to bound Pat- | mode of recitation now in vogue. 
agonia correctly, or to trace the I am not arraigning the teachers; I 
course of Mason’s and Dixon’s line. am not accusing the school boards; 

“The building of a perfect body | it is you, the patron, who is guilty of 
crowned by a perfect brain, is at | these crimes against your own de- 
once the greatest earthly probiem | fenseless children, Your teachers 
and the grandest hope of the race.” | and your school boards remain in this 
The morality of clean blood ought to | benighted ignorance because you 
be one of the first lessons, and by | have never demanded knowledge or 
every consideration, the very last and competency when you selected them. 
most emphatic lesson ever taught in The common country schoo! snouia 
any public school anywhere on eartn.| be a kindergarten for the farm, and 
The preservation of health is a moral | from it the farmer Population should 
and religious duty. “Life is not mere- | ‘be recruited and come forth educated 
ly to live, but to live well.” into, and imbued with, the high and 

Not onty are the fundamental prin-| zoble ideals this nation now so much 
ciples of correct living ignored in| needs. The country school is of the 
our schoolrooms, but every day, in| farmer, for the farmer, and by the 
every schoolroom in this land, the | farmer, and the farmer cannot shun 
-commonest mandates of hygiene are | the responsibility for the condition of 
audaciously violated, and bodily in- | things as they are. The curriculum 
firmity, physical deformity, and men- | of the common school should lead the 
tal deficiency are recklessly encour- | child toward a life on the farm, and 
aged. The vital force which should | should fit him for being a good farm- 
be utilized in the production of blood, | er. We want more competent farm- 
muscle and nerve, is lavishly expended | ers; we have too many poor ones. We 
upon iily advised studies. There is | have too many mediocre preachers; 
something radically wrong witn tne | too many incompetent doctors; too 
mode of conduct of our schools in| many shyster lawyers; too many al- 
their actual working upon the health | leged business men who have not the 
and physique of our children. We | mental capacity to run a well-regulat- 
send our children to school happy,| ed peanut stand. What are your 
healtly, blooming and lusty; and the | farmers’ schools doing for the future 
monster hands them back to us with | generations of farmers? Nothing! 
adenoids, incurable catarrah, round | The moment the child enters the 
shoulders, crumpled chests, distorted | schoolroom he is educated away from 
spinal columns, sallow cheeks, defi-| all desires or tendencies toward a 
cient vision and shattered nervous or- | farm life. Not a single thing does he 
ganizations. Such maladies, and} learn during his whole common 

many others, are thrust upon children | school course which will instill a love 
all over this broad continent by the | of the farm into his withering soul, or 
customs, mode of conduct and envir- | which can help him if he is forced 
onment of our common and high| to take up that occupation. And 
school systems. I have never seen a | when he enters high school it is stul 
schoolroom, city or country which | worse. Don’t shake your head at me
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that way! Don’t say you can’t help | After over twenty-five years of teach- 

it! You can help it! You don't want | ing of alleged physiology in the public 

your boys to be farmers! You want | schools, the simplest sanitary truths 

them to be pastry-faced counter-jump- | and principles are unknown or un- 

ers at $15 a week—you are training | heeded by the most intelligent mem- 

them for it in your public schools. | bers of the community. The lingo 

You can help it, I say! The farmer | taught in the public schools, dignified 

pays the taxes which support the by the term physiology, was con- 

common schools in the country; he | ceived regardless of the child’s en- 

elects the school board, which selects | vironment, nature, body, or immortal 

the teachers. It is all in your own] soul. It does not teach him how to 

hands, if you care to assume the re- | live, and it certainly does not teach 

sponsibility. him how to die. This outrage is per- 

Our school system of today is so | petrated and perpetuated in cheer- 

diametrically opposed to common | !ess, barn-like structures, without 

sense that it is difficult to suggest a | provision for any adequate supply of 

starting point for reform in study, | fresh air; without the facilities of get- 

but I might call attention to the most | ting even a clean, decent, drink of 

useless branch of all—physiology.| water; with arrangements for light- 

What we have, however is only al-| ing which seem devised to place the 

leged physiology, for it was prepared | greatest possible strain on the eyes, 

und concocted, and it is taught, by | with heating arrangements which 

those who have no physiological | vitiate the air, with unsanitary sur- 

knowledge, so that its teachings are | roundings, and with no proper adjust- 

of no practical value to anybody. ‘rhe | ment between mental processes and 

average human being will be no bet-! physica activity. 

ter because he knows how many | We must conform our teaching of 

bones there are in his body, nor be-| physiology to more rational stand- 

cause he knows how many ounces of | ards, if we hope to benefit the human 

blood his body contains. What he | race. “The knowledge that aman can 

needs most to know in this line is | use, is the only, real knowledge; the 

what to do when he breaks a bone, | only knowledge that has life and 

and how to check the flow of his | growth in it and converts itself into 

life’s blood when he cuts an artery. | practical power. The rest hangs like 

The children need to know how to | dust about the brain, or dries like the 

marshal and conserve their physica! | rain-drops off the stones.” (Froude). 

and spiritual forces so that they may | Our children need no anatomy and no 

zo out into the world and play the | physiology except what is necessary 

part of whole and healthy men and | to enable them to apply the rules of 

women. health to their modes of life; all 

Generations of educators, utterly | physiological education in excess of 

failing to grasp the import and pur-| this is junk. And, strictly speaking, 

pose of the science of physiology, | such knowledge is not physiology at 

have attempted to mold one of the | all—it is sanitation and hygiene. 

most difficult branches of the study Therefore we insist that the so- 
of medicine into a form suitable to | called physiological education of the 

the immature minds of children in| common school pupil should be limit- 
the public schools. Naturally the re-| ed to those practical matters which 
sult is a failure. No one who had | enable him to ward off pain, prevent 

himself any conception of physiology | sickness, promote physical efticiency 

would ever have made the attempt. | and postpone death. No workman is
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fit for any task unless he is first of ; tell them of the nature of scarlet f: 

all fit in body and mind; and school | ver, diphtheria, (acute anterior pono- 
conditions, as now existing, for six | myelitis) infantile paralysis, measies, 

hours a day, for nine months in the | whooping cough, and how those di:- 

year, for ten years of our life, do | eases are carried from the sick to the 

powerfully and injuriously affect both | well. I would give them an idea of 

the mind and the body. This power- | the rules of disinfection and quaran- 
ful influence should be made to work | tine, and how to carry them out to 
for good instead of evil. It is work- | cut short an epidemic. I would teaci 

ing for evil at the present time, and | them the nature of tuberculosis, and 

no man with a knowledge of the facts | how it is transmitted and disseminat- 
dare deny it. ed, and how the great principle of the 

So that, instead of teaching phy-| use of fresh air is baffling the “great 

siology, which is the science of the | white plague.” They should be im- 
organs of the body and of their func- | pressed with the fact that if fresh air 
tions, I would teach hygiene and sani-| is so good for the consumptive and 

tation, which is the science of neaitn | cures him, that fresh air is good tor 

and right living. In place of spend-| him who has not contracted consump- 
ing time and energy in teaching a| tion, and will prevent him from tak- 

child how its teeth were formed.| ing it. They should learn how 
or how its hair grew, or how its skin | thorough vaccination prevents smail- 

was constructed, 1 would have him | pox, and be taught enough of the sta- 

learn how to take care of and how to | tistics of this fact to be able to dis- 
preserve his teeth; how to care for,| cuss the matter intelligently with 

and how to make his hair luxuriant | the rabid and fanatical antivaccina- 
and beautiful, and how to keep his | tionists. I would teach them that ab- 
skin clear, active, and free from dis- | solute cleanliness of body and soul 

ease. I would teach him how to/| encouraged longevity and make tor 

know what ventilation is, and how to | happiness. I would make good health 

secure it. I would teach him the in- | contagious, instead of disease. ‘I'his 
effable dangers and filth of the com- | would not be physiology, but it would 

mon drinking cup, and how it dis- | be a knowledge that would be of prac- 

tributes germs from the ailing to the | tical service to every child every day 

well. I would teach him the nature | of its life. 
of typhoid fever, and have him know Theologians tell us that “Sin is any 

that every case of typhoid fever is a | wantcfconformity to or transgression 

crime, which he can aid in preventing | of the law of God.” But there are 

when he knows how the contagion is | sins und sins. There are sins of the 

transmitted and disseminated. 1| body as well as sins of the soul, and 

would have him learn the dangers of | both involve inevitable retribution— 

the common house fiy, and its capac- | sins of the soul in the life to come, 

ity for spreading disease. I would in-| sins of the body in the present life. 
form him upon the principles of strat- | There is such a thing as physical 

ification of soil, and the proper modes | morality, just as surely as there is 

of drainage. I would teach him of | such a thing as spiritual morality. 

the germs which go to make up the | We teach our children how to conduct 
infection of simple wounds, and how | their lives in accordance with the pre- 

they produce lockjaw (tetanus) and | cepts of spiritual morality, so that 

blood poison (septicaemia), and how | they may not be gross sinners against 

they should be dressed and cared for | God, but we ignore the existence of 

to avert these calamities. I would | physical morality, and permit our off-
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springs to become the most heinous | The Application of the Principles of 

of physical sinners. Hygiene. 

Just so surely as a moral sin is af 

crime against God, so° is = physical | The catliest copy-book, | whore: a0- 
sin a crime against man, and because monitory Hines: our cramped fingers 

that physical sin is often committed laboriously followed in our primary 

against our own bodies, it is none tne | ScH00l days as we kept time with 
Jess atrocious. Our God is a God of wagging head, should have given us 

Nature, and our physical sins are | 2" inkling os Drophyiexis.__ Wien, & 

quite as certain to demand retribution doctor says “prophylaxis,” he rs 
in the body as are the spiritual sins the warding off of the disease. ‘These 

to demand retribution in the spirit. copy-books ioe _ that oa te 

Every instance where a preventable ao ee een ee - 
disease is found to exist is an in- prevention is worth a pound of cure.’ 

stance of the commission of a physi- Our teachers never appreciated the 

cal sin. golden truths locked in those few 

ae ds; oh, no! they were teacning 
We can enforce public hygiene by Weree: < 

law, if necessary, even at the bayon- us how to write. We children migh- : 
et’s point, but personal and domes- have got something of real value out 
tic hygiene must be taught, for it of that lesson if our teachers had real- 

can never be enforced by law. And nee cee they Bade ete See 

general sanitary improvement in the gn cg Pg ene ee 

lives of our citizens, or in the con- - ey eats compeieas 
duct ef the homes. of the nation ust discharge the duties of their trust. 

take its origin in an enlightened and | A few chosen words of instruction 

publie intelligence. There is ne and counsel regarding a 
other way to formulate an enlight- | those phrases would not, probably, 

ened public intelligence, except by sis SL Ss she eeenret 

creating a hygienic conscience in the \ ae = 7 a oe — 
young and growing souls of our chil- words were Sot ee 8; — 

dren, and this can only be accom permeate we oe ee Be 
plished by appropriate instruction in = Ne eh a ee 
the public schools. tons of cure! The quiet, modest phy- 

Patrons, superintendents and school a eas —_ eee seas re 

boards are evading the moral respon- Sen enone e eens ine 

sibility for this physical sin, for it is world has ever known pas man who 

a physical sin to permit the child to| wards off an infection from an inno- 
a a oto oe cent, healthy child, is richly deserving 

y of the Hosannas, not only of men, 
of his body, and likewise ignorant of | put of angels. The Dea and most 

the manner of life which tends to-| noble victories this world has ever 
ward physical rectitude. Conscience | known are not those of the battlefield 
is almost wholly a matter of educa-| with its glory, its thrilling bugles, 

tion, and we could develop a physical | and its waving flags. No! The sub- 

and sanitary conscience in our child-| limest victories ever won by men 

ren with equal facility, as we develop | have been those of sanitation and ny- 

a moral and spiritual conscience with- | giene, or in other words, prophylaxis; 

in them. that is, prevention in place of cure.
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Pasteur will be immortal because he | throats, even if we know that they 
changed an art to a science; the | cannot all be healthy. In the winter 

name of Koch will never die because | time we conduct ourselves, our 

he taught us the baleful power of | houses, school-houses and churches, 
germs; Reed goes high in the glory | as if their purpose was to contain air 

line because he swept Cuba free from | to keep us warm. It is astounding that 

yellow fever; Jenner banished the | humanity has never learned what air 

plague of smallpox from all those | is for, but they have not. ~ Air is to 
who wished to be free; Gorgas | breathe, not to wear; it is food, not 

changed the reeking quagmire of Pan- | clothing. You should depend on your 
ama to a sanitary land of wealth and | garments to keep your body warm. 

beauty; Behring has saved his tens of | The first consideration is to have the 
thousands from the horrors of death | air you breathe as pure as possible, 
by diphtheria; Stiles is even now | fer warmth at the price of vitiated air 
driving out the hook-worm from the | is wicked and vicious. 
Southland; and it was all done by Most people think it is the oxygen 
the men who realized and accepted | in the air that our bodies most im- 
the p!ain laws of hygiene and sanita- | peratively need. In a certain minor 

tion. If you will put teachers im | sense this is true, but any old kind of 

your schools who know the laws of | air contains oxygen enough to sup- 
sanitation and hygiene, you can ban- | port life, even that air which has 

ish parasitic diseases from the earth | been breathed over and over again. 

within a dozen years. lt is the carbon dioxide in the air 
which poisons us. When air - enters 

Fresh Air. : our lungs, it contains but four parts 

of carbon dioxide in ten thousand. 
Children in school, in common with | bUt when it leaves our lungs it con- 

all mankind, consume three kinds of | tains 430 parts of carbon dioxide in 
food: air, water and solid food. Air | 10,000 parts, or more than four hun- 

r is the cheapest, the most abundant, | dred times as much poison. The prob- 
and easiest secured, the most impor- | lem of ventilation is not to get air 

tant, and the most neglected. We | into a room, but to gét the carbon di- 

can live without solid food for three | oxide out. Very little excess of car- 
weeks, without water for one week, | bon dioxide in a room will induce 

and without air for three minutes. | drowsiness, mental dullness, and 

Most of us are rather fastidious about slight headache. Long continued ex- 

our solid food, and the national gov- | posure to such conditions induces pal- 

ernment has a Pure Food Bureau | lor, systemic weakness and general 
maintained under the auspices of the | ill health. In order that each pupil | 

Department of Agriculture, with a | have enough fresh air to breathe, it 
cabinet official at its head to guard | is necessary for him to have 3,000 

our interests. But there is no bureau | cubic feet of fresh air every hour. To | 
or law to prevent us from bathing in | secure this amount of fresh air he must 

; or from drinking the water that has | have 600 cubic feet of air space, and 
passed over or through the body of | the air must be changed five times 
another, though most of us would be every hour. It is a mistake to think 
very loath to use such water if we | that the apparatus must be expensive 
knew it. However, we seem to have | or elaborate in order that the venti- 
no scruples about breathing the sew- | lation be adequate. If you will give 
age from other persons’ lungs and | me « few elbows of four-inch stove
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pipe and tools for making openings School Boards will obey it, you say. 

through the walls, I can install a Per- Will they? They violated the laws of { 

fect system of ventilation in any God and Nature pefore; perhaps they 

room at the cost of a few cents. | may remain unterrified before this 

There is no mystery about air cur- | statute. 

rents. Any one who knows anything We will soon try the experiment 

about hygiene and sanitation can- of compulsory medical examination 

explain them to any school board in | of children in the public schools. If 

a few minutes. Heated air rises; | you, as patrons, support this measure, 

carbon dioxide is heavier than air, | many of these abuses will be nullified 

and falls to the floor. Hence make | and abolished, and our disgrace in 

openings for fresh air to get in; heat | this line will disappear and be for- 

and moisten the air; make openings | gotten, except where it is manifest- 

for the carbon dioxide to get out, and | ed in the crippled victims who will 

provide for circulation, and you have live as relics of the barbarism gone 

a perfect system of ventilation. before. 

Many townships in this state have But the attempt has not yet been 

a perfect (7?) system of ventilation. universally. made, and if the peop!e 

They know it, because the agent who resist it as they resisted the attempt- 

sold it said it was. The fact of tne | ed compulsory vaccination a few 

matter is that the schoolroom has no | years ago, and the State is as weak- 

ventilation at all. The furnace has kneed as it was then, we will slide” 

all the fresh air it needs, and the car- | back again into our former condition 

bon dioxide the furnace creates has | of apathy. 

an outlet, and there is a perfect cir- Our new school code is @ great 

culation of air about that furnace, put | stride forward, and it will doubtless 

the schoolroom is not ventilated, for do much good, if the people support 

there is no provision for air currents. it. But there are glaring errors in 

The air the children breathe is viti- | it, which, we will hope, will be reme- 

ated, and loaded with carbon dioxide, died by future legislatures. No le- 

for there is no fresh air reaches tne gal enactment can _ absolve the par- 

part of the room where the children ent from his duty, and no law can 

stay. I can bear witness, however, | remove the responsibility from your 

that the furnace is perfectly ventilat- shoulders. You cannot put a sani- 

ed; it has all the fresh air it needs, | tary conscience in a man by law. 

and its carbon dioxide is taken away. What do you know about the course 

These conditions are not likely to of study, or the methods of recitation, 

last always. Pennsylvania has al- | in the school your child attends? 

ready provided, in her new school What about the actual sanitary con- 

code, for ample air space for every dition of the room and its surround- : 

pupil in all schoolrooms which shall ings? You know what the conditions 

be constructed in the future; she and studies were when you went to 

has provided for proper methods of school. Do you realize how greatly 

pron ane oe made for conditions have been changed? Where 

ai your Seatiin = “a” an Bet is the a laid? Does your ex- 

crise corals daw? 2tie al perience tell you that your child will 

f° of absolutely | be better fitted for life than you 

no account unless it is enforced, and | were? Is the school better today 

it will be your duty, as patrons, to than it was twenty-five years ago? it 

see that its provisions are executed. ought to be. Yes! But is it?
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Who is responsible for the curricu- | back and pass over his shoulder t. 
lum? You can see the problems | the book or blackboard. 
which will confront your boy in the We ridicule the Chinaman who 

future to some extent. Is he being | Pays his doctor to keep him well, and 
equipped bodily and mentally to meet | who rolls his window blinds up from 

them? If not, what are you going to | the bottom, and who does everything 

do about it? just the opposite from the way we 
Every one of you knows in your | do it; but the slanteyed celestial ex- 

heart that the horrible conditions 1 | hibits a sound common sense which 
have detailed are true. They are | we westerners would do well to hum- 
common talk. What are you going to | bly imitate in these things as in 

do about it? many others, 

One of the most vicious customs ot I might take up the illy-adaptea 
censtruction of school buildings is | seats, which cramp the chests, hump 
applied to the position of the win- | the shoulders and strain the eyesignt. 
dows. Almost universally we see the | I can name a dozen flagrant common 
country schoolhouse with a row of | abuses in every schoolroom. But my 
windows in each side, with the desks | purpose is not to be a pessimist, or, 
ranged between. Quite commonly | as our school children now say, a 

the biackboard is in front, or be- | “knocker,” but only to make you con- 
tween the windows. Wherever it is | sider actual conditions and to take 
Placed, great care is taken that the | steps to remedy them. 
light from two windows will fall upon The United States has twenty-four 
it. so that the pupils’ eyes will be | and a quarter million pupils in her 
continually subjected to the greatest | public schools, and for their educa- 
possible strain. If you have never | tion $401,397,747.00 are expended an- 
thought of this, try placing a clock | nually. Pennsylvania alone spends 

directly, and endeavor to ascertain | $42,647.00 each year in maintaining 
the time of day at the distance of the | her schools. We have ninety mill- 
average pupil from the blackboard. | ions of people. Our orators declaim 
You will feel the tension of your | about such glorious statistics and we 
muscle of accommodation at the tirst | applaud. 
glance, even if you succeed in read- Let me mention a few statistical 
ing the figures on the dial. Yet your | facts, of which I am not proud. Out 
children’s eyes are subjected to this | of our ninety million people, twelve 
inhuman strain for ten years of their | million are ill during the year, and 

life. two millions die. Deducting the 
It blinds are used at all, they roll | deaths from old age, the most of 

down from the top, and either aggra- | those remaining could have been pre- 
; vate the condition, or shut out part | vented. Doctors call them “unneces- 

of the light from its best point of en- | sary deaths.” There are eight mil- | 
trance. They should, of course, roll | lion people now living, who will die 
up from the bottom, in order to af-| of tuberculosis. One hundred and 
ford protection to the children’s eyes. | seventy-five thousand died last year 
The windows, of course, should be on | of this disease. Yet tuberculosis 
one side of the room only, or be | never occurs under hygienic and sani- 
placed ‘so high that the glare would tary conditions, and when it does as- 

pass over the children’s eyes, and the | sail a victim, hygiene and sanitation 
desks should be arranged so that | will save him, if he subject himself to 
light would come from the child’s | their rules while the disease is in its
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incipiency. Tuberculosis is prevent- | Plain common sense teaching of hy- 
able. giene and sanitation. Any teacher 

There will be over two hundred | can teach hygiene and sanitation 
thousand cases of pneumonia in the | from ahy competent text book, but no 
United States this winter, and over | teacher cah teach physiology properly 
50,000 of these patients will die. Yet | unless she is a graduate of a good 
pneumonia is a preventable disease, | medical school and has practiced 
and never strikes unless the victim | medicine for a number of years. 
has violated the known laws of hy- You can visit your schoolroom, and giene. try to help the teacher devise a 
The comparatively mild diseases of | means of defiecting the light which 

whooping-cough and measles cause | is blinding your children by its glare. 
more deaths than the deadliest dis- | You can supply your own children 
eases we have—scarlet fever and | with individual cups, and ask the 
diphtheria—yet they are practically | teacher to require all other children 
preventable. to have them, and to prevent any 

Every case of typhoid fever is a | child from dipping his cup into the 
crime for which some one is respon-| bucket. Think upon conditions in 
sible, and a knowledge of hygiene and many schoolrooms today, even where 
sanitation among the people would | there area few individual cups. 
enable us to blot the name from our | Those who do not have them, use a 
catalogue of diseases for it would | common cup, and dip it into the 
become unknown. It is easily pre- | bucket, the clean and the unclean, 
ventable. black and white, healthy and dis- 
There are very few diseases that | eased, cheerfully depositing the germs 

are not preventable. Hygiene and | and filth from their hands upon the 
sanitation will prevent the vast ma- | sides and rim of the cup, and then 
jority of sickness and pain. 1s it | Washing it off in the fluid your child 
not a matter of importance that our | must drink. 
children should learn the principles You couid insist upon the school 
and laws of the system which has | board providing desks which wil 
such beneficent possibilities? But | not crumple up the chests and starve 
teachers who do not have tais knowl- | the lungs of the children. You could 
edge cannot impart it, and teachers | see that an inexpensive system of 
will not equip themselves with this | ventilation is installea—your doctor 
information until it is demanded of | will be glad to look at your school- them, room, and instruct you how this 
What can you do, you ask? You | should be done. You could take a can do much. Protest to the De- | few flowers in the coming spring ana partment of Public Instruction | plant them in the bare and cheerless against the false physiology taught Playground. Oh, there are a thous- in our schools, and demand that the and things you can do to mitigate curriculum be modified to a rational | the condition of these poor chilaren, basis, so that our children may be | if you only will. 

taught hygiene and sanitation— If your cow contracts tuberculosis, Sense, instead of nonsénse. Implore | or if one of your swine becomes il, the school board to instruct the | the afflicted member is accorded the teachers to ignore, so far as possible, | attention of a member of the Presi- the physiology now prescribed for dent’s cabinet. If your apples devel- the state, and substitute therefore a| op an imperfection, you can summon,
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without cost, the vast machinery of | sylvania, and the governmeni cannot 
this mighty government to your aid. | prevent it. It is a notorious fact that 
The ailments of trees, and the indis-| the government cares for a sick hog 
positions of hogs are matters of na-| and ignores a sick citizen. 
tional importance; the diseases otf There is at the present time pend- 
clams and fish are held to be deserv- | ing before Congress an act known as 

' ing of the closest study of nighly | the Owen Bill, which provides for a 
salaried government officials; but | National Department of Health, It is 
when a human being sickens and | the duty of every good citizen to 

dies of a preventable disease, there 18 | write to his Senator and Representa- 
no visible excitement about Washing-| tive in Congress and urge upon him 
ton, D, C. that he vote for and work the pass- 

This great nation, with such a| age of the Owen Bill. This action is 
splendidly developed governmental | jmperatively needed, for against this 
machine that it can catch a mail| pj) are arrayed all the fanatical and 

sack, dig a Panama Canal, manouvre | ignorant sects, such asthe Christian 
an army along a whole frontier, or| Scientists, Osteopaths, and backed by 
chase a piant louse, and do it all with | ihe money of the patent medicine and 
the same power, grace and dispatch, | qope distributors, they are putting 
has no provision for caring for the up a powerful fight against the pro- 

health of its people. Ohio can dump | tection of human life and the health 
her sewage into the Mississippi to| of mankind. Your duty here is as 
poison the people of Louisiana; New | plain as it is in your own school dis- 

York can dump her refuse upon Penn- | trict. Ba
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Robert A. Campbell, Sec, State Board of Public Affairs, Madison. 

Agriculture is fast becoming a very | rotation of crops, some through the 
complex undertaking. It used to be | improvement of seed grain and others 
very simple; there was cheap land in | through improvement of live stock. 
abundance; help was plentiful and | The object to be accomplished was to 
markets close at hand. If the farmer | increase the quantity and improve the 
exhausted his soil by constant crop- | quality. The cry was for more and 
ping and hard use, other lands, new | better production. It has been a very 
and oftentimes much better, might be | commendable work, deserving much 
had. He might give up the stony, | praise and encouragement, and should 
hilly eighty in the east for a rich and | by all means be continued. In spite 
fertile half section in the middle west. | of our efforts, the amount produced 
Until recently there has been an abun- | has not kept pace with increase in 
dance of fertile virgin soil, where the | population and the result has been a 
season was long and the rainfall sum | yery pronounced upward trend in the 
cient for all crops. During the last | cost of living. 
two or three decades there has been a Take the nation as a whole. ‘The 
marked change, the change becoming | increase in rural population has not 
more and more marked as time goes | kept pace with the increase in city 
on. The best lands are now occupied | population. The population of the 
and the settler must either take up| United States increased from approxt- 
thin soil, land that is difficult to clear, | mately seventy-six million in 1900 to 

or settle in a region where the grow- | approximately ninety-two million in 
ing season js short, the climate rather | 1910, an increase of about sixteen mil- 
disagreeable, or the rainfall light. lion, or 21 per cent. In other words, 
While land was plentiful, no] one out of every six persons now m 

thought was given to soil exhaustion. | the United States has been added dur- 
Mining, not agriculture was practiced. | ing the last decade. The cities re- 
The increasing population, however, | ceived eleven million of this increase 
droye the farmer to poorer land anc | and the country less than tive million. 
decreased production, both because of | Eleven out of every sixteen persons 
the poorer land brought under cultiva- | added to the total population went to 
tion and because of soil exhaustion | the city and five to the country. ‘Ine 
compelled him to give attention to | number of food producers decreased 
scientific farming. The United States | relative to the number of food consum- 
Department of Agriculture, agricuitur- | ers and the total amount produced 
al colleges, state departments of agri- | proves that the advantage of present 
culture, farmers’ institutes and the ag- | day machinery does not make up for 
ricultural press of the country have | the difference in the number of work- 
all been devoting much time and atten-| ers. During the same period (1900- 
tion to better farming methods. Scten- | 1910), the number of farms increased 
tists, agronomists and stock breeders | 10.9 per cent, or less than half the in- 
attacked the problem from different | crease in population. The amount of 
angles. They all put forth a united | land in farms increased 4.8 per cent, 
effort, however, to increase productiv- | or less than one-fourth the population 
ity; some through soil analysis with | increase. Improved land’in farms in- 
the idea of supplying defects, some by | creased 15.4 per cent, or about three- 

20
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fourths the population increase. The This condition of affairs would be 
amount of land under cultivation is | serious even with a decreasing popula- 
not keeping pace with the Population | tion, and is alarming with the present 

c and the productivity is not keeping | marked increase in population. 
pace with the increase in improved The agricultural conditions in Wis- 
land under cultivation, and is falling | consin are not unlike the agriculturai 
far below the increase in population. | conditions of the United States as a 
In brief, the productivity does not | whole. The total population has in- 
keep pace with the amount of land | creased from 2,069,042 to 2,333,860, an 
brought under cultivation and the increase of 264,818, or 12.8 per cent. 
amount of land brought under cuiti- | Out of this number 193,224 were add- 
vation does not keep pace with the | ed to the cities and 71,594 to the rural 
Population. It is very evident, there- | sections of the state. The increase in 
fore, that the ratio between productt- city population was 23.8 per cent and 
vity and population is far from satis- | in rural population only 5.7 per cent. 
factory. During the same period (1900-1910), 

The number of farm animals, inciua- | the number of farms increased 4.3 
ing cattle, horses, mules, swine, sheep | per cent; the amount of land in farms 
and goats, has actually decreased in | 6 per cent, and the improved Jand in 
the last decade. In 1900 there were | farms 5.9 per cent. 
approximately two hundred twenty- The number of acres planted. and 
two million, five hundred thousand, | sown to cereals in Wisconsin has de- 

; while in 1910 there were two hundred | creased from 5,376,944 in 18~9 to 
six million, five hundred thousand, a | 4,951,066. in 1909, a decrease of 4%5,- 
decrease of 7.2 per cent. The num- | 878 acres, or 7.9 per cent. The num- 
ber of certain kinds of animals hasin | ber of bushels produced has decreased 

| creased, but the increase has been | from 170,689,848 to 150,584,600, a de- 
among those animals not in common | crease of 20,105,248, or 11.8 per cent. 
use for food consumption, nameiy, The figures indicate a heavy de- 
horses, mules, and goats. ‘rhe actu- | crease in the -acreage, a still heavier 
al number of cattle, swine and sheep | decrease in the amount of the pro- 
has decreased, cattle and swine over | duct, and at the same time a marked 
8 per cent and sheep over 14 per | increase in the total population of 
cent. the State. The greatest increase in 

The number of acres sown ana | population is among the consumers of 
planted to cereals has increased from | the city. 
approximately one-hundred and eighty The number of farm animals, in- 
five million in 1899 to one hundred | cluding cattle, horses, mules, swine, 
and ninety-one million in 1909,an im-| sheep and goats, has actually de- 
crease of about 3% per cent. ‘he | creased in Wisconsin in the last dec- 

productivity in bushels increased from | ade. In 1900 there were 6,731,991 do- 
4,439,000,000 to 4,513,000,000, an in- | mestic animals and in 1910 there were 

crease of but 1.7 per cent. The acre- | 6,189,143, a decrease of 542,848, or 8.1 
age planted and sown to cereals in- | Der cent. 
creased 3.5 per cent, while the actual Compared and briefly summarized, 
increase in bushels was only 1.7 per | the facts are as follows: The num- 
cent. The increase in population was | ber of acres sown and planted to cere- 
21 per cent. In other words, the acre- | als has decreased, 7.9 per cent; tne 
age increase was double the increase | amount of cereals measured.in bush- 
in productivity, and both were far be | els,,,11.8 per cent the number of farm 

low the increase in population. animals, 8.1 per cent, The number of
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farms has increased 4.3 per cent; the | the poultry raiser received only 55.1 
amount of land in farms 6 per cent, | per cent of the consumer’s price; and 
the improved land in farms 5.9 per | that the ratio between consumers’ ana 
cent, and, the total population 12.8 | producers’ price for all commodities 

per cent. averaged about one-half. in fact, the 

These facts and figures do not mean | loss between producer and consumer 

that scientific agriculture is a failure. | was so great that the Secretary of Ag- 

They simply indicate that scientitic | riculture in his report printed in 1911 

agriculture is not the whole solution. | said: “The consumer pays a dollar 
Better methods have made individual! | for food; the farmer gets less than 50 
farmers more efficient producers, but | cents. Who gets the rest?” 

increased production due to their et- This 50 cents is lost between the 
forts has not kept pace with the in- | producer and consumer. Certain defi- 
creasing demand for food products. | nite, legitimate services are rendered 
The result is a decided upward trend | by the middlemen and transportation 
of liying expenses. It is this upward | companies in the process of market- 

, trend in living expenses tiat has fo- ing and no one believes that the 
{ cused the attention of the nation upon | middlemen should be entirely elimin- 

present day methods of production | ated. The excessive middlemen, like 
and marketing. The fact is that dur- | men displaced by labor saving mach- 

ing all this period of scientitic agri- | inery, must be gradually turned into 

culture, there has been a very great.| productive employments, Neither does 
waste in our methods of marketing any one believe that the farmer or 

farm products. The farmer has left | consumer alone should reap all tne 

his marketing to chance and, conse- | benefits that will naturally follow bet- 

quently, has been deprived of advan- | ter organization. 

tages that should naturally come to What is needed is a better system 

him as a more efficient producer. of marketing; a system so good that 

‘When food products were plentiful | all marketable products will find a 
and the cost of living low, he alone | ready sale. In the past there has 
suffered. Now, however, when food | been little inducement for the farmer 

products are less plentiful and cost of | to grow big crops when big crops 

living high, the consumer as wel! as | meant low prices and no markets. If 

the producer is affected. The result | a well regulated system of marketing 

is that our methods of production and | can be devised to take care of the 
marketing are arousing criticism and | farmer’s products, it will encourage 

commanding more careful considera- | production and stimulate increased ac- 

tion, tivity in scientific farming. 
The. wastefulness and extravagance ‘ 

of our marketing methods need no Co-operation the Remedy. 

proof. Some measure of the extent 
of loss due to our present system nas | The method most commonly sug- 
been determined by investigations. a | Sested is the organization of farmers 
survey carried on by the Department | into co-operative concerns for produc: 
of Agriculture in 1909 showed that | tion and marketing. This will simply 
the consumer price for beef was 38 | be following the example set by every 
per cent higher than the wholesale | other industry. The individual shoe- 

price received by the great slaughter | maker, weaver and butcher is a relic 
houses: that the dairyman received a | of an industrial age that is passed. 
scant 50 per cent, or half the price | He has gone to the factory, mill and 
paid by the consumer for milk; that | packing house to become a_part of
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a great system. He could not pro-| ization and management of our most 

duce and sell at the same time to ad-| perfect business concerns. ‘hese 
vantage. Organization and speciali-| countries occupy a position in the ag- 

zation were necessary. The purchas- | ricultural world not unlike our indus- 
ing, marketing, sales, credit, account- | trial centers in the business world. 
ing and all other departments ot a Perhaps the best illustration of suc- 
really successful manufacturing plant | cessful agricultural co-operation is 

must be strong, well balanced and] found in Denmark. This little coun- 

well managed. No department can | try has an area of less than 16,UU0U 

be neglected. A successful business | square miles and a population ot 

gives as much time to marketing as to| more than 2,500,000—in area consid- 
any part of the work. erably less than one-third the size ot 

If the American farmer does organ-} Wisconsin and in population slightly 
ize, he will be following not only the | greater. It is a dairy country ana the 

example set by big business every-]| people in their organized effort have 
where, but the example set and prac-| naturally turned to co-operative 

ticed for years by men of his own | creameries, cheese factories, cow test- 
occupation in Europe. ing and cattle breeding associations, 

and butter, cheese, egg and bacon 

Co-operation in Other Lands. marketing associations. In 1911 the 

In the most prosperous agricultural — oe occa lappa] 

countries of Europe, co-operative OF-| m.. total value of milk aud-cream for 
ganization and effort is the rule and) 1. came year amounted to over 
not the exception. Devastation, sol $4,000,000; the exports of bacon 

exhaustion and poverty compelled the amounted to over $32,000,000, and 

farmers to introduce improved metn- the value of exes exported amounted 
ods of agriculture and to organize for to nearly $8,000,000. “More than 
purposes of production. Scientific that.” says Jacob Riis, “tie penser 

agriculture and organization increased Gamer has eek cand beaten the 
production, but the farmer did not trusts that wouldM¥ob.him of his pro- 

ene ee fits in the London markets. He main- 
ee ~~ ca posed tains now his own selling agencies, 

. . sends his wares across the North Sea 
poses. With this step taken the sys-| ° : . 

tem was complete. Years of trial ana | '™ pee ee ee ee eee 
experience have added many im- plies from the manufacturer at first 

price. He has eliminated every promt 
projguents: i 7 puatret encour-| of the jobber, and the jobber himseit, 
Sees conewom Bad tis sete in = by the simple formula of co-operation, 
large product encouraged scientific] 444 has become the most prosperous 
agriculture. The three working = to-} ss¢iculturist on record. He owns nis 
gether have brought progress, pros-| pwy farm, borrows the money ne 
perity and wealth to every agricultur-| needs on his own terms, runs his own 

al community where it has been tried. country—about one-third of the men 
In some of the most prosperous coun-| who sit in the Rigsdag, the Danish 
tries of Europe, countries like Ven-| pariiament, are farmers—and nas 

mark and Holland, agriculture is So] earned the reputation of being the 
carefully planned, the resources 80] best farmer in the world.” 

fully utilized, the product so carefully Denmark has built up an unique and 

prepared and so successfully market-| characteristic rural civilization. ‘ne 
ed that one is reminded of the organ-| agricultural population has reacnea a
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high grade of intelligence and citizen- | schools, there were in 1911, thirteen 
ship. They are bound to the soil by | schools proper, with an enrollment ot 
interest, religion and patriotism and | over 1,000, three agricultural schools 
have fcund comforts on the farm sut- | for small lot holders, with an enroii- 
ficient to offset all attractions of the | ment of 271; two dairy schools, witn 
city: Their tastes are simple, their | an enrollment of 138, and three norti- 
homes cheerful and their lives full of | cultural schools, with an enrollment 
real pleasure. An excellent system | of 63. 
of education and co-operation in pro- Above these schools is the Koyai 

duction and marketing are the two] Veterinary and Agricultural High 
great secrets of progress in Denmark. | School at Copenhagen. This 1s a 

Other forces and factors have en-| state institution of university rank, 
tered in, but these two seem to be | offering higher education to farmers, 

the real foundation. gardeners, foresters, veterinarians 
The children begin work as soon as | and surveyors. Instruction in tnis 

they are able to do light chores about | ins‘itution is divided into two parts, 

the house, and.their education goes | regular instruction in agriculture ana 

i hand in hand with their daily tasks. | special training for extension and 

$ Their studies are intensely practical | demonstration work. 
5 and very closely related to their ac- The Danish educational system nas 

tual needs. Among the smaller tarm-| no upper age limit. The old attena 
ers the practical training is given at [ with the young and whether in scnooi 

home, but those better able to afford] or out, they are always students. 

it usually send their “sons to welll These men and women gathered to- 

known farmers where they spend] gether meet people from all over 

three years in practical work. Denmark. They know that the na- 
This practical training and elemen- | tion’s progress depends upon united 

tary education is only the beginning. | action and they learn to trust each 

Denmark has a special type of schools | o‘her and to work together. Above 

with religious and patriotic aims, | all, these schools teach patriotism 
called People’s High Schools. ‘These | and the solidarity of the Danish 1n- 
schools are in truth the people's | terests. 
schools, for both men and women ot Ireland too, under the leadership of 
all ages from 18 to 60 attend them. | Sir Horace Plunkett and others, nas 

It is to these schools that the Dan- | done a wonderful work in agricultur- 
ish farmer owes much of his practi- | al co-operation. The poverty and de- 
cal knowledge, culture and breadth of | spair of Ireland was as great or great- 

view, and the Danish housewife mucn | er than the poverty and despair of 

of her cheerfulness and thrift. ‘me | Denmark in her worst days. All wno 

object seem to be to develop character | could well leave the country had gone 

and resourcefulness. The students | to seek new homes and new opportu- 
are not confined to agriculture and | nities in a new land. This island was 

sciences closely related thereto, put | torn with religious and political strite. 
are taught language, history, utera- | The English and Continental markets 
ture and song, as well as biology, pny- | Were lost. The outlook was extreme- 

sics, chemistry, bookkeeping anda sur- | ly hopeless. Organization and co-op- 
veying. Denmark has at the  pres- | eration were finally started and now 4 

ent time about eighty of these scnoois | new life and new hope is coming to 
receiving government aid with an en- | the Irish people. - 

rollment of over 8,000, over 3,UUU0 of Co-operation is not confined to 
whom are women. Besides these nign | Denmark and Ireland. It extends to
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| France, Germany, England, Belgium, | been written, the story of the secon 

Italy and every other country of Evr- | is still a part of the unwritten social f 

ope, even to the interior of Russia. | and industrial history of the State. 

Not only that, but it is rapidly gain- We know that each of these local 

ing in strength. The number of men groups learned as best as they could 

belonging to co-operative societies how to form their company, manage 

bas increased no less than fifty per their business, market their products, 

cent in the last five years, and tue keep their accounts and divide their | 

organizations themselves, both local profits. It was an exceedingly dilfi- 

and national, have been greatly per- |. cult task and many failed. No well 

fected. developed rules or fundamental prin- 

ciples had been laid down. There 

Co-operation in America. was no central organization to steer 

them clear of needless difficulties, or 

Co-operation is not unknown in| tg give them aid and assistance in 

America, but the societies are more | times of trial and stress. There were 

scattered, the movement ig less CX-| many such times, and with them 

tensive and the organization less | came many failures. Out of them too 

thorough than in Europe. We have} came many successes. Today group 

however, numerous illustrations of] after group, in industry after indus- 

very successful co-operative associa-| try, are working together in a co 

tions. The citrous fruit growers of| operative way. Cooperative stores 

California, the apple growers of the | are organized to serve their patrons 
far west, the creameries, cheese fac-| and reduce the high cost of living, 

tories and yrain elevators of the mid-| co-operative fruit growers to encour- 

dle west are all good examples of or- | age the production of a better va-> 

ganizations that have accomplished iety and grade and to sort and mar- 

wonderful results by . co-operative | ket all that come up to a certain stan- 

methods. dard; co-operative grain, potato and 

tobacco warehouses to store, grade 

Wisconsin One of the Leaders. and sell these commodities; co-oper- 

" 2 ative live stock shippers’ associations 

Wisconsia takes pride in the tact to handle and economically market 

that she has been and still is one of liv g 
3 e stock; cooperative ‘butter and 

the leaders of the movement in Amer- cheese factories to make, “‘¢rade and 

ica. Co-operation began at an early | <6) dairy products; co-operative cow 

date in Wisconsin. Its history may | testing associations to weed out poor 

be divided roughly into two parts, the | cows and thus to make or increase 

organization and management of local profits; co-operative cattle breeding 

co-operative concerns, and the great | associations to improve the grade and 

state and nation wide brotherhood | increase the productivity; mutual fire 

movements of farmers and laboring | insurance companies to protect ani- 

men, like the organizations of th®| mals, buildings and other property; 

Grange, the Equity and the Knights | snd mutual telephone companies for 

of Labor. Each played its part. The | the pleasure and convenience of the 

brotherhood movement supplied the } rural population. 

inspiration and enthusiasm and local Several sections of Wisconsin are 

units developed practical working | unusually well adapted to the raising 

principles. Accounts of the first have | of fruit and berries. Within certain
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7 of these areas, well organized co-oper- | the value of output for every cow in ative concerns have been formed. The | his herd, he is in the best possible Sparta Fruit Growers’ Association is position to weed out the “boarders” the oldest and best known. Tae | and make improvements both py 
Door County Fruit Exchange, the Bay- | selection and breeding. The indivi- 
field Peninsula Fruit Shippers’ Asso- | dual owner seldom, if ever, mak2s 
ciation, the Alma Center Fruit Grow- | these tests regularly, or for any 
ers’ Association, and the Merrillan length of time. The State Dairyman’s | Fruit Growers’ Association are simi- | Association has, therefore, taken tae 
lar organizations with similar pur: | initiative and organized co-operative 
Poses. These associations have as a | cow testing groups for this purpose 
whole been very successful. with striking success. Owners who Wisconsin is the leading dairy state | have had these tests made from year in the uinon. The total product cf to year have always improved their 
the year 1912 has been estimated at | herds. The beginning was made six 
$100,000,000. The whole State is dot- years ago. Since then 1,500 dairymen 
ted with cheese factories and cream- have been members and 17,500 cows 
eries and in certain well defined sec- have been tested for a full year. 
tions literally every village and cross It is not enough to determine which 
road has its plant. These forms of | cows are poor. The poor must be 
organization lend themselves parti-| weeded out and their places taken by 
cularly well to co-operative endeavor better animals. Not only that, out 
and a number of very successful coin- more cows must be added to our pres- panies have been organized in this] ent herds if Wisconsin is to retain 
State. These co-operative efforts are | jer position in the dairy world. Tue 
gradually improving the quality and | dairymen of Wisconsin have already 
increasing the quantity of milk and | organized into cattle breeding asso- 
cream supplied and little by little | ciations for this very purpose. ‘Tne 
raising the standard of the output ci Holstein breeders have thirty-six 
butter and cheese. They have done locals; the Guernsey breeders thirty; 
very little to encourage the establish- | the Jersey breeders nine, and au 
ment of closely related co-operative breeds seven, making a total of undertakings, like cow testing and eighty-two. 
cattle breeding associations, or to en- Certain sections of the State are 
courage social activities in the com- particularly well adapted by soil ana 
munity. climatic conditions to the production 

With the co-operative manufacture | of tobacco and potatoes. Co-opera- 
of butter and cheese should go im- | tive marketing and production can be 
provement of the dairy herd. Some | used to advantage in these industries. 
cows produce large quantities of ricn | The quantity produced is large, tne 
milk, others do not produce enough | output easily and satisfactorily graded 
to pay for their feed. The only true | and the market fairly stable. Conai- 
test of amount consumed is the mea- | tions have in fact been so favorabie 
sure and weight and the only true | that about twenty-three co-operative 
test of the amount and quality of | tobacco and potato warehouses are 
the output is the scale and Babcock | at the present time owned amd  suc- 
test. When these tests have been cessfully managed in this State. 
made for a year and the owner This brief survey of the co-oper- 
kmows the cost of consumption and | ative activities of the State proves
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that many lines of industry have | Some Essentials for Successful Co. 
. been taken up and that even without operation. 

material assistance from a centrai 
Seen many of the local co- os Me ee 
operative companies have been very 

e ‘Successful. These associations have speed ae eo en — Proven that groups of men can work __ ie — together in the organization and Hale for a single purpose. In such cases agement of business, that they can 4 paneer’ — — = Produce and market in common ana Sea ce Pages eee i, labor in harmony for the © bes . iy 
fare of the minis. yim ign upon it for his income. To him it is 
cieties have demonstrated that it is ao. 
Possible to improve and increase tne | ! 

: product and to serve their own con- ees Pek fo averatian Ja7g000 venience. —: 
Co-operation ha: 33 Improvement in the quality of the 

ful in Wisconsin ee ooo product is another essential to suc- 
tions hav cona* | cess. farmers have persistently re- € prevailed and certain me-| 

f thods: hav. fused to seriously consider the tastes ods’ have been followed. In the first and wishes of the city consumer. As Place, it should be remembered that noon dus thay denen to muwoyeseyade the American farmer is not naturally is i eal z their & co-operator; he is by nature, habit ae P “es me = ‘< aoe P and training an individualist. ‘In tne jie aie C, Se pela ay Past he has had the price of indepen- market Bee specialized agricil- a “ 
tec nae be — eee - Pay It. | ture is followed and the farmers. are 
together must b aed Pe organized, they learn more quickly to 

e ‘stronger than tne improve their product and market :t force that keeps them apart. feeceril 
The disastrous effects of individual Sound “Gtenomic principles and 

os must be felt and the meed of | sound business methods are neces- nited effort clearly shown before sary to the success of any of these 
they will work together to the best undertakings. The ultimate aim of advantage. Some of our agricultural co-operation is justice to all concern- 
pursuits, like dairying and fruit rais- ed. The man who supplies the capi- 
ing, have been seriously hampered | ta] is entitled to a fair return in tne and im places their very existence | form of interest, but no more. The 

threatene by present day business producer who supplies the raw pro- 
+ methods. "A desire to enjoy all the pro | duct like milk and cream, the coa- 

fits now taken by the private owner, | sumer who buys his goods from the 
a resolve to reduce the middleman s | co-operative store, the laborer who 
services and charges and a determia- |.aids-in the production and sale of 
ation to participate in all the eara-| the commodity, these men have all 
ings of the undertaking are additional | added to the earnings of the under- 
motives for united action. When| taking and should all share in the 
such conditions as these prevail, the | profit. To do this it is necessary to 
farmers have sought and found re-| determine the part played by eacao 
lief in co-operative effort. and to fix the proportion to be enjoy-
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ed by each. When these and other | the ten men who owned the large 
important facts have been decided, it | herds. 
is necessary to incorporate them Herein lies the explanation of the 
either into the statutes of the State | one man one vote plan. If, in the il- 
or into the constitution and by-laws | lustration used, the men were voting 
of the association. by shares, the nine men owning $9,000 

The fundamental principles of or-|in stock could outvote ten men own- 
ganization are so essential that they | ing but $1,000 in stock. They would, 
should receive careful consideration | no doubt, insist that the price paid 
by the we of every co-operative | for the raw product should be low 
concern. Under the corporation form | and that heavy dividends should pe 
of doing business so common in tre | declared on the stock. Under the one 
cities, each shareholder has one vote | man one vote plan, this would be ab- 
for every share of stock held and all | solutely impossible. 
dividends are fixed on the basis of Any attempt to co-operate where 
capital invested. Under the co-oper- | the profits are not divided upon a 
ative plan it is essential that each | basis of fundamental justice, that 13, 
member should have but one vote pro rata on quantity and quality of 
and that the profits should be divided product supplied, does not as a rule 
in accordance with the amount of | last long, unless the number of shares 
Product furnished to the marketing | of stock held by each patron is about 
or manufacturing concern, or goods| the same and the amount of raw ma- 
bought from the warehouse or store. | terial supplied or finished products 
A simple example will illustrate this | bought is about equal. 
difference. Let us assume that the It is not enough that the organiza- 
business under consideration is a | tion should be sound and the business 
creamery with a capital stock of $10,-| principles correct. It is absolutely 
000. Ten men own ten shares of | essential that all co-operative com- 
stock at $100 a share, or $1,000 in| panies should have good business 
building and equipment, and _ that Managers. The farmers’ organization 
each of these men own one hundred | cught not to engage in business where 
cows, or one thousand in all, nine| the competition is keen and the 
men own ninety shares of stock | Chances of failure great, unless they 
at $100 a share, or $9,000, in building | €mSage on equal terms with other 
and equipment. The nine men hoid- eae —— meet —, 
ing the $9,000 in shares have but ten | 2€Ss men w usiness men, an cows among them. At the end of a | business methods with business me- 
year $5,000 net profits have been|‘hods. Good business poe an 

made. If the creamery were organ- adequate system ae accounts; the ized as a private corporation, the tooks must show briefly and clearly 
all the business transactions of the nine large shareholders would g2t Jothin 

ine times as much dividend as the compeny. Nothing ‘will disrupt a ¢o- > all i If, h operative organization so quickly as 
ten small shareholders. If, however, suspicion and distrust and nothing 
the creamery were organized on a co-| wil) arouse suspicion and distrust so operative basis, the nine large share- quickly as failure on the part of the 
holders would get nine times as much management to account for all the 
as the ten small shareholders in im- | business done and moneys handlea. 
terest, but only one-hundredth as There are many inherent difficui- 
much of the profits paid on milk as| ties in the co-operative form of or-
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ganization. “Americans are naturally | practiced by line companies that are 

independent and naturally individual- | willing to pay high prices in all ter- 

istic in their tendencies. They lack | ritories where the competition is 

the spirit of co-operation and a loy-| keen and low prices in all sections 

alty that means success. In business, | where competition no longer exists. 

it is true, they do form partnerships} It is discouraging to know that 

and corporations, but the firm is us-| the rural population is decreasing, 

ually formed after several years ac-| that production is not keeping pace 

quaintance and new men are taken | with the increase in the number of 

in only after a severe test. Their | consumers, that our marketing me- 

training, their ability, their integrity, | thods are exceedingly wasteful, and 

their temperament and dozens of | that the cost of living is high. It is, 

other qualifications and traits are} nowever, worth a great deal to know 

carefully considered. Old and Well | ‘hose facts now and to make a deter- 

established firms have mamy €™-| jineq effort to remedy our present 

ployes but comparatively few mem-| -ongition at once. If our marketing 

pers. Whole groups and communities | »othods can be improved it will en- 

are formed into co-operative societies. courage scientific agriculture, stima- 

There is but little choosing and 8& | jate production and increase the pro- 

lecting. These groups may be made} s+. yt has been demonstrated that 

up of men of different habits and co-operative production and market- 

traits. They may not be well ac ing is successful when properly or- 

quainted, they may not even speak ganized and managed, and that men 

the same language. Some of the men can work together for the common 

may be dishonest, many may be quar- good. What we must donde in to 

relsome, and all may be suspicious of aa! our agricultural problems an a 

-— ee 4 oe — —_ He build up a new and better rural civill- 

gether, make them trust each other —— ee = = : 

and work together for the good ot compreneni ee rae es ee = 

the community, must necessarily be ae ae ao aaa eee 

werfi eS n must 

cana pas pt cee a a it. Unfair competition has been 1or- 

hope for gain and reward ig great. | bidden by law and steps taken to pre- 

Even when these groups do work vent it. Agriculture is now taught 

together in peace and harmony, they in the public schools, in the county 

often fail to master the fundamental agricultural schools, in the normal 

principles of business organization ,, ee tS onc ae 

They sometimes practice loose me- abate operatnn ane ee 

thods, they are often too close and ing site areata The State 

—— — a. Board of Public Affairs has made sev- 

neglect to keep their books properly. eral investigations of this subject and 

Their difficulties are mot confined while it carries on no propaganda 

to internal strife and dissension, or work, it stands ready to help those 

limited to faults of their own. Keen | Who ask for aid and assistance. The 

competition and powerful opposition Federal Government has just estab- 

is brought to bear. This competition lished a Bureau of Markets and a 

is often unfair. It is the competition | Rural Organization Service to study
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